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Abstract

Synthesis and Testing of

Bounded Wire Delay Asynchronous Circuits

from Signal Transition Graphs

by

Luciano Lavagno

Doctor of Philosophy in

Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California at Berkeley

Professor Alberto Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, Chair

The design of asynchronous circuits is increasingly important in solving problems such

as complexity management, modularity, power consumption and clock distribution in large digital

integrated circuits. The task is difficult mainly for the possible presence of hazards, i.e. deviations

from the expected circuit behavior due to gate and wire delays. Efficient synthesis tools, which

take into account the need for testing manufacturedcircuits, are required. The problem has been

studied extensively in the past, but no satisfactory automated solution using a realistic delay model

has been presented. This thesis introduces the problem through an extensive literature review and

then proposes a synthesis procedure based on the bounded wire delay model commonly used in

synchronous circuit design.

The first aspect of the proposed methodology is the formal modeling of asynchronous

circuits both at the specification and implementation level. At the specification level, we describe a

generic asynchronous system using an extended version of the well-known Signal Transition Graph

specification (based on an interpreted Petri net and hence built upon a large theoretical research).

At the implementation level, we develop a general model that can describe all asynchronous

computation paradigms. This model uses an abstraction of the gate-level model for a compact but

formal representationofcomplexsubsystemswhoseclassicaldescriptionin termsofgates wouldbe

impossible or impractical. We then relate specification-level properties with implementation-level

ones, so that the designer can restrict the specification to satisfy system-level requirements such as

behavior independence from wire delays.



The second aspect ofthe methodology is a complete and formal procedure to implement a

SignalTransitionGraph specificationasahazard-freeasynchronous circuit. The procedureinvolves

a state assignment step, an initial implementation step, and a hazard elimination step. The hazards

can be eliminated knowing bounds on the delays both inside the circuit (gates and wires) and in the

environment. We show that the problemofoptimaldelay paddingis NP-complete, andgive a range

of efficient exact and heuristic proceduresto solve it.

The manufactured circuit operates correctly without hazards only if the delay bounds

assumed during the synthesis process are actually met. We introduce an automated synthesis for

testability procedure thatpreserves hazard-free operation whileensuring the testability of the delay

bounds. This provides thelast element of acomplete top-to-bottom automated design methodology

for asynchronous circuits.

Prof. Alberto Sancriovanni-Vincentelli
Thesis Committee Chairman
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesisaddresses theproblem ofautomated asynchronous circuitdesign. It describes a

design methodology that is supported by synthesis algorithms and thattakes intoaccount testability

issues. The problems encountered during the algorithm implementation, and the experimental

results obtained from them are also detailed.

1.1 Motivation

An asynchronous circuit, informally, is an arbitrary interconnection of logic gates, with

the only restriction that no two gateoutputscanbe tied together(note that wired-aror wired-and

circuitscan be modeled as a gate formost practical purposes).

A synchronous circuit satisfies the further restriction that all cycles in it mustbe broken

by clocked memoryelements. The clocking scheme must be suchthatno event (i.e. a change of

valueof somesignal insidethe circuit) can propagate freely along acycle withoutbeing"stopped"

by a memory elementthat is not actively clocked whenthe event reaches its input. Furthermore,

no event should reach a memory element at a time smaller than a certain pre-specified amount

(setup/hold time) from the clock event.

This restriction makes the analysis, synthesis and testing of synchronous circuits much

easier than theirasynchronous counterparts. The presence of the clock allows the decomposition

of a synchronous circuit into a set of blocks of combinational logic, i.e., sub-circuits composed of

combinational gates, suchas and, or, inverter, etc., and a setof memoryelementsinterconnecting

those blocks. The techniques for analysis, synthesis and testing of such decomposed circuits are

well developed, widely used, and subject of a large amount of excellent research.
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The cost of this simplified handling of circuit behaviormay be high. A synchronous

system must have only one clock signal (or a set of clocks, if multi-phase clocking is used),

and the circuits operates properly only if each clock event reaches all memory elements within a

tightly controlled time bound (the clock skew). This requirement is not easily satisfied, because

the system may be built out of components thatare physically far apart, so that the finite speedof

propagation ofeventsbecomesnoticeable. Consequently, akey problem ofmodem circuit designis

the distributionofclocks to aset ofintegrated circuits, andwithin the integrated circuitsthemselves,

the minimizationof the clock skew among the memoryelements. Informally, the clock skew gives

a hard limit on the maximum speed ofoperation ofthe system, so the larger the skew is, the slower

the clock must be.

Furthermore, the clock event is usually sent to allmemory elements, regardless ofwhether

their inputs have changed since the last event. This means thatpower is wasted in charging and

discharging capacitors in the circuit, alongresistivewires.

There are implementation technologieswith very high quiescent power dissipation (e.g.

NMOS), in which the clock power dissipation is negligiblewith respectto the total. There arealso

technologies with a quiescentpowerdissipation that is almostzero (e.g. staticCMOS). Forthese

technologies, the clock powerdissipation canbe a substantial fraction of the total. It is possiblein

power-critical applications to "stop the clock"aslongasnothing changes at the external inputs of

the circuit, but these techniques areasynchronous in nature.

Finally, in a synchronouscircuitthe data inputof a memory element must be stablenear

the clock event. So the clock periodmust be chosento be long enough so that in the worst case the

combinationallogic has finished propagating events when the clock event occurs. It is well known

thattheworstcase delayalong acombinational circuit isa function ofits inputvalues. For example,

the output of a ripple-carry adder stabilizes very quickly if there is no carry propagation, while it

has a worst case propagation time proportional to the numberofbits if the carry "ripples" from the

least significant bit to the most significant bit. Similarly, a controller unit may have very simple

logic to handle"common" operation cases, andmuch morecomplex logic to handle"uncommon"

conditionssuch as interrupts. In both cases,a synchronous circuitmust be clocked taking the worst

case into account.

Asynchronous circuits handle all the problems above more gracefully. Namely, the

problemofclock skew disappears completely or is replaced by much more "local"versionsof it, in

which the need for the sameevent to be received almostatthe sametime by various sub-circuits is

not global to the system, but is a localproperty [106].
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The elimination of the clock may improve the overall power consumption of the circuit

Alternately, an asynchronous design methodology can be used to design the "clock stopping"

subsystem. A problem to be kept in mind when doing power consumption analysis, though, is that

the different implementation requirements of asynchronous circuits may nullify the advantages.

For example, the number and/or the size of gates that must switch per time unit may increase

substantiallywith respect to the synchronouscase, thus increasingthe overall power consumption.

An example ofthis is the use ofdual-railencoding for completion detection. In this case,

each abstract signalis implemented as a pair ofwires (dual-railencoding). The circuit signalsthat

it is eitherstillcomputing (bothwires are at0) or finished (exactly one wiresgoesto 1,encoding a

data value of 0 as01, and a data value of 1 as 10). This kind of completion detection can double

the complexityof the circuit, andthereby increase its powerconsumption.

In addition to powerconsumption considerations, replacement of a single component of

anasynchronous systemwith a faster one is mucheasier thanin the synchronous case. The whole

system adjusts itselfto the new speed without theneed for performing timing analysis again and

replacing the clock generation circuitry.

Finally, an asynchronous designmethodology is necessary in some cases, because there

are pre-existing asynchronous specifications that the designer must satisfy: for example, a bus

protocol. In this case, at least a part of the implementation must be done with asynchronous

techniques.

However, asynchronous design is harder and more constrained than synchronous design,

dueto hazard and meta-stability problems. Asynchronous circuits are by definition sensitive to all

signal changes, whether they are intentional (part of the specification) ornot (then theyare called

hazards). An example of such unintentional changes istheoscillationof asignal that is supposedto

have asingle transition. Furthermore, iftwotransitions withconflicting effects (e.g. thedatum and

theclock transition onalatch) occur tooclose together, then thecircuit mayproduce ameta-stable

output that is neither 0 nor 1 and can last for an unbounded amount of time.

Asynchronous design was a popular design style when the complexity of the circuits

permitted hand analysis of hazard and meta-stability problems. As designs became toocomplex to

be done by hand, synchronous styles became more popular, since automated tools helped manage

theincrease incomplexity. Asynchronous methodologies lagged behind untilrecently, whenanew

waveof interest was spurred by the advance bothin automated circuit synthesis techniques and in

new specification formalisms.

This thesisbrings together a wide range of techniques from theoretical computer science
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and electrical engineering. These techniques give the asynchronous circuit designer automated

tools to help in all aspects of design, from specification to implementation andtesting. We hope

that it will have practical applications as well as theoreticalinterest.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a completeexample showingthe implemen

tation of a VMEbus masterinterface. It provides an overviewof the main steps of the proposed

designmethodology. The rest of the thesis will give a more formal definition of the terminology

and the algorithms.

1.2 Overview of the Design Methodology

A formal design procedure of any kind ofphysical device requires a mathematical model

ofthe device operation. The closer this model is to reality,the better the results that can be obtained

from the procedure. Historically, two main models of operation for an asynchronous circuit have

been used (Chapter 2 describes the models and some synthesis methodologies in more detail):

• the Huffman model, in which the circuit is decomposed into a combinational circuit and a

set of feedback wires ([53]), and a bounded delay is associated with each interconnection

between gates (bounded wire delay model), and

• the Muller model, in which the circuit is decomposed into gates with an arbitrary inter

connection ([88]), and an unbounded (but finite) delay is associated with each gate output

(unbounded gate delay model).

The classical asynchronous circuit design methodology based on the Huffman model (see,

e.g., [53], [115] and [117]) starts from a Finite State Machine-like specification, the Flow Table,

and produces logic equations implementing it. Unfortunately, the resulting circuit is hazard-free

only under the Fundamental Mode assumption, i.e., the designer has to make sure that the circuit

inputs can change only when the circuit itself is stable and ready to accept them. This verification

task is non-trivial, and requires the use of the bounded wire delay model to analyze the circuit.

This delay model is both more expensive to analyze ([4, 72]) and less reliable in the presence of

manufacturing process variations than models that do not make any assumption on delay bounds.

Moreover, the methodology ensures hazard-free operation by increasing the delay of some state

signals (to eliminate the so-called essential hazards).

Muller (see [88] and [83]) introduces an analysis technique that verifies that a gate-level

circuit is speed-independent. Speed-independence ensures correct operation of a circuit modeled
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using the unbounded gate delay model. This model is used in the synthesis methods proposed,

for example, by [5], [126], [87] and [8]. Unfortunately, the unbounded gate delay model is not

realistic: it ignores technological limits on the delays, which is pessimistic, and ignores the wire

delays, which is optimistic ([118]).

The unbounded wire delay model ([116]) can be, in principle, the delay model that

is most realistic and robust with respect to manufacturing process and environmental variations.

Unfortunately it cannot be used, as shown by [94] and [77], to build circuits out of "basic" gates

(and, or,...). Authors who proposed design methodologies for circuits that operate correctly with

this model (delay-insensitive circuits) are forced either to assume that some wire delays are almost

zero (isochronicforks, [23]) or to take delays into account within hand-designed logic modules

([101], [40], [17], [57], [113]).

The SignalTransition Graph(STG) model was introducedindependently by Rosenblum

et al. ([102]) and by Chu ([26, 27]), to model formally both the circuit and the environment in

which it operates. The STG canbe considered a formalization of the widely used timing diagram,

because it describes the causality relations between transitions on input and output signals of the

specified circuit. Unlike other proposed causality-based models, e.g. the ChangeDiagram ([62]),

it allowsthe explicit descriptionofdata-dependent choicebetween various possible behaviors. The

standard synthesismethodologyfrom the STG specification ([27], [81]), though,stillhasthe partial

drawback ofbeing based on the unrealisticMuller model of the circuit implementation.

For these reasons, we chose to use the STG specification and the bounded wire delay

model, providing the necessary level of formality and a realistic model of the circuit behavior. A

characterization of the formal properties ofvarious classesof STGs is described in Chapter3.

Our synthesis procedure offers a set of algorithms with proven properties that have been

implemented in the sequentiallogic synthesis system SIS ([108,107]). Namely, in Chapter4 we

will describe a stateencoding method for STG specifications. In Chapter5 we will show in more

detail how an STG can be implemented in a hazard-free circuit using the realistic bounded wire

delay model. Finally, in Chapter 6 we will show how the circuit implementation can be tested

for all delayfaults that may cause hazards and impair its operation. Our methodology is based on

a rigorous mathematicalformulation of the specification and synthesis tasks, and uses a realistic

delay model, the bounded wire delay model.

The remainderofthis chaptersummarizes the complete design flow, from the specification

to the implementation. After a brief informal introductionof the STG syntax and semantics, we

describe how to translate a realistic and complex specification of a VMEbus master interface into
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anSTG, and how to obtain a hazard-free implementation of theinterface from the STG.

1.2.1 Signal Transition Graphs

A SignalTransition Graph can informallybe considered as a collectionof:

• Causality relations between signal transitions. Forexample a relation x+ —• y~ means that

a rising transition on signal x is followed by a falling transition on signal y. It is interpreted

eitheras a specification of the circuit behavior, if y is an output signalof the circuit, or as a

specification of the environment behavior, if y is an input signal. Notethatno information on

theelapsed time between the two transitions is given: it mustonlybepositive andfinite.

• Choice and merging points between different computation flows. Forexample, an acknowl

edgment transition maybe followed eitherby a write request or by a read request, each one

following itsown protocol. Thechoice whether to perform a read or a write operation must

causally depend on someotheroperation, sincedigital logiccircuits are in general determin

istic1. Conversely, it isoften convenient touse non-determinism asa form of abstraction to

describe more compactly implementation details that are of no concern during a particular

synthesisstep. Weallowonly input signalsof the circuitto havethe kindof non-deterministic

behavior outlined above.

In timing diagram terms, causality relations are represented as directed arrows between

signal transitions, and choice/merging points are described byinformal textual notes (even though

there have been formalization attempts, suchas [14] or [54]). Forexample, Figure 1.1.(a) describes

the interaction between three signals, x, y and z. When x rises, y falls and z rises. No order or

explicit timing isspecified: y~ and z+ are concurrent and caused by x+. Subsequently ymay rise
again orstay at0. No reason forthis event isgiven, hence we assume that it depends onsomething

else "hidden away" byabstraction. We cannot synthesize a logic implementation fory given only

this timing diagram (while wecando so for z, because thesetof events causing its transitions is

completely specified). Finally x canfall, and if y ishigh, then z must fall. Note that this apparently

"innocent" behavior hides a possible cause formeta-stability if y+ and x~ occur tooclose together.

We will return to this problem later.

Thisnon-deterministicbehaviorcan alsoberepresented asinFigure l.l.(b), where thefirst

segment of the diagram non-deterministically chooses between two different, mutually exclusive

Arbitration circuits are adifferent matter, since theyhave tobedesigned with analog techniques inorder toalleviate
themeta-stability problem. Our synthesis methodology does notdeal with arbiters directly.
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Figure 1.1: A timing diagram with non-deterministic behavior

behaviors. As in Figure 1.1.(b), the event that "witnesses" which choice is made (y+ in this case)

must be occurring on an input signal of the circuit that is being specified. Non-determinism is

allowed only in the environment.

Petri nets and Signal Transition Graphs

Now we will examine in more detail the formal definition of a Signal Transition Graph,

and describe its connection with timing diagrams. An STG is an interpreted Petri net. A Petri net

([97,96,89]) is composed of a set of transitions and a set of places. Aflow relationconnects each

transition with a set ofpredecessor places (representing thepre-conditions of the transition) and a

set of successor places (representing its post-conditions).

A marking of a net assigns a non-negative number of tokens to each place in the net. A

transition is enabled if all its pre-conditions are marked with at least one token. If it is enabled,

then it canfire, which means that one token is removed from each pre-condition and one is added

to each post-condition. Unless otherwise stated we will assume that every net is given an initial

marking (corresponding, as we will see, to the initialstate of the circuit and its environment).

An example of a Petri net is shown Figure 1.2.(a). Squares represent transitions, circles

represent places, directed edges represent the flow relation, and black dots represent the tokens in

the initial marking. The reachability graph of the net, shown in Figure 1.2.(b), represents all the

markings reachable from the initial one throughsequencesof transitionfirings. For example, only
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to can fire in the initial marking, corresponding to ps and p$ beingmarked (top center vertex in

Figure 1.2). When it fires, po becomes marked, and so on.

A place in aPetri net can represent botha causality relation and a choice/merging point.

For example:

• place p\ specifies that transition ts must follow transition t\.

• place po specifies that either t\ or ti must follow to. This mutual exclusion is due to the

conjunction of two facts:

- t\ and*2 share apredecessor place po, hencewhenpo is marked,the first firing transition

removes one token from it.

- no marking reachable from the initial markinghas more than one token in place po.

Hence the first firing transitionamong t\ and tz disables the other one, because it leaves

PO without tokens.

Po describes a choice pointin the operation of the systemdescribed by the Petri net.

• ps represents a merging point between two flows, becauseit can be marked by two different

predecessors.

If we now interpret Petri net transitions as transitions of signals, we obtain the STG

specification of asynchronous circuits. In order for the STG to have a consistent interpretation,

we must be able to identifyeach marking witha unique set of values for the specified signals. We

require thateach marking m in the reachability graph can be consistently labeled with avectorof

signal values A(m), where bit A(m)t- is thevalue of signal z,- inmarking m, and for each edge in

the reachability graph m —• m':

• A(ra), = 0 and A(m'); = 1if the edge islabeled zf,

• \(m)i = 1and A(m')t = 0 if theedge is labeled zf,

• all otherbits have the samevalue in A(m) and A(m').

Note that thislabeling (which isunique, givenaninitial marking) associates theinitialmarking with

the initial state of the circuit.

Let us examinethe timingdiagram in Figure 1.3.(a). Each signal, in thiscase, is assumed

to be anoutput signal, i.e. one forwhichwe must synthesize acircuit implementation. If we assume
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Figure 1.2: A Petrinet and its reachability graph

that it represents a cyclic behavior, where the first and the last rising transitions of x coincide, then

it can be translated into anequivalent STG, represented in Figure 1.3.(b). Note that in the standard

representation of STGs places with only one predecessor and one successor (implicit or trivial

places)areomitted, andtransitions are denoteddirectlyby the corresponding signaltransitionlabel.

Thus there is an implicit place between transitions y~ and x+, whichis initially marked.

The labeledreachability graph, or StateTransition Diagram(STD), of this STG appears

in Figure 1.3.(c), for signal ordering xyz. The initial marking of Figure 1.3.(b) corresponds to the

state labeled 0*00. The labels in Figure 1.3.(c) use four values for each signal: "1" means a stable

1,"1*" means a 1that is aboutto changeto 0, and similarly for"0" and"0*". The marking labeled

10*0* corresponds totheimplicit places between x+and z+ and between x+ and y+being marked.

Signal x has value 1,because x+ has just fired. Signal y has value 0*because y+ has not fired yet,

but is enabled (similarly for signal z).

In this section, following [27], we will further restrict a valid STG to be

• live: from every reachable marking there exists a sequence of transition firings that will

eventually fire every transition.
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Figure 1.3: A timingdiagram, its Signal Transition Graphandits StateTransition Diagram

• safe: no reachable markingcan have more than one token per place.

• free-choice: if a place has more than one successor transition, then it must be the only

predecessor of those transitions. That is, a choicemust not depend on the markingof other

places

These restrictionsarenot inherentto the useof STGs to specify asynchronouscircuitsper

se, but areonly required to guarantee the success of someSTG synthesis algorithms (forexample,

the stateencoding algorithm described in Qiapter4). Chapter 3 contains a detailed analysis of the

implications of such restrictions on themodeling capabilities of STGs.

122 Signal Transition Graph Synthesis

TheSTG specification cannow betransformed intoa logic circuit implementation thatis

hazard-free usingthe bounded wire delay model. Under thisdelay model, the circuitmustoperate

correctly according to the specification when modeled as a connection of

• delay-free logic gates (in this sectionwe willuse a standard cell library).

• one pure delay element (i.e., a translation in time of the input waveform) for each wire

connecting a circuit inputor a gate outputwitha gate input. An upper and lowerboundon

the magnitudeof this delaymustbe knownbeforethe synthesisbegins.

The synthesis process, described in more detail in Chapters 4 and 5, consists of the

following phases:

1. State encoding, in which the STG is transformedinto a Flow Table (a Finite State Machine

like specification for asynchronous circuits,see e.g. Section2.3.1),whichis then minimized

and encoded using a critical-race-free algorithm ([115]). The minimization and encoding

information is used to insert state signal transitionsback into the STG.
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2. Initial synthesis, where a two-level logic implementation is derived from the STG. All the

STG signals may be used as inputs to the logic implementing each output signal, and the

logic must satisfy two conditions:

(a) It must map every STD labelinto the corresponding impliedvalueof the output signal.

The implied value of an output signal in a marking is defined as follows:

• the value of the signal in the marking label ifno transitionof that signal is enabled

in the marking.

• the complement of that value otherwise.

Enabled signals are denoted by a trailing "*" in Figure 1.3.(c). In the markinglabeled

0*00, signal x has an impliedvalueof 1 because x hasvalue0* in that label (the first

bit). In the marking labeled 10*0*, a; hasan impliedvalueof 1, the sameas the value

of x in its label, because no transition for x is enabled in it

(b) Its output mustnot depend on the firing order of concurrent transitions whose firing

does not enableit. Forevery reachable markingin the STG, there is a set of transitions

concurrently enabled in it. For example, in the initial marking in Figure 1.3 the

(singleton) set {x+} isenabled. In the next marking, the set {y+, z+} isconcurrently

enabled andso on. The specification doesnot prescribe anorderofoccurrence forthose

transitions, so we want theoutput signal value to be stable independently of the firing
order of those transitions.

The implementation is two-level, hence for each reachable marking, for each set of

concurrently enabled transitions that does not cause a change of value in the output

signal:

• if the marking has an implied value of 1, then there mustbe an and gate whose

output is 1under the corresponding input label, and that does nothave any input in

the enabled set, so its output is constant 1.

• if the marking has an implied value of 0, then every and gate must have some

input that forces itsvalue to0 and that isnotinthe enabled set, sotheir outputs are
constant 0.

For example, wecan derive the two-level implementation shown inFigure 1.4 for the output

signals of Figure 1.3. The reader can verify that this implementation satisfies both condi-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.4: A two-level implementationof the SignalTransition Graph of Figure 1.3

tions 2a and 2b (i.e. it producesthe correctimplied value in eachmarking, and it has a stable

and gate under every set of concurrenttransitionsthat should not affect each signal).

3. Hazard analysis,in which the STG specification andthe initialimplementationareanalyzed

to detect the presenceofa hazardcondition under some wire delay assignment. We will show

in Chapter5 that ahazardcanonly occurin circuitssynthesizedaccording to ourmethodology

if some causality relationspecified by the STG is reverseddue to delays inside the circuit.

This notion is similar to the classicalnotion of essentialhazard, as described, e.g., in [117].

For example, transition y+ enables transition z- in Figure 1.3. If thecircuit path between y

and output x is very slow (e.g. due to the bottom inverter gate in Figure 1.4.(a)), then it is

possible for z— to propagate faster than y+ to thecircuit implementing x. At this point the

and gate has both inputs at 1, so it may incorrectly be turned on (a hazard). As a result, x is

set to 1 when a constant value of0 was specified for it in the STG.

The hazard analysis produces a set of triples (z*, zj, zh) thatrepresent potential hazards, z*

and zj are transitions, z* enables z\ (possiblythrough some intermediate transition) and Zh

is an output signal. Each triple implies that ahazard will occurif the circuit delay from z* to

zh is larger than the delay from z* to zl plusthe delay from zl to zh.

4. Constrained logic synthesis, in which a set of transformations based on the distributive,

associative and DeMorgan's laws are used to optimize and implement a multi-level circuit

from the initial two-level one, using any availablegatelibrary. For example, the function for

x in Figure 1.3 can be implemented as shown in Figure 1.5. We will show in Chapter 5 that

this set of transformations produces a circuit in which the set of potential hazards generated

in the hazard analysis step remains complete and correct.
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Figure 1.5: A standard cell implementation ofFigure 1.4
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5. Hazard elimination, in which the timing constraints imposed by the potential hazards derived

during hazard analysis are analyzed. Whenever a violation of a constraint is detected, it can

beeliminated either by using logic synthesis to balance thedelays z* -• Zh and zj -• zh or

by increasing the delay attheoutput of zj. Thiscorresponds to slowing down each signal to

allowall transitions thatcaused its change tofinish propagating. The operation is similar to

slowing down theclock insynchronous circuits to allow alltransitions to finish propagating.

Forhazard elimination, the slow-down is done locally for eachsignal. We will alsoshowin

Chapter 5 that thisdelayinsertion procedure always produces a hazard-free circuit.

1.2.3 The VMEbus Master Interface Protocol

In this section we describe our main example, taken from [109]: a master interface

designed according to the VMEbus asynchronous communication protocol (seealso [49]). All the

signalsare activelow,and bus lines are open-collector.

Our circuit receives as inputs:

• the access request from the master bcsl,

• the daisychaingrantfrom the previous board bgninl,

• the address synchronization from the master basl,

• theaddress synchronization from thebus asl(this signal is also anoutput),

• the write request from the master bwrl,

• the data transfer acknowledgment from the bus dtackl.

It produces as outputs:
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Figure 1.6: The VMEbus master interface timing diagram

• the bus request to the centralized arbiter brl,

• the daisy chain grant to the next board bgnoutl,

• the acknowledgment to the arbiter bbsyl,

• the access grant to the master borgtl,

• the write request to the bus writel.

The protocol proceeds as follows (see the timing diagram in Figure 1.6):

1. The master requests access to the interface by asserting bcsl. When the address is ready, it

asserts basl. During a write cycle it must assert bwrl between bcsl and basl.

2. The interface requests access to the bus from the centralized arbiterby asserting brl.

3. The arbiter grants access to the bus to the firstboard on the grant daisy chain by asserting its

bgninl. We now have two cases:
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• each interface that did not receive bcsl-whenit receives bgninl-, passesbgnoutl- down

the chain (this is represented in the "idle cycle" section of the diagram). If it receives

bcsl after bgninl, then it assertsbrland waits for the next grant.

• otherwise,the interfacekeeps bgnoutl high and starts its cycle, by asserting bbsyl for at

least 90 ns to inform the arbiter that the bus grant was received, and it releases brl.

4. Afterasserting bbsyl, the interface waitsfor the previous transaction on the bus to complete;

that is, it waits for asl to be high, then it asserts borgtl to inform the master that the bus is

available. It also assertswritel ifbwrl was asserted to indicatea writecycle.

5. Afterbbsyl falls, the arbiter causes bgninl to go high, because the grant is acknowledged.

Also brl is released at this time.

6. The interface releases bbsyl after the risingedge of bgninl.

7. The interface now waits for the bus lines to settle (i.e., it waits for asl to be high for at least

40 ns) and for the master to assert basl, indicating that the address is ready. The interface

then asserts asl.

8. The addressed slave asserts dtackl. This causes the master to release bcsl, basl and bwrl and

the interface to release asl and writel.

9. The slave respondsto the risingedgeof asl by releasing dtackl.

10. The interface waits for bcsl, bbsyl, writel andasl to rise, and it signalsto the master that its

cycle is complete, by releasing borgtl.

We can easily see that there is a potential synchronization problem at step 3, because

depending on whether bcslor bgninl falls first, the interface responds by asserting bbsyl andborgtl

in theformer case, and bgnoutl in thelatter case. Thenextsection willshow howthisproblem can

be handled withinthe proposeddesignmethodology.

1.2.4 A Signal Transition Graph Specification for the VMEbus Interface

We are now ready to model the VMEbus protocol described in the previous section with

a Signal Transition Graph. The timing diagram is split into two parts, to keep the synchronization

problem separated from the rest of the cycle. The STG that handles the bus arbitration appears
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Figure 1.8: The VMEbus read/writeSignalTransitionGraph

in Figure 1.7. The STG that deals with the read/write transaction appears in Figure 1.8. The

translationrequired to add some constraints, shown by dashed lines in Figure 1.8 and described

more in detail below.

Outputsignalsare shownin bold font. Notethat weuse empty transitions(i.e. transitions

thatdo not correspond to thechangeof valueof a signal), which aredenoted by e,as"placeholders"

to ensure the STG safeness. For example, if in Figure 1.8 the place initial had been directly

connected as a successor of borgtl40+, basl+ and so on, then it would be marked with more than

one token at the end of a cycle, and the STG would not be safe. Now let us examine each STG in

more detail.
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The Arbitration Signal Transition Graph

The arbitration STG, shownin Figure 1.7,is composed of three cycles,which are joined

by a choice/merge place, initial, which corresponds to the initial state. The place has three successor

transitions:

1. If bgninl- fires and then bcsl- fires, then we enter a delayed grant cycle. In this case, the

interface must first pass the grant to the next board on the daisy chain by asserting bgnoutl. It

must then wait for a second bgninl- before asserting bbsyl, which signals both the arbiter and

the read/write section of the STG that the bus is granted.

2. If only bgninl- fires, then we enter an idle cycle. In this case, the interface simply passes the

grant to the next board on the daisy chain.

3. If bcsl- fires before bgninl-,then we enter a grantcycle, by asserting bbsyl.

Signal Transition Graphs can describe only causality and choice, so they cannot handle

synchronization problems directly. Neverthelesswe can still model approximately the race between

bcsl and bgninlas a non-deterministic choicebetween its possible outcomes, as shown above. This

ensures that the logic produces the correct values, but it "hides away" from the synthesis system the

fact that there is a potential synchronization problem.

In order to solve this problem we can, for example, use the circuit in Figure 1.9.(a), where

a level-sensitive latch is used to synchronize bcsl to bgninl. bgninl and bcsl denote the signals

received by the interface board, while bgninluieland bcsl-del denote the signals that are used as

inputs to the logic for bgnoutland bbsyl (as described in Section 1.2.5).

The delay must be chosen large enough to satisfy two constraints:

1. It must allow the latch to leave meta-stability. The probability of a meta-stable condition

decreases exponentially with its duration, so the delay can be chosen to make the probability

of bcslbeing in a meta-stablestate whenbgninl- is receivedarbitrarily small.

2. It mustensure that the STG constraint between bgnoutl- and bcsl- is satisfied, i.e., its delay

must be greater than the delay between bgninl- and bgnoutl- (available after the synthesis

procedure described in Section 1.2.5).

The waveforms for the cases when bcsl- arrives before, after and together with bgninl-

appear in Figure 1.9.(b). The oscillation in bcsl-del causes no harm, because, as shown in Fig-
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Figure 1.9: A synchronization circuit for bcsl

me 1.11,neither the circuit implementing bgnoutl nor the circuit implementing bbsyl are sensitive

to the value of bcsljdel when bgninljdel is high.

The Read/Write Signal Transition Graph

Signalasl is represented in this STG by twosignalsaslinandasloutbecauseit is both an

input(whenit signals that the previous transaction is complete) and an output(during the current

transaction). Due to the open-collector implementation, every transition of asloutcauses a similar

transition ofaslin (the asl line is driven by one board at a time).

The read/write STG has two cycles, selected by the bwrl- transition. Each cycle pro

ceeds after the initialchoice exactly as in the timing diagram, except for the following additional

constraints:

1. If asl goes low before the cycle beginsdue to someothermaster accessing the bus, then it

must go low before bbsyl-. Otherwise, when the interface receives the grant, it cannot tell

whether it can already access the bus or not.

2. The constraint between aslin+ and bcsl+ was added by the state encoding procedure. It

means that we must constrain the master board design to wait for asl to go high to complete

the transaction and release bcsl.

3. Theconstraintbetweenbrl+ andbbsyl+ was added becauseeverytransitionin a well-formed

STGmusthave atleastonesuccessor. Itdoes notappear inthearbitration STGbecause bbsyl
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Figure 1.10: A delay line for the falling transition only

would then have brl among its inputs and we would lose the nice separation between bbsyl

and the rest of the circuit. The constraint is certainly satisfied because the minimum duration

of bbsyllow, 90 ns (Figure 1.6), is much larger than any realistic circuit delay between bbsyl

and brl. Hence brl has time to rise before bbsyl rises.

The minimum delay of 40 ns between the time when asl is detected high and the next

falling transitionofasl is implementedwith an external timer (e.g an inverter chain). The minimum

duration of 90 ns for bbsyl low is implemented similarly. The STG has two input signals bbsyBO

and borgtHO, correspondingto bbsyl and borgtl delayedby 40 ns and 90 ns respectively, which are

used to delay aslout- and bbsyl+.

Note also that borgtHO and bbsyl90are both required to close the cycles. This means that

the external delays should be quickly "reset" to 1, using, for example, the circuit of Figure 1.10

rather than an inverter chain. Moreover, the actual end-of-cycle acknowledgment sent back to the

master must be delayed to wait for them to be high (e.g., with an and gate with inputs borgtl,

borgtHO and bbsyBO).

1.23 The Circuit Implementation of the VMEbus Master Interface

The SignalTransitionGraphsderivedin the previous section can now be used as input to

the synthesisalgorithmoutlined in Section 1.2.2(and describedin more detail in Chapters4 and 5).

The first step involves state encoding. The arbitration STG does not require any state

signal beside the internal feedbackof its two output signals.

One state signal (called isO) is required to obtain a valid circuit implementation for the

read/write STG. Furthermore, the state encoding algorithm required the insertion of a constraint

between aslin- and bcsl- in order to complete successfully (see Section 4.4.1). The following

transitions of isO are addedto the STG, both in the read and write cycles:

• A rising transition is0+ is inserted with predecessors bbsyl- and brl-and successors borgtl-

and brl+.
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• A falling transition isO- is inserted with predecessor aslin- and successor dtackl-. Strictly

speaking, conditioning dtackl- to follow isO- is an illegal operation, because it amounts to

constraining an input signal. However, we can assume that the off-chip delays are so large

that isOcan change before dtackl does.

After state encoding, aninitial two-level logicimplementation is derived for each output

signal:

bgnoutl = bbsyl + bcsl • bgnoutl + bgninl

bbsyl = bbsyWO • bgninl + bbsyl• bcsl+ bbsyl• bgninl + bgnoutl

brl = bcsl + borgtl + IsO

borgtl = aslin • borgtl + bbsyl • bcsl • writel + borgtl • isO

aslout = aslout • isO + basl+ borgtl^O + bwrl • wn'te/ + cftaciW

write/ = as/oui • »0 + &on#/ + bwrl + dtackl

isO — aslin • 6or^i/ + bbsyl • «s0+ &ort#/ • isO+ brl • isO

The final implementation was obtained usinga simplestandard-cell library. The circuit

diagramappears in Figure 1.11.

If we want to switchour implementation to a Field-programmable Gate Array for our

physical design, we would have to change onlythetechnology mapping step in the logicsynthesis

procedure to automatically derive the desired netlist(i.e. the gate array programming data). For

example, usingaXilinx component whichallows theimplementationofanarbitrary combinational

logic function of up to five inputs in each module, we would obtain the following partitioning of

the logic (dashedboxes in Figure 1.11):

• each circuit for bbsyl, bgnoutl, brl, writel and isO fits directly in one combinational logic

module.

• the circuit forasloutcanbe partitioned intoone block implementing

to = basl + borgtl40 + bwrl • writel + dtackl

and one implementing

aslout = aslout • isO + to.

• the circuit forborgtlcanbe partitioned intoone block implementing

<l = bbsyl - bcsl • writel
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Figure 1.11: The VMEbus master interface circuit
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and one implementing

borgtl = aslin • borgtl4-1\ + feorgrt/ • isO.

Afterobtainingthestandard cellimplementation, adelay analysis wasperformed toverify

which potential hazards can actually occur. The delay modelused in our logic synthesis system

([108,107]) assigns a propagation delay from each inputpinof a gate to its outputpin. The value

of this delaydepends both on the intrinsic delay ofthe gate and on its fanout load.

The hazard elimination step discovered the following hazards in the implementation,

underthe assumptionthat the environmenthas zerodelay (the worst case for hazards):

1. If the delay between bwrl- andbasl- plusthe delay from basl to asloutis less thanthe delay

from bwrl to aslout, then a hazard can occurwhich incorrectly sets aslout to 0. This hazard

can be eliminated by giving the synthesis system a more detailed knowledge of the master

boarddelays. For example the designercan inform the synthesis system that the minimum

delay between bwrl- andbasl- is larger thanthe delayofanaoi221 gate. The hazard can also

be eliminatedby delaying basl, e.g., with a pairof inverters.

2. If thedelay(slave response) betweenaslout+ and dtackl+ plusthedelay from dtackl to aslout

is less than the feedback delay of aslout, then a hazard can occur which resets aslout to 0

when it shouldbe set to 1. Again,this hazard canbe eliminated eitherby assuming thatthe

bus delay is larger than the aoi221 delay, orby delayingdtackl.

3. If the delay between bgninl-del+ and bgninlMel- is less than the feedback delay of bbsyl,

thenbbsylcanhave ahazard. Again,the external delay is in general enoughto eliminate the

hazard.

4. The race betweenbcsl-del- and bgninl-del- cancause ahazard on bgnoutl. See Section 1.2.4

fora discussion of how bcsl must be latched in order to synchronize it with bgninl. Further

more, sincethe hazard occurswhen bgninl-del- occurstoosoonafterbcsl-del-, the magnitude

of the delay of bgninl-del must be larger thanthe delay required by the hazard elimination

algorithm.

5. If the delay betweenaslout+ anddtackl+ plusthe delay from dtacklto writel is less thanthe

delay from asloutto writel, then writel canhave adynamichazard: it is set due to dtackl-, but

then falls againbecause dtackl falls before aslout can keep it at 1. The same considerations

as in case 2 apply.
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In conclusion we have obtained, almost directly from a timing diagram specification, a

hazard-free implementation of the specified VMEbus master interface protocol.

The design procedure is completely automatic, proceeding through state assignment,

initial implementation, logic synthesis, and hazard elimination, and is completely supported by

design automation tools. The final result is a hazard-free implementation of the given STG

specification in a standard cell library. The only fundamental limitation is the inability of STGs

to directly describe, and hence handle, synchronizationand meta-stability. Nevertheless the STG

specification immediatelyreveals wheresuchproblemslie, thus helping the designer to isolate and

solve them separately.

The remainder of the thesis is devoted to a more formal and detailed explanationof the

proposed methodology.

1.3 Thesis Overview

The thesis is organized as follows.

• In Chapter 2 themajor results in thefield of synthesis, analysis and testing of asynchronous

circuits are reviewed, to provide a setting fortheproposed methodology.

• In Chapter 3 theSignal Transition Graph specification formalism is described. Interesting

generalproperties thatareshared byallpossible implementationsofagiven SignalTransition

Graph, and hence must be taken into account by the designer at a very highlevel are also
analyzed.

• In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 the Signal Transition Graph synthesis procedure itself, which is

divided into state encoding, initial implementation, hazard analysis, and hazard elimination
is explained in detail.

• In Chapter 6 a design for testability methodology, that can beused to verify that the delay
bounds assumed by the hazard elimination procedure are metby each circuit, is described.

This guarantees hazard-free operation of eachmanufactured circuit.

To help thereader remember the numerous abbreviations used throughout thethesis, we

have collected them inTable 1.3, together with a brief summary oftheir meaning.

As a matter of notation, a bold font is used both in the text and in the index to denote the

definition of a term.
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FSM Finite State Machine State-transition model for sequential system synthesis
FA Finite Automaton State-transition model for sequential system verification
FT Flow Table FSM model of asynchronous systems
ACS Asynchronous Control Structure Structural model of asynchronous systems
BACS Binary Asynchronous Control Structure Binary version of ACS
TS Transition System Uninterpreted state-transition behavioral model

(not to be confused with the Trace Structure)
ALTS Arc-Labeled Transition System TS with transitionsinterpreted as signalvalue changes
STD State Transition Diagram ALTS with binary-labeled states
CD Cumulative Diagram Cumulative history of transitions in the system

(not to be confused with the Change Diagram)
PD Pure Delay All input changes transmitted to the output
ID Inertial Delay Pulses shorter than the delay magnitude not transmitted
PN Petri net Uninterpreted event-based behavioral model
MG Marked Graph PN with concurrency and no choice
SM State Machine PN with choice and no concurrency
FCPN Free-choice PN PN with choice and concurrency
STG Signal Transition Graph PN with transitions interpreted as signal value changes

(not to be confused with the State Transition Graph)
CSC Complete State Coding STG whose signals completely define the circuit state

Table 1.1: Principalabbreviationsused in the thesis
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Chapter 2

Previous Work

This chapter provides a brief account of some of the results in the field of analysis,

synthesis and testing of asynchronous digital circuits that are directly related to our work. Most

of the material is drawn from Unger's book ([117]) that summarizes the earlier efforts in the field,

and from a book edited by Varshavsky ([126]) that is an invaluable source of information about the

work done by researchers in Russia. A more recent account of the latter will also appear in [63].

Sections2.2.3,2.3.5,2.3.6,2.4,2.5,2.6,2.7.2,2.7.3 and 2.7.4 are not directly required to

understand the rest of this work, and can be skipped on a first reading.

2.1 Circuit Model Taxonomy

The previous approaches to synthesis of asynchronous circuits can be distinguished by

the classical taxonomy based on the delay model used for the circuit. Asynchronous circuits are

generallymodeled as an interconnectionof componentsbelonging to two major classes:

1. The gate, a component computing a set of discrete output variables (or, more often, a single

output variable) as delay-less discretefunctions of its input variables. These functions can

be logicfunctionsif the variables have two values, 0 and 1, or ternaryfunctions,to take into

account a third undefinedvalue ([105]).

2. The delay element, a component producing a single output that is a delayed version of its

single input.

Each wire connects a single gate or delay output to one or more gate or delay inputs. Primary inputs

and outputs of the circuit can be considered gates computing the identityfunction.
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Figure 2.1: Various types of delay models

A delay element is:

• pure if it transmitseach eventon its inputto its output, i.e., it correspondsto a pure translation

in time of the input waveform.

• inertial if pulses shorter than or equal to the delay magnitudeare not transmitted.

A delay element is excitedif some transition is propagatingthrough it, and stableotherwise. In the

inertialcase this is equivalentto sayingthat the elementis excitedif its inputvalue is differentfrom

its output value, and stable otherwise. Figure 2.1.(a) represents the output waveforms of a pure

delay element and an inertial delay element Both delays have a magnitude of 1 time unit (hence

the inertial delay only propagates pulses of more than 1 time unit). The pure delay is excited in

intervals 2,3,5 and 7. The inertial delay is excited in intervals 2,5 and 7.

The delay ofeach element is:

• unbounded if no bound on the magnitude is known a priori, except that it is positive and

finite.

• bounded if an upper and lower bound on its magnitude are known before the synthesis or

analysis of the circuit is begun. In this case, we have a further subdivision into:

- integer delay (or discrete delay), in which the delay magnitude is constrainedto be a

multiple of some unit,

- real delay (or continuous delay), in which the delay magnitude is not constrained

(except by the bounds),
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feedback delay gate delay win delay

Figure 2.2: Feedback, Gate and Wire Delay

- ternary delay, in which the value of the delay between the lower and upper bound is

undefined, i.e. a third logic value that is neither 0 nor 1 (shown by the "intermediate"

level in Figure 2.1.(b)).

A circuit can be modeled (as shown in Figure 2.2) using:

• the feedback delay model if the set of delay elements is such that:

1. every cycle contains at least one delay element and

2. replacing any delay elementwith a wire produces a circuit where some cycle contains

no delay element.

• the gate delay model if there is exactlyone delayelementper gate output.

• the wire delay model if there is exactlyonedelayelementper gate input.

Hence the delay ofa circuit is modeledby four parameters: the delay model for the circuit

(feedback, gate, wire),the delayelementtype(inertial, pure),thedelay type (bounded,unbounded),

and the value of the delay (integer, real, ternary).

The remainderof the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 briefly recalls some

definitions from the theoryof logic functions (see, e.g., [15]), FiniteState Machines (see,e.g., [65]

or [117]), Finite Automata (see, e.g., [43]) and Petri nets (see, e.g., [89] or [96]). Section 2.3

describes the classical synthesis techniques, derived from the work of Huffman ([53]). Section 2.4

outlinesthe designmethodology proposedby Sutherland ([113]) to implementefficiently fast data

processingasynchronousmodules. Section2.5 describesthe synthesis techniques derived from the

work of Muller ([88]) using the inertialunbounded gate delay model {speed-independent circuits).
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Section 2.6 describes the synthesis techniques that use the inertial unbounded wire delay model

(delay-insensitive circuits). Section 2.7 showshow a circuit implementation obtained with any of

these techniques or by hand can be analyzed for correctoperation using various models ranging

from three-valued simulation to timed automata.

2.2 Definitions

2.2.1 Logic Functions

A completely specified single-output logic function gofn input variables (or Boolean

function) is a mapping g : {0, l}n -> {0,1}. Eachinputvariable X{ corresponds to a coordinate of

the domain of g. Each element of {0, l}n is a vertex. An incompletely specified single-output

logic function / of n input variables (often called simply a logic function in the following) is a

mapping / : {0,1 }n -»• {0,1, -}. The set of vertices where / evaluates to 1 is the on-set of /, the

set of vertices where / evaluates to 0 is its off-set, and the set of vertices where / evaluates to -

(i.e. it isnotspecified) is itsdc-set. The complement ofalogic function /, denoted byJ, is a logic

function obtained by exchanging the on-set and off-set of /.

A literal is eithera variableor its complement. Thecomplement of variablext- is denoted

by xj. A cube c is a set of literals, such that if Xi e c then xi ^ c and vice-versa. It is interpreted

as the Booleanproductof its elements. The cubeswith n literalsare in one-to-one correspondence

with the vertices of {0, l}n. A cover F is a set of cubes. It is interpreted as the Boolean sum

of its elements. A cube c' covers another cube c", denoted c" C c', if c' C c", for example

{a, 6} C {a,6,c}, so abc C ab (from now on we will drop braces and commas from a cube

representation, and use the more familiar "product" notation).

The Hamming distance between twocubes c' and c", denoted by rf(c/, c"), is the cardi

nality of the set of variables X{ such that either X{ e d and x~i € c" or xi e c' and »,- G c".

Theintersectionof twocubes d andc" isdefined onlyif d(c',c") = 0 andis c'" —c'Uc".

It is called"intersection"becauseit covers the intersection of the sets of verticescoveredby c' and

c". For example, the intersectionof aband ac is abc. The intersection of a cover F with a cube c'

is the set of all the intersections of ct- € F suchthatd(c', c,-) = 0 withc'.

A cube is an implicant, or product term, of a logic function / if it does not cover any

off-setvertex of /. An on-set cover F of a logic function/ is a set ofcubes such that each cube of

F is an implicantof / and eachon-setvertexof / is covered by at least one cubeof F. Anoff-set
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cover R of a logic function / is a cover of the complement of /. In the sequel we shall use the

generic term "cover" to denote on-set covers. Eachcover F corresponds to a unique completely

specified logicfunction, denoted by B(F). A logicfunction can have many covers.

A cover is interpreted as the Boolean sum of its elements, so it can also be seen as a

two-level sum-of-products implementationof thecompletely specified functionB(F). A two-level

combinationalcircuit hence contains three classesof gates:

• invertergates, with fanin primary inputs.

• and gates, with fanin inverter gates and primary inputs.

• or gates, with fanin and gates, inverter gates and primary inputs.

Primaryoutputsof the circuit can be connected to inverter gates, and gates or or gates.

An implicant of / is a prime implicant if it is not covered by anyothersingleimplicant

of /. A cube c' in anon-set cover F of a logic function / canbe expanded against the off-set of f

by removing literals from it while it doesnotcoveranyoff-set vertex. The resultof the expansion

is not unique (it depends on the order of removal), but it is always aprimeimplicant of /. A cover

F is a prime cover of a function / if all its cubes areprimeimplicants of /. A cube c of a cover F

of a function / is redundant if F - {c} is stilla coverof / (i.e., if c covers onlyvertices that are

either covered by other cubes in F or belong to the dc-set). A cover F is redundant if some cube

in it is redundant, otherwise it is irredundant. In a primeand irredundant cover F each cube has

at leastone relatively essential vertex which is an on-set vertex that is notcovered byany other

cube of F.

The cofactor fXi of a logic function / with respect to literal xt- is the logic function

obtainedbyevaluating/ at xt- = 1. Similarly/^isobtained byevaluating/ at x,- = 0. Thecofactor

of/has the followingproperty (Shannon decomposition) for each variable xn f = »,••/*,•+x7-/xr.

ThecofactorcXi of acube c withrespect toliteral x,- is undefined if xi e c andc - {xt} otherwise.

The cofactor FXi of a cover F with respea to literal xt- is the set of cubes of F for which the

cofactorwith respectto x,- is defined, cofactored with respectto X{. Notice that the two definitions

of cofactor for functions and covers are consistent: if F is a cover of a logic function /, then

B(FXi) = fXi.

A logic function / is monotone increasing in a variable xt- if /(x, = 0,(3) = 1 =*•

f(xi = 1,/?) = 1forall /? € {0, l}n_1, that is if increasing thevalue of thevariable xt from 0 to 1

neverdecreases the value of / from 1 to 0. Similarly a logic function / is monotone decreasing
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ina variable xt- if /(xt- = 1,/?) = 0 =* /(xt- = 0, /?) = 0 forall0 € {0,1}n_1. A logic function /

is unate in variable xt- if it is either monotoneincreasing or monotone decreasing in x,-. Otherwise,

/ is binate in xt-. A cover F is unate in a variable x,- if variable xt- appears in only one phase

(i.e., either xt- or xl) in its cubes (respectively monotone increasing and monotone decreasing).

Otherwiseit is binate in xt-. As shown in [15], a functionthat is unate may have binate covers, but

prime covers of unate functions are unate. A unate function has a unique prime and irredundant

cover, which is the set of all its prime implicants. Moreover, if F is a unate cover of /, then / is

unate. Similar results exist for cover and function monotonicity.

A logic expression is a parenthesized expression using the and,or and notoperators on a

set of variables, called its support. The and,or and notoperators are denotedby •(often omitted),

+, and —respectively. An expression represents a unique logic function; a given logic function

can have many different expressions. A logic function / essentially depends on a variable xt- if

/*, ¥" hi* i-e.» if thereexistsan assignment of values to theothervariables suchthat xt- can change

the value of /. An expression has minimum support if its support consists only of variables its

associated function essentially depends on.

A multi-valued variable is a variable v,- that can take any value from a finite set 5,-. A

multi-valued logic functionof a set of n multi-valued variables v,- is a mappingfrom the Cartesian

product of the Si into{0,1}. Theproperties ofordinary logic functions (where 5, = {0, 1}for all

i) can be directly extended to logic functions ofmulti-valuedvariables ([75]).

2.2.2 Finite State Machines

An incompletely specified non-deterministic Mealy Finite State Machine (FSM) is a

sextuple (5, X, Z,N,0, R):

• S is a finite set of internal states (often called simply states) of the FSM.

• X is a finite set of input states of the FSM, whicheitherare symbolicor are represented as

a binary vector of values of its input signals.

• Z is a finite set of output states of the FSM, whicheitherare symbolicor are represented as

a binary vector of values of its output signals.

• N(i, s) is a relation from the (input state, present state) pairs, also called total states, to the

next states (i.e., N C X x 5 x S).
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• 0(f, s) is a relation from the (input state, present state) pairs to the output states (i.e.,

OCX xSxZ).

• R C S is a set of initial (or reset) states.

An FSM is deterministic if R is a singleton set and both N and 0 arefunctions. This

is the FSM class mostoften considered in this work. We will often callan incompletely specified

deterministicFSM simply"an FSM".

A deterministic FSM is completely specified if both N and O are totalfunctions (i.e.,

they are defined for all elements of their domains).

A deterministicincompletelyspecified FSM is a Moore FSM if the edges directed into

a state s have a single output label. Hence, for Moore FSMs the output state is associated with the

internal state rather than with the total state.

In the following we will only consider FSMs where each state is reachable from the

initial state throughat least one sequenceof input states. Unreachable states can be deleted without

changing the specified behavior.

An FSMcanalso be represented asa directed graph, called theState TransitionGraph,

where:

• each vertex is associated with an internal state

• each edge (also called a transition) is labeled with an input state/output state pair, and is

directed from the present state vertex to the next state vertex.

A stabletotal state of an FSMis a pair (i, s) suchthat N(i, s) = {s}, i.e., a self-loop in

the graphrepresentation. An FSMis normal if every unstable stateleads directiy to a stable state

(i.e., for every inputstate i, for every pair of states s, s' suchthat N(i, s) = {s'}, if s ^ s* then

N(i, 3') = {3'})

2.2.3 Finite Automata

A non-deterministic Finite Automaton (FA) is a quintuple(5, X, iV, R, F):

• S is a finite set of internal states (often calledsimplystates)of the FA.

• X is a finite set of input states of the FA.
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• N(x, s) is a relation from the (input state, present state) pairs to the next states (i.e., N C

XxSxS).

• R C S is a set of initial states.

• F C S is a set of final (or accepting) states.

In the application of FAs to asynchronous circuitmodeling, each input state represents a

transition or event, that is, a change of value of a signal in the modeled circuit. Internal states can

sometimesbe labeled with a vector of values of all the circuit signals, for the sake of clarity (e.g.,

in [39]).

Finite Automata are usedmainlyas analysis tools in the contextof asynchronous circuits.

A sequence of input states is used to describe a sequence of events on a set of wires of the

circuit under consideration. A sequence is accepted by the FA if and only if it corresponds to a

"legal" operation of the circuit (e.g., it does not exhibithazards on externally visiblewires). The

verification ofcorrectness of thecircuitcanbetransformed intoastate reachabilityanalysisproblem

on a correspondingautomaton(see Sections 2.7.3 and 2.7.4 for examplesof such transformations).

Acceptance conditions may be defined both onfinitestringsand on infinite sequences of

inputevents. The latter case is more interesting, because it permits analysis of liveness properties

of the specification ("something goodwilleventually happen") ratherthanjust safeness properties

("nothing bad will ever happen"). An example of liveness property is that an arbiter circuit will

eventually grant access to a resource after a request is received, while an example of safeness

propertyis that the arbiterwill never grant accessto two requesters at the same time.

A Btichi FA ([114]) is a nondeterministic FA whose acceptance condition is defined on

infinite sequences of inputsymbols. Givenan infinite sequence of inputsymbols, a run of an FAis

a sequenceof states(beginning withone of the initialstates)that the FAcan reachunderthat input

A ran of a Buchi FA is an accepting run if somememberof F appears infinitely often in it.

The product1 oftwo Btichi FAs (5,X,N,R, F) and (S", X',Nf, R', F') isa Btichi FA
(S'\X",N",R'\F"):

• S" = Sx£"x {0,1,2},

• X" = X\JX',

• the transition relationcan be viewed, for a more compactdescription,as "decomposed" into

a state component and into an integer component:

'The definition isnot essential for the remainder ofthis work, and isreferenced only for the sake ofcompleteness.
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- the state component advances both states only when the input state is common to both

FAs, and leaves one componentconstantotherwise:

1. if x" eXAx"eX'A (x",5l,s2) € N A(x", s'vs'2) € N' then

(x",(5l,5;,o,(62,4,i))eivw

2. ifx" e XAx"iX,A(x",sus2) 6 Nthen(x", (*!,*'„i),(s2,s\,j)) € N"

3. if x" ^Ai"6X'A (x",sj, 52) € W' then (x", («i,«i, t), (si, 4, j)) € iV"

- the integer component is set to 1 every time a state in F is seen, set to 2 every time a

state in J* is seen, and reset to 0 immediately afterwards:

1. if52GFthen(x,/,(61,5/1,0),(s2,52,l))eiV//

2. elseif 52 € F/then(x,,,(51,s,1,l),(52,52,2)) e N"

3. else(x", (*i,s',,2), (s2,s2,0)) € JV"

4. otherwise (x", («i, s[, i), (s2,52) 0) € -W"

• i?" = {(5,5;,0) G5"5.t. 5 € R A3; € R'}

• JP'/ = {(s,s,,2)€5,,}

The productFA accepts a sequence o- if andonlyif its restriction to X (i.e. the sequence obtained

removing from a the input states not in X) is accepted by the first FA and its restriction to X' is

accepted by the second FA.

2.2.4 Petri Nets

Petri nets (introducedin [97], see also [96]or [89])are a widely used model for concurrent

systems, because they have a very simpleand intuitivesemantics, that directly captures concepts

like causality, concurrency and conflict between events.

A Petri net (PN) is a triple V = (T, P, F):

• T is a non-empty finiteset of transitions,

• Pisa non-empty finite set of places, and

• F C (T x P) U (P x T) is the flow relation between transitions andplaces.

A PN can be represented as a directed bipartite graph, where the arcs represent elements of the

flow relation. We will only consider PNs with a connected underlying graph2.

2A directed graph is connected if there exists an undirectedpath between every pair ofnodes, i.e. the underlying
undirected graph is connected.
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A PN marking is a function m : P -> {0,1,2,...}, where m(p) is thenumberof tokens

in p under marking m.

A marked PN is a quadruple V = (T, P, P, mo), where mo denotes its initial marking.

A transition t G T is enabled at a marking m if all its predecessorplaces are marked. An

enabledtransitiont may fire, producinga new marking m!withone less token in eachpredecessor

place and one more in each successorplace (denoted by m[t > m').

A sequence of transitions and intermediate markings m\t\ > mi[t2 > ...m' is called

a firing sequence from m. The set of markings m' reachable from a marking m through a firing

sequence is denoted by [m >. The set [mo > is called the reachability set of a marked PN with

initialmarking mo,and a marking m 6 [mo > is calleda reachable marking.

The directed graph ([mo >, E) where an edgejoins twomarkings (m, m!) if m[t > m\

is called the reachability graph of the marked PN.

A PN markingm is live if for each m' € [m > for eachtransitiont thereexistsa marking

m" € [m! > thatenables t. Amarked PN is live if its initial marking is live.

A marked PN is Abounded (or simply"bounded") if there exists an integer k such that

for each place p, for each reachable marking m we have m(p) < k. A marked PN is safe if it is

1-bounded.

A transition t\ disables another transition h at a marking m if both t\ and t2 are enabled

at m and %i is not enabledat m' where m[t\ > m!. A marked PN is persistent if no transitioncan

ever be disabled at any reachable marking.

Two transitions t\ and t2 of a marked PN are concurrent if there exists a reachable

marking m where both *i and t2 are enabled, and neither ti disables t2 nor vice-versa. Two

transitions t\ and t2 of a marked PN are in direct conflict if there exists a reachable marking m

where both t\ and t% are enabled, and either t\ disables t2, or vice-versa, or both.

Marked Graphs, State Machines and Free Choice Petri Nets

A PN is a Marked Graph (MG) if everyplacein it hasexactly onepredecessor andone

successor. An MG is persistentfor every initialmarkingmo, furthermore everystronglyconnected

MG has at leastonelive andsafe initialmarking ([30]).

A PN is a State Machine (SM) if every transition in it has exactlyone predecessor and

one successor. Also every strongly connected SM has at least one live and safe initial marking (a

single token in any single place). The subclass ofPetri nets called State Machines can be considered
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equivalent to classical Finite State Machines (Section 2.2.2), if we label each SM transition with an

input/output state pair and we interpret each place as an internal state. The term "State Machine" is

used in the Petri net literature, so we prefer it in this context.

A PN is free-choice with respect to a subset of transitions V if for any two transitions

t\ and t2 such that at least one of them is in T and both share a predecessor place, then t\ and t2

have only one predecessor. The name "free-choice" then suggests that whenever a place is marked,

it "freely chooses" which successor transition is enabled, without the need to check if some other

predecessor of these transitions is also marked. A PN is free-choice (FCPN) if it is free-choice

with respect to all its transitions (see, e.g., Figure 1.2.(a)). A PN is an extended free-choice Petri

net (simply calledfree-choice in [12]) if any two transitions that share some predecessor places

have exactly the same set of predecessor places. A PN is a behaviorally free-choice Petri net

if any two transitions that share some predecessor places are enabled exactly in the same set of

reachable markings. Any extended free-choice or behaviorally free-choice PN can be transformed

intoan equivalent FCPN ([10]), hence wewillconsider onlyFCPNs in the sequel.

Let V = (T, P, P) and V = (T', P', P') be two PNs. V is a subnet of V if V C T,

P' C P and F' = F n ((V x P') U (P' x T')).

A subnet V is a transition-generated subnet of a PN V if P' is exactly the set of

predecessors and successors in V of the elements of T. A transition-generated subnet V is a

Marked Graph component of a PN V if it is a MarkedGraph.

See, for example, the PN in Figure2.3.(a), takenfrom [10] (circlesdenoteplaces, boxes

denote transitions). The subnet in Figure 2.3.(b) is not transition-generated, because there exists

t\ 6 V whose predecessor (e.g. pi) or successor (e.g. #3) is not in P'. Moreover, the subnet in

Figure 2.3.(c) is transition-generated, by T = {<i,*2}, but it is not an MG component, because

both p\ and P4 have more than one predecessoror successor. Finally,the subnet in Figure 2.3.(d) is

an MG component.

Asetof MG components coversa PNifeachtransitionbelongs toatleastonecomponent.

A Marked Graph allocation over an FCPN V = (T, P, P) is a functionf:P-*T that chooses

one among the varioussuccessors of each place. A PN with \P\ places, with nt- successors each,

has rit=i,|P|ni distinct MG allocations. The Marked Graph reduction associated with an MG

allocation overan FCPN is the unique MG component including all the transitions selected by the

allocation function.

Figure 2.4 containsthe MGreductions of the FCPN of Figure 1.2associatedwith the MG

allocations f(po) = t\ and f(po) = t2 (all otherplaces haveonlyone successor, so the value of /
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Figure2.3: Examples of subnets and MarkedGraphcomponents
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Figure 2.4: Marked Graph reductions of the Petri net ofFigure 1.2

is uniquely determined). The reductions areobtained byextending the set of transitions selectedby

the allocation to yield an MG component.

Similarly (note the strong duality between places/transitions and SM/MG), a subnet V

is a place-generated subnet of a PN V if T' is exactly the set of predecessors andsuccessors in V

of theelements of P'. A place-generated subnet V is a State Machinecomponent of a PN V if it

is a State Machine.

Asetof SMcomponents covers a PN if each place belongs to at leastonecomponent A

State Machine allocationover a FCPN V = (T, P, P) is a function / : T -v P that chooses one

among thevariouspredecessors of eachtransition. A PN with \T\ transitions, withmt- predecessors

each, has IL=i,|T| mi distinct SM allocations. The State Machine reduction associated with an

SM allocation over a FCPN is the (unique) SM component including alltheplaces selected bythe
allocation function.

Figure2.5contains the SM reductions of the FCPN ofFigure1.2associated withtheSM

allocations f(to) = p$ and f(to) = pe respectively.

The following Theorem is due to Hack ([48]), and is very useful to prove liveness and

safeness results about FCPNs.

Theorem 2.2.1 Let V be an FCPN.

1. IfV has alive and safe marking then:

• MG componentscover the net.
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Figure 2.5: State Machine reductionsof the Petri net ofFigure 1.2

• SM componentscover the net.

2. V has a live and safe marking if and only if:

• every MG reduction is non-empty and strongly connected, and the MG components

cover V

• every SM reduction is non-empty and strongly connected, and the SM components

cover V

3. Let m be a live marking ofV. Then m is safe ifandonlyif there exists an SM coverwhere

eachcomponent is markedwith exactly one token in m.

InFigures2.4 and2.5 all reductions arenon-empty, strongly connected andcoverthe net,

so the net has a live and safe marking(e.g. the marking shownin Figure 1.2). Note that the initial

marking in Figure 1.2marksexactlyone placein every SM of the (only) coverof the FCPN.

2.3 The Huffman Model for Asynchronous Circuits

This sectiondescribesa numberof issuesconcerning themodeling,analysis andsynthesis

techniques for asynchronous circuits based on the work of Huffman ([53], see also [117]). Such

techniques usean FSM-like specification called theFlow Table (Section 2.3.1). They arebased on

the Huffman model shownin Figure 2.6. Thismodel decomposes the circuitintoa combinational

logicpart and a feedback part. The inertial unbounded delay model is usedfor modeling delayon
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Figure 2.6: Huffmanmodelof an asynchronous circuit

feedback wires {race analysis). The inertial bounded andunbounded wire delay models are used

formodeling delay of non-ideal combinational logicblocks {hazard analysis).

The synthesis according to this model is performed by minimizing the Flow Table(Sec

tion2.3.2), encodingit (Section2.3.3), and realizing itscombinationalnextstate and outputfunctions

withhazard-free combinational logic (Section 2.3.4). Analternative technique uses one-hot encod

ingof the FSM states (Section 2.3.5). Other researchers proposed theuseof synchronous latches

to implement the feedback lines rather thanjust wires, and of a local clock to drive them (Sec

tion2.3.6). Both one-hot and self-clocked techniques greatly simplify thesynthesis andanalysis at

the expense of some increased implementation cost.

2.3.1 The Flow Table Specification

The Flow Table (FT) is a Finite State Machine specification of the behavior of an

asynchronous circuit. The FT is generally described as a two-dimensional table, with the vertical

axis indexed bythe present stateof thecircuit, and thehorizontal axis indexed bythe input state

(orsimply input) of thecircuit. Each entry of the table contains a next state and anoutput state

(orsimply output). The FT in Figure 2.7(from [117]) describes theoperation of an asynchronous

circuitthatcontrols a simpletraffic light. Its inputstateis encoded usingtwo variables, x\ (a timer,

whose value is 0 for60seconds and then 1for 30seconds) and xi (with value 1 if a caris waiting

ontheminorroad). Its output state isencoded using only onevariable, z (with value 1if themajor
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Figure 2.7: A Flow Table specification of a traffic light controller

road sees a red light, 0 otherwise). A stable state is denoted by

The circuit must produce z = 1 only at the beginning ofan interval with x\ —1 and only

if X2 = 1, and maintain z = 1 for the full interval with xi = 1. The circuit starts in the internal

state labeled 1, its initial state. The FT is built by defining the circuit behavior under all possible

input transitions from this state, then from the states reached after each transition, and so on. When

there is no traffic on the small road, the circuit cycles between entries (input state, internal state)

(00,1), (10,1), (10,2), (00,2), (00,1) — When a car arrives on the small road, the circuit goes to

state 3 and waits for the timer to expire.

Note that if a car shows up and the timer expires at thesame timewe can choose either to

produce z —\ immediately, or wait for the next timer expiration, i.e., the FT is non-deterministic.

As shown below, it must be made deterministic in order to synthesize a circuit (that is deterministic

by nature) from it.

The definition of "atthesame time" is a bit problematic, and this kind ofsynchronization

problemhas haunted asynchronousdesignerssince the very beginning. In general circuits described

with the Huffman model are assumed to operate in the so-called Huffman Mode, in orderto associate

meaningfully the FT behavior with the circuit behavior. This means that two time intervals Si and S2

(with <§i < 62, and bothintervalsdependingon thespecific circuitdelaycharacteristics) aredefined.

If input changes are separated by less then 6\, then they are considered simultaneous. If they are

separated by more then 62, then they are considered distinct. Otherwise the change is illegal, and

the circuit behavior is undefined.

state in the FT representation.
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There are two special cases of Huffman Mode that deserve special mention and are

attributed names of their own:

• Fundamental Mode: inputs are constrained to change only when all the delay elements are

stable (i.e., theyhave the inputvalueequalto the outputvalue). In thiscase:

- 6\ is theminimum propagation delay inside thecombinational logic and

- 62 is the maximum settling time for the circuit, i.e., the maximum time that we must

wait for all the delay elementsto be stable once its inputs have become stable.

Note that Fundamental Mode excludes FTs that have a cycle ofoscillations, where a set of

internalstatesdoes not have anystableentryunder a particularinput state.

• Input-Output Mode: the environment monitors the circuitoutputs and applies new inputs

as soonas theeffect of thecurrent inputs appears on them. This is the operationmode used,

for example, by Muller (Section 2.5). In this case #1 coincides with 62 and is the minimum

delay of any gate in the circuit.

Thedefinition of Fundamental Mode mayseem a bit strange because the feedback delays

in the Huffman model areunbounded yet werequire thecircuit to stabilize before wecan change

the inputs. To be more precise, all the feedback delays are assumed to have some very large

upper bound,but no lower bound. From an analysis standpoint this yields the same results as the

unbounded delay assumption, but it allows a meaningful definition of the settling timeof a circuit.

If we consider the number of inputs that can change for any given state transition, the

circuit can operate in two modes:

1. Single Input Change mode implies thatonlyone inputcan change at any giventime(i.e.,

within one <$i). Together withtheFundamental Mode of operation, this is knownas normal

Fundamental Mode.

2. Multiple Input Change mode implies that any number of inputs can change at any given

time.

An FT is Single Output Change if it is eithernormal or any sequence of unstable states

due to a singleinputstatechange causes at mostoneoutputstatechange. Otherwise, it is Multiple

Output Change. A Single Output Change FTcanalways bemade normal (without modifying the

observable behavior) by replacing the first next state in a chain ofunstable states with the last one.
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23.2 Flow Table Minimization

The initial FT describing the desired circuit behavior can be minimized using appropriate

techniques (see, for example, [53], [46], [65] or [117]). The purpose of this minimization is to

reduce the number of states so that:

• the following synthesis steps may be simplified,since all known optimum state encoding and

logic minimization algorithms have a worst-case behavior that is exponential in the number

of states or state signals (heuristic algorithms take advantage of the reduced solution space

also).

• the number of state bits, and hence possibly the complexityof the next state and output logic

may be reduced.

A pair (s\, s2) of internal states of an FT is output compatible if, for each input state

x, the output state under (a:,s\) is either the same as under (a?,62) or is undefined. Otherwise it

is output incompatible. A set of internalstates is output compatible if all pairs of states in it are

output compatible.

A set c\ of internalstates directly implies a set c2 of internal statesunderinput state x if

c2 is the set of all next states under x for all states in c\. A set c\ of internal states implies a set c2

of internal states under a sequence of input states x\x2. ..xn\f there exists a chain of implications

from c\ through intermediate sets ofstates to c2 under those input states.

A set c\ of internal states is a compatible if it is outputcompatibleand it does not imply

an output incompatibleset. A maximal compatible is a compatible that is not a subsetof any other

compatible. Compatibility is a relationof the form C C (5 x S). It is reflexive and symmetric, but

it is nottransitive for an incompletely specified FT, so it is not an equivalence relation(transitivity

holds only in the completely specified case).

The set J of all (unordered) pairs of incompatible statescan be computed as follows:

Procedure 23.1

• Let I be the set ofoutput incompatiblepairs

• Repeat until no new incompatible pairs can be added

- For each pair of internal states (51,52), andfor each input state x such that both

N{x, s\) and N(x, 52) are specified
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* Lets[ denote N(x, s\) and s'2 denote N{x, s2)

* If{*?\,s2)€l then add{s\,52) to I

Notethat incompatibility is defined onlyif theoutputandnext state are uniquelyspecified or totally

unspecified, i.e., if they are defined by afunction. There is no state minimization procedure, to the

best of our knowledge, that can minimize a non-deterministic FT, i.e., an FT where the next states

and/or the outputs are defined by a relation.

From I we can compute the set of all maximal compatibles:

Procedure 2.3.2

• Write the pairs ofincompatibles as a product-of-sums logic expression, with one variablefor

each state and one sum termfor each pair.

• Convert theproduct-of-sums expression into an irredundant sum-of-products expression (an

irredundant cover)3.

• Create one maximal compatible for each product term which contains all the states whose

variables do not appear in the term.

In the example of Figure 2.7, after resolving the non-determinism by choosing 7,0 for

entry (11,1)4, we have the following results:

1. Theinitialsetofoutputincompatiblepairsis{(l,3),(l,4),(l,5),(l,6),(2,3),(2,4),(2,5),

(2,6), (3,7), (3,8), (4,7), (4,8), (5,7), (5,8), (6,7), (6,8)}.

For example, 1 and 3 are incompatible because under input 11 state 1 produces output 0,

while state 3 produces output 1.

2. The following pairs of incompatibles are added because under some input they lead to

incompatible pairs: {(1,7),(1,8),(2,7),(2,8),(3,5),(3,6),(4,5),(4,6)}.

For example, 1 and 7 are incompatible because under input 00 state 1 goes to itself, while

state 7 goes to 4, and (1,4) are already known to be incompatible.

3. The product-of-sums expression describing the incompatibles is: (1 + 3)(1 +4)(1 + 5)(1 +

6)(2-f-3)(2+4)(2 + 5X2+ 6)(3-}-7)(3 + 8)(4+ 7)(4 + 8X5-r-7)(5 + 8K6+ 7)(6 + 8)(l +

7)(1 + 8)(2 + 7)(2 + 8)(3 + 5)(3 + 6)(4 + 5)(4 + 6).

3The cover isunique because the corresponding function isunate, i.e., all variables appear only inthe positive phase.
4We could also have chosen 6,1 obtaining aminimized FT with 5 states.
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4. The equivalent irredundant sum-of-products expression is: 123456 + 123478 + 125678 +

345678.

5. The maximalcompatibles are respectively: {7,8},{5,6},{3,4},{1,2}.

A set C of compatibles is closed if for each compatible c\ e C, for each input state x,

and for each pair of states s\,s2 € c\ such that the next state under x is defined, there exists a

compatible c2 to which both next states of s\ and 52under x belong.

A sequence of input states is an admissible sequence from an internal state 5 of an FT T

if no unspecified next state is encountered applying it to T from 5 (except possibly in the last step).

An internal state 5 of an FT T covers an internal state s' of another FT T' if

• allfinite sequences of input states admissiblefor T' from s' are also admissible for T from 5

and

• for all such sequencesof input states, the outputstatesof T' from s', if specified,are the same

as those of T from s.

A Flow Table T covers another FT V if every state in T is covered by at least one state of T.

This is equivalent to requiring that the initial state of T cover the initial state of T', because we

are considering only deterministic FTs where all states are reachable from the initial state. In more

intuitiveterms, T covers T' if T is a "more specific" description of the same basic behavioras T',

i.e., the two coincide, except in sequencesthat would be illegal for V.

Two FTs are equivalent if they cover each other. An FT is minimized if there exists no

FT with fewer states that covers it

A set of compatibles of an FT T covers T if each internal state of T appears in at least

one compatible. Given a closed set ofcompatiblesC that covers an FT T (a closed cover of T) we

can build another FT T' that covers T as follows.

1. T' has one internal statefor eachcompatible c\ € C.

2. The output state under each input state i for each compatible c\ is uniquely defined by the

corresponding output of some state 5 € ci, by the definition of output compatibility.

3. The set of next states under each input state i for all the states in a compatible c\ must be a

subset of some other compatible c2, because the set is closed. This c2 is chosen as the next

state under c\ and t, so the next state function of T' is uniquelydefined.
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Giventhesedefinitions, the state minimization problem can be statedas follows: given

an FT T, find a closed cover of T of minimum cardinality. The set of all maximal compatibles

of a completely specified FT (i.e., one in which the next state and outputfunctions are defined for

all total states) is the unique minimum closed cover. For an incompletely specified FT, a closed

cover consisting only of maximal compatiblesmay have a larger cardinality than a closed cover in

which someor all of the compatibles arepropersubsets of maximal compatibles. The searchspace

of all subsets of all maximal compatibles is too large, so we need to define the concept of prime

compatible, that plays a role similar to the prime implicant in logic minimization.

The class set C\ implied by a compatible set of internal states c\ is the set of all sets c2

such that:

1. there exists an input state x such that c2 is implied by c\ under x and

2. c2 has more than one element and

3. C2 2 c\ and

4. C2 g C3 for any other c^ € C\

A compatible c\, with class set C\, dominates a compatible c2,with class set C2, if:

1. c\ D C2 and

2. Cx C C2

That is, c\ dominates c2 if c\ is a superset of c2 and the conditions on the closure of c\ are a subset

of theconditions on theclosureof c2. A compatible c that isnotdominated by anyothercompatible

is a prime.

The following basic theorem was proved in [46]:

Theorem 2.3.1 ForanyFTT there is a minimum closedcover composedonly ofprime compatibles

ofT.

The followingprocedurecomputes the set P of all prime compatiblesof an FT T:

Procedure 233

• LetP be theset ofmaximal compatibles ofT (as computed byProcedure 232).

• Let Ibe thecardinality ofthelargestmaximal compatible.
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• Fori from Idown to 2 do:

- For each compatible c\ e P such that c\ has cardinalityIdo:

* For each internal state s e c\ do:

1. LetC2 = c\ —{5}

2. If C2 is not dominated by any C3 € P, thenadd C2 to P

The example in Figure 2.7 is completely specified, so the set ofmaximal compatibles is also the set

of prime compatibles.

In order to find a minimum closed cover of prime compatibles, [46] proposed the con

struction of a product-of-sums logic expression, with:

• one variable for each prime compatible, which is true if the compatible is chosen as member

of the cover,

• one sum term (covering term) for each internal state of the original FT, stating that at least

one prime compatible covering it must be chosen,

• one sum term (closureterm)foreachcompatiblec2 intheclassset C\ ofeachprime compatible

c\, stating that either c\ is not chosen, or some prime compatible c3 superset of c2 must be

chosen.

Each assignmentoflogic values to the variablesthat satisfies the expressioncorrespondsto a closed

cover, hence an assignment with the minimum number oftrue variables is a minimum closed cover.

The problem of finding (given a product-of-sums expression and a set of weights for the

true andfalsevalueofeachvariable), a satisfyingpartial assignment (wherean unassigned variable

has a weightof 0) of minimum weightis calleda covering problem. The problemis called binate

covering ([103], [73]) if some variable appears both in positive and negative form, and unate

covering ([45]) otherwise. Efficient heuristics to solve each problem have been reported in the

cited papers. The problem of finding a minimum closed cover can be formulated and solved as a

binate covering problem, with a weight of 1 for each true variable and a weightof 0 for each false

variable.

For example, suppose that an FT has the following prime compatibles:

• c\ = {51,52} withclassset Pi = {{54}}
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Figure 2.8: The minimized Flow Table of Figure 2.7

• C2 = {51,52,53} withclass set P2 = {{51,52}, {54}} (note thatneither c\ dominates C2 nor

vice-versa)

• C3 = {53,54,55} withclass set P3 = {{51,52}}

Then we have the following covering terms (one for each state):

(ci + c2)(ci + c2)(c2 + C3)(c3)(c3)

and the following closure terms:

• ci: (cT-f-c3)

• c2: {ci + ci + C2)(C2 + c3)

• c3: (cj + ci + c2)

Anassignment of minimum weight thatsatisfies all theclauses yields the closed cover{ci, C3}.

In the example of Figure 2.7, the cover (which is unique because the FT is completely

specified) must include all maximal compatibles and we obtain the minimized FT shownin Fig

ure 2.8.

23.3 Flow Table State Encoding

Usingthe Huffman model of an asynchronous circuit, each FT state is implemented as

a bit vector of values for thefeedback wires of the circuit. Each such wire is also called a state

signal: the output of the corresponding feedback delay element is called a present state signal,

whileits input is calleda next state signal. In this phaseof the circuitsynthesis only unbounded

feedback delays areconsidered, andthecombinational logicblockis considered delay-free. We will
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see in Section 2.3.4 under what hypotheses this assumptioncan be satisfiedand the circuit operates

correctly according to the specification.

The delays on the state signals can be conservatively assumed to be unbounded because

efficient methods of dealing with them on the feedback wires exist On the other hand, there is

no satisfactory approach based on the Huffman model that synthesizes circuits with unbounded

delays inside the combinational logic block, so these delays must be assumed to be bounded (see

Section2.5 for a completely different approachto analysisand synthesiswith the unbounded gate

delay model). Hence the state encoding algorithm for asynchronous circuits using the Huffman

model must satisfy a basic requirement: it must avoid critical races among state signals. A race

among two or more state signals is a simultaneous change of their value due to a single state

transition. A race is a critical race if the stable state reached by the circuit depends on the race

winner, i.e., on the order in which the signals change.

For example, in Figure 2.8, we can encode the states using 2 state signals, y\ and 2te.

assigningthe code 00 to state 1,01 to 2,10 to 3 and 11 to 4. The transition (01,3) -» 2 involves a

change ofboth y\ and 2/2. This race is not critical, because:

• if 2/i falls first,we go through state 1 (with code 00), that has the samenext state 2 and output

0 under input 01.

• if 2ft rises first, we go through state 4 (with code 11), that similarlyhas the same next state 2

and output 0 under input 01.

On the other hand, the race producedby transition (10,2) —»• 3 is critical, because:

• if y\ rises much faster than 2ft falls, the new stable state 4 under input 10 can be reached,

resulting in incorrect behavior.

• if 2ft falls much faster than 2/1 rises, the stable state 1 is reached, again resulting in incorrect

behavior.

There are many techniques to solve this problem and produce a critical race-free state

encoding. Multiple Transition Time encodings involve creating a path through many unstable

states before reaching the final stable state. Multiple transition time encodings are interesting

becausethey producegeneral solutions, valid for any FT, independent of its transitionstructure(of

course these solutions are parameterized in terms of number of input and internal states).

In general throughput is a key point in asynchronous design, so it is not desirable to go

through many intermediate states. Repeatedly rippling through the combinational logic section
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of the circuit may excessively slow down its operation. Hence researchers have devoted a lot of

effortto the development of Single Transition Time stateencodingalgorithms, in whicheachstate

transition involves onlyonechange of the statesignals (eventhoughmanystatesignalscanchange

at the same time). For this reason we chose an algorithm belongingto this class for our synthesis

procedure (Chapter 4), and we describe it at some length here. The algorithm is due to Tracey

([115]), and is called a Unicode SingleTransition Time encoding, because each symbolic state in

theminimized FTis assigned a single code5.

The basic idea of Tracey's state encoding is that whenever two pairs of state transitions

occur under the same input (so that the input values cannot be used to distinguish among them),

at least some state signal must remain constant during both transitions, and have a different value

for each transition. This set of constantsignalsallows the circuit to "distinguish" amongdifferent

transitions, which avoids critical races.

InTracey*s work, the conceptofdichotomy correspondsinformallyto the idea ofa column

(bit) in the binaryencodingof the internal FT states. It distinguishesone set of states from another

by a single bit in the corresponding encodings. An ordered dichotomy is a 2-blockpartitionof

internal states. If an ordered dichotomy is used in generating an encoding, then one code bit of

the states in the left block has the value 0 while the same code bit has the value 1 for the states

in the right block. Conversely, a bit (state signal) of an encoding implies an associated ordered

dichotomy: all the states in which the bit is 0 are in the left block and all the states in which it is 1

are in the right block.

For example, given the ordered dichotomies (12;34) and (14;23), the unique (up to

permutation of bits) encoding derived from themis 00,01,11,10 (i.e., state 1 is assigned code 00

and so on).

Twoordered dichotomies d\ and ofe arecompatible if the left blockof d\ is disjointfrom

the right blockof d2 and the rightblockof d\ is disjoint from the left block of cfe. Otherwise, d\

and d2 are incompatible.

The union of two compatible ordered dichotomies, d\ and d2, is the ordered dichotomy

whoseleft and rightblocksarethe unionof theleft andrightblocksof d\ and d\, respectively. The

union operation is not defined for incompatibleordered dichotomies.

An ordereddichotomyd\ covers an ordered dichotomy da if the left and right blocks of

d2 aresubsets respectively either of the left and right blocks, or of the rightandleft blocks of d\.

5Other state encoding methodologies may assign two ormore codes to the same FT state inorder to avoid critical
races.
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Note that the definition of covering relation views ordered dichotomies as unordered pairs. For

example, (1; 23)is covered by (14; 235)and (234; 1),butnotby (12; 3).

A memberof a set of ordereddichotomies is prime if it is incompatible with all ordered

dichotomiesin the set that are not covered by it.

The following Theorem is due to Tracey:

Theorem 232 A Unicode Single Transition Time state encodingfor a Single Output Change FT

doesnothavea critical race ifandonly if

• for every input state xfor every pair oftransitions (a, s\) -»• &2 and (a, S3) -• s4 suchthat

- there existsa statesignalsuch that its associated dichotomy covers either (si 52; S3S4)

or (s3s4; sis2).

Note that s\ may coincide with «2 or S3 may coincidewith s4.

The basic idea is that whenever two different transitions(possibly includingstable states)

occur under the same input, there must exist at least one state signal that does not change and

distinguishes between the transitions.

An encoding algorithm based on this Theorem was first given in [115]. We describe

a more efficient formulation, due to [104], that has a complexity linear in the number of prime

dichotomies andproducesan encodingwiththe minimum numberof bits that satisfies the Theorem.

Procedure 2.3.4

1. LetD —{{si; Sj)Mi ^ j} be the set0/uniqueness dichotomies6

2. For each inputstate x

• For eachpairoftransitions s\ -*• 82 and S3 -*• s4 under x suchthat82 / s4 andeither

s\ ^ s2 or S3 ^ s4

- LetD = D\J {(S1S2;s3),(sis2;s4),(su8384),(S2;8384),

(s3S4; si),(3384;S2),(s3; sis2),(s4; S1S2)}

3. Derive the product-of-sums expression that describes the pairwise incompatibilities between

dichotomies in D (i.e., one variable for each dichotomy in D, also called theset of seed

dichotomies, andone sumfor each incompatibility)

So calledbecausethey ensure thatthe final setof primedichotomies assigns a uniquecodeto eachinternal state.
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4. Convert the product-of-sums expression into an irredundantsum-of-products expression (an

irredundant cover)

5. Create one prime dichotomyfor each term, as the unionofall the seed dichotomies corre

sponding to variables that do not appearin the term

6. Finda minimum cardinalityset ofprime dichotomies covering all the seed dichotomies

The dichotomies due to pairs involving only stable states (excluded by the condition that

either si ^ S2 or S3 ^ s4) are covered by uniqueness ones.

The conversion from product-of-sums to sum-of-products expression is exponential in the

number ofvariables. However, the special structure ofthe clauses,each with exactly two variables,

reduces the execution time so that it has linearcomplexity in the number of prime dichotomies.

Unfortunately, the number of prime dichotomies can still be exponential in the number of states, so

heuristic algorithms such as those described in [134] or [136] should be used when the number of

FT states precludes the application of the exactalgorithm above.

Encodingconstraints that areused to minimize a two-level or multi-level implementation

ofthe circuit canalso be expressed asdichotomies ([134], [104], [71]). So this encoding algorithm

also allowsthe minimization of the implementation cost within the critical race-free constraint.

Let us examine an example, the encoding of the FT in Figure 2.8, to clarify the above

procedure.

1. The set of uniqueness dichotomies is

D = {(1;2),(1;3),(1;4),(2;3),(2;4),(3;4)}

2. The set of dichotomies necessary andsufficient (due to Theorem 2.3.2) to avoid any critical

race is:

• input 00:

- pair3 -*• 1 and 4 —• 2 produces

{(31;4),(31;2),(3;42),(1;42),(42;3),(42;1),(4;31),(2;31)}

- pair3 —• 1 and 2 -• 2 produces only dichotomies that are covered by those above

- pair1 —• 1 and4 -> 2 produces only dichotomies that arccoveredby those above

• input 01:

- no pair of transitions with different final state exists
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• input 11:

- pair 2 —• 3 and 1 -• 4 produces

{(23;1),(23;4),(2;14),(3;14),(14;2),(14;3),(1;23),(4;23)}

- pair2 -• 3 and4 -• 4 produces only dichotomiesthat arecoveredby those above

- pair3 —• 3 and 1 —• 4 producesonly dichotomies that are covered by those above

• input 10:

- pair 2 —• 3 and 1 -* 1 produces

{(23;1),(1;23)}

- pair 2 -»• 3 and 4 -+ 4 produces

{(23;4), (4; 23)}

• The set of seed dichotomies (excluding covered dichotomies) is:

D = {(13; 4), (13; 2), (3; 24),(1; 24),(24; 3), (24; 1),(4; 13), (2; 13), (23; 1),(23; 4),

(2; 14), (3; 14), (14; 2), (14; 3), (1; 23), (4; 23)}

• If now we arbitrarilyset state 1 to receive the all-zero code, we can reduce the number

ofseeddichotomieswithoutlosinggenerality by dropping thosewith state 1in the right

hand side. We then obtain (together with the associatedvariables):

D = {a = (1;24), b = (24; 3), c = (3; 24), d = (13; 4), e = (13; 2), / = (23; 4),

g = (1;23),* = (4;23),t = (14;2), j = (14; 3)}

3. The product-of-sums expressiondescribing incompatibilities is:

{a + b){a + f){a + h){a + i){a + j){b+c){b+d){b + e){b+f){b + g){b + h){b + i)

(c+ f){c + g)(c + h)(c + i){c + j){d + g){d + h){d+i){d + j){e + f)(e + g)(e + h)

(«+i)(/ + *)(/ + *)(/ + 0(/+i)
Forexample, a + bdescribes the incompatibility between (1; 24) and (24; 3) due to 2 and 4

being in different blocks.

4. The sum-of-productsequivalentexpressionis:

abodef + abcdfghj + abceghij + acdefghi + bcdefhij + bfghij

5. The prime dichotomies, obtainedby the union of seed dichotomies corresponding to signals

that do not appear in each term, are:

• abcdef(g,h,ij missing)yields(14; 23)

• abcdfghj (e, i missing) yields (134; 2)
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• abceghij (d, / missing)yields (123; 4)

• acdefghi (6,j missing) yields (124; 3)

• bcdefhij (a, g missing)yields (1;234)

• bfghij {a, c, d, emissing)yields(13;24)

6. All seed dichotomies can be covered by just two prime dichotomies, namely:

(13;24) and (14;23)

This yields the following state encoding:

00,11,01,10

The first dichotomy distinguishes state sets by the first state bit. The reader can now check

that no critical race can occur with this encoding.

2.3.4 Hazard-free Flow Table Implementation

Afterthe FlowTablehas beenminimized andencoded,it describesa set of logic functions

that producethe next state and output of the circuit,whichcan be implementedby a combinational

logic circuit. Connecting the next state output with the present state input of this circuit should

yield the desired behavior as long as the circuit operates in Fundamental Mode or Huffman Mode.

There is still one problem, though: digital gates have afinite, non-zero delay. So the

implementation of the specified logic function may not behave, as we assumed above, as a pure

logic evaluator followed by a delay element. We must take into account the behavior of the

individual gates that constitute the combinationallogic part of the Huffman model.

A simple example will give an idea of the nature of the problems encountered during

this final step of classical asynchronous circuit synthesis. Note that these problems (unlike FT

minimization and encoding) do not have a general satisfactory solution yet, and arc a major

motivationof the introduction of the novelsynthesis algorithms presentedhereafter.

The logic expressions describing the nextstate signals(Yi and I2) and the output signal

{z)ofthe FTdescribed inFigure 2.8,usingthestateencodingderived inSection2.3.3,areasfollows:

z = sisfe

Y\ = xjyi + yxyi + x2n + x\x2

*2 = X\y2 + xiyi +x~\X2
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Figure2.9: Karnaugh maps ofthe encoded Flow Table of Figure 2.8

where ?/i and 2/2 are the present state signals and x\ and x2 are the input signals. The Karnaugh

maps of the three logic functions, with the implicants implementing them,are drawn in Figure 2.9

(the leftmost column represents the symbolic present states, before encoding). So we obtain the

two-levelcircuit given in Figure 2.10 (ignore the dashed gate fornow).

Let us examine now the circuit operation in more detail. The discussion follows that

in [117]. Consider the transition from total state (input state, internal state) (00,2) to (10,2) and

then to the stable total state (10,3), due to arising edge on x\ (represented by thedotted arrows in

Figure 2.9). Output z rises, next state Y\ falls and next state *2 should stay at 1. Butthe output

of oneandgate, x\y\, goes to 0 while another one, x\m, goes to 1. If the gates have non-zero,

different delays (due, e.g., to process variations ordifferent rising and falling times), theoutput of

the or gate implementing Yi can go briefly to 0. With a verylarge delay on gate sijfe the circuit

would stabilize in another, incorrecttotal state, (10,1).

The pulseon the outputof the or gate is termed a combinational logic hazard because

it depends on the magnitude of the delays (hence "combinational"), and it can be eliminated by

changing the implementation ofthe function (hence "logic"). For example, if we add the gate y\yi

to thecircuit implementing Yi, thisgate does notchange value when x\ rises, thusensuring thatno

hazard occurs assuming that the delays inthefeedback lines aremuch larger than the delays inthe

combinational logic. Moreover, thegate implements aredundant implicant of theoriginal function,

so its additiondoes not change the logic function of the circuit.

If the assumption thatthe feedback delays are much larger than the combinational logic

delays is notmet, there is stilla problem. If y\ falls too fast, theoutput of gate y\ j^ may fall, and

the circuit endsup in the (incorrect) total state (10,1). This second hazard is sequential (because

it involves the feedback lines) and essential (because it is inherent in the FT specification and

independent of the particular logic implementation).
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Inthiscase theproblem isdue tosome part ofthecircuit (gates xlyi and y\3/2) perceiving

the transition on x\ that caused the transition on y\ as occurring after the transition on y\. The

problem can be avoided by using delay padding: if the change of y\ is slow enough, no hazard

occurs. This observation, which has beenused in classical Huffman model asynchronous circuit

synthesis, will be thekeyto ourown hazard-free synthesis algorithm (described in Chapter 5).

We cannowmore precisely define ahazard asanytransition onanoutput signal ata time

whenno such transition is allowed by the specification. Using the Huffman model and a critical

race-free state encoding, ahazard is any change ofvalue on some output or next state signal that

would not occur if the delays were concentrated on thefeedback lines (rather than being distributed

on gates and wires).

Accordingto a common taxonomy from the literature, a hazard is classified as static or

dynamicand as combinational or sequential:

•

•

A static hazard exists if a signal that should remain constant changes twice (in opposite

directions). It is a 0-hazard if thesignal should stay at0, and a1-hazard if thesignal should
stay at 1.

A dynamichazardexists if a signal thatshould change once changes multiple times.

Acombinational hazard isone that may ormay not occur due tothe distribution ofdelays.

The first example of a hazard discussed above is combinational because it occurs only if

thedifference between the delays of a?i2fe and x\y\ is larger than the delay of theorgate

implementing Y2 (recall that the Huffman model assumes inertial delay, hence short pulses
are "killed").

Combinational hazards are further classified as:

- logic hazards if they depend ontheparticular implementation of thelogic function (as

in the first example above),

- function hazards ifthey cannot be eliminated, regardless ofthe delays, by changing the
logic.

Several properties of combinational hazards havebeenestablished ([117]):

1. A two-level implementation of any logic function can be made static 1-hazard-free

underSingle Input Change by including every prime implicant in the implementation

(thisis sometimes referred to as a Disjunctive Normal Form implementation [126]).
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2. Transformations of the circuit using:

- De Morgan's laws: ab = a + 6and a + b = a b

- the associative law

- the distributive law (factoring, but not multiplying out)

- the absorption laws: a + ab—> a and a + ab -* a + b

do not introduce any new hazards, under Fundamental Mode operation, besides those

initially present. See Section 5.1.2 for a proof that this important result holds also

under less restrictive circuit operating conditions. Also, see [68] for a longer list of

hazard-non-increasing logic transformations.

3. Almost no logic function has a hazard-free implementation, under unrestricted Multiple

Input Change. For example, even / = a + 6 has a combinational hazard in any

implementation if one input rises at the same time as the other one falls.

• A sequential hazard is one that inherentlyinvolves the feedback lines. Sequential hazards

that are inherent in the FT specification and occur regardless of the actual implementation

(as opposed, e.g., to hazards due to critical races, that can be eliminated with a proper state

encoding) are essential hazards.

Such essential hazards, as shown in [117], are identifiedby a simple property of a minimized

FT:for someinitial total stateandinputsignalX{, the totalstate reachedafter three consecutive

transitionson X{ is different from the total state reached after one single transition on x,-. For

example, in Figure 2.8, if we start from (00,2) and change x\ once we reach (10,3), while if

we change x\ three times we reach (10,3), then (00,1), then (10,1). So the FT has an essential

hazard that led to the problem described above.

A sequential hazard is transient if its effect does not change the final total state of the circuit

when it stabilizes, and steady-state if its presencechanges the stable state with respect to the

FT specification.

Several properties of sequential hazards have been established ([117]):

1. AnyFTwithoutessential hazards admits animplementationfreeof steady-state hazards

without the need for delaypadding if operated in Single Input Change mode. The

procedure involves the analysis of the so-called d-trio conditions (i.e., conditions in

which one and three changes of a signal lead to exactly the same final state of the FT)

and uses a dichotomy-based formulation as in Tracey*s state encoding.
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2. No FTwithessential hazards hasan implementationwithout steady-state hazards inde

pendentofthe feedback delays. As noted in [20], the Theorem of[117] is the first known

proofthat somebehaviorhasno delay-insensitive implementation(seealsoSection2.6).

3. Any FT has an implementation without steady-state hazards using at most one delay

element if it is operated under Single Input Change, if upper and lower bounds on

the delays of gates and wires are known, and if the lower bound on that delay can be

arbitrarily set by the designer.

4. The situation under Multiple Input Change is more complicated, especially if different

orderings of multiple transitions which occur simultaneously lead to different stable

states. For example, in the following FT row:

1 So

X\X2

00 01 11 10

2,0 3,0 4,0

the feedback delaysmust be chosento be largerthan the maximumseparationbetween

transitions {6\ as defined by theHuffman Mode of operation).

We will not enter into further details about classical hazard analysis and elimination

techniques, since the FT specification formalism does not provide a clean way of handling such

problems. We only mention one last type of hazard that provided the motivation for the work

described in Section 2.5 on speed-independent circuits: the delay hazard. It is defined as a

condition in a circuitwithoutlogic hazards such that a sequence of inputchanges x' —• x" -*• x'"

produces either of the following sequences on somesignal(described by a function of the inputs

1. /(*') - /(*") - /(*") -> f{x'"), where f(x") = f{x'"). Forexample, the application

of 0111 —• 1111 —• 1011 to the two-levelcircuit z = abd + acd may cause such a delay

hazard, if abd is much faster turning on and then off than acd is turning on. In this case,

the environmentapplies the second transitionbefore acd turns on; acd is the gate that would

havekept the outputstableat f(x") = f{x'") = 1.

2. /(*') -+ /(*") -+ /(*'") -+ /(*") - f{x"'), where f{x") ± /(*'"). For example, the

applicationof 0111 -> 1111 -»• 1110to the above circuit may cause such a delay hazard if

abd turns on fast, the environmentchangesthe input, abd turnsoff and then acdturns on and
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off. Note that this latter case happens only if the pure delay model is used, rather than the

inertial delay model that has been used thus far.

In summary,a delay hazard is causedby two transitions tooclose together. It occurs if the

environmentmonitors thecircuitoutput,seesanoutputtransition in response to the inputtransition,

and applies the secondtransitionimmediately. It occurs if the circuit is operated in Input-Output

Mode (in which the environment applies a new change to a circuit that is still unstable) rather than

in Fundamental Mode. A brief accountof the analysis and synthesis techniques for circuits that

must operate in Input-Output Mode is given in Sections 2.5 and 2.6.

The Huffman model, which decomposes the circuit into a combinational part and a set

of feedback lines, is not the only modelused for asynchronous circuit synthesisfrom a Flow Table

specification. At least two other methods deserve mention in this very brief summary because

they are somewhat related to our work. The first method, described in Section 2.3.5, uses a

fixed architecture, which directly matches the Flow Table specification. It completely skips the

state encoding step while making hazard analysis much simpler. The other method, described in

Section2.3.6, couples the advantages of synchronous and asynchronous logic with a self-clocked

design methodology.

2.3.5 One-Hot Encoding-based Synthesis

Thebasicideaofone-hot state encoding is to assignonebit ofmemorytoeachminimized

FlowTablestate. The methodwasproposedbyHollaar([52])andis relatedto variousdirectmethods

for Petri net implementation, such as, for example,[93], [84] and [1].

One-hot encoding hassomesignificant advantages overthestandard FTsynthesismethod

described in the previous sections.

1. Thecriticalraceproblemdisappears, sinceexactlytwostatesignalschangeforeachtransition.

The circuitcan also be checked for stabilization in the final stateby delaying the generation

of the new outputs until exactly one of the state signals is at 1.

2. The logic implementation becomes highly structured: one and gate implements eachstate

transition, two or gates and a Set-Reset flip-flop implement each state bit, and one or gate

implementseachoutput([52] considered onlyMoore FTs,buttheapproachcanbegeneralized

to Mealy FTs). This methodology naturally lends itselfto completely automated layout in

a PLA-like style. Furthermore, hazard analysis is much simplified. Figure 2.11 contains a
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Figure 2.11: Example of one-hot-basedFlow Table synthesis

circuit fragment implementingthe following FT fragment (each SR flip-flop is labeled with

the corresponding FT state):

00

3,1

3ll

X\X2

01 11 10

JJO
3,1

3ll
2J.0
4,1 5,0

The primarydisadvantages ofone-hot-based synthesis arc:

1. Verylittleoptimizationis possible giventhe fixed architecturc. The areaoftheimplementation

in termsofgate count,forexample, maygrowmorerapidly asa function ofthe FTcomplexity

than it would with methods based on more compact stateencodings.

2. Some specificcharacteristics of the FT are poorlyhandled. Forexample, a so-called scale-

of-two-loop between states, such as the caseshownin the following FT fragment:

00

X\X2

01 11 10

1

2

2,1

2,1

1,0

1,0
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In this case, state 1 goes to state 2 under input 00 and state 2 goes to state 1 under input 01.

This causes a problem to the circuit structure shown in Figure 2.11 because the logic that

resetsthe flip-flop of state 1needs the flip-flop of state 2 to be on (so that it goes throughthe

transition... 1.. .0... -+ ... 1... 1... -»• .. .0... 1...). However if flip-flop of state 1 is

on, it also resets the flip-flop of state 2, and the simple scheme fails.

This can be solved inserting unstable states between states 1 and 2 in the FT, but the solution

further increases the already high cost of this methodology.

The hazard analysis with this methodology becomes greatly simplified. Even some

deviations fromFundamental Modebecometolerable, andthecircuitmaybeoperated in a variation

of Huffman Modewitha minimum pre-specified separation betweendifferent setsofinputchanges.

Moreoverthe nature of the method allows some concurrent activity between states. Forkandjoin

constructs can be used, and repeated subgraphs of the FT can be factored into subroutines.

As we have seen, the one-hot-basedsynthesismethodologyhas one significantadvantage:

simplicity, and one significant disadvantage: cost. A veryattractive altemative wayto achieve the

sameadvantage is to combine the best of both the synchronous world (simplicity, efficiency) and

the asynchronous world (speed, modularity) as outlined in the next section.

2.3.6 Self-Clocked Circuits

Theideaof self-clocked circuitsisquitesimple andattractive. Thecircuitis decomposed

into three parts (e.g. as in Figure 2.12, from [90]):

• a clock logic, which produces a clock pulse whenever the state and/or output signals must

change. In general, there exists a set of one-sided inequalities that the delay of the clock

signalmust satisfy in order to ensurecorrect, hazard-free operation.

• a set of clocked memory elements.

• a next state/output combinational logic that doesnot have to be handled withspecialcare to

avoidraces andhazards. Theclockis chosen to be slowenough to allow the outputto settle

before it is allowed to propagate to the feedback wires and to the environment

Various approaches to the design of self-clocked asynchronous circuitshave been pre

sented in the literature([29], [135], [85,101], [69], [2], [90] to name but a few).

Some distinctive points among them arc:
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Figure 2.12: Example of self-clocked architecturc (from [90])

• Nowick et al. ([90]) use a restricted form of FT specification, called burst-mode FSM (see

also Section 2.5.3), in which:

1. each state transition is restricted to occurring under a set of input changes (an input

burst) such that no burst from some state can be a subset of another burst from the same

state (e.g., if transitions on x\ and x2 move the FSM from s\ to 82, then a a single

transitionon x\ cannot move the FSM from s\ to any other state except itself),

2. a given state must always be entered with the same set of input values.

Apart from these two limitations, the clocking scheme is such that:

1. hazard-freelogic can always be produced from the FSM specification.

2. the circuit can operate in Input-OutputMode, ratherthan in Fundamental Mode, because

the clock delay constraints ensure that the inputs can be changed again whenever the

output change {output burst) associated with the previous state transition has occurred.

• Ladd et al. ([69]) use a bundleddata communication scheme, where input and output signal

validity is defined in reference to a hazard-free local clock signal. Moreover, both inputs and

outputs are latched, so the circuit may in general be slower than in [90].
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• Rosenberger et al. ([85,101]) use a special type of flip-flop with a completion signal, called

Q-flop,to ensurethat the circuithas stabilized whenthe clockpulse is issued. This limits the

need for precise delay requirements to a single flip-flop, rather than a complete self-clocked

FSM as in the otherapproaches. The design of the Q-flop itselfis based on analog design

techniquesto ensure freedom from meta-stability problems.

Unlike the other approaches in which the clock logic can be rather complex, (because it

must detect input changes that require state/output changes), here the clock is an n-input C

gate7 whose inputs are the Q-flop ready signals. Only adelay is required tobesure that the

combinational logic has computed the desired values correctly.

This approach also provides a scan-based testing methodology(including the testing of the

clock delay) and the self-clocked modules are used within a framework that ensures delay-

insensitiveoperation among them.

2.4 Micropipelines

This section describes the workdone by Sutherlandon efficientimplementationof asyn

chronous pipelinedmodules. The methodology doesnot fitpreciselyin theclassicaltaxonomy, as it

uses speed-independent signaling protocolscoupled with delay matching for data communication.

It deserves mentioning, though, because it can lead to very efficient and fast implementation of

arithmetic units.

Sutherland summarized his work on self-timed circuits in his Turing Award Lecture

([113]), where he described an approach based on three basic ideas:

1. pipelined organization of the computation (hence the name micropipeline), ranging from a

simple buffer, to a floating point divider ([128]).

2. two-phasehandshake, (alsocalled transitionsignaling) thatpermits amuchfasteroperation

thantheclassical four-phase handshake(due to thelackof a resetting phase), at theexpense

of slightly more complex circuitry.

3. bundled data communication protocol, where control signals define the validity period of

data signals. Only the controlpart mustbe designed with asynchronous methodologies. The

7ACgate, or Muller Celement, isasequential gate whose output crises when all its inputs rise, and falls when all its
inputs fall. Forexample, a C gate with two inputs implements the function c = ab + bc + ac.
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(•) (b)

Figure 2.13: Four-phase and two-phasehandshaking(from [113])

only drawback is that the delay of the controlpart must be guaranteedto be larger than the

delay in the data part.

The bundled dataprotocol is illustratedinFigures2.13.(a),wheresignalRegchangesvalue

after the data lines have stabilized. The delay of Req must be adjusted to allow the combinational

logicoutput to settle and the latch setuptime to be satisfied, as shownin Figure 2.15. Note that the

Cdsignalproduced by stage i playsthe roleofAck for stage i - 1 andof Req (afteran appropriate

delay) for stage i + 1.

Figure2.13.(a) showsa bundleddata two-phase handshake, as opposedto the four-phase

handshake shown in Figure 2.13.(b). Figure 2.14 describes the event-controlled latch (i.e., a latch

activeon both edgesof the clockingsignal) that is needed to operate in a two-phaseenvironment.

The toggle gate transmits input transitions alternately to each output, beginningwith the output

markedwith the dot. A transitionon the C inputputs the latch into"memory** mode, whileone on

the P inputputs the latch into "transparent** mode. Cd and Pd acknowledge the respective input

transitions, ensuring that hold time requirements are met.

Sutherland's approach does not currently provide an automated design methodology.

However, it offers a very efficientarchitecturalframework for control-oriented automatedsynthesis

methodssuch as ours and those based on the unboundedgate delay model as described in the next

section.

2.5 Speed-independent Circuits

The seminal work of Muller ([88], see also [83]) introduced the fastformal model of an

asynchronous circuit using the conceptofa StateTransitionDiagram. A more completeand precise

accountof the relationship betweenthe Muller model andthe SignalTransitionGraphand Change
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Diagram models is given in Chapter 3. Here we only summarize it, for the sake of comparing it

with other asynchronous circuit modeling and synthesis methods.

Muller consideredautonomousasynchronouscircuits, i.e., circuits withoutprimary inputs

(also calledcomplete circuits). Hemodeled acircuitasasetoflogicgates,using inertialunbounded

gatedelays. Eachgateis associated with a logicexpression whichdescribes acompletely specified

logic function of the form:

Zi = (j>i{Z\,...,Zn)

A gate is combinationalif its expression does not depend on the output signal, while it is

sequentialif its expression depends on the output signal. Forexample, an or gate, with z\ = z2+ Z5

iscombinational, whileaCgate, with z2 = ^(23+*4)+23*4 is sequential. Notethatmanydifferent

expressionscan represent the same function, so we will assumethat the supportof the expression

is minimum (i.e., it contains only signals that the corresponding function essentiallydependson).

Muller showed that the behavior of the circuit can be equivalentlydescribed with a Finite

Automatoncalled a StateTransition Diagram (STD, called StateDiagram in [88] and [83]). This

means that:

• given an autonomous circuit A modeled with unbounded gate delays there exists a unique

STD S representing A, and

• given an STD S, if there exists an autonomous circuit A modeled with unbounded gate

delays whose STD is isomorphic to S, then this circuit is unique up to Boolean expression

equivalence. Note that an STD may not have a corresponding circuit: see Section 3.1.1 for

an example.

A stateof the STD is labeled with a vectorofvalues on gate outputs. An elementof the

vector can be:

• stableif it is equalto the value computedby the corresponding logic function underthe input

values given by the vector.

• excited otherwise.

Forexample, the output of an or gate whose inputs have value 0 is excited if it has value 1 (it will

eventually go to 0 after a finite but unbounded amount of time), and stable if it has value 0.

The StateTransition Diagram is a directed graph whereeachnode corresponds to a state,

and an edge joins a pairof states s\ -> s2 if a gate (or a set of gates) that is excited in 51 has an

output transition towards its stable value reached in 32.
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(a)

Figure 2.16: Muller model of a circuit.

The circuit described in Figure2.16.(a) is built out of a constant value 1 and an and gate,

andhas the STD described in Figure 2.16.(b)("1*" or"0*" denotes an excited value).

The set of states of the STD is partitioned into a set of equivalence classesof mutually

reachable states (i.e., two states $i and &i belong to the same equivalence class if there exists a

directed path from &\ to 52 and one from S2 to s\). An equivalence class of states is &final class if

no other equivalence class can be reached from it.

A circuit is defined to be speed-independent with respect to a state if there is only one

final class reachable from that state. A circuitis speed-independent if it is speed-independent with

respect to allSTD states. InFigure 2.16.b each state belongs to adistinctequivalence class, and the

stateslabeled 11and 10are final. The circuitis speed-independent with respectto states 11,0*0 and

10. It is not speed-independent with respect to state 0*1*. So the circuitis not speed-independent.

A circuitis semi-modularifevery excitedsignalbecomes stableonly by changingits value

(i.e., not because one of the gate inputs has changed value). Muller showed that a semi-modular

circuitis speed-independent, but the converse is not true. Both circuitsin Figures 2.17 and2.18 are

speed-independent, because their STDs have only one equivalence class,which is of course final.

The circuitin Figure 2.17.(a) is not semi^modular, because, forexample, in state 10*0* signal y can

become stablewithout changing if signal z is "fast enough*' to change.

In the next sections we will briefly examine methods to synthesize circuits under the

unbounded gatedelay model, using the self-synchronizingcodes (Section 2.5.1) or a set oftransfor

mation techniques for the synthesis of semi-modular circuits (Section 2.5.2). We also outline some

speed-independent circuit synthesis methods based on the Signal Transition Graph specification

(Section 2.5.3).
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0*0*0

x y z X^_-X
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Figure 2.17: A speed-independent but non semi-modular circuit

(a)

\
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\ » >
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Figure 2.18: A speed-independent and semi-modular circuit
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2.5.1 Synthesis with Self-Synchronizing Codes

Armstrong et al. ([5]), following the modeling work done by Muller, provided a formal

design methodology for circuits using the unbounded gate delay model. The basic idea is to

use a self-synchronizing code to encode the input and output states of the circuit (which can be

combinational or sequential) and to use a request/acknowledge protocol to synchronize various

cooperating circuits.

A self-synchronizing code (see [126] for a detailed analysis) uses two classes of binary

vectors to encode input and output signals. It is assumed that the two classes of codes alternate in

time in the operation of the circuit, both on its inputs and its outputs (so that two such circuits can

communicate successfully). A basic property of such codes is that whenever any code belonging

to one class starts changing to become any code of the other class, no intermediate state reached

in between can be a valid code of the second class, independent of the order in which individual

signals change. In this way it is possible to use a code checker circuit to detect the completion of

the transition.

The alternating data sets method achieves this result by usingpairs ofbits, each ofthem

representing one bit of"actual information". These bits assume the following configurations in the

two classes:
information class 1 class 2

0 01 00

1 10 11

A checker for class 1 is the and of the ex-orof each pair, while a checker for class 2 is the and of

the ex-nor ofeach pair.

For example, suppose that a set of wires representing the information 0110 initially must

change to 1010and then 1001. Assumingthat the operationbegins in class 1,0110 is represented

as 01101001. This code changes to 11001100 (usingclass 2), and then to 10010110. The reader

can check that (assuming no hazards on stable signals) the first transition can only go through

intermediate states that are not members of class2, and the second transitioncan only go through

intermediate states that are not members of class 1.

In the spacer method one class contains all the "useful*' data codes, and the other contains

only a single spacercode. One exampleis the dual-rail code, where the spacer is the all-zero code,

and information bits are encoded as in class 1 above.

The same set of transitions as above can be implemented with a dual-rail code by go

ing from 01101001 to 00000000 (the spacer), then 10011001, then to 00000000 and finally
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10010110. The transitions obviously maybe slowerin thiscase,due to the need to go throughan

idle phase between two active phases.

Alternatingdata sets may require four times as much logic to implement the function as

wouldbe required by a standard combinational logic implementation. In addition, they require a

multiplexercircuit to generate the outputsfor the currently activeclass. Eachcircuitrequests a new

set of data from the circuit feedingits inputsand acknowledges its absorption using a pair of wires

driven by class 1 and class 2 detectors.

The synthesis method for combinational functions using spacer codes relies on a two-

level sum-of-products representation of the function, where all input combinations that belong to

transients are assigned to the off-set of the function. This ensures that the output is the spacer as

long as a transient is presenton the input. So spacercodes requireless gates than alternating data

sets (only about twice the size of a standardcombinational logic implementation), but are slower,

due to the idle phase ([5] and [31]).

A similar methodology can also be used to implement sequential circuits from an FT

specification withoutthe need for Fundamental Mode or Huffman Mode hypotheses.

Armstronget al. observed that the nature of the methodology ensures a high degree of

self-checking, because almosthalfof thefaults willstopthecircuitoperation (seealso[126] and [6]

for moregeneral results on self-checking properties of speed-independent circuits).

The dual-rail encoding is still the most commonwayof implementingdata-orientedcom

putationswith unboundeddelays,as opposedto control-oriented ones. It can be very advantageous

if coupled with an implementation technology such as DCVS ([50]) that automatically provides

glitch-free operation and dual-rail outputs.

Speed-independentcontrollogic,on the otherhand,is probablybetter implemented using

techniques derived from the theoretical workof Varshavsky et al. on the realizability of various

classesofspeed-independentcircuitsusingparticularlogic families, as described in the next section.

2.5.2 Synthesis of Semi-Modular Circuits

A very interesting body of research on asynchronous circuit synthesis in Russia was

broughtto the attentionof the Western worldonly recently in a book by Varshavsky etal. ([126]).

The most significantresult from that work in the area of asynchronous circuit synthesisusing the

unbounded gatedelay model is the constructive proofof theexistence of an implementation of any

semi-modular STD withand-or-not gatesand with2-input/2-fanout nand and norgates.
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Let us supposewe are given an STD that is known to be semi-modular (for example the

STD obtained from an STG without choice, as shown in Section 3.4.1). We would like to know

if there exists a semi-modular implementation of the sameSTD using a particular/a/mTy of logic

gates:

• n-input and-or-not gates, i.e., gates that can implement an arbitrary sum-of-products logic

function with only one inversion, which must be at the gate output. This class of gates can

be considered an acceptable approximation ofthe actual behaviorofstaticCMOS gates,with

some limit on the number of stacked transistors.

• amixture of2-inputnand and2-inputnor gates,with fanout limited to two gates.

The implementability result is established forevery class of gates in various steps. First

of all we need some definitions.

A decomposition ofan asynchronous circuitdescribed by a set ofgateseachwith a logic

expression of the form:

Z{ = 4>i(z\,..., zn), i = 1,...n

is a set of logic expressions defined on a superset of the signals z\,... zn,..., zm+n as:

Z% = fi(z\, •••, Zm+n), * = 1,. .. T» + «

such that the function denoted by the expression

0i"(*l»...,3n)

is the same as the functiondenoted by the expression

/i(zi,...,2n,.../m+n), i = l,...n

Note thatthe decompositionis well-defined only ifnoneofthe /,• for i = n+1,... m + n introduces

a cycle in the dependencies, i.e., if pure resubstitution of the /t*s is sufficient to yieldthe original

set of functions.

Forexample, considerthe semi-modularcircuitdescribed by:

z\ = Z2Z3

Z2 = Z3Z4 + Z2{Z3 + 24)
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Zi = Si

Z4 = Z2

Then a well-defined decomposition of this circuit, introducing the new variables 25, z6

and z-j is, for example:

z\ = 32^3

zl = z5 + z6 + ^7

23 = 2f

24 = *2

z5 = *3*4

•2fc = 22*3

27 = 22*4

This circuit is no longersemi-modularbecause in state 0*111*10*0* (for ordering z\... z-j) vari

ables £4 and z6 arc both excited, and if 24 falls, it disables z$ without giving it the option to

change.

A circuit A' is a correct implementation of a circuit A (or, equivalently, of the STD

associated with A) if

• the logic expressions of A' are a decomposition of thoseof A and

• A' belongs to the same class as A (we are primarily interested in the semi-modular class

because of the connection between semi-modularityand hazards described in Section 2.7.2).

In the example above, the decomposition is valid but it is nota correct implementation because it

loses semi-modularity.

The excitation regionofan STD signal Z{ is a maximal set ofconnected states in which Zi

is excited to thesamevalue. Excitation regions in which z,- is labeled 0* aredenoted by 5,j, regions

in which it is labeled 1* are denoted by JZy8. The excitation region Sz of signal z inFigure 2.17

contains the states 10*0*, 110*, 0*10*. and Rz contains only the state 001*.

8The j index is used toidentify multiple excitation regions of the same signal. Wewill often drop it if signal z% has
only two excitation regions.
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Each excitation region of each signal Z{ defines a unique excitation function, which is

a completely specifiedlogic function that does not depend on zx and evaluates to 1 exactly on the

vertices in the region (so we will often identify excitation regions and excitation functions in the

sequel). A cover of an excitation function is in Disjunctive Normal Form if it includes all prime

implicants of the function9. The set of prime implicants of a given logic function is unique, so

its Disjunctive Normal Form is also unique (even though it may be much larger than a prime and

irredundant cover).

An STD has a term takeover withrespect to a signal Z{ if there exists a path ofstates, all

belonging to a single excitation region for Z{, such that all the terms of Disjunctive Normal Form

for the function of that region that were at 1 at the beginning of the path are at 0 at the end of it.

Note that some other term in the DisjunctiveNormal Form must go from 0 to 1 along the path in

order to keep the function at 1.

Considersignal y in Figure 1.3.(c). Its excitation region Sy contains the states 10*0*,

1*0*1,00*1, and its DisjunctiveNormalFormis x + z. The path 10*0* -»• 1*0*1 -*• 00*1 has only

the (trivial) prime implicant a; at 1 at the beginning, and the same implicant is at 0 at the end, while

implicant z goes from 0 to 1 along the samepath. So the STD has a term takeover with respect to

signal y.

The first result of [126] is the proof that every term takeover can be eliminated from a

circuit without losing semi-modularity. The proof itself contains a constructive method for adding

at most three additional signals for each takeover. The idea is to add a signal that remains at 1 across

the two transitions that tum off a term initially at 1 and turn on a term initially at 0. This creates

a new set of prime implicants that remain at 1 along the path, and it can be done so that the new

signals have excitation regions free from new term takeovers (called secondary takeovers).

Then Varshavsky et al. proceed to describe a method for implementing semi-modular

STDs in each familyof logic gates.

• n-input and-or-not gates are handled by proving that given a semi-modular STD, one can

derive logic expressions for every signal Z{ that can be factored as:

Zi = z^Ri + Si

where Si and Ri (Booleansumsof theexcitationfunctionsfor zx) representdisjoint functions

(i.e., RiSi = 0) and do not depend on z\.

9Some authors use the term Disjunctive Normal Form todenote any sum-of-products representation. Here wewill
use the more restrictive notion, as in [126].
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Si

Ri

Figure 2.19: The "perfect implementation"structure with and-or-not gates

This perfect implementation of the STD is described in Figure 2.19, where Si and Ri are

the Disjunctive Normal Form of each excitation function of Zi. The authors then show that

at least one prime of 5t- or Ri is stable in every STD state where z,- is excited; the output

of the corresponding and-or-notgate cannot be disabled, and the perfect implementation of

the given STD is semi-modular. So anysemi-modular STD (andhencecircuit)has a correct

implementation using and-or-not gates.

• The constructive proof of implementability for semi-modular STDs using 2-input nandand

2-input norgates with fanoutlimitedto two gates is muchmore complexand it is mainlyof

theoretical interest, due to the large area penalty incurred in the construction. The interested

reader is referred to [126] for more details.

In the same direction as [126], recent work by Beerel et al. ([8, 7]) has shown that a

more efficient speed-independent implementationof an STG specification can be obtained using

n-input not-nand and not-C gates (i.e., nand and C gates where an arbitrary number of inputs

can be complemented). The delay model is slightly less realistic than the previous approaches,

as gates with mixed inverting/non-inverting inputs cannot be easily designed with today's CMOS

technology. On the other hand the gains in area can be substantial, providing an implementation

that is competing with efficientbounded delay designs. Moreover [8,7] uses an extended definition

of semi-modular circuits which allows a limited amount of non-determinism in the environment.
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2.5.3 Synthesis from Signal Transition Graphs

This sectionbrieflyintroducesthe workdoneon theSignalTransitionGraph specification.

This specification is a compact,high-level modelfromwhichanSTD can be automatically derived.

TheSTG canbe usedas a moreuser-friendly inputalsofor the synthesis methods described in the

previous section, like the similar Change Diagram model ([125, 60, 62]), described in more detail

in Section 3.5.

Two fundamental papers, [102] and [26], independently introduced rather similar, Petri

net-based, specification formalisms for asynchronous circuits. Both defined the Signal Transition

Graph (called Signal Graph in [102]) as an interpreted Petri net (PN), in which each transition is

labeled with a signal value change. The idea of using a PN to describe asynchronous behavior

was not new. For example Patil and Dennis ([95]) described a method for direct implementation

of a PN as an asynchronous interconnection of combinational andsequential gates, corresponding

to various localconfigurations of the PN transition and places. The novelty of the STG approach

was to interpreteach transition of the net as a change of value of some inputor output signalof the

modeled circuit Moreover, the circuit wasnot derived directly from the PN, but ratherby using

an intermediate representation whichserved as a "bridge" betweenthe two domainsand admitted

a very efficient implementation10.

This bridgeis the PN reachability graphlabeled witha vectorof signalvalues,calledthe

State Transition Diagram ([102] used the term Transition Diagram and [26] used the term State

Graph todenote theSTD).AnexampleofSTGand ofthecorresponding STDappears inFigure 1.3.

A sufficient condition for the STD to correspond to a logic circuit modeled withunbounded gate

delay, as shown in [102] and [27], is that the STG is normal, i.e., that no subset of the STG

variables can change value twice withoutany other variablechanging value. If this condition is

satisfied, no two reachable markings can be labeled with the same vector of values, and the STD

corresponds to a logic circuit whosecombinational part computesthe implied value of each STG

signal (Section 1.2.2).

The two approaches had some interesting differences. Rosenblum et al. ([102]) defined

the STGsimply asaninterpreted safe Petri net. They concentrated ontheanalysis oftheproperties

of theSTDimplied bytheproperties of theSTG(as will bedescribed inmore detail in Chapter 3).

For example, they showed that an STG with an underlying persistent PN11 generates a semi-

10A similar trade-off appears between classical synthesis methods based onthe Huffman model and the one-hot-based
method, as discussed in Section 2.3.5.

11A PN ispersistent if no enabled transition can ever be disabled without firing.
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modularSTD,and hence can beimplemented with acircuit whose behavior does notdepend onthe

delay ofthesignals modeledby the STG. Ontheotherhand, Chu([26,25,27])restricted thedomain

of "acceptable" PNs to those where thepowerful, syntactic characterization techniques developed

by Hack ([48]) could be applied. Such techniques donotrequire an exhaustive exploration of the

reachability graph of the PN, but are based on a decomposition of a free-choice PN into State

Machine componentsandinto Marked Graph components.

In order to apply Hack's result (Theorem 2.2.1), Chu defined an STG as well-formed if:

1. itsunderlying Petri netis free-choice, live, safe, and such that each SM component ismarked

with exactly one token, and

2. thesuccessortransitions of each multi-successorplace can belabeled withtransitions of input

signals only. Non-deterministic choice is limited to the environment of the circuit.

To contrast the approaches of Rosenblum et al. and Chu:

• [102] defined as validanySTG where, for all firing sequences, thetransitions ofeach signal

alternate {x+ —• x~ —• x+ ...).

• [27] defined the similar, butmore restrictive, concept of live STG by requiring that for each

signal there exist at least one SM to which all the transitions of this signal belong. This

SM ismarked withexactly onetoken both initially (by definition of well-formed STG), and

after any firing sequence (by Hack's result), so it syntactically ensures that such transitions

alternate.

Chu's approach allows a relatively easy formal characterization of concepts such as concurrent

transitions. The price is arestriction of theclass of specifiable behaviors, as pointed out recently

by [60,62] and by [130].

In thiswork, we try to combine theadvantages of bothapproaches. Namely, in Chapter 3

we give abroad characterization of the circuit properties implied by various STG properties. On

the other hand in Chapters 4 and (partially) 5 we use syntactic limitations in order to prove the

correctness of our state encoding and synthesis algorithms.

The STG has been used as aspecification formalism for circuits described using various

delay models:

• Chu ([27]) and Meng ([81]) used the unbounded gate delay modelwith arbitrary complex

gates (i.e., where each gate can implement an arbitrary logic function). Even though the
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(rather unrealistic) complex gate delay model was not explicitly described in any of those

works, it is necessary (as we show in Section 5.3.3) to ensure that the synthesis result is

hazard-free.

• Moon et al. ([87]) used the unbounded gate delay model as well, but with a two-level logic

implementation.

Strictly speaking, they also require Fundamental Mode, which is in contrast with the un

bounded delay assumption since the environmentcannot be guaranteed to wait long enough

to change the inputs without knowing a bound on the circuit delays. The Fundamental

Mode assumption is often satisfied provided that the circuit delays are much smaller than the

environment delays.

Hazard-free operation in this case is ensured by:

1. using enough implicants in the two-level implementation to ensure that each signal

remainsstable whenno transitionfor it is enabled12, and

2. modifying the implicants to removepotentialglitches.

• Beerel etal. ([8,7]) used, as outlinedin Section2.5.2, n-input not-nand and not-Cgates with

unbounded delays.

The next sectionsummarizesan interestingrecentworkby Chu, which relatesFinite State

Machine-based specifications with Signal Transition Graphs in order to combine the advantages

of both into a single, integrated design methodology. A brief account of a related workdone by

Borrielloon synthesis from formalized timingdiagrams is also given.

2.5.4 Asynchronous Finite State Machines and Signal Transition Graphs

STGs in general seem more suitable forinterface, handshaking andtiming diagram-like

specifications. However, an asynchronous circuit specification is often given in terms of a set

of asynchronous Finite State Machines. The lattermodel is more natural for expressing control-

dominated protocols(e.g. [111]), so ideallya complete designmethodology shouldbe ableto handle

both typesof specification. In this sectionwesummarize an algorithm recentlyproposedin [28]for

this purpose. It automatically translates an FSM,underreasonable hypotheses on the environment

behavior, into an STG.

12This is in general less expensive than the classical technique described in Section 2.3.4 that required using all the
prime implicantsof the function.
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Figure 2.20: An asynchronous Finite State Machine and thecorresponding Signal Transition Graph

The FSM is restricted to operating in burstmode ([111], [90], see also Section2.3.6 for

a synthesis methodology based on such a specification). That is, for eachstate, a collectionof sets

of inputs {bursts) canchange. Each inputin a burst canchange atmost once, and no burstcanbe

a subset of another burst. When allthe inputs in some burst have changed, themachine produces

anoutputburstand moves to anew state. No new inputburstcanbeginbefore the previous output

burst is completed, i.e., the machine operates in Input-Output Mode, rather than in Fundamental

Mode, asassumed by Huffman style FSMs. As a practical restriction (that can always be satisfied

with somestate duplication), everystate mustalso have aunique entry point, i.e., it mustalways be

entered with the samevalue of input andoutput signals.

For example, examine the fragment of a burst-mode FSM in Figure 2.20.(a). Suppose

that in state s\ all input and outputsignals havevalue 0. Two bursts are enabled: {a+,b+} and

{c+}. If inputs aand 6rise, then the FSM goes tostate 52 and produces the output burst {d+, e+}.
Otherwise, if input c rises, it goes to state 53 and produces theoutput burst {e+}.

We can directly translate a burst-mode FSM into an equivalent STG as shown in Fig

ure 2.20.(b), after applying a critical race-free state assignment algorithm to it. In this example,

we assume that the states were encoded using three state signals, an, x\ and X2, as: $i = x~o x~ix2,

«2 = XQX~ix2 and 53 = xqx\x~2~.

Boldsignal names denote output signals and e[ ,^{,.. .denote empty transitions. Empty
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transitions just act as placeholders in order for the STG to satisfy free-choice and safeness con

straints.

In theSTG eachFSMstateis represented bya place. Eachplaceis followed byanempty

transitionfor each input burst. Each empty transitionis followed by a set of input signal transitions,

followed by a set of state signal transitions, followed by a set of output signal transitions. Each

output burst is then followed by another empty transition, followed by the place corresponding to

the next state. In Figure 2.20.(b) place p\ correspondsto state s\, place pi to state $2* and place P3

to state 53.

2.5.5 Synthesis from Formalized Timing Diagrams

The synthesis algorithm "Suture" due to Borriello ([14]) can in some sense be considered

anSTG synthesis method. In thiscase,thespecification is aformalized timing diagram that is used

to produce an Event Graph. The method is especially suited for mixed synchronous/asynchronous

interfacessinceit permitsthe constructionof a completespecificationfroma pairoftimingdiagrams

describing thetwo sides of theinterface13. The relationship between thetwo timing diagrams can

be inferred automatically (in part) from datadependencies between wires with the same names that

appear on both sides (see also [112] for a similar approachusing STGs for the low-level synthesis

task). The Event Graph can be considered an acyclic STG fragmentwhichdescribesthe causality

relations extracted from the timing diagrams and can be augmented with some timing constraint

information.

The synthesis method itself is based on direct translation of each signal into an SR

flip-flop and a set of gates computing the pre-conditions for its risingand fallingtransitionsrespec

tively. Synchronizers and D-latches aresimilarlyusedto implementeach signal when the circuit is

synchronousor when it interfacesan asynchronous input to a synchronoussubsystem.

The initial circuit can be rather large, so "Suture" optimizes it with a set of combinational

andsequentiallogic transformations, basedon [16] andon patternreplacement guidedby waveform

analysis respectively. In the secondcase, for example, a rcset-dominant SR flip-flop wherc the 5

input is always high when R rises can be replacedby the simpler circuit S R.

Similar local transformations arc used in order to eliminate potential hazards, add state

signals if necessary, and so on, yielding a procedure that has some similaritieswith the synthesis

methodology for pseudo-delay-insensitive circuits described in the next section. The circuit and

13Quite appropriately, such procedure iscalled "Janus", from the two-faced Roman god.
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delay model used by Borriello, though, are not formal, and only the good designer intuitionbehind

"Suture" guarantees that the final result satisfiesthe specification and is hazard-free.

2.6 Delay-insensitive Circuits

Informally,a delay-insensitive circuitmust operatecorrectlyaccording to its specification

when modeled with unbounded wiredelay. This definitionwas used by Seitz ([106]) and Martin et

al. ([23]). The first definitionofdelay-insensitivity, due to Molnaret al ([85]), is slightlydifferent

and is based on the distinction between a circuit (also called "mechanism") and its environment.

The circuit is embeddedin a so-called'foam rubber wrapper" that can alter in all possibleways

the ordering of signals traveling to and from it on different wires. The protocol of interaction

betweenthe circuit and the environment is delay insensitive if it is the same regardless of whether

it is specified insideor outside the wrapper, that is if there is no computational interference (no

transition is received when the receiver is not ready for it) or transmission interference (no two

transitions on the same wire can ever "overrun" each other). A more formal definition of the same

concept using Trace Theory, due to Udding ([116]), is reported in Section 3.4.3.

The unboundedwiredelaymodel, ideally, wouldallowthe most robustimplementationof

agivenasynchronouscircuitspecification, sincenohypothesis whatsoeveris madeonthemagnitude

and distributionof delays. Unfortunately, it can be shownthat very few circuits built out of basic

gates{and, or, inverter, ex-or,...) operate in a delay-insensitive way. For example, Unger ([117])

showed that there is no delay-insensitive implementationof an FT with an essentialhazard. Then

Patil et al. ([94]) showed that in any delay-insensitive circuit built out of basic gates every gate

must be in every cycle of the circuit. Finally, Martin ([77]) showed that every delay-insensitive

circuit that performsnon-trivialcomputations can be composed only of C and inverter gates.

This apparentdead end for delay-insensitive circuitdesigncan be partiallyovercome by

relaxingsome of the aboveassumptions. For example:

1. Martin et al. (Section2.6.1) chose to relax the hypothesisof having an unboundeddelay on

every wire of the circuit. They made the assumption that some forks (a fork is a wire that

is connected to more than one gate input) in the circuit are isochronic, i.e., the difference

between the delays of the branches is less than the minimum gate delay. Such circuits are

termed quasi-delay-insensitive.

Their synthesis method,described in more detail in the next section, provides as part of its
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output also a list of forks that must be implemented isochronically. This list of "critical"

wires can be used, for example, as a guide during the transistor sizing and layout phases,

forcingthosewires to be as shortaspossible. Anotherphase where isochronicforksmust be

taken intoaccount is during transistor sizing, because as pointed outby [118] different logic

thresholds mayinvalidate the isochronous hypothesis evenwithout considering wiredelays.

2. Ebergen ([40]), on the otherhand, liftedthe restriction to basic gates, and showed that by

interconnecting a small set of primitive components, each designed using a bounded delay

model, delay-insensitive operation for a large class of behaviors can be achieved. Both the

specificationformalismandthesyntax-directed translationmethodologyaresomewhatsimilar

to Martin's approach. The isochronic fork was still required, even thoughEbergen gave a

more complex synthesis procedure that he conjectured could be done without isochronic

forks.

3. Asimilarapproach wasadvocated bySeitz ([106]), inwhich all forks withina geographically

limitedregionof the chip weresupposed to be isochronic, andby Rosenberger et al. ([101]),

where thecircuit wasdecomposed intomodules, eachdesigned assuming bounds on delays

(see Section2.3.6) but whoseexternal wiredelayscould be unbounded.

4. Brunvand and Sproull ([17]) also proposed to directly translate a concurrent specification

(similar toMartin's and Ebergen's) into a delay-insensitive interconnection of complex mod

ules. They used local transformations to optimizethe resultingcircuit.

The next section describes in more detail the first of the methods listed above, in order to

show its commonalities with STG-based methods.

2.6.1 Synthesis of Quasi-delay-insensitive Circuits

Martin and his group developed the method described in ([23, 78, 76, 79] and [24])

for synthesizing quasi-delay-insensitive circuits from a formal specification (adapted from Hoare's

Communicating Sequential Processes, CSP, [51]). Themethodology was used to design various

real circuits, including an asynchronous microprocessor ([80]). The data computation part is

handled withself-synchronizing codes(namely dual-rail). Herewe briefly outlinethe specification

formalism and the controlpart synthesissteps.

ACSP process operates onvariables with basic type Boolean and composite types array

and record (integer andfloating pointnumbers arepre-defined records, withbuilt-in manipulation
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functions and operators). The main statementtypes are:

1. assignment, thatcomputes anexpressionandassigns itsvalue toavariable, e.g„m[a]:=b+c

assigns the sumof band c to the a-th element of array to.

2. composition operators,which composetwo statementsinto one:

(a) sequential composition, which is denoted by ";" and forces a statement execution to

follow another one. a := b; b := a results in a and bhaving the initial value of b.

(b) concurrent composition, whichis denoted by "||" and does not imposeany ordering

on the components.

(c) coincident composition, which is denoted by "•" and synchronizes communication

commands (see below).

3. control statements:

(a) selection, whichexecutes one among a set of statements depending on which Boolean

guard is true. It is denoted by "[Gu -> Sn\... \G\n -> Sin]" (if morethanoneguard

is true,one isnon-deterministically selected, whileifno guardis true,thenthe execution

is suspendeduntil one becomestrue). For example, [x -*> a := b\x' -*• a := c]models

a multiplexer with selector x, inputs 6 and c and output a.

(b) repetition, whichrepeatedly selects one statement, andexitswhenno guardis true. It

is denoted by "*[Gi -• Si\... \Gn -* 5n]". For example, *[a < n -• a := a + 1]

increments a while it is less than n.

By convention"*[5]" repeats statementS forever.

CSP processes run concurrently and communicate through channels. A channel is a

one-place unidirectional bufferwhichcanbe read, written andchecked forpending operations. The

read operation is denoted by Clx, where C is a channel and x is a variable. Thewrite operation is

denoted by C\y, where C is a channeland y is a variable. A pair of communication actions Clx

andC\y executed on a channel bytwoprocesses results inthesynchronization ofthetwoprocesses

(i.e., each waits for the other to be ready)and the assignmentof the valueof y to x.

In order to avoidblocking,a processmay use a probe on a channelC, denotedby C. The

probeevaluates to true if communicationon C ispossible, i.e.,theprocess at theotherendis ready

for it Hence theguarded command C -*• Clx isguaranteed not to block(except, of course, forthe
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unbounded but finite delay intrinsic in every CSP action). In order to be consistent with Martin's

notation,"-" in thissection denotes a probe, while "V", "A", and""' denote thelogicoperators.

The CSP program is then transformed intoa set of production rules thatcan be, under

conditions detailed below, directly interpreted as logic gates. A production rule is a guarded

assignment of a logic value to a variable, i.e., a pairG -• z+, or G -»• z~. We adopt the usual

convention that z+ means z := 1, z~ meansz := 0 and z*meanseitherof the above. A rale is said

to fire whenthe corresponding variable assignment occurs. A pairof rules

Gi -+ z+,

G2 - z+f

is equivalent to

Gi VG2 -> z+,

hencewewillalways assume thatthereisexactly onesetting andone resetting ruleforeachvariable.

Two rules G\ -*• z+and C?2 -» z~,affecting avariable inopposite ways, are complementary, and
their guards must be disjoint.

Obviously each rule can be interpreted as describing an excitationfunction for the as

signed variable, hence from a set of rules:

Al -*" *i

Ri - zi

Sn -* z+

Rn -+ *n

wecanderive a circuit implementation,as z, := (<?, AJ2{) V5t, andan associated StateTransition

Diagram (as in Section2.5). For example, the pair of rales: ab -»• c+, a'b' -> c" describes the

behavior of a 2-input C gate.

A rule is stable if at any point in the computationeither the guard is false, or it remains

true until the rale fires. Rule stability is equivalent to STD semi-modularity, because in a set of

stable rules no enabled variable is ever disabledwithoutchangingvalue.

Theprocess of CSP translation intoproduction rules is divided intovarious steps (illus

trated by an example below):
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1. process decomposition: complex statements are decomposed using rewriting rules, which

transform them into calls to simpler processes. At the end, each process either performs

a (possibly infinite) sequence of communication actions, or it is an infinite repetition of a

selection.

2. handshaking expansion: each channel is implemented with afour-phase handshake. This

amounts to rewriting read and write actions with assignments and evaluations of the hand

shakingvariables, andprobevalueswithevaluations of theappropriate handshaking variable.

The sequenceof assignmentsand evaluationscan then be reshuffled to maximizeparallelism

without altering the flowof the original program.

3. production rule expansion: eachsequence of evaluations and assignments is translated into

a set of production rules such that the original behavior is maintained and each rule is stable

(i.e., semi-modularity is guaranteed). The execution orderfor the rulesimplied by the CSP

programis stored witheach rule when it is generated from a program statement.

Stability is ensured using the concept of acknowledgment. Given two production rules

ri : G\ ->• z\ and T2 : G2 -*• 2Jsuch thatr\ immediately precedes T2 in theexecution order,

7*2 is an acknowledgmentof r\ if:

• G2 implies that z\ hasoccurred (so T2 cannot fire unless r\ has fired) and

• G\ cannot become false unless z^ fires.

Acknowledgmentcanbeimplementedbyconditioning G2 toz\ (complemented, ifnecessary),

andMartin etal. showed that it is necessary and sufficient to implement stability.

Maintaining theoriginal CSP behavior fora setof rules sometimes requires the introduction

of state variables so that the execution order of rules is preserved. For each pairof rules

which could fire out of order, a variable set by the first ruleis tested by the second rale (and

then reset).

4. operatorreduction and symmetrization of production rules are finally applied to map the

production rulesonto a set of commonly usedcomplex logicgates. This step includes a set

of optimization operations which closely resemble those of classical logicsynthesis.

Letus examine an example (from [79]) to clarify themethodology. The specification is a
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one-placebuffer, described by the CSP process:

*[U!x; R\x]

with two channels, L and R, and one variable, x.

Onepossible handshaking expansion (neglecting the data path, which in thiscase is just

a wire implementing variable x) uses a request input li and an acknowledge output variable lo

for input channel L, and a request output ro and an acknowledge inputvariable ri for the output

channelR, resultingin the following pairof four-phase handshakes:

*[[W]; lo+; [li]; lo~; [ri]; ro+; [ri']; ro~]

where elementary action [W] terminates when li has value 0. This is syntactically equivalent to the

set of rules:

/;' - lo+

u - lo~

ri —¥ ro+

ri' —»• ro~

with initial values li = 1, lo = 0, ri = 0, ro = 0.

Now we notice that variables li and lo change value twice without any other variable

changing(observe the close similarity with the concept of normalSTG). This means that rules

li -> lo~

and

ri' —*• ro'

can immediately fire, without the secondrulewaitingfora complete cycle on li and lo.

So a state variable x is introduced, yielding:

*[[W]; lo+; x+; [x]; [li]; lo~; [ri]; ro+; x~; [x*]; [W];™~]

that is syntactically equivalent to the set of rules:

li' ro' x' —»• lo+

lo —• x+
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Figure 2.21: The implementation of the one-place buffer
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This set of rales now can be implemented by the circuit shown in Figure 2.21 (where

inputs marked by"+" influence only the rising transition of the generalized Cgate).

In some sensethe methodologydescribed in this sectioncanbe consideredasanalternative

to that of Varshavsky et al. (Section 2.5.2), as the definition of stable rule closely matches the

definition of semi-modular circuits. The two are also similar in that both assume some level of

custom design for the library, one using generalized C gates, and one using arbitrary and-or-not

gates. Martin's method, though, uses ahigher-level specification formalism than Varshavsky's STD

(or even than the more recent, signal transition-based, Change Diagram [125]) Martin's approach,

obviously, must solve amore difficult synthesis problem that isharder to automate efficiently.

2.7 Hazard Analysis in Asynchronous Circuits

Inthissection, we willexamine acompletely different problem: theanalysis that verifies

whether the designer (or the automated synthesis algorithm) has performed his task inasatisfactory

way, i.e., without introducing errors orhazards. The problem isvery complex, and hence ahierarchy

of methods existwhich provide more and more accuracy at agreater and greater cost.

A logic circuit can be verified with respect to its specification in order to check the

correctness of thedesign procedure both inthecase ofmanual design (where mistakes are obviously
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common) and in the case of automated design (where bugs in the algorithm implementation can

produce incorrect circuits).

Various techniques arc available forthis purpose, and they differ bothin theaccuracy of

theunderlying delay model and in thepossibility to reject circuits thatwould work correctly using

a more precise criterion. Here we will only brieflylist the methods that have most direct relevance

for our work (see [19,20] for a more completedescription):

1. Three-valued simulation ([42], [105]) provides thefastest knownalgorithm forasynchronous

circuit verification, but its usefulness is limited to static and steady-state hazard checking

in Fundamental Modeusingthe pureunbounded wire (or boundedwire) delaymodel (Sec

tion 2.7.1).

2. Muller's analysis ([88], [62]) and Trace Theory. ([39]) can be used for hazard checking in

Input-OutputMode using the inertialunbounded gate delay model (Section2.7.2).

3. Chaos-mode discrete-time verification ([22, 21]) and timed automata ([72], [38]) perform

circuitverification in Input-Output Mode usingthemorerealistic inertial bounded wiredelay

model. Unfortunately theycanbepessimistic insomecases(Section2.7.3)orcomputationally

too expensive (Section 2.7.4).

Ifthecircuitisoperated inFundamental ModeorHuffman Mode, ratherthanInput-Output

Mode, thenit is possible to usesimplified approaches to exactbounded wiredelayverification. For

example [55] can be used for Fundamental Mode circuits or [37] can be used for Huf&nan Mode

circuits.

2.7.1 Unbounded Delay in Fundamental Mode

The objectiveof three-valued simulation ([42], [105]) is to provide afast, pessimistic

(i.e.,no incorrect circuitcan be accepted, but somecorrect onesmaybe rejected) methodto check:

• for potentialstatichazards in a combinational logic circuit,

• for potentialsteady-state hazards in a sequential logic circuit.

Both checks are performed with pure unbounded wire delay andMultiple Input Change

in Fundamental Mode (the same considerations aboutunbounded delays and Fundamental Mode

as in Section 2.3.1 apply also here).

The idea of three-valued simulationis to proceed in two steps:
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1. Classify all input signalsas constantor changing undera specific set of inputtransitions and

propagate the transitions as far as possible in the circuit

2. Let all input signals stabilize (recall that we are operating in Fundamental Mode), and

propagate the constant values as far as possible in the circuit.

Statichazard analysis in combinational circuits requires onlystep 1,because if a change

reaches an output that is supposed to remain constant, then a static hazard condition exists under

somewiredelay assignment for that circuit. Step2 verifies if a sequential circuitcan havesteady-

state hazards, because if some state (feedback) signal does not settle to a stable state, then either

an oscillation or a critical race can occur for the corresponding transition under some wire delay

assignment for that circuit.

In order to describe more precisely the simulation algorithm we need, as usual, some

definitions (taken from [19]). Let"-" denote a"changing" or"undefined" value. Apartial orderon

the setofternary values {0,1, -} isgiven by0 C - and 1 C - (all other pairs are incomparable).

This induces a partial order on thesetof vectors of m elements of {0,1, -} Get s, denote the i-th

elementof vector se{0,l,-}m):

s C t if S{ C t{ for all i

An element u of a partial order is a least upper bound G-u-b.) of two elements s, t,

denoted u = s U t, if:

• u D s and u~3t and

• if there exists u' such that u' 3 s and u' 3 t, then u' 3 u.

So, for example, 0 U 1 = -, 0 U - = -, 1 U 1 = 1 and so on.

Similarly wecandefine the greatest lowerbound (g.l.b.) / of a pairof elements s, t of a

partial order, denoted / = s n t, by replacing 3 with C in theprevious definition.

Ternary simulation is done using the ternary extension of logic functions. Given a

(completely specified) logic function/: {0,l}m -*• {0,1},itsternary extension f: {0,1,-}m -•

{0,1, -} is Get t denote a ternary vector):

*(*)= U /w
t€{0,l}m.s.t.tCt

For example, let / be a two-input or function. Then
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• f (00) = 0,

• f(01) = f(10) = f(ll) = f(l-) = f(-l) = 1,and

• f(O-) = f(-0) = f(—) = -

Note that{0,1,-} with theternary extensions ofand, orand not isnotaBoolean algebra,
because s + s ^ 1 when s = -.

The ternary simulation of a logic circuit is composed, as outlined above, of two steps,

described in Procedure 2.7.1 and 2.7.2, taking as input:

• a Huffman circuit, with primary input signals x, present state signals y, next state signals Y

and output signals z.

• an initial stable total state x'y'(stability implies thatY' - y' if wecompute Y' from y' and

x' byternary simulation of each gate in thecombinational logicpartof thecircuit)

• a final input state x".

Procedure 2.7.1

L lety = y'

2. let x = x' Ux"(i.e., all changing inputs become undefined)

3. repeat

(a) compute Y from y andx by ternary simulation of each gate in thecombinational logic

part ofthe circuit

(b) lety = Y

untilconvergence (i.e., y = Y immediately after step 3a)

Procedure 2.7.2

1. lety be computed as in Procedure 2.7.1

2. let x = x"(i.e., all changing inputs stabilize to theirfinal value)

3. repeat
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(a) compute Y from y andx by ternary simulation of each gate in the combinational logic

part ofthe circuit

(b) lety = Y

until convergence (i.e., y = Y immediately afterstep 3a)

As shown in [19], both Procedure 2.7.1 and Procedure 2.7.2 converge in at most m

iterations, where m is thenumber of state signals, because atleast onesignal mustchange ateach

iteration. Moreover

• Y (and hence z) is completely defined attheendof Procedure 2.7.2 if and only if the circuit

hasno critical race and no unbounded oscillation, i.e., it stabilizes to a uniquestate.

• an output whose initial and final values are the samehas no static hazard if and only if its

valueat the end ofProcedure 2.7.1 is defined (i.e., no component hasvalue -).

Ternary simulation is extremely efficient, because simulatingthecombinational part ofthe

circuit hasaworst-case running time thatis also polynomial in the sizeof the circuit (it canbe done

by traversing it in topological order from the inputs). Unfortunately, it can giveaverypessimistic

viewof thecircuit behavior, because it does notuse bounds onthedelays. We willsee inChapter 5

that ternary simulation can be used to detect potential hazards in a circuit, while timing analysis

can use delay bounds to verify whichhazards can actually showup withinthe context of Signal

Transition Graph-based synthesis.

Ona different lineof research, Seger ([105,20]) proposed using ternary simulation also

in the bounded delay case, with a worst case time bound that is polynomial in the size of the

circuit. The algorithm is based on the idea that in the worst case each changing signal assumes

the undefined value attheearliest possible timeand a defined value (0 or 1) atthelatest possible

time. This algorithm still gives a pessimistic result, but it is more accurate than Procedures 2.7.1

and 2.7.2.

This limitation of ternary simulation to static hazard analysis was recently liftedby [68],

whichextendedthree-valued logic to anine-valued logic:

• constant 1 and 0,

• rising and falling transition,

• static and dynamic hazards (four in total),
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• undefined value.

The partial order is denned as follows: the undefined value is greater than all others, static hazards

are greater than the corresponding constant values, and dynamic hazards are greater than the

corresponding transitions. The logic functions can be extended to this multi-valued logic and

nine-valued simulation can be used to check for dynamic and static hazards in Fundamental Mode.

2.7.2 Unbounded Delay in Input-Output Mode

The Muller model was originally devised as an asynchronous circuit hazard analysis

method, where any deviation from semi-modularbehavior is considered as a hazard. The reasons

for this interpretation will be explained moreprecisely in Section3.2.5. Here we will just note that,

intuitively, if an enabled signal is disabled withoutchanging value, then a hazard can occur in the

realcircuitfor that signal. This is true even thoughthe Mullermodelper se wouldnot predict any

"spuriouspulse" on it, and is due to the fact that the inertial delaymodel used by Muller may be

overly optimistic, say in the presence of transmission-linedelays.

Giventhesepremises,verification withthe Mullermodelamountsto buildingthe STD of

the givencircuit,and then checkingfor semi-modularity. Unfortunately, the STD has, in the worst

case, an exponential size in the numberof gates, hencethe general techniqueis very expensiveto

apply in practice.

In order to describe a semi-modular circuit with a polynomialsize model, Kishinevsky

et al. introduced the Change Diagram (CD, see alsoSection 3.5 and [125, 60, 62]). They showed

that the Change Diagram has the same expressive power as semi-modular STDs, i.e., an STD is

semi-modular if and only if it has a corresponding Change Diagram.

The Change Diagram, discussed in more detail in Section 3.5, is similar to the STG, but

it also allowsa transitionto be enabledwhenat leastoneof its predecessors is marked, ratherthan

only when all ofthem are marked, as for standard PNs.

A particular sub-class of semi-modular circuits, thedistributive circuits,can be analyzed

with an algorithm that is polynomial in the numberof gates ([61]). Informally, a semi-modular

circuit is distributive if eachexcitation region ofeach gate hasa single entry pointthatcorresponds

to the logical andof a set of pre-conditions for the correspondingtransitions.

The circuit in Figure 2.18is distributive,whilethe circuit in Figure 2.17 is not distributive,

for two reasons. First, the circuit of Figure 2.17 it is not semi-modular, and second, the excitation

region Sz (with states 10*0*, 0*10* and 110*) is entered throughtwo concurrent transitions, x+
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and y+. So z+can be enabled byeither x+ ory+, whichever fires first, thus describing an OR-type
causality.

Using the CD-based analysis method, a CD equivalent to a distributive circuit can be

derived in polynomial time from the circuit. The construction fails if the circuit contains a hazard

orif it contains semi-modular butnot distributive behavior. As such it can be considered a partial,

efficient, solution to thehazard analysis problem in speed-independent circuits14.

An interesting alternative solution to the hazard analysis problem with the unbounded

gate delay problem wasintroduced by Dill([39]). Inthisapproach, which isbased onTrace Theory

([100, 119, 120], see also Section 3.1.4), each gate in the circuit is modeled as a Buchi Finite

Automaton. The FAaccepts the set of hazard-free input-output sequences (orsuccessful traces) of

the gate.

For example,a norgate with two inputsx\ and x>i and outputz is represented by the FA

shownin Figure 2.22 (from [39]). Each state is labeled with a vector of signal values, and each

edge islabeled withatransitionofaninputoroutput signal. State H has animplicit self-loop under

any input event.

The accepting set F in this case contains allthe states except#, so anyrunthatdoesnot

enter H after a finite number of events is accepting. Otherwise only a finite number of accepting

states would appear in it, and the Buchi acceptance condition would not be satisfied. Hence

accepting runs correspond tohazard-free uses of thegate, where noenabled outputtransition isever

disabled. For example, outputtransition z+ is enabled in state 000. If x\ or xi rises, the transition

on z is disabled, and the run is not accepting because it gets trapped in the H state.

The interconnection of a set of gates intoa circuit corresponds to the construction of the

product of their FAs. Whenever a transition belongs to the inputstates of morethanone FA, one

of them is assumed to cause the transition on its output, and the others are assumed to observe it

on theirinputs. The notionof zero wire delays matches exactly the definition of product givenin

Section 2.2.3, where anevent thatis commonto the input states of a set of FAs causes all of them

to have a simultaneous transition. So the verification of semi-modularity amounts to checking for

reachability of a statehaving H as a component in the product FA This reachability implies that

anenabled transition is disabled for the corresponding gate.

Note that all the analysis methods described in this section can deal also with the un

bounded wire delay model,by inserting a non-inverting buffer gate on each wire (or on selected

14This verification method ismost likely connected with recent results on polynomial time verification methods for
particular subclassesof Petrinets reported in [11].
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Figure 2.22: The Finite Automaton of a 2-input nor gate

wires whose delay is known to be long compared with gate delays, due to, e.g. layout considera

tions). These methods have higher complexity than three-valued simulation, but they can handle

verificationin the more general Input-OutputMode,rather than being limited to FundamentalMode.

The unbounded gatedelay model, though, is rather pessimistic. Circuits that are rejected

as hazardous by a verification procedure based on it may actually be correct, due to the bounds on

actual circuit delays. So other verification mechanisms are required in order to precisely assess

whetheran asynchronous circuit,designed withdelayboundsin mind, actuallyoperatesaccording

to the specification, as shown in the next section.

2.7.3 Bounded Delay in Input-Output Mode with Binary Chaos Model

Burch ([21]) recently proposed extending the approach of [39] outlined in the previous

section to verify asynchronous circuitsmodeledwithboundeddelay. The introductionofa periodic

signal,or clock, <f>, to describe the intervalofoccurrence ofeventsandthe useof a soundunderlying

gate model allows the derivation of a provablypessimistic approximation of the real behavior of

the circuit. So the model uses discrete delay, but is a pessimistic approximation of the (exact)

continuous delay model.

Also in this case, every gate is described by an FA that has:

1. a pair of "stable" states, where the output of the gate is the same as its logic function (as

computed from the output values of the other gates in the circuit and the primary inputs).
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2. a set of "excited" states, where the output is different from its logic function. These states

are used to "count" the time from the last stable condition.

3. a set of"chaos" states, reached when some inputchanges while in an excited state,resulting

in a potential hazard.

The normal behavior of the gate, under some input change that causes it to go into an

excited state, is to move alonga sequence ofexcited states for a numberof clock ticks equalto the

lower bound on its delay. Then it non-deterministically can either make a transition to the stable

statewith the new output, or keep counting until the upperboundon its delay has elapsed,when it

is forced to stabilize to the new output value.

The "hazardous" behavior occurs when some input changes while the gate is excited,

forcing it to change back to the original value (inputchanges thatdo not affect the expectedoutput

value, on the other hand, are just ignored by the verification procedure). In this case the gate,

ratherthan going to a "failure" state, as in the unbounded delay case, moves to a chaos state. From

this state, the output non-deterministically changes atevery clock tick (to allowthe corresponding

hazard to affect other gates, if this is the case)until the input has remained stable for a time equal

to the upper bound on the gate delay.

The actual verification procedure is not carried out like a "simulation", as informally

described above,but rather by computing the product FAofthe various FAsrepresenting eachgate

and the environment behavior. Verifying the hazard-freeness of the implementation amounts to

ensuringthat a transitionof aprimaryoutputsignalthat is not presentin the specification (another

FA) cannot occur in the implementation. Thatis, internal gates are allowed to gointochaos states

as long as this does not propagate to any output signal. The specification does not prescribe the

behaviorof internalsignals, so their abnormal transitions do not constitutehazards per se.

Let us examine the circuit described in Figure2.24 (taken from [22]), where the numbers

aboveeachgaterepresent anupperandalowerboundon its delay(usingthe gatedelaymodel). Its

Signal Transition Graph specification (taken from [27]) appears inFigure 2.23, where If and L\
represent two distinct rising transitions of the same signal L. The environment delay is assumed

to be finite and positive, but no other assumptionon its behavioris made except that it follows the

STG specification.

The circuitwassynthesized using the algorithmsdescribedin Chapters, andit wasverified

before and after hazard elimination. It turns out that the verification before hazard elimination

actuallyfoundoneofthe hazards usedby the hazard eliminationprocedure to paddelays. Moreover,
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Ro+

Ao+

Figure2.23: A SignalTransition Graphspecification(from [27])
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Figure 2.24: A circuit implementationof the STG of Figure 2.23
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time 0 4 14 22 26 34 42 50 54 64 72 76 77 78 81 86
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Figure 2.25: A hazardous sequence ofevents in the circuit of Figure 2.24

the circuit after hazard elimination was verified to be hazard-free, as expected.

The initial state, corresponding to the initial marking shown on the STG, is Ri = 0,

Ao= 1, D = 1, Ro = 1, Ai = \,L = 1. The completesequence of events (trace) leadingto the

hazard is described in Figure 2.25, and can be summarized as follows.

0 D~ (the first event enabled according to the specification) fires, immediately followed by

Ro~ (since Ro is just a wire) and Ao~ (since the environment can instantaneously react to

Ro~). This causes gates 1, 6 and 9 to move to the first unstable state. The first four state

transitions (occurring at each clock tick) of 1 and 6 aredeterministic to the next unstable state.

4 Both 1 and 6 can have a non-deterministic transition to the stable state and change their

output value. In this particular sequence of events which leads to the hazard, they both

change immediately. However, the verification process uses non-determinism and actually

checks for all possible transitiontimesbetween the upper andlower bound. No gate goes to

an unstable state due to the change at the output of 1 and6. Gate 2, for example, has the other

input at 0 (due to gate 11). Gate 9, with a minimum delay of 14 time units, keeps counting.

14 Gate 9 now can have an output transition, going to the stablestate with output value 0, and

in this particular sequence it does so. This causesgate 10to "start counting" (i.e., go to the

first unstable state),because now gate 8 has output value 1 but gate 9 has output value 0.

22 Gate 10 changes value.

72 L risesand, as specified by the STG, also D rises. This causes 1,4 and 11 to start counting.

In particular, gate 4 has both inputs at 1, so its new output should be 0.

76 Gate 11 goes to the stable state, with output 0 (while in this particular trace gate 1 keeps

counting until it reaches the maximum delay).
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Sogate4 goesintochaos because it hasnothadtimetochange its outputandoneof its inputs

goes back to 0. In a real circuit, this may or may not cause a hazard, hence it is a behavior

that is considered dangerous andmustbe avoided. In order to test for hazardpropagation to

a circuitoutput (in this case Ai) the chaosmodel will force the output of gate 4 to have a

non-deterministic transition at every time step, until its maximum delay has expired and we

can be sure that it does not producehazardous transitionson its output any more. In this case,

the other inputto gate 5 (gate3) has value 1for 3 more timesteps. The hazard canpropagate

to the output, as shown by the remaining events.

77 Gate 1 goes to the stable state.

78 Gate4changes to0 (first transitionofthehazard) duetoD+ attime72. Gate5 starts counting,

because gate 3 has value 1.

81 Gate 4 changes back to 1 (second transition of the hazard), due to 11" at time 76.

86 Gate5 goesto the stablestatewithoutput1,andthe hazard has propagated to theoutputAi,

wherethe STG wouldnot allowanytransition for Ai in this condition,i.e., after L+ and D+

but before L~.

The chaosmode verifierhas the advantageof being able to handle circuits of realistic size

in a reasonable amount of CPU timewhile usinga delay model that is notoverlypessimistic. It has

onlyone disadvantage: beingpessimistic, everydetected hazard must (in principle) be re-checked

by simulation. Ontheotherhand, a positive result ensures thatthe circuitwilloperate according to

the specification as long as the delayboundsare met. The onlyknownmethodology for exact (i.e.,

neitherpessimistic nor optimistic) hazard analysis withthe bounded delaymodelis basedon timed

automata,and is the topic of the next section.

2.7.4 Bounded Delay in Input-Output Mode with Timed Automata

The mostpreciseverification methodology for asynchronouscircuits, called the timed FA

method, is based on the ideaof augmenting Buchi FAs with timers, muchin the samespiritas in

the approach described in the previous section. The methodologywas proposed at the same time

by [38] (whose notation and terminology we adopt here) and [72]. Time is treated as a continuous

variable without pessimistic approximations. The result is an exact verification method, within
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the limitsof the bounded wire delay model (themethod can be tailored both for inertial andpure

delays).

A timer is an object thathas an integer upper bound and an integer lower bound. It

can be either active or inactive. A timer becomes active as the result of a set event, and its value

is set to a real number between its bounds. It becomes inactive as the result of an expire event,

when its value reaches zero or when it is forced to expire by anotherevent (similarto a transition

disabling event). Hence the timethatelapses between any setevent and the corresponding expire

event is greater than the lower bound andsmallerthan the upperboundassociated with the timer.

In this model, one timer is associatedwith every signal. Every non-forced occurrenceof

an expire event causes a transitionof the corresponding signal. Consequently every gate with that

signal asinputinstantaneouslysetsoxforces the expirationofitsowntimer, according to whether an

output transitionis enabledor disabled respectively. This meansthatlogic evaluationis considered

instantaneous, whilecircuitdelays aremodeled by the timebetween set andexpireevents.

Notethat in thiscaseanenabledtransition thatisdisabled without firing doesnotconstitute

a hazard, because here exact bounds areassumed to be known ontheinertial delay magnitude. Of

course, usingthe puredelaymodelno timeris ever forced to expire (disabled), andthemodelmust

be modified to take intoaccount a sequence of events thatareenabled for eachgate.

A timed trace, consistent witha set of timers, is a sequence of pairsof events and times

where:

• an event can be:

- a timer event (i.e., a set or expire eventof somespecific timer),or

- the change ofvalue of some signal in the associatedcircuit (i.e., a state transition in the

corresponding Buchi FA, obtainedfrom the circuitas in Section2.7.2).

• the sequence of times(real numbers) is monotonically non-decreasing from 0.

• eachpairof set/expire events associated witha timersatisfies thecorresponding bounds.

• the timeof each expireeventand of the transition, set andexpireeventsthat are causedby it

coincide.

A timer region associated with a set of timers is a set of vectors of timer values, where

each vector must be compatible with the timer bounds.

A timer region FA associated with a set of timers T is a Buchi FA where:
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• the set of states is the set of timer regions associated with all subsets of T.

• the set of inputs is the set of all subsets of the set of events for the timers in T.

Note that the set ofstates is apparently infinite. [38] and [72] proved that it canbe reduced

to an equivalentfinite form, using a finite set of equivalence classes. Unfortunately, the number of

such classes is so large that the approachseems practicallyinfeasible for all but the smallest circuits.

More precisely, they showed that:

1. Every timer region can be representedas a squarematrix d in which each timer is associated

with a row and a column, and each entry d,j contains the upper bound on the difference

betweenthe corresponding timer values vt- and vj.

2. Every equivalence classhas a canonical representative that canbe found by computing the

shortestpathbetween all pairs ofnodes in the directed graphrepresented by the matrix.

3. Given a finite set of timers, thereis afinite set of canonical timer regions (using the fact that

timer bounds are integers).

Row 0 andcolumn 0 ofmatrix d represent a fictitious timer that always hasvalue 0, and areused to

storethe upperandlower boundon the value ofeachtimer. So, forexample, t^o is the upperbound

on timer2 (upperboundon V2 - 0), </q2 is the negativeof the lower boundon timer2 (upperbound

on 0 - t£), ^22 is the upper bound on v^ —i£ (obviously always zero), di2 is the upper bound on

V2 —v\ and so on.

The next state function of this FAis denned using the timer boundmatrix. At each step,

for each subset E of active timers (set but not expired):

1. The row corresponding to each expiring timer is set to the minimum between its old value

andzero (except forentry djo foreach j € E). If the directed graph described by the matrix

hasanegativecycle (asdetected by the shortest pathcanonization algorithm), then this set of

timers cannot expire together when the FA is in this state due to the bounds on their values,

and the new matrix is discarded (this corresponds to an invalid set of events).

2. The non-expiring timers are decremented by the value of the expiring timers, i.e., for each

timer i, for each expiring timer j € E:

(a) dij is copiedto d,o (i-e., the upperboundon the differencebetween i and j becomes the

new upper bound on i).
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Figure 2.26: A circuit modeledwith boundeddelays (from [72])

(b) dji is copiedto do,- (i.e., the upperboundon the difference betweenj and i becomesthe

negative of the new lower bound on t).

3. The rows corresponding to expired timers are deleted.

4. A set of newtimersis non-deterministically chosen to be set. The relevant rowsandcolumns

are added to the matrix, and the matrix is canonized by replacing each dij withthe shortest

path betweend, and dj.

The timed FA then is simply the product FAof:

• the Buchi FA associated with the circuit, withthe appropriate set/expire events occurring

every time a signal changes value, and

• the timer region FAdescribing the delay bounds of the circuit, as outlined above.

Note that computing the product FA corresponds to choosing the newlyset timers at each step 4

aboveaccording to the circuitfunction, thusremoving the"excessivenon-determinism"of the timer

region FA.

The authors then prove that the timed FA accepts exactly the set of timed event traces

compatiblewith the circuit function and the givendelay bounds. This FAcan now be checked with

a reachability analysis as in Section 2.7.3 for the presence of hazards. Note that also in this case

bounded wiredelayscan be modeled usingnon-inverting buffers withnon-zero delay.

An example will clarify the methodology. The example is taken from [72], but we will

describe it usingthe notation of [38] for consistency. The primary inputof Figure2.26 rises from

0 to 1 at time 0, and the nand and the inverter are both initially at 1. The circuit is modeledusing

inertial bounded gate delays.

The FA corresponding to thecircuit ofFigure 2.26 modeled withunbounded gatedelays

appears in Figure 2.27. The label of each state describes the values for the primary input, the

inverter and the nandgates respectively. Edge labels are omitted for the sake of simplicity,as they

can be inferred from the state labels. For example, the edge from Oil to 111 is labeled with the
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Figure 2.27: The Finite Automaton corresponding to Figure 2.26

risingtransition for the primaryinput. Note that some edges, such as 111 —• 100, correspondto the

simultaneous transition of more than one signal.

The unbounded gate delay model, as shown in Figure 2.27, predicts an unbounded

oscillation, corresponding to the case when the inverter has a very long delay, holding two inputs

ofthe nandgateat 1 forthat duration. This is obviously a rather pessimisticview, andthe objective

of the timed FAis to take into account thatthe inverter delay is longerthanthe nanddelay, but that

bounds on both are known.

The timed FA uses two timers (timer 1 associated with the inverter and timer 2 associated

with the nand) andis shown in Figure 2.28. Note the differencebetween timerbounds(fixed, given

a circuit) and timer value bounds, which are represented in the matrix d, coincide with the timer

bounds when the timer is set, and are decremented as time passes (as witnessedby some expiring

timer).

so : the initial rising transition on the primary input, so -* si, sets the timers associated with

both gates. So timer 1 is set to a real value 4 < v\ < 5, while timer 2 is set to a real value

1 < V2 < 2 (the bounds for the falling transition of the nand). So we obtain the (canonical)

matrix in state s\ of Figure 2.28. Forexample, dyi is an upper bound on v\ —V2, so we can

compute it by taking the maximum value for v\ (i.e., d\o) and the minimum value for V2 (i.e.,

-doi), that is dn = d\0 - (-^02) = 4.

si : timer 2 expires (i.e., the nand output goes to 0), leading to state &i. The new matrix is

obtained by:

1. setting each element in row 2 (except (feo) to the minimum between its old value and 0,

and checking for negative cycles.
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2. copying row 2 to row 0 and column 2 to column 0:

0-2 0

4 0 4

0-2 0

to yield the new upper and lower bound on timer 1.

3. deleting row 2 and column 2.

4. settingtimer 2 (the nandis excited, because its output is 0, andone of its inputs is 0) to

its initialbounds for the rising transitionof the nand. This yields the new statematrix,

which is canonical already.

52 : the following events can occur:

1. timer 2 canexpire again(i.e., the nandoutput goes to 1), leadingto state 53. This state

has the same binary label as s\, but a different timer region matrix (because now we

know that at least 3 time units have passed sincetimer 1 was set),obtained by:

(a) setting each element in row 2 to the minimum between its old value and 0, and

checking for negative cycles.

(b) copying row 2 to row 0 and column 2 to column 0:

0 0 0

2 0 2

0 0 0

to yield the new upper and lower bound on timer 1.

(c) deleting row 2 and column 2.

(d) settingtimer 2 (the nandis excited, because its output is 1,but all its inputsare 1)

to its initial values for thefalling transition of the nand. This yields the new state

matrix, which is canonical already.

2. timer 1 can expire (i.e., the inverter output goes to 0), leading to state 54. The new

matrix is obtained by:

(a) setting each element in row 1 to the minimum between its old value and 0, and

checking for negative cycles.

(b) copying row 1 to row 0 and column 1 to column 0:

0 0 0

0 0 0

1 1 0
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to yield the new upper and lower bound on timer 2.

(c) deleting row 1 and column 1.

(d) timer 1 is not set again,because the input ofthe inverter is now stable, so the matrix

is now 2 by 2.

3. timers 1 and 2 can expire together, ifboth were set to the same value. This leads to state

59, which is stable (no timers are set).

53 : the following events can occur:

1. timer 2 can expire (i.e., the nand output goes to 0), leading to state 55 . The new matrix

is obtained by:

(a) setting each element in row 2 to the minimum between its old value and 0, and

checking for negative cycles.

(b) copying row 2 to row 0 and column 2 to column 0:

0 0 0

1 0 1

0 0 0

to yield the new upper and lower bound on timer 1.

(c) deleting row 2 and column 2.

(d) setting timer 2 (the nandis excited, becauseits output is 0, but one of its inputs is

0) to its initial values for the rising transition ofthe nand. This yields the new state

matrix, which is canonicalalready.

2. timer 1 can expire (i.e., the inverteroutput goes to 0), leading to state 58. Note that we

are modeling this example with inertial delay, so timer 2 is forced to expireas well by

this transition,without causinga transitionon the output of the nand.

3. timers 1 and2 canexpiretogether, leading to state56. The new matrix is obtainedby:

(a) setting each element in rows 1 and 2 to the minimum between its old value and 0,

and checking for negative cycles.

(b) the intermediate matrixwith timer bounds is not needed, as the next step deletes all

rows and columns.

(c) setting timer 2 (the nandis excited, because its output is 0, but one of its inputs is

0) to its initial values forthe risingtransitionofthe nand. This yields the new state

matrix, which is canonical already.
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54 : timer 2 expires, leading to s%.

55 : the following events can occur:

1. timer 1 can expire, leading to state 57. Thenewmatrix is obtained by:

(a) setting each element in row 1 to the minimum between its old value and 0, and

checking for negative cycles.

(b) copying row 1 to row 0 and column 1 to column 0:

ro 0 -1 n
0 0-1

L3 3 0 j
to yield the new upper and lower bound on timer 2.

(c) deleting row 1 and column 1.

(d) timer 1is not set again, because the inputofthe inverter is now stable, so the matrix

is now 2 by 2.

2. note that if wehad chosen timer 2 toexpire (an impossible event, given the upper and

lowerbounds on the timervalues), the matrix after setting row2 to 0 wouldhavebeen:
r 0 0 -2 "1

1 0 -1

L3 0 0 j
which does have a negativecycle (e.g. betweenvertices 1 and2, due to d\2 = -1 and

*i = 0).

56 : timer 2 expires, leading to s%.

s-j : timer 2 expires, leading to 5g.

We can see from the timed FA that thenand gate can actually oscillate only twice before

settling to the final value.

Inconclusion, this section described various techniques for theanalysis of asynchronous

circuits. Thechoice of thetechnique to apply toaparticular problem depends mainly onthecircuit

size (the methods were listed in ascending order of complexity) and onthedegree ofaccuracy with

respect to thetiming model and the number of incorrectly rejected circuits. Observe that onlythe

last method can exactly identify hazards in thebounded wire delay model, butthat other methods

are pessimistic in the sense thatno circuit declared hazard-free can actually haveahazard, so their

resultscanbe considered a safe approximation ofthe real circuitbehavior.
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Figure 2.28: The completetimed Finite Automatoncorresponding to Figure 2.26
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2.8 Conclusion

The design methodology that we are going to describe in the next chapters has many

similaritieswith the variousdesignapproaches outlinedabove. Namely, it relieson adecomposition

of the circuit behavior into a "local view", in which delays must be taken into account during

synthesis in orderto produceacorrectandoptimized implementation,anda"globalview", in which

the specification itself ensures that no dependency on delay assumptions needs to be introduced

(however such assumptions, if given, can be used to optimize the circuit implementation). This

decomposition is common, for example, to [106], [85,101], [53] (within limits) and [113].

The Signal Transition Graph specification describes the complete system, circuit and

environment, using events rather than logic levels or states (even though, under implementability

conditions described in Chapter 3, a state-based model can be derived from the event-based one).

The STG definition used in this work is a generalization of the original definition from [27],

that permits analysis of the "global view*' and helps the designer decide which properties of the

specificationwill ensurea behaviorthat does not depend on the "global interconnection"delays (as

described in Chapter 3).

Our technique to translate an STG into an implementation uses classical state mini

mization ([46], [65]) and critical race-free state encoding ([115], [117]) in order to ensure imple

mentability (as described in Chapter4). It alsouses analysistechniques closely related to classical

essential hazard analysis in order to guarantee a hazard-free circuit implementation (as described

in Chapter 5).

Finally, a scan-based delay testing technique, similar to that of [101], is used to ensure

that the manufactured circuit delays are within the bounds assumed during synthesis, and that

hazard-free operation is guaranteed (as described in Chapter6).

The combination of ideas from all of the above research efforts allows us to derive

a complete design methodology that frees the designer from the burden of tedious correctness

verification. By automatingthe lower level synthesis process, the main task ofasynchronous design

becomes the solution of higher-levelproblems, such as the trade-off between throughput, latency

and cost.

Moreover, our design procedureis aimed atthe efficient solution of low-level, logic design

problems, so it has a potentially wider rangeof applicationsthan as a stand-alone tool. It can also

be used, for example, as a component in higher level synthesis methodologies for asynchronous

circuits. Such methodologies, as for example [113], [40] or [3], assume that a libraryof relatively
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complex components has been implemented in the available technology. A flexible, automated

solution wouldthusdescribe the components usinganSTG, anduse the methodology described in

Chapters 4 and5 to implement them correctly and automatically.
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Chapter 3

The Signal Transition Graph Model

The classicalspecificationandimplementationmodels forasynchronouscircuitsdescribed

inChapter2 sufferfrom anumberof problems, that donotallow tousethemdirectly inourintegrated

design methodology.

Forexample, circuitmodels suchasthe Huffman model (Section 2.3) orthe Muller model

(Section 2.5),are denned only forcircuits builtoutofcomponents whoseoutputsignal behaviorcan

be characterized as a logicfunction of a set of input signals. Such classof circuits excludes some

very useful components, for example a largeclass of arbitration devices, that cannot be described

by such interconnections of logic functions ([126]).

Neither model, moreover, allows for the kind of behavioral abstraction obtained by

modeling somecomponent using non-determinism rather than explicitly describing itsoperation in

detail. Forexample, it is mucheasier to describe aCPU interacting with abus interface asadevice

that can non-deterministically read or write, rather than deterministicalry describe its instruction

memory, program counter, etc. Modeling the CPU as alternating between read and write cycles

may not be acceptable either, since the interaction between successive, pipelined cycles can be

non-trivial.

At the specification level, similarly, there is no known general methodology to decide

whether a given STG specification admits an implementation that is, for example, hazard-free,

or speed-independent, or delay-insensitive. There is also no satisfactory characterization of the

above properties if the delays are pure (i.e. a translation in time of the input waveform) rather

than inertial(i.e. short"pulses" are not transmitted). The only effort in this direction, to the best

of ourknowledge, is the so-called Change Diagram representation, that was shown in [125] to be

formally equivalenttosemi-modularcircuitsundertheunbounded inertial gate delay model. Change
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Diagrams, however, arenot general enough, in that they canrepresent concurrency and causality,

but not choice. I.e. they can model only deterministic behavior, and as such the description, for

example, of a bus protocol with different read and write phases is awkward and imprecise, as we

informally argued above.

Furthermorethe classical definition of a "valid" Signal Transition Graph specification is

unnecessarily restrictive, as [62] and [130] showed by presenting some useful, correctly imple-

mentable behaviors that cannot be described with the constrained STGs used by Chu in [26]. For

example Chu requiredthe Petri net underiying the STG to be safe, live andfree-choice, in order

to easethe STG analysis/synthesis task. This requirement is not part of the STG definition/?er se,

and has little to do with a deeper characterization of the STG behavioras, say, speed-independent

or delay-insensitive.

In this chapter we approach the problems mentioned above in the most general way, in

the following steps.

• Give a general, low-level model of the structure and behaviorof an asynchronous structure

(where with the term "asynchronous structure", or sometimes "asynchronous system", we

mean an interconnectionofbasic components thatmay be more complex than standard logic

gates). This model, called Asynchronous Control Structure (ACS), allows multi-output

components, non-determinism, etc. The structure of the ACS is a labeled, directed graph,

while its behavior is described by a state-transition-like representation, that describes the

events that can occur in every state, and the corresponding next state of the system (Arc-

labeledTransition System, ALTS). We need a structural model because fundamental aspects

of asynchronous design, such as delays, areassociated with the structural components of the

system.

• Describe how a specialcaseof ACS, whereeachcomponent hasone outputandis described

by alogic function, corresponds to the classical model ofan asynchronous circuit. The corre

sponding ALTS behavior specification now is determined by thoselogic functions changing

the values of the circuit outputs in responseto input andoutput signaltransitions.

• Relate the local and global properties of the ALTS of a circuit with known low-level prop

erties of the circuit, such as hazards, speed-independent operation, etc., both under inertial

delays and pure delays. In order to establish formally this correspondence, we will have

to introduce some auxiliary formalisms that capture the "history" of the circuit, beside its
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"current state", and showhowthis"history" relates to significant properties ofthe state-based

ALTS description

• Give a general high-level modelof the behavior of an asynchronous system (the associated

structurewill be described usingthe samegraph-like representation asin the low-level model).

Thismodel, theSignalTransition Graph, willnothaveunnecessary restrictions superimposed,

to allowusto provethecorrespondence betweenlow-levelALTS properties (andhencecircuit

properties) and high-level STG properties1.

At thispointthedesigner canuse the framework to verify ifaspecification meets somecircuit-level

requirements, or, conversely, given a set of circuit-level properties, what class of specifications

needs to be used.

Notethatin thischapter we are notconcerned withthe details ofhow eachcomponentwill

beimplemented inaspecific technology. Themainconcern isto analyze properties thatare common

to every implementation of the specified behavior, usinga model that is general enoughto abstract

various different implementation techniques, butdetailed enough to havepractical relevance. Such

component implementation issues are dealt with in Chapter 5 (see also Chapter 2 for references to

other approaches).

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 defines the low-level structural and be

havioralmodel of asynchronous systems, called Asynchronous Control Structure and Arc-labeled

TransitionSystem, together with the related trace and partial ordermodels. Section 3.2 describes

asynchronous logiccircuits, a special cases of Asynchronous Control Structures, and relates prop

erties of the two, underlining the effects of the inertial/pure delaymodel dichotomy. Section 3.3

defines Signal Transition Graphs as interpreted Petri nets and describes the problem of theirimple

mentationin asynchronous circuits. Section 3.4presents aclassificationofSignal Transition Graphs

according to thecorresponding circuit properties. Section 3.5compares the Change Diagram model

proposed in [125] with the STG model. Section 3.6 summarizes the use of the proposed model

within our integrated design methodology.

3.1 A Low-level Model for Asynchronous Systems

This sectionintroduces a low-level, state-transition-based, model of asynchronous sys

tems. It has two components: a structural component called Asynchronous Control Structure

xSuch restrictions will beimposed only when useful for the STG implementation algorithms, as inChapters 4and 5.
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(ACS) and an associated behavioral component to describe its evolutionin time, the Arc-labeled

Transition System (ALTS).

The combination of the two (ACS and ALTS) is somewhat similar2 to a network of

interacting asynchronous Finite State Machines (the structure, describing who communicates with

whom)together with the product FSM describingthe behaviorof the entire network (Section2.2.2).

The propertiesof the model are characterized using the concept of CumulativeDiagram,

that records the history of changes of each signal in the Asynchronous Control Structure. We

then give an example of the power of our model using an asynchronousfair arbiter, that would be

impossible to describeusing"standard", logic-function based, modelsof asynchronous circuits.

3.1.1 Asynchronous Control Structures

The notion of Asynchronous Control Structure (ACS) is a generalization of the "inter

connection structure" of an asynchronous control circuit. It removes the usual structural limitation

(used, e.g. by [83] or [117]) thateachcomponent hasexactly oneoutput signal. An ACS structure

can representan arbitraryinterconnection of modules, withtheonly restriction that no two modules

can drive a single signal. Thus no wired-or or wired-and constructs are allowed, but note that at

this level of abstraction they can still be modeled usingdiscrete modules. The behavior of this

interconnection of modules willbe described using an Arc-labeled Transition System, as shown in

Section 3.1.2.

AnAsynchronous Control Structure (ACS) is a directed multi-graph3 (V, H,Y, />):

• V is a finite setof nodes, eachassociated withan abstract discrete component of the ACS.

• HCVxVxN (where N is the set of non-negative integers), is a finite set of arcs,

representing the interconnections between the components. Note that there can be more

thanonearcjoininga pairof components in eachdirection, hence theneedto distinguish the

edges of this multi-graph with an integer index.

• Y = {yi,..., yn} is a finite setof finite-state variables or signals (the names "signal" and
"variable" will often be used interchangeably).

^his analogy should not be taken literally, and is only given to help the reader understand the general idea ofthe
approach.

3A (directed) multi-graph is a(directed) graph where more than one edge is allowed between each (ordered) pair of
nodes.
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Figure 3.1: A BinaryAsynchronous Control Structure and its StateTransitionDiagram

• p : H -»• Y is a labeling total function, associating every arc witha signal. Any two arcs

labeled withthesamesignalmusthavethesamesource node(i.e. theyrepresent a branching

interconnection), so V(v, v', i), (v", v'"J) e H we must have p(v,v\ i) = p(v", v"\j) =•

RaRbAaAb

\ si
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We also denote the sets of input and output interconnections for a component v as:

IH(v) = {(v\v,i) GH}, and 0H(v) = {(v,v',i) € H}, respectively. The sets ofinput and
outputsignals,orsimplyinputs and outputs, for acomponents are denoted: IY(v) = {y ;p~l(y) €
IH(v)}, and 0Y(v) = {y : p~l(y) € 0H(v)}, respectively.

A simple example of an ACS is described in Figure 3.1.(a). Here V = {a, 6,c}, H =

{(c, a), (a,c),(c, 6), (6, c)}, Y = {Rai Rbl Aai Ab}, and />(c, a) = Aa, p(a, c) = Ra, p(c, b) = Ab,
p(b, c) = Rb (we dropped the index 0 from the elements of H for simplicity). Furthermore
IH(c) = {(fl, c),(6, c)}, /y (c) = {/2a, Rb}, and so on.

For every signal y €Y, S(y) = {y°, yl,..., yk} is called the set of signal values. We
also assume that for each signal a specific set of allowed changes of values is defined, D(y) c

S(y) x 5(y), i.e. D(y) = {(y* -> yi)|i, j € 0,1,..., kAt 7^ i}.

An ACS (V, H, Y, p) is called a Binary Asynchronous Control Structure (BACS) if

Vy : S(y) = {0,1}. Hence, for a BACS, the setofallowed changes can bedenoted asY x {+, -},

where "+" stands for a signal change from 0 to 1, and "-" for a signal change from 1 to 0. The

behavior of a BACS is defined by a binary transition system, calledstatetransition diagram, which

is introduced in the following section.
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3.1.2 Transition Systems and State Transition Diagrams

This section describes how the interconnectedcomponents of an ACS behave in time,

that is how the signals associated with them change, using some key concepts from [59].

A Transition System (TS) is a pair (S, E):

• 5 is a set of states, and

• E C S x S, is a set of transitions.

Note that we do not restrict 5 and E to be finite. The directed graph representation of a TS is as

usual: statesareverticesand transitions are arcs. Forexample, in Figure3.1.(b)S = {si,..., 513}

andE = {(si, s2), (si,s8)...}. We denote (s, s') € E by sEs'.

An Arc-labeled Transition System (ALTS) is a quadruple (5, E, A, 6):

• (S,£)isaTS,

• A is a finite alphabet ofactions and

• 6 : E -• A is a (total)labelingfunction, which assigns each transition a singleaction name

in A.

Each actionname representsa change ofvalueof a signalin the associated ACS, and each (possibly

infinite)path along the graph represents a valid sequence of such changes in time. Thus the ALTS

describesthe completeallowed behaviorofthe associatedACS. For example, in Figure 3.1 we have

A = {£+, R~, A+, A~, R£,Ri~, Af, Al~}, where we use A+ todenote the change of signal Aa
fromOto 1,and A~ todenote thechange from 1toO. Furthermore £(sl, s2) = -R+, S(s2, s7) = Rf,
and so on.

For a BACS with a set of n signals Y we define a Binary Transition System or State

Transition Diagram(STD), (S, E, A):

• (S,£)isaTSand

• A: S -* {0, l}n is a (total) labelingfunction such that each state is encoded with a binary

vectorconsistingofthe values oflogic variables. The i-th component ofthe vector associated

witheach state s is denotedas A(s)t.

AnSTD is called non-contradictory if Ais injective. Hence fora non-contradictory STD wecan

identify the state with its binary label.
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For every STD arc, connecting a pair of states s and s', we allow A(s) and A(s') to

differ in one and only one component, say the i-th. This componentsignal, yu is called excited

in state s and its value A(s)t- is marked with a "*" in A(s). Since there can be several outgoing

arcs from each state, a number of signals can be excited in it. The signals that are not excited in

a state are called stable in it. We assume that transitions between the states can have non-zero

arbitrary butfinite delays, and that thesedelays are associated with the delaysof the components

in the modeled BACS (similarto the unbounded gate delay model in asynchronous circuits, see

Sections 2.1 and 2.5). We call an STD initialized if it has an explicitinitialstate. For example, in

Figure 3.1.(b) Y = {Ra,Aa,RblAb}, and A(sl) = 0000, A(s5) = 1000andso on. Furthermore,

Ra and Rb are excited and Aa and Ab are stable in si.

Notethat every STD can be also interpreted as an Arc-labeled Transition System, with

the following labeling(consistent, sinceexactlyone signalchangesin every arc of an STD):

Ve =(s, s') eE:6(e) =<« ""™ =°and A(5')f =l
" "" * = 1 andA(s')i = 0

= ( yf ifA(s)t=0
1 VT ifA(s)t =l

The following importantproperty of any STD comesdirectly from its definition:

Property 3.1.1 Nostate inanSTD can have two outgoing transitions labeledwith the same signal

butwithdifferent signs.

We can now examine in more detail the meaning of Figure 3.1. It represents the inter

connection of anarbiter andtwoothercomponents (thearbiter'senvironment), that independently

of each othermayrequest access to a single resource, withsignals, Ra and Rb. The arbiter grants

access with Aa and Ab (which are mutually exclusive).

Note that this BACS/STD pair specifies a fair arbiter behavior, because if the arbiter

receives a request at one input, say Ra, while it is processing a previous request from Rb, then it

must,afterfinishing the transaction for Rb, respond to Ra beforeit can reactto a new requestfrom

Rb again. Our abstract arbiter is capable of distinguishing the order in which the two, possibly

concurrent, requests arrive at its inputs, by going to two different states (s7 and si3), labeled with

the samevector 1100(hencethe STD is contradictory).

Reachability and Unique Action Relations

Intuitively, a state s' of a TS (5, E) is reachable from a state s if thereexists a directed

pathfrom s to s'. More formally, thedirect reachability relation is simply given bytheset E. For
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anypairof statess, s' e S, the states' is called reachable from s if thereis a finite length(including

zero length) sequence of transitionsleading from s to s'. Therefore reachability is given by the

reflexiveand transitive closure ofE, i.e. E*. In the example ofFigure 3.1.(b) all states are mutually

reachable.

Similarly for any ALTS (S, E, A, 6) we can define the reachability through a sequence

of actions. Specifically, for direct reachability through actiona € A, we denote sE(a)s' if sEs'

and 6(s, s') = a. For example in Figure 3.1.(b) wehave s\E(R+)s2. Thengeneral reachability

through a sequence of actions, denoted sE(a)s' means that thereexistsa finite sequence of action

names a = a\, ai,..., am labeling a directed path between s and s'. We can sometimesuse the

notion of an allowed sequence from a state, i.e. a is allowedfroms if 3s' such that sE(a)s'. So

R+, A+, K£ isallowed insi, but it isnot allowed ins2inFigure 3.1.(b)
In the following, whenever we consider an initialized ALTS, we will implicitly assume

that every state in it is reachable from the initial state. Unreachablestates, obviously, can be deleted

from it without changing the specified behavior.

Note that among the various arcs labeled with the same action in Figure 3.1.(b), some

of them actually represent exactly the same "event". For example, arcs (s2, s3) and (si, s6) both

represent the same event, the arbiter acknowledging request R+ from the environment. Now we

make this intuitive idea more formal, because it will become important when we relate state-based

models, such as the State Transition Diagram, with event-basedmodels, such as the Signal Transition

Graph, where the notion of unique occurrence ofan event is explicit.

For an ALTS (S,E,A,6), we define a pairwise relation U on the set E of arcs as

(s,s')U(s",s'") if:

• 6(s,s') = 6(s",st")wd

• sEs" and 6(s,s') ^ 6(8,3")

(i.e. the "action"6(s, s') hasnot occurred in s" yet,so in somesenseit is "the sameaction"

that is enabled in both s and s").

Let U* be the equivalence relation formed by the reflexive, symmetric and transitive

closure of U. We call U* the Unique-action Relation. We can easily see that Unique-action

Relation partitions the set E into a setof Unique-action Relation-classes, [E]A. Each such class,

[e]°, is an action. The set of actions with the same name, a, is the action set of the name a and

denotedas [E]a. This notion will be usefullater,whenwe shallassociate the transitions of an STG

with the transitions of the corresponding STD.
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Forexample, in Figure 3.1.(b) wehave(s2, sl)U(s3, s6), and (s3, s6)U(s4, s5), hence,

by transitivity, (s2, sl)U*(s4, s5). Also (si, s8)tf(s2, s7).

Then [e]Ri> = {(si, s8), (s2, s7), (s3, s6), (s4, s5)}. Inthis very simple case, each action
sethas a single element, [E]Rb = {[e]Rb }and soon.

For an action[e]°, the set of states, always forming a connected subgraph, whichare the

sources for the transition arcs in [e]a is the excitation region for action [e]a. So in Figure 3.1.(b)

the excitation region of [e]Rt> is{si, s2, s3, s4}, corresponding tothe states where the label bitfor
Rb has value 0 and is tagged with "*".

Interleaving Semantics of Concurrent Actions

Throughout this work we assumethat the actions associated with a set of arcs outgoing

from the samestate can be performed in the modeled system concurrently, i.e. independently of

each other. See for example R+ and Rf insi inFigure 3.1.(b), which are "produced" bydifferent
and independentcomponents. Since our model is entirely asynchronous, we must assume that the

changes of corresponding signals can occur in time in anyorder.

Ourlow-level behavioral model, on theotherhand, requires that a singlesignalchanges

for every transition. We thenchoose to model such concurrency by interleaving, i.e. considering

allpossible alternative chainorderings compliant withthepartialorderbetween possibly concurrent

actions (in Figure 3.1.(b) this corresponds to paths si,s2,s7 and si, s8,sl3). Such a modeling

is convenient yet sometimes problematic, because it hides the semantic distinction between true

concurrency and "shuffled" alternative selections. This distinctioncan be made explicit only in

models withexplicitcausalitynotions,and wepostponeit until Section 3.3, where we will consider

Signal Transition Graphs.

3.1.3 Propertiesof Transition Systems and State Transition Diagrams

In this section we analyze a set of behavioral properties of Transition Systems and

State Transition Diagrams that we will showlater to be connected with corresponding, important

properties of asynchronous systems. For example, the property of confluence below is closely

connected to the requirement that the "longtermbehavior"of the systemmust not be influenced by

the relative magnitude of the delay of two components. No matter who "wins the race", we must

still be able to reach the same state in the future. Similarly, local confluence will be shown to be

related to the classical concept of static hazardsin a circuit
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Following [59], we call an ALTS (S, E, A,6):

• confluent, if Vs,s',s" e S, if sE*s' (i.e. s' is reachable from s) and sE*s", then 3s'" € S

such that s'E*sm and s"£V".

• locally confluent, if Vs, s', s" € 5, if s£s' (i.e. there is anarc (s, s') € E) and s£s", where

s' ^ s", then3s'" G S suchthat s'JSs'"and s"Es'". If such s'" is unique, thenthe ALTS is

called uniquely locally confluent.

So, Figure 3.1.(b) is confluent (all pairs of states can reach any state), but not locally confluent, due

to si, s2 and s8 (sl£s2 and sli?s8, but there is no common immediate successor of s2 and s8).

Keller, in [59], gave three sufficientconditions for local confluence (and hence confluence)

of an ALTS. An ALTS is:

• deterministic, if Vs,s',s" € S and Va e A, if sE(a)s' and sE(a)s", then s' = s" (i.e. for

each action name there can be only one outgoing transition from a state that is labeled with

it).

• commutative, if Vs € S and Va, b e A, if ab and ba are allowed in s, then 3s' such that

sE(ab)s' and sE(ba)s' (i.e. the effectof interleaving twotransitions both allowed in a state

and not mutually exclusive is the same).

• persistent, if Vs € S and Va,b € A, a ^ 6, if a and bare allowed in s, then ab is allowed in

s (i.e. no transition can disable another one).

The following theorem was proved in [59]:

Theorem 3.1.1 An ALTS is both locally confluent and confluent if it is deterministic, persistent

and commutative.

Thedefinition of STD impliesthat if anSTD satisfies theseconditions, thenit is uniquely

locally confluent.

The ALTS in Figure 3.1.(b) is deterministic and persistent, but not commutative (due to

sl,R+ and R% again). So, being confluent, itshows that Keller's conditions are only sufficient.
Now,even though our state-based model has no "direct" idea of causalitybetween actions,

we can still locally verify if some action has "a unique set of predecessors", that can somehow be

identified with its causes. Hence we define the property of strictcausality of an ALTS, which, as
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the Unique Action Relation, will become more clear when we introduce our event-based model,

where such causality is explicit.

Let S - (S, E,A, 6) be an ALTS and let [E]A be its set ofactions. Let S([e]a) denote
theexcitation region for action [e]a € [E]A.

An ALTS is calledstrictlycausalfor action [e]a andstate s e S if:

• Vs',s" € 5([e]a),s' ^ s", suchthat there exists a directed path tt\ between s and s' and a

directed path tt2 between s ands", with tti n S([e]°) = 0 and 7r2 n 5([e]a) = 0 (i.e. s' is the

first state in iri where [e]a is excited, andsimilarly for s"),

- 3s'" e 5([e]°) (possibly coincident with s' or s") such that:

* forevery directed pathn^ between s ands'" wehave iT3 n 5([e]°) = 0 and

* there exists a directed path7r4 between s'" ands' suchthat tt4 C ^([e]0) and

* there exists adirected path ns between s'" and s" such that its C 5([e]°).

I.e. s' and s" have a common "ancestor" s'", through states where [e]a is also excited,

whichis a successorof s and where [e]° is also excitedfor the firsttime.

An ALTS iscalled strictly causal if it is strictly causal for allactions in [E]A and all states in S.
Thisdefinition means, informally, thateach excitation region of eachaction hasa single

"top" state (or a "cycle" of such states, as in the examplebelow),where it becomesexcited for the

first time, and all otherstates in the region (which is connected by definition) are successors of it

through paths within the region. Soactions leading into this "top"state (orcycle) canbeinformally

identified with its causes.

Ontheotherhand, if theALTS isnotstrictly causal, it means thatsome action has"many

alternative ways" of becoming allowed.

The ALTS in Figure 3.1.(b) is strictly causal, because, for example, for action [e]^* the
states in itsexcitation region {si, s8,s9,slO} form a cycle. So, forexample, from state s4 we can

reach both si and s8 (through s5), and in this case the third state in the definition coincides with

si, whence s8 is reachable without leaving theexcitation region. Similarly forallother triples of
states and actions.

Finally, when analyzing thebehaviorof anALTS weare interested inchecking if wehave

a pointwhere future behaviors diverge completely. Suchbehavior is, in general, notdesirable, and

hence the liveness ofan ALTS is important tocheck. We define it only forfinite ALTS.Forafinite

ALTS, with thereachability relation E* between states, we define themutual reachability relation
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between any two states, s,s' e S if both sE*sf and s'E*s hold forthem. This is anequivalence

relation, so it gives rise to a set of equivalence classes. Built for a given initial state, these classes

form a partial order induced by the reachability relation, i.e. c\ C c2 if the states in c2 can be

reached from the states in c\ (but not vice-versa, otherwise the two classes would not be distinct).

Each maximal class in this partial order4 is called a final class (i.e. once we enter one of these

classes, we can never leave it).

Afinite ALTS is live if for every state s € S andevery action namea € A, thereexists

a state s' € 5, reachable from s, in which a is allowed. A live ALTS is strongly live if it forms

a single equivalence class for any initial state. Such a TS is represented by a strongly connected

graph5. The ALTS inFigure 3.1.(b) isstrongly live.

3.1.4 Trace Models

For an ACS defined by an ALTS we can define another representation, called Trace

Structure ([100, 119, 120], [13], [39]), or Trace Model6, of itsbehavior. This representation will

be needed in Section 3.4.3, becausedelay-insensitive circuits were defined in the literatureusing

Trace Models, so in order to define delay-insensitivitywithin our framework we must relate Trace

Models with Arc-labeled Transition Systems.

A Trace Model representation of the behavior(described by an Arc-labeled Transition

System) of a structure (described by an Asynchronous Control Structure) is a pair {A,E):

• A is a finite alphabet of actions and

• EC A°° is aprefix-closed set of traces or sequences of actions.

Here A°° denotes the set of all possible finite strings and infinite sequences of actions in

A (i.e. according to a morestandard notation, A°° = A* UAw). A set E of traces is prefix-dosed

if whenevera trace belongsto E, then all its prefixes belongto E. Afinite trace a is a prefix of a

traceft if thereexistsa (finite or infinite) sequence of actions 7 suchthat /? = cry.

This model is defined with respect to a given initial state, and represents the execution

history of the ALTS. Eachtrace thenstands for a sequence of actions that can be performed on the

signals of the ACS. Theset of traces in E contains those traces thatareallowed bythebehavioral

4An elementofapartial order isamaximal element ifitislarger than any element comparable with it
A directed graphis strongly connected if thereexistsa directed pathbetween everypairof nodes.
We are forced to introduce this term here, as a synonymof the more common"Trace Structure", only to avoid

confusionwith the abbreviation of the term"Transition System"(TS).
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specification. Suchtraces are thesuccessful traces, as opposed to the sequences of actions that are

not in E, the failure traces.

For a BACS withan associated initialized STD and a set of signals Y, wecan alsothink

about a BinaryTrace Model, which isa pair (Y, E), where E C (Y x {+, -})°° is a prefix-closed

set of traces,or sequences of signal changes as allowed by the STD.

In theexample inFigure3.1,initialized in states1,wehave(let edenotethe emptytrace):

A = {Ri,R:,At,A:,R+,R;,A+,A;}

E = {€, R+, R+, R+R+, R+R+, R+A+, R+A+, RiA+R+, ...}

The following property of the Binary Trace Model generated from an STD is the result

ofProperty 3.1.1 and of the definition of STD.

Property3.1.2 In a Binary Trace Model (Y, E),for every trace in E andany signal y eY, all

theoccurrences ofy have alternating signs, i.e. between anytwo consecutive changes of thesame

sign thereis at least one opposite change.

3.1.5 Cumulative Diagrams

Inordertocharacterize classes ofbehaviors ofasynchronous systems, weneedtheconcept

of history of the execution of a state-based specification. The complete history of the system is

represented by a set of traces, whereeach trace recordsexactly the order ofoccurrencesof actions.

The stateof theArc-labeled Transition System, on the otherhand,describes only thefinalresult of

suchexecution. In thissection, following [83], weintroduce a model to describe thishistory, called

a Cumulative Diagram (CD), where only the number of occurrences of each action is recorded.

Hencethis representation willbe of intermediate "precision"betweena TraceModeland an ALTS.

The Trace Modeldescriptionoftheoperationofan initializedALTScontains all the traces

of the ALTS starting from its initial state. The mechanism of trace generation induces a natural

mapping between traces and sets of states, where each trace maps to the set of states where the

ALTS may be at the end of its generation. Note that this mapping isfunctional if the ALTS is

deterministic. In thiscase, the state where the ALTS arrives for a given trace withrespect to an

initial state is uniquelydetermined throughthe reachability relation.

On the other hand, for anyALTS (notjust deterministicones) we can think about another

mapping from the set of traces. This mapping defines, for every trace a e E, a multiset of

action names p., with the multiplicity of eachname a e A, denoted by pa, equalto the numberof
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occurrences of a in a. A multiset obtained in this way is called a cumulative state. It is convenient

to representa cumulative state by a vector of non-negative integers withdimension \A\.

Wecaneasily see fromthe abovedefinition that a cumulative statedefines an equivalence

classbetween traces of the ALTS whicharesimple permutations of eachother(notethatnot every

permutationmaybeavalidtrace). Let [a]besuchequivalence class fortrace a. Every trace P € [a]

brings the ALTS to the same cumulative statep. Therefore wecanidentify thisp with[a].

The set of cumulative states generated by an ALTS through its Trace Model model is a

partial order. This order isasubsetofthe natural integervectorordering7 and isbuiltupon theprefix
order between traces up to permutations. Formally, [a] C [/?] if there exist a € [a] and (3 € [/?]

such that a is a prefix of /?.

The partial order ofcumulative states, built as above, is called the Cumulative Diagram

(CD). It willbe represented graphically usingits Hasse diagram, where the reflexive andtransitive

edges are removed.

The mappingbetweencumulativestatesandALTS statesis afunction forevery initialized,

deterministic, persistentand commutative ALTS, where all the traces in [a] bring the ALTS in the

same state.

The above definitionsare easily adapted to the case of a BACS and its STD. By Prop

erty 3.1.1,we can change the notion of cumulative stateandbuild the CD for a set of signalnames

Y rather thantheirchanges Y x {+, -}. Thismodified version of CDis isomorphic to theoriginal

version because all thechanges of thesame signal arelinearly ordered (see also Property 3.1.2).

For example, Figure 3.2 contains an initial fragment of the CD for the STD described

in Figure 3.1, withsignal ordering Ra,Rb, Aa, Ab. We have0000 C 1000 because trace i# is a

valid trace ofthe STD, and 0000 C 1100 because trace R+Rt (as well as RfRt) isa valid trace
ofthe STD. Note that the CD model cannot describe the local divergence after traces RtRf and

R^R*. In fact both traces lead to the same cumulative state 1100, that corresponds to states 57 and
sl3 in Figure 3.1.(b). It is possible to develop, in order to take care of this mismatch, a modified

definition of CD,wherea cumulative stateis apaircomposed of a multisetof actionnamesandthe

state reached after the corresponding trace ([47]). Here we only need the weaker definition of CD.

The example of Figure 3.2 also illustrates that the mappingbetween CD states and ALTS states in

general is a relation, not a function.

Now we have all the necessary information to define the notion of speed-independent

7Ifv and v' are two integer vectors, v Q v' if for all i Vi < v'it otherwise v and v' are incomparable.
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Rb-

Figure 3.2: The CumulativeDiagram ofFigure 3.1

and semi-modular behavior, which are crucial (as we will see in Section 3.2.5) for more practical

purposes, such as the analysis and synthesis of asynchronous control circuits.

3.1.6 Speed-independence and Semi-modularity

Theintuitivenotionof speed-independentbehaviorcanbemoreformally described using

confluence, thatensures that the "long term" behavior of the modeled asynchronous system does

not depend on the winner of a race between concurrent transitions. In this section wegivea set of

alternative definitions of some ALTS properties. These properties willbe shown to correspond to:

• interesting circuit properties, such as the absence of hazards in Section 3.2, and

• high-level specification properties in Section 3.4.

So this sectionprovidesthe desiredbridge betweenthe two domains.

Let us first recall some definitions from lattice theory. Let C be a partial order. An

element z e C is a zeroelement if forallc € C we have z C c. Anelement c\ of a partial order

C coversanother element c^ of C if c2 C c\ and there isno C3 suchthat c2 C C3 C c\.

A lattice is a partialorderwhere every pairof elements has a greatest lower bound (n)

and a least upper bound (U). A lattice is semi-modular if for every pair of elements c\ and c2

that covera third element C3 (then obviously C3 = c\ l~l C2), they are bothcovered by c\ Uc2. A

semi-modular lattice is distributive if the g.l.b. and l.u.b. operations aremutually distributive.

We can now formally define:

1. AnALTS (STD)is called speed-independent-1 if it is confluent.
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2. A finite ALTS (STD) is called speed-independent-2 with respect to a stateif the CD gener

ated for this state is a latticewith a zero element, according to the partial order defined in

Section 3.1.5.

The ALTS (STD) is calledspeed-independent-2 if it is speed-independent-2 withrespect to

every state.

3. Afinite ALTS (STD) is called speed-independent-3 withrespect to a state s if it has a single

final class when initialized in s

TheALTS (STD) is calledspeed-independent-3 if it is speed-independent-3 withrespect to

every state.

For example,the ALTS in Figure3.1.(b)satisfies speed-independent-3, becauseit is finite

and it has a single final equivalence class for every initial state. We can easily see that the TS

is confluent, and hence speed-independent-1. Furthermore its CD, represented in Figure 3.2, is a

lattice (zero is cumulativestate 0000), so the STD is speed-independent-2.

It can be shown that, despite our intuition, the definitionsabove are not strictly equivalent

for a given finite ALTS (STD). Speed-independent-1 is equivalent to speed-independent-3 in the

finite case, while speed-independent-1 and speed-independent-2 are equivalent if (but not only if)

the given finite ALTS (STD) is deterministic, persistent and commutative:

Theorem 3.1.2

1. Afinite initializedALTS (STD; isspeed-independent-lifandonlyifit isspeed-independent-3.

2. A finite initialized ALTS CSTDJ is speed-independent-2 if it is deterministic, persistent and

commutative.

3. AnALTS (STDJ is speed-independent-] if it is deterministic, persistent andcommutative.

In the following a, /?,... denote finitetraces, a, b,...denote actions,p,v,... denote CD

states and s,t,... denote ALTS states. We firstneed the followinglemma:

Lemma 3.1.3 Let S be an initialized,deterministic, persistentand commutative ALTS.

Thenfor eachvalid tracea ofS, all thevalidpermutations /? € [a] leadtheALTS exactly

to the same state.

Proof We will prove the lemma by inductionon the length of a.
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• basecase: theonlypermutationofa trace of length 1leadstheALTS toa singlestate,because

it is deterministic.

• induction step: everypermutation of a trace a = aa' of lengthn +1 (withn > 0) thatyields

another valid trace /? = ba" canbecomposed assequence of three permutations:

1. a permutation of a! into ba'",

2. an exchange of a and band

3. a permutation of aa'" into a".

Let s denotethe initialstateof S, let s' be the (unique, by determinism) state reached from s

through action a, andlet s"be thestatereached from 5through action6.

All the above permutations arevalidpartial traces of S (starting from the appropriate states'

or s"), because both a and bare enabled in s, hence bypersistency bmust stillbeenabled in

s'. This means that 6can bethe first action ofa valid permutation of a' (and vice-versa).

By determinism and commutativity, the state reached from s after a and b(in any order) is

the same, call it s'". The first and the last permutation involve traces of length n, sobythe

induction hypothesis both a' and ba'"lead into the same state, as well as a" and aa'". But

this statemustbe the same,as it is reached from s'" afterpartialtrace a'".

•

Nowit shouldbeclearthatforeveryinitialized, deterministic, persistentandcommutative

ALTS, where all the traces in[a] bring the ALTS inthe same state, there exists afunctionalmapping
between cumulative states and ALTS states.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1.2

Proof

1. =>• If the ALTS has a single final equivalence class, then all the states in that class are

mutually reachable andreachable from anyotherstateby definition. Sofor eachpairof

states s, s' there exists atleastonestate, anymemberof thisfinal class, thatis reachable

from both, and hence the ALTS is confluent.

<*= Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that the ALTS had more than one final class.

Then there would exist two states (belonging to different final classes) both reachable

from the initial state, without a state reachable from both. This would contradict the

assumption of confluence.
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2. We will prove a strongerclaim, that if an ALTS is deterministic,persistentandcommutative,

then its CD is a semi-modular latticewith a zeroelement. We provethe existenceofthe zero

element, then the existence of the g.l.b. and of the l.u.b., and finally semi-modularity:

• The zero element is clearly the all-zero vector, corresponding to the empty trace, that is

less than any other element of the CD.

• L.u.b.: let p, p' be a pair of incomparable cumulative states, reached after traces a

and a' respectively. Lemma 3.1.3 implies that every cumulative state has a unique

corresponding ALTS state. Let s and s' denote the states corresponding to p and p'

respectively.

Then we claim that the cumulative state p", where p" = max(pa,p'a) for all action

names a, is reachable from p, by following edges labeled with actions a such that

p'a > pa an appropriate number oftimes.

Suppose the claim is not true. Then thereexists an actionthat appears in a' but is not

enabled in any ALTS statereachable from s through actions only in a' but not in a. Let

a denote the first actionin a' with this property, and let /?' be the prefixof a' up to this

a (i.e. a' = fi'aj').

By the choice of a, there exists a trace (3 such that, extension of a prefix of a, that is a

permutation of /?', andleads (by Lemma3.1.3) the ALTS to the samestate as /?'.

But then, by persistency, we can extend a with the actions in /3 and not in a. This leads

to a state that is a successor of s and where, againby persistency, a is enabled.

This shows that p", as denned above, exists. It is clearly an upper bound of p and p'.

Moreover it is clearly the unique least upper bound, because no smaller cumulative state

can be largerthan both p and p'.

• G.l.b.: the lattice zero is clearly a lower bound. Suppose that a pairofcumulative states

p and p' hadtwo incomparable lowerboundsv andu'suchthatno element greater than

v is a lower bound andno element greater than v' is a lower bound. We claimthat the

l.u.b. v" of v and v', thatexists by the aboveargument, is alsoa lower boundon p and

vf.

By the definition oflower bound, for all actionnames a we have pa > va and pa > v'a

(and similarly for p'). For the l.u.b. constructed above, also pa > *£' for all a (and

similarly for p').
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Moreover, since v and v' are incomparable, u" mustbe greaterthan both, so we have

reached a contradiction, and the gib. must be unique. This completes the proof that

the CD is a lattice with a zero element.

• The proofof semi-modularity is immediate. Let p' and p" be two CD states covering

p. Let a and bthe actions leading from p to p' and p" respectively. By persistency a

must be enabled in the (unique, by Lemma3.1.3) ALTS state corresponding to p" and

6must be enabled in the ALTS state corresponding to p'. The state reached from p'

through action6andfrom p"through action a clearly covers both.

3. The third result is immediate by Theorem 3.1.1.

•

It is very easy to constructexamples showing that removingany of persistency, commu-

tativity or determinism can falsify Theorem 3.1.2. On the otherhand, the example in Figures 3.1

and 3.2 shows that our conditions for the equivalence between speed-independent-1 and speed-

independent-2 areonlysufficientandnot necessary, because thisALTS isbothspeed-independent-1

and speed-independent-2 but not commutative.

Semi-modularity, thatwewillrelate tohazard-freeness, is a strongerproperty thanspeed-

independence. Again, two alternative definitions can be formulated.

1. An ALTS (STD) is called semi-modular-1 if it is locally confluent.

2. Afinite ALTS(STD) is called semi-modular-2 with respect toa stateif theCDgenerated for

this state is a semi-modular lattice with a zero element, according to the partialorder defined

in Section 3.1.5.

TheALTS (STD) is semi-modular-2 if it is semi-modular-2 forevery state.

Note thatnowCDsemi-modularity, determinism andcommutativity areenough toensure

persistency:

Lemma 3.1.4 IfanALTS is semi-modular-2, deterministic andcommutative, then it ispersistent.

Proof Let s be any ALTS state that is not persistent. I.e. thereexist states s' and s" and actions a

and 6such that sE(a)s' and sE(b)s", but a is not enabled in s" or bis not enabled in s'.

Let p be the zero elementof the CD builtfrom s, p' the cumulative state reached from p

through a and p" bethe state reached from p through b. They both cover p,sobysemi-modularity
they are both covered by p'" = p' Up".
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By determinism, p' can correspond only to s' and p"only to s". Moreover, p'" covers

p', so 6mustbe enabled in s', and similarly for p", s"anda. We havereached a contradiction, so

the ALTSmust be persistent. •

A Theorem analogous to Theorem 3.1.2 can also be shown to hold about semi-modular-1

and semi-modular-2:

Theorem 3.1.5

1. A finite initialized ALTS fSTDj is semi-modular-2 if it is deterministic, persistent and com

mutative.

2. An ALTS (STDJ is semi-modular-1 if it is semi-modular-2, deterministicand commutative.

Note that the sufficient conditions that ensure equivalence between semi-modular-1 and semi-

modular-2are almost the same as for speed-independent-1 and speed-independent-2, and so are the

proofs ofthe two theorems. The only differenceis that, as shownin Lemma 3.1.4, semi-modularity,

determinism and commutativity imply persistency. The situation is very similar to the distinction

between local and globalconfluence, where sufficient conditions are known only for the stronger

definition (local confluence and semi-modularity respectively).

The ALTS in Figure 3.1.(b) is not locally confluent, hence not semi-modular-1. It is not

semi-modular-2 either, because the corresponding CD in Figure 3.2 is not semi-modular, due for

example to cumulative states 1110 and 1101, that both cover 1100, but are not covered by their

least upper bound 2222 (recall that covering means being immediatelyabove in the partial order).

Another class of ALTSs, significant because of some interestinganalysis and synthesis

results (seeSection2.7.2and [126]) is connectedwith thedefinitionof strictcausality (or,informally,

of a "unique set of actions causing an action") described in Section 3.1.3.

1. An ALTS (STD) is called distributive-1 if it is strictly causaland locally confluent.

2. A finite ALTS (STD) is calleddistributive-! with respect to a stateif the CD generated for

this state is a distributive lattice witha zeroelement, according to the partial order defined in

Section 3.1.5.

The ALTS (STD) is distributive-2 if it is distributive-2 for everystate.

A Theorem analogous to Theorem 3.1.2 can also be shown to hold about distributive-1

and distributive-2:
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Theorem 3.1.6

1. Afinite initializedALTS fSTDj is distributive-2 ifit isdistributive-1, deterministic,persistent

and commutative.

2. An ALTS (STD) is distributive-1 if it is distributive-2, deterministic and commutative.

Proof

1. We will show that if an ALTS is strictly causal, deterministic, persistent and commutative,

then for each pair of cumulative states their greatest lower bound is the component-wise

minimum. Wehave already shown, in the proof ofTheorem 3.1.2, that the least upper bound

of each pair is the component-wisemaximum, so the distributivity of min and max will be

enough to show that the CD is distributive-2.

Letp and p'bea pairofcumulative states and lets and s' betheir(unique, byLemma 3.1.3)

corresponding ALTS states. Let p" = p n p' be theirg.l.b., corresponding to state s".

Let us assume, for the sake of contradiction, that p" is not the component-wise minimum

(it must obviously be less, according to the integer vector order). Let a be an action such

that p" < mm(paipa)> There must exist at least one such action, since p" is not the

component-wise minimum.

So there must exist a pair of states t and t' such that:

• a is enabled in t for the first time on a path between s and s'.

• a is enabled in t' for the first timeon a pathbetween s and s".

But by strict causality there must exist another state t" that is a predecessor of both and a

successorof s where a is also enabled. This contradicts the assumptionthat p" is an l.u.b.,

since the cumulative statecorresponding to t" would be also an upperbound, and strictly

greater than p".

2. Assume that the CD is distributive (hence it is also a semi-modular lattice with the zero

element, by definition) and that the ALTS is deterministic and commutative. The ALTS is

also persistent, due to Lemma 3.1.4.

Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that the ALTS is not strictly causal. This means that

there is some action a whose excitation regioncan be entered through a pair distinct states,
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: Illustration of the proofofTheorem 3.1.6

s' and s", that have no common predecessor through states in the excitation region itself.

Among such pairs of states there must exist one with an immediate predecessor, call it s, that

doesnot belong to the excitationregion. Such anALTS fragment is depicted in Figure 3.3.(a).

Let us consider the CD built from s (a fragment appears in Figure3.3.(b)). Every cumulative

state has a unique corresponding ALTS state by Lemma 3.1.3, so let p, p' and p", be the

smallestcumulativestates corresponding to s, s' and s". But this contradicts the assumption

thatthe CD is distributive, because u'" is (v' Uv") n v'", but i/' n u"' is p'"and v" n v'" is

p", so p'"U p" is p'",which is different from v"'.

m

In the following we shalluse the term speed-independentfor an ALTS (STD) if it is both

speed-independent-1 and speed-independent-2, and similarly for semi-modular and distributive.

It should be obvious from the lattice theory definitions given above that the following

inclusionholds forthe classesofALTSs (STDs): distributiveC semi-modularC speed-independent.

3.2 Modeling Asynchronous Logic Circuits

In this section we will show how "real'* asynchronous circuits, builtoutofgates and wires,

fit as a special case ofour Binary Asynchronous Control Structures and State Transition Diagrams.

We will use two different delay models, pure and inertial, to describe the behavior of the

circuit, andcharacterize circuit properties such ashazards in terms ofALTS properties such aslocal

confluence.
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3.2.1 A Low-level Model for Asynchronous LogicCircuits

Here, as inSection 3.1.1, we describe a circuit as theconjunction ofa structure (a graph)

and a behavior (a set of logic functions anddelays, see [88] and [83]).

Anasynchronous logic circuit (also called simply a circuit) is a triple (X, Z,F):

• X is a set of m input (or primary input) signals.

• Z is a set of n output signals.

• F = {/ii/2,.»,/n} is a set of circuit element functions, where /, : {0, \}di -> {0,1}
computes the value of Z{ as a logic function of d{ signals in Y = X U Z (i.e. Y denotes the

set of signals of the circuit).

In this definition we associate a node witheach inputof a circuit to model the delay of the input

wires of the circuit.

The fanin of a circuit node is the set of nodesconnectedto its inputs. The fanout of a

circuit node is the set of nodes connected to its outputs.

The set of primary output signals of the circuit is a subset of Z that denotes signals that

are directly observable from the environment,i.e. the set ofsignals the behavior ofthe environment

can depend on. All other output signals are also called internal signals. This distinction will

become important in Chapter 5, where we will be concerned in circuits that are hazard-free with

respect only to the externally visible signals (see also Section 2.7.3, where an internal hazard was

not considered a problem).

The structure of a circuit can be represented by a directed graph with one node for each

signal,and an arcconnectingthenodecorresponding toeach inputof /,• with thenode corresponding

to y{. The circuit is combinational if the graph is acyclic,sequential otherwise.

Structurally, a circuit is a special case of a BACS. The difference is that every structural

circuit component of thecircuit is uniquely associated witha singlesignal, thus implyingthat each

component, vt, has only one output, {y,} = 0Y(v{). The value ofthis output can becharacterized

either by the value of the corresponding logic function /,• (if y; is an output signal) or by the value

of the signal itself (if yi is an input signal).

A circuitis initialized if its initialstateis defined, as a binary vector s € {0, l}n+m. A

circuitis autonomous if X = 0 (i.e. it has no inputsignals).

Figure 3.4.(a) describes a very simple autonomous circuit, where Z = {z\,Z2,23} and

/1 = ^> h = 23, h = z\ + zi-
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Figure 3.4: State Transition Diagram and CumulativeDiagram with inertial delay

A gate is an output node of a circuit. A gate is combinational if its function does not

essentiallydepend on its output signal, otherwiseit is sequential.

3.2.2 Delay Models ofan Asynchronous Circuit element

Let a circuit (X, Z,F) be initialized in some state s. Every element zi of the circuit

is modeled as a delay-free logic function followed by anunbounded delay element8. Forevery

element z{ we call it (and the corresponding output signal) stable in s if its current value \(s)i is

equal to the value of its function /,-. Otherwise we call it excited. We assume that if a signal is

excited, thenthissignalmay change itsstateaftersome finite timeinterval, which wecallthe delay.

For example,in the circuit in Figure 3.4.(a), initialized in state000, z3 is stable while z\ and z2 are

excited. Whathappens next,whenever z\ or 22 changes value, depends on whether weusethepure

or inertial delay model.

Inertial Delay Model

In the inertial delay model(ID), anexcited signalmay change its stateaftera finite delay.

This means that for any excitedsignal z, there are two possibilities. One is that its value, 0 or 1,

changes to the opposite, i.e. to 1 or 0, after a finite but unbounded amount of time. The other

sI.e. we use the unbounded gate delay model, but as usual the results can be extended to the unbounded wire delay
modelby usinggates computing the identity function, ornon-inverting buffers.
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possibility is that thevalue of its function /, is changed before Z{ manages to change. In this case

the output Z{ of the element ceases to be excited and retains its previous value, which becomes

stable (hence the term "inertial"). Speaking in more quantitative terms, the IDmodel means that

if an element has a switching delay of d time units, pulses generated by the logic evaluator with

duration lessthan dare filtered out, while pulses longer than dunits appear at theoutput Z{ shifted

in time by d units (see Figure 2.1.(a)).

Since we are dealing with completely asynchronous circuits, we cannot precisely say

whether in thesecond situation above theelementhasorhasnotproduced a shortpulseat itsoutput.

We shall therefore regard the behavior when /,- changes before z,- as anomalous (a hazard).

Pure Delay Model

We can alternatively assume that the delay block of each element is not inertial when it

becomes excited, i.e. it cannot filter out the pulses whose duration is less than a given value d (this

behavior is close to reality for long wire delays). Therefore, even though the function value changes

before the output Z{ has changed, the element remainsexcited, and just shifts in time the complete

sequence of its "expected*'output transitions (see Figure 2.1.(a)). With thispuredelay model (PD),

the value of the element in state s of the circuit, must be modeled by a pair, (rf, r/), where the

first component is the current binary value of Z{, i.e. rf € {0,1}, while the second component

is the excitation number (recording how many excitations have been registered by the functional

evaluator sincethe element waslast stable), rf e {0,1,2,...}. In thismodel, the stateof the circuit

is a vectorof length \Y\, witheach component beingof the above form.

We can now define an element Z{ to be stable, according to the PD model, in state $ if

rf = 0. Otherwise it is excited. The normal operation of the element is described by the following

sequence oftransitions: (rf,0) -* (rf, 1) -• (rf",0). The anomalous operation (hazard), onthe
otherhand, isdescribed by the following sequences oftransitions: either (r*,rf) —• (rf,rf +1) -»•

Of, rf) (if t? > 0) or (rf, r?) - (rf, rf + 1) - (rf ,rf + 2).
Now, with this definition of the behavior of each gate, we can describe the operation of

the entire circuit for both the ID and the PD models.

3.2.3 Circuit Behavior Description with Inertial Delays

Let us consider, as an example, the circuit shown in Figure 3.4.(a). If we assign the all

zero vector as the initial state of this circuit, signals z\ and &i are excited in this state. As usual, we
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designate this fact by labeling the value ofan excited signal with an asterisk (*). Therefore the initial

state is labeled as 0*0*0. Using the ID model of an element we can think about two possible states

directly reachable from this state through the element normal switching behavior, 10*0* and 0*10*.

Although signals z\ and z2 are excited concurrently and can switch independently, our interleaving

semantics of concurrent actions requires that the first of the above two states is reached if signal z\

changes before z2 (and vice-versa). In both cases signal z3 now becomes excited.

We can thus use a depth-first search procedure to generate the set ofstates reachable from

the initial state. This set, together with the relation of direct reachability between states, can be

represented by a graph, which satisfies our definition of an STD. Note that the transitions in this

graph are labeled by the changes ofsignal values. Since the number ofsignals in the circuit is fixed

(\Y| = n + m), it is obvious that the sizeof the STD, in termsof the numberof its statelabels, is

bounded by 2n+m.

Theorem 3.2.1 The STDfor anycircuit, under theIDelementmodel, isdeterministic, commutative

and non-contradictory.

Proof Theresult follows directly from theID model ofanelement and theuniqueness of theresult

of logic function evaluation for anygivenbinary encoded state. •

Therefore determinacy and commutativity are theintrinsic properties oftheSTDdescrip

tion for any circuit obtained using the ID model. This implies that confluence and local confluence
aredetermined (upto sufficiency) by whether thecircuit ispersistent.

We cannowdefine speed-independence, semi-modularity, andsoonfora circuitmodeled

with inertialdelays. LetC = (X,Z,F)beacircuitmodeled with inertialdelay and letS - (S,E,X)
be its associated STD. According to the classification of Section 3.1.6andTheorem 3.2.1:

1. Cis speed-independent if theSTD S is confluent.

2. Cisoutput-persistent if it is speed-independent and for each pair ofedges sE(yf)s' and
sE(y$)s", if yx 6 Z, then y* isenabled ins" (i.e. no output signal can ever be disabled).

3. Cis semi-modular if the STD S ispersistent.

4. Cis distributive if theSTD S isstrictly causal and persistent.

Analogous definitions exist fora BACS (except foroutput-persistent).
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Output-persistency guarantees that no transition ofanoutput signal will ever bedisabled,

thus guaranteeing a correct behavior (recall that disabling a transition means possibly causing a
spuriouspulse on the signal).

Obviously

ID-distributiveCID-semi-modularCID-output-persistentCID-speed-independent.
Note thatsemi-modular asdefined above isequivalent to the"operational" definition due

toMuller ([88]). Acircuit iscalled semi-modularwith respect to a given stateif theSTDbuiltfrom

this statehas no transition from a statewhere some Z{ is excited to anotherstate where Z{ is stable

but has the same value.

Also,note that Theorem 3.1.2and 3.2.1 immediately implythat for a circuit with the ID

model speed-independent-1 (confluent) is implied by speed-independent-2 Oattice), andsimilarly

for semi-modular-1 versus semi-modular-2 and distributive-1 versus distributive-2.

The STD and an initial fragment of the CD for the circuit example in Figure 3.4.(a)

are shown in Figure 3.4.(b) and (c). The STD is live, speed-independent but not semi-modular

(persistency isviolated instates 1*01 and 01*1, where zz and z\ are disabled after the transition zf
from states 10*0* and 0*10*, respectively). It is not strictlycausal becausestates 10*0* and 0*10*,

inwhich action e[z}] isenabled, can be reached from state 0*0*0 by two different paths. The STD
is confluent but not locally confluent Furthermore it is strongly connected, thus having a single

final equivalenceclass, and it containsonly non-transientcycles ofstates. The CD is a lattice (one

can easily prove that every pair of cumulative stateshas its least upper bound in the CD), but not

semi-modular. It has a zero element, the emptymultiset (or all zero vector).

3.2.4 Circuit Behavior Description with Pure Delays

Throughout this section we will refer to properties ofthe circuit underconsideration when

analyzed with theinertial delay model by prefixing them with ID.Propertieswithout the prefix, on

the other hand, refer to the circuit analyzed with the pure delay model.

An asynchronouscircuit can be analyzedwith the pure delay model in a similar way as in

the inertialdelaycase, by buildingits CD witha depth-first searchprocedure, from the initial state.

According to the notation introducedearlier, each state, s, is labeled by a vector of \Y| = n + m

pairs (rf, r/), where the first component is the binary value on the outputof the delayblock, Z{,

and the second component is the number ofpotential changes that the element will generate on

its own before it will become stable. Let us call such a vector the excitation vector. This graph
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does not satisfy the definition of an STD, given in Section 3.1.2, because the label is not binary.

Nevertheless, it satisfies the definition of an ALTS, and again,due to the unique evaluation of the

logic functions describingthe circuit,we canmake useofthe factthatevery statein set S is uniquely

labeled by the excitation vector, and show that the following Theorem holds.

Theorem 3.2.2 TheALTSfor anycircuit, under thePD elementmodel, is deterministic,persistent

and non-contradictory.

Proof The result again follows directly from the PD model of an element and the uniqueness of

the result of logic function evaluation for any given binary encoded state. •

Equality between excitation vectors requires also equality of the second component, so

commutativitydoes not hold in this case. However, due to the non-inertiality ofelements behavior,

we can claimpersistency, because every element records its excitation, and cannotbe disabled by

changing the value at the output.

The latter detail drastically changesthe role of the CD that can be built from the ALTS

associated with the circuit. Such a CD is no longer adescription thatcanbe meaningfully used for

characterizing the confluence propertiesof the circuit behavior.

The definition of a bounded circuit becomes crucial in such characterization. The PD

modelof a circuit is called Abounded (or simply"bounded*') if for every reachable state s in the

associated ALTS,Vzt: rf < k. An immediate consequence of boundedness is ihefiniteness of the

ALTSofaPD-circuit.

The following Theorem is the implication of the fact that a PD-modeled circuit can

accumulate unbounded "switching events" in its elements if its operation is cyclic. Recall that

"ID-strongly live" means that the STD of the same circuit, modeled with inertial delay, is strongly
live, and similarly for"ID-persistent" (Section 3.1.3).

Theorem 323 The PD model of a circuit, which is ID-strongly live and non-ID-persistent, is
unbounded.

Proof In a strongly live, non-persistent ID model of a circuit there is no bound to the number of

times the circuitcan reach a state s where a signal yi becomes disabled before it has a chance to

fire. Soevery newarrival in this state willincrement thecorresponding rf. •

We cannow definespeed-independence, semi-modularity, andso on foracircuitmodeled

with pure delays. LetC = (X, Z,F)bea circuit modeled mthpure delay and letS = (S,E, A) be

its associated STD. According to the classification ofSection 3.1.6 andTheorem 3.2.1:
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• C is speed-independent if the ALTS S isfinite andconfluent.

• Cis semi-modular if the ALTS S isfinite and commutative.

• C is distributive if the ALTS 5 is finite, strictlycausal andcommutative.

Analogous definitions exist for a BACS.

This definitionandTheorem 3.2.3 imply the followingimportant result.

Theorem 3.2.4 The PD model of a circuit, which is ID-strongly live, is PD-speed-independent if

and only if it is ID-semi-modular9.

This theorem in practice claims that for the PD model of an asynchronous circuit, speed-

independence amounts to semi-modularity, if one considers a cyclically operating circuit, which

is important for the synthesis of circuits operating in input-output mode. This result provides a

crucial justificationfor the restriction to semi-modularity,when we look for necessary and sufficient

conditions for the hazard-free, speed-independent implementation of a circuit.

Note also that this equivalence result strongly favors the use of semi-modularity rather

than speed-independence as the characterization ofa "correct" circuit in the ID case. The ID model

can be too optimistic in many practical cases, so a design made for semi-modularity (or output-

persistency) will be more "robust" with respect to technology changes, different implementations

ofother components of the system, and so on.

Obviously PD-distributiveCPD-semi-modular.

Our circuit example in Figure 3.4.(a) generates the ALTS whose initial fragment is shown

in Figure 3.5. This ALTS is persistentbut non-commutative. It is infinite and not locally confluent.

The PD-circuit is unbounded, therefore it is not speed-independent.

Our analysis of ID and PD models of circuits has an interesting by-product It gives a

formal, concise and general characterization of hazards in the circuit behavior.

3.2.5 Static and Dynamic Hazards

The traditional definition of hazards (Section 2.3.4) assumes two types of hazards, static

and dynamic. Now we can examine how this behavior can be analyzed within the pure and inertial

delay models.

9Le. thesame circuit modeled withinertial delays is semi-modular.
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Figure 3.5: Arc-labeled Transition System with pure delay

For a given circuit, the ID model represented by its STD can only depict static hazards.

They are present if the ID-circuit is notpersistent. An element whose excitation is disabled, without

switching is defined to have a static hazard. Strictly speaking, this is not a hazard in the "ideal"

model, because the output of the delay block does not change. Due to the physical considerations

above,though, this kind of situationcan actuallygeneratea spuriouspulseon the output. Conversely,

if the circuit is ID-semi-modular (or ID-output-persistent), then it is free from hazards.

For a given circuit, the PD model representedby its ALTScan describe all hazards. An

element whose excitation number rf is greater than 1 has a hazard: the "standard" static hazard

corresponds to r* = 2, while the "standard" dynamic hazard to r* > 2.

3.3 A High-level Behavioral Model for Asynchronous Systems

The previous sections discussed various inter-related models of Asynchronous Control

Structures and logic circuits, and the relationship betweenmodel properties, such as confluence,

and circuit properties, such as hazards.

In this section we develop a very general, event-based, model of BACS and circuit that,

unlike STDs andTrace Models, hasanexplicitnotionof causality andconcurrency. Soforexample

we will be able to distinguish the cases where events a and b axe truly concurrent, independentof

each other, and the case where either a can happen, and then cause 6, or b can happen, and then

cause a (an example of this distinction will be given in Figure 3.6).
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The model,calledSignalTransition Graph(STG), is based on interpreted Petri nets, and

is a development of similar, but less general, modelspresented by [102]and [26].

In this section we establish relationships between the STG model and the lower level

models described in the previous sections.

3.3.1 Arc-labeled Transition System and Cumulative Diagram of a Petri net

A marked Petri net V = (T, P, F, mo) suchthatnotwotransitions haveexactly thesame

setofpredecessor andsuccessorplaces10 generates anArc-labeled Transition System

([77io >,E,T,6) asfollows. Foreachedge (mi, 7712) € E,where mi[t > 77*2, wehave £(7711,7712) =

t. Under thismapping, each Unique-action Relation class [e]*, with e = sE(t)s' corresponds to a

particularfiring of a transition t.

The following Theorem is an obvious consequence of the PN firing rule and of Theo

rem 3.1.1:

Theorem 3.3.1

1. The ALTS corresponding to a marked PN is finite ifandonlyif the PN is bounded.

2. TheALTS corresponding to a markedboundedlive PN is live.

3. The ALTS corresponding to a marked PN is deterministic andcommutative.

4. The ALTS corresponding to a marked persistent PN is persistent. Hence it is also locally

confluent and confluent.

AsinSection3.1.5, wecandefine theCumulative Diagram (CD)of aPetrinet,andanalyze

itsproperties asalattice. Thiswillbeuseful inordertoestablishthedesired correspondence between

PN properties and circuitproperties.

According to [132], we define the Cumulative Diagram of a marked PN as follows.

Given a firing sequence mo[*i > mi[t2 > ...mn of a marked PN V = (T,P,F,7710), the

corresponding firing vector is a mapping V : T -+ {0,1,2,...} such that for each transition t,

V(t) is thenumber of occurrences of t in the sequence.

Let V be the set of all firing vectors of V. We define a mapping \i : V —• [mo > that

associates each firing vector with the final marking of the corresponding firing sequence. Note

10Such pairs oftransitions are forbidden because they would create problems when defining the STD associated with
aninterpreted PN.For example theywouldmaketheenforcementof Property 3.1.1 rather difficult
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that the mapping is well defined, since in any marked PN the marking reached after a sequence

of transition firings from mo depends only on the number of occurrences of each transition in the

sequence, not on the order ofoccurrence.

The set V, called the Cumulative Diagramof V, was shown in [132] to be a partial order

when we define V\ C Vi if:

• Vi(*)E W)fbraii*and

• marking//(V2) is reachable from marking//(Vi).

The following Theorem was proved in [12]:

Theorem 3.3.2 The ALTS ofa PN is confluent ifthe net is free-choice, bounded am*live.

The following Theorems were proved in [132]:

Theorem 3.3.3 The CD ofa marked PN is a semi-modular lattice with a zero element if the net is

persistent.

Theorem 3.3.4

1. The CD of a marked PN is a distributive lattice with a zero element if the net is safe and

persistent.

2. The CD ofan MG is a distributive lattice with a zero element.

3. Let V be a bounded PN whose CD V is distributive. Then there exists a safe and persistent

PN V whose transitions are labeledwith the transitions ofV and whose CD is isomorphic

toV.

4. Let V be a safe persistent PN, let V be its CD. Then there exists a safe MG V" whose

transitionsare labeled with the transitionsofV andwhose CD is isomorphicto V.

5. Let Sbea finite distributive ALTS with alphabet ofactions T. Then there exist

• a safe persistent PN V and

• asafeMGP"

whose transitions are labeled with those inT and whose CDs are isomorphic to the CD

generated by S.
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3.3.2 Signal Transition Graphs

An interpreted Petri net, where transitions represent changesof values of circuit signals,

was proposed independently as a specification model for asynchronous circuits by [102] (where it

wascalledSignalGraph)and [26] (where it wascalledSignalTransitionGraph,STG). Bothpapers

proposedto interpret a PN as the specification of a circuit C = {X, Z,F) (where Y denotes, as

usual, X UZ), bylabeling each transition with an element of Y x {+,-}. Alabel yf means that

signal yi G Y changes from 0 to 1, and yf means that yi changes from 1 to 0, while y* denotes

either yf oryf.

A Signal Transition Graph is a quadruple Q= (P, X, Z, A) where V is a marked PN,

X and Z are (disjoint) setsof input and output signals respectively and A : T -^ (X UZ) x {+, -}

labelseachtransitionof V witha signaltransition. An STG is autonomous if it hasno inputsignals

(i.e. X = 0).

In order to simplify some of the practical design issues (see, for example, Sections 1.2.4

and 2.5.3), unlabeled or empty transitions can also be allowed in the STG. Their introduction

in this chapter would unnecessarily clutter the notation, so we will not consider them here. The

restrictiondoesnot implya loss of generality, becauseit can be easily shownthat ^free-choice STG

withemptytransitions can always be translated into an extendedfree-choice STG withoutempty

transitions, and vice-versa. Moreover, as shownin [10],all resultsprovedfor free-choice Petrinets

are true also for extended free-choice ones, and vice-versa.

3.3.3 Signal Transition Graphs and State Transition Diagrams

Both [102] and [26] gave also synthesismethods to translate the PN into an STD (called

TransitionDiagramin [102] andStateGraphin [26]) andhenceinto a circuit implementationof the

specified behavior.

Given an STG Q - (V,X, Z\A) and the ALTS ([mo >, E, T, 6) corresponding to its

PN V, wedefine the associated STD S = ([m0 >, E, A) as follows. For each m € [mo >, we

have A(m) = sm, where sm is a vector of signal values. Let s™ denote thevalue of signal yi in
marking m.

Obviously the STD labeling mustbe consistent with the interpretation of the PN transi

tions,so we must havefor all arcs e = (m, m') in the STD:

• if4(£(e))= y+, then s? = 0and sf = 1.
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• if A(6(e)) = yf, then s? = 1and sf = 0.

• otherwise s™ = sf1'.

Figure 1.3.(c) showsan exampleof the STD corresponding to the STG of Figure 1.3.(b).

An STG is defined as valid ([102]) if its STD isfinite (i.e. the PN is bounded) and has a

consistent labeling. In this work we will only considervalid STGs (otherwise their interpretation

as control circuit specifications would lose its meaning).

One consequence ofthis requirementis similar to Property 3.1.1:

Property 3.3.1 In a valid STG, for all firing sequences of its PN, thesigns of the transitions of

each signal alternate.

Two STG markings mi andm[ areequivalent if foreachfinite firing sequence m\[t\ >

™>i[h > •••there exists a firing sequence m\[t\ > m!^ > •••such that A(ti) = Aft) forall i.
This relationpartitions the set ofreachablemarkingsintoequivalenceclasses. The equality between

STG markings (andhenceSTD states)in thesequel willalways bemodulo thisequivalence, which

amounts to observable behavior equivalence.

An STG is input free-choice if its underlying PN is free-choice with respect to the set

of transitions labeled with input signals.

An STG is persistent if for each reachable marking mi, if i\ is enabled in mi and

™>\[h > wi2» with A(t\) ^ Afa), then there exists a transition 23 enabled in 7712 such that

A(t\) = Afa). An STG is output-persistent if the above definition holds for all t\ such that

A(t\) e Z x {+, -}. Note that thisdefinition is consistent withthe interpreted PN definition of

persistent transition. It is not related with the definitiongiven by Chu ([27]), that will be denoted

Chu-persistent and is discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.3.

This definition of STG persistence allows a case like that in Figure 3.6 to be treated

ospersistent, even though the underlying PN is notpersistent. So PN persistency is a stronger

condition than STG persistency. Only the transition labeling A that maps two different PN

transitions intoy+ (and similarly forz+) "erases" thedistinction thatwas present between the PNs

underlying Figures 3.6 and 1.3.(b), so that the two STGs generate isomorphic STDs. This Figure

illustrates clearly the "semantic gap" arising from using a purely interleaving semantics (as in the

STD) versus using a true concurrent semantics (as in the STG).

The following Theorem is a direct consequence ofTheorems 3.3.2 and 3.3.3:
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Figure3.6: A PersistentSignalTransition Graphwith non-persistent underlying Petri net

Theorem 3 3 .5

1. For every finite deterministic,commutativeandpersistent STD S there existsa validSTG

whose PN is persistentand generates S.

2. For every finite distributive STD S there exists a valid STG whose PN is a safe MG and

generates S.

3. Forevery finite distributive STD S there exists a valid STG whose PN is safe,persistent and

generates S.

3.3.4 Signal Transition Graphs and Asynchronous Circuits

SignalTransition Graphs wereintroduced to specifyasynchronous circuits, a specialcase

of Binary Asynchronous Control Structures. We are now ready to establish a correspondence

between the STD associated with a valid STG and the ALTS associated with a BACS or a circuit.

Intuitively, our target is to implementthe STG as a circuit with one signal for each STG

outputsignal,wherethe logicfunction computed byeachgatemapseach STD binarylabel into the

corresponding implied value for that signal. The implied value for signal y; in state sm is defined

as the complementof s? if yt is excited in sm, sf1 otherwise. So for example if sm =00*1 for

signalordering t/o2/i 2te, thenthe implied value of yo is0, the implied valueof y\ is 1andtheimplied

value of yi is 1.

Both[102] and[26] recognized thatanSTG has anSTD-isomorphic circuitimplementa

tionif (butnotonlyif) theSTD is non-contradictory. As a matterof terminology, [121] introduced

the term Unique State Coding to denote an STG with a non-contradictorySTD.

Chu also formulated a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a circuit

implementation of a valid STG, calling it "a problem with state-assignment" ([27]). We will use

the more explanatory term Complete State Coding (CSC), due to [87].
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AnSTG hastheCompleteState Coding property if allmarkings with the same binary

labelhave the same setofenabledoutputsignaltransitions. Sowecanstatethefollowing Theorem

(a straightforward extension of the results of [27]).

Theorem 3.3.6 Let S be the STD of a valid STG. LetY = XU Z be its set of signals. Let

C = (V,H, y, p)bea BACS whose STD is isomorphic toS.

The output signals Z ofS canbe characterized as logicfunctions of signals in Y if and

only if theSTG has theCSC property.

Proof If theSTG hastheCSC property, then theimplied value rule defines aunique logic function

between the set of STD labelsand the valueof eachsignal.

On the other hand, suppose that the STG does not have the CSC property. Then two

stateswiththe samelabel havea different implied value for someoutputsignal z,-, and there is no

logic function of the set of STG signals that can characterize Z{. •

Theorem 3.3.6means that each outputsignal of an STG can be implemented as a logic

function if and only if itsvalue and excitation in each STD state are uniquely determined by the

STD statebinarylabel itself.

Wedescribe and solve in Chapter4 the problem,given a valid free-choiceSTG Gwithout

the CSCproperty, todetermine anexternally compatible STG G' with the CSCproperty. External

compatibilitymeans thatthesetof traces of G\ restricted tothesignals of G, is a subset of thetraces

of G.

Note that non-contradictory STD (Unique State Coding) is only a sufficient condition

fortheimplementability of a generic STG,butit becomes necessary and sufficient for theimple-

mentability of an autonomous STG, due to the following:

Corollary 3.3.7 Let S bethe STD ofa valid autonomous STG (Le. X = 0).

There exists anautonomous circuit such that itsSTD is isomorphic toS ifand only ifall
the states ofS have distinct labels.

3.4 Classification of Models of Asynchronous Circuits

We are now ready to proceed with the main topic of this chapter, a classification of

the Signal Transition Graph models according to the type of Asynchronous Control Structure or

asynchronouscircuit they give origin to.
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Note that the major focus of this section is the analysisof the "protocol of interaction"

between the nodes in a BACS or a circuit, rather than a synthesis methodology for the internal

structure ofeachnode(described in Chapters 4 and 5). We areinterested in checking when a given

STG describes a speed-independent or semi-modular interaction betweennodes, and we assume

thateachnodecan be realistically modeled usingan instantaneous logic function and a puredelay

or an inertial delay (see Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4). Thispointof viewis interesting, for example,

if the interconnections between nodes occur outside a single integrated circuit, so that the delays

between them are large compared with the delays inside the circuit, and are outside of the direct

designer's control.

The practical relevance of this section is that an STG that specifies a non-speed-

independent behaviorwill almostcertainly causea malfunctioning implementation, since the be

haviorof the implementation willdepend onthedelays of thecomponents. Similarly, an STG that

specifies anon-output-persistentbehavior willmostlikelybe implemented witha circuitthat suffers

from hazard problems (dueto the analysis in Section 3.2.4) unless a special care is devoted to its

low-level design. Analogous considerations apply to the usefulness of having the STG describe

a delay-insensitive behavior whenthe interconnection delays between the circuitcomponents are

widely variable and unpredictable.

3.4.1 Speed-Independence with Inertial Delay

Using the definitions from Section 3.2.3, we can now check, given an STG, if the

associated BACS or circuit belongs to any of the speed-independence classes. We will give

sufficient conditions for each class (necessary and sufficient conditions canbe derived using the

definitions directly on theSTD,butthey canbe in general more expensive to evaluate).

The following Theorem is a result of Theorems 3.3.2,3.3.3 and 3.3.4.

Theorem 3.4.1 Let G = {V,X,Z,A)be a valid STG, and let S be its associated STD. Ut

A = (V, H,Y,p) be a BACS, modeled with inertial delay, such that its STD is isomorphic to S
and node v0 has IY(vo) = Zand OY(v0) = X (i.e. inputs Zand outputs X: this special node
represents the environment where the circuit described bythe STG willoperate).

• A is ID-speed-independent ifV is free-choice and live.

• A is ID-semi-modular ifV is persistent.

• A is ID-distributive ifV safeandpersistent.
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• A is ID-distributive ifV is a MarkedGraph.

Obviously iftheSTG hastheCSC property andithasacircuitimplementationduetoTheorem 3.3.6,

then the aboveresultshold for the circuit as well,because it is just a specialcase of BACS.

The following Theorem is a result ofTheorem 3.3.2.

Theorem 3.4.2 Let G = (V, X, Z, A) be a valid STG with the CSC property, and let S be its

associated STD. LetC —(X, Z, F) be a circuit, modeled with inertial delay, such thatits STD is

isomorphic to S.

• Cis ID-output-persistent ifV is live andGis inputfree-choice andoutput-persistent.

The following Theorem is a result ofTheorems 3.3.4 and 3.3.5.

Theorem 3.4J Let A = (V, H,Y,p) be a BACS, modeled with inertial delay, and let S be its

associated STD.

• ifA is ID-semi-modular, then there exists anSTG whose PN is bounded andpersistent, and

whose STD is isomorphic to S.

• if A is ID-distributive, then there exists anSTG whose PN is safeandpersistent, andwhose

STD is isomorphicto S.

• if A is ID-distributive, then there exists an STG whose PN is a Marked Graph andwhose

STD is isomorphicto S.

3.4.2 Speed-Independence with Pure Delay

We will now give conditions, similar to the previous section, in order to characterize a

circuitimplementationof anSTG using ih&pure delaymodel(Section 3.2.4). Wewillonlyconsider

circuitsthat exhibit a cyclicbehavior, that is whoseoperation does not "stop" after a finite number

of transitions, becausethey have the greatestpractical interest.

The following Theorem is a result ofTheorems 3.3.2,3.3.3 and 3.3.4.

Theorem 3.4.4 LetG = (V, X, Z, A) be a valid STG with a live PN, and let S be its associated

STD. Let A = (V, H,Y, p) be a BACS, modeled with pure delay, such thatits ALTS isfinite and

isomorphic toS, and node v0 has IY(vo) = Z and 0Y (vo) = X (i.e. inputs Zand outputs X: this
special node represents the environment where the circuitdescribed by the STG will operate).
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• A is PD-speed-independent andPD-semi-modular ifV is persistent.

• A is PD-distributive ifV safe andpersistent.

• A is PD-distributive ifV is a Marked Graph.

Obviously if theSTG hastheCSC property andithasacircuitimplementationduetoTheorem 3.3.6,

then the above results hold for the circuit as well, because it is just a special case of BACS.

Theorem 3.4.3 holds also in the pure delay case.

3.43 Delay Insensitivity

Informally, a delay-insensitive circuit operates correctly under the inertial gate and wire

delaymodelin Input-Output Mode(seealsoSection 2.6). A more formal definition was givenby

Udding in [116], using Trace theory.

Let A = (V,H,Y,p) be a BACS, let S =• (S,E,\) be its associated STD, and let

T = (A, E) be itsassociated Trace Model. Letu(y)forsignal y € Y, denote thenode v e V such

that y € 0Y(v) (i.e. y is an output ofv). Let vq be a special node qualified as "the environment*
(thisdistinction is necessary to speak about "outputpersistency"). The delay insensitivity of A is

captured by the following four rules (given in [116]and adapted to our notation):

Ro Forall s € A* andy\ e A,wemust have sy\y\ g E, i.e. Property 3.1.2 mustholdfor T.

Ri For all s, t e A* and yf, y$ € A, suchthat v{y\) = */(3fe) (i.e. both are outputsof the same

node), wemusthave (syjy^t € E) & (sy^t e E). Sosignals that areoutputof onenode

cannot be ordered (i.e. they commute).

R2 Thisrule, dealing withcommutativity, takes twoforms, in decreasing orderof strictness:

i% Forall s,* € A* and y\,y$ € A, such that v(yi) # i>(2fe) (i.e. outputs of different
nodes), if sy\y$ € EAsyffi 6 E then{syfy^t e E) & (sy$yp € E). So no change

in the ordering between twotransitions produced by twodifferent nodescan changethe

subsequent behavior of any node. This rule is satisfied if S is commutative.

R% For all 5,t e A* andy^y^yZ GAsuch that 1/(3/1) ^ v(yi)mAv(ys) ^ p(%)G-e. V2
is theoutput of a node different from y\ and jft) if sy^ty^ € E Asy^y^t € E then

SV2 S/ftyl € <£• So no change in the ordering between twotransitions produced by two

different nodes can change the subsequentbehavior ofanothernode (i.e. 3/1 and yi can

"have memory" of this change in the ordering, but no-one else can).
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R3 This rule, dealing withpersistence, takes three forms, in decreasing orderof strictness:

-R3 Forall s 6 A* and yj, y\ € A, y\ ^ yj, if syf e E Asy%e E thensyjy} e E. This

rule is equivalent to S being persistent.

R% Forall s € A* and yf,y\ € A, y\ ^ j£, such that either v(y{) ^ v0 or J/(2fe) ^ v0, if

sy\ e Eh sy$ e E thensy\yl € E, i.e. onlytransitions produced bytheenvironment

can disable each other. This rule is similar to the idea of output persistency.

R%' Foralls GA'andy^y} 6 A, y\ / j£,such that v(yx) 7* *>(2fe),ifsyf € EAsy$ € E
then syfy} € X", i.e. no transitions producedby differentnodes can disable each other.

Incases R% and R%f itis assumed that the implementationofnodes withmutually disabling

transitions cando so withouthazards, usingappropriates circuit designtechniques.

All the circuits that Udding considersmust satisfy Rq and R\. Inaddition:

1. thecircuits thatsatisfy R^ and #3 arecalled thesynchronization class, C\.

2. thecircuits that satisfy R^ and R" arecalled the datacommunication class, C2.

3. thecircuits thatsatisfy R^ and R%' arecalled thearbitration class, C3.

4. thecircuits thatsatisfy R!{ andR% arecalled thedelay-insensitive class, C4.

Obviously C\ C C2 C C3 C C4.

Nowwecanverify, givenanSTG, whethertheBACS(orcircuit, if it exists)implementing

itsoutputsignalsbelongsto anyof thedelayinsensitivityclasses. AnSTG generates aTraceModel

as the set of its firing sequences. So in principle a check whether an STG specification describes a

system in C\% C2, C3 or C4 would require acheck whether apotentially infinite setof traces satisfies

the above rules.

Fortunately we can do better than that, and examine the STD generated by the STG,

which is finite for valid STGs10.

The followingTheorem is a straightforward consequence of the PN firing rule:

Theorem 3.4.5 Ut G = {V,X,Z,A) be a valid STG, and let S be its associated STD. Ut

A = (V, J7, y, 0)be a BACS such that its STD is isomorphic to S and node vQ has IY(v0) = Z
and 0Y(vo) = X (i.e. inputs Zand outputs X).

10This can still bevery costly, inpractice, since the size ofthe STD can beexponential inthe size of the STG.
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Ro is automatically satisfied, since Gsatisfies Property 33.1.

R\ is satisfied ifand only iffor all states m\, mi and 7713 ofS such that rn\E(y\)m2E(y2)m$

and v(y\) = u{yi) there exist m^ and m^ such that m\E{y2)m!2E{yl)'m!ii, and ra3 = 7713

(modulo the equivalence described in Section 332).

Ri

Rs

Rii is satisfied if and only iffor all states m\, mi, m$, m^ and m^ of S such that
miE(yf)m2E(y£)m3 and rn\E{yl)'m!i1E{y\)m^, we have m3 = m^ (modulo the

equivalence described in Section 3.32).

R!{ is satisfied if and only iffor allpairs of simple paths m\E(y\) miE^) m3E(ys)
.. .ro,-_i£?(#_!) miE(y?) mt+1 and miE(y$) m^E(yJ) m^E(y^) .. .m{_i£(s£_i)

m\wehave E(y*) enabled in mj.

R^ is satisfied ifand only ifGis persistent

R% is satisfied ifand only ifG is output-persistent.

R% is satisfied if and only iffor all states mi,m2,m2 of S such that m\E{y\)mi and
m\E{y2)mil and 1/(3/1) ^ u(yi) there exist ra3 and 7713 such that miEtyfims and
774^(^)7713.

Note that our example of a fair arbiter, described in Figure 3.1, does not even belong to

thedelay insensitive class, C4. Its STD fails onrule -RJ*ifweidentify y{ withRa, y} with #&, 2/3

with Aat and t with the empty trace.

3.5 Signal Transition Graphs and Change Diagrams

Change Diagrams, described in more detail in [125, 60, 62], are an event-based model

for asynchronous circuits that bears some resemblance to Signal Transition Graphs, but has some

interesting properties of its own. In this section we compare the two models, and show how, when

we limit ourselves to semi-modular circuits, they have similar modeling power. So the choice

betweenthe two is just dependent on the need forchoicemodeling(as in output-persistentcircuits)

and on the availabilityof good analysisand synthesis algorithms.
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The definitionofChange Diagramsis based on two types of precedencerelations between

transitions in asynchronous circuits.

1. the strong precedence relation between transitions a* and &*, usually depicted by a solid arc

in the graphical representationof ChangeDiagrams,means that that 6* cannotoccurwithout

the occurrence ofa*.

2. the weakprecedence relation betweentransitionsa* and 6*, usuallydepictedby a dashed arc

in the graphical representation, means that b* may occur after an occurrenceof a*. But 6*

may also occur aftersome othertransition c*,which is also weakly preceding 6*, without the

need for a* to occur.

A Change Diagram is therefore formally definedas a quintuple (A, -+, h, M, O):

• A is a set of transitions or events, generallylabeledwith transitionsof a set of signals Y (as

in Section 3.3.2).

• -*• C (A x A) is the strong precedence relation between transitions.

• I- C (A x A) is the weak precedence relation between transitions.

• M C (—> u h) is a set of initially active arcs.

• 0 C-> is a set of so-calleddisengageable arcs.

The relations -+ and h are mutually exclusive (i.e. (a*,&*) € -»• implies that (a*, b*) g h and

vice-versa), and all the predecessor arcs of a transition a* must be either of the strong type or of

the weaktype. Hence the set of transitions A is partitioned into AND-type transitions (with strong

predecessors) and OR-type transitions (with weak predecessors).

The firing rule of Change Diagrams is similar to that of PNs, with arcs playing the role of

places and flow relation elements at the same time. Each arc is assignedan integer activity which,

unlike PN marking, can be negative. Initially each arc in M has activity 1, and each arc not in M

has activity 0.

• An AND-type transition is enabled if all its predecessor arcs have activity greater than 0.

• An OR-type transition is enabled if at least one predecessor arc has activity greater than 0.
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When an enabled transition fires, the activity of each predecessor arc is decremented, and the

activity of each successor arc is incremented. The activity of a predecessor arc a* h 6* of an

OR-type transition6* can becomenegativeas a consequence of a firingof 6* due to positiveactivity

on some other arc c* h 6*. It can then become positive again when a* fires in turn.

A Change Diagram is bounded if the activity on each arc is bounded (both above and

below) in all possible firing sequences.

Each disengageablearc is "removed" from the Change Diagram after thefirstfiring of

its successor transition. They are used to represent the initializationsequence of a circuit, and we

will not enter into details concerning their usage.

Following [125], a State Transition Diagram S = (£, E, A) can be associated with a

Change Diagram, as we did in Section 3.3.2 for STGs. Let S be the set of reachable activity

vectors (similar to PN markings). An arc (s, s') G E joins two activity vectors s,s' e S if there

exists a transition y* € A that is enabled in s and whose firing produces s'. As usual, we need a

consistent labeling, so for each arc (s, s') € E corresponding to transition y* we must have:

• A(s)t- = 0 and A($'),- = 1for anarc associated with yf.

• Ks)i = 1and A($')t- = 0 foranarcassociated with yf.

• otherwise A(s)t- = A(s')t-.

A Change Diagram is correct if it satisfies the following conditions, ensuring that the

above labeling is consistent:

• for all firing sequences, the signs of the transitionsof each signal alternate (similar to Prop

erty 3.3.1).

• no two transitions of the same signal can be concurrently enabled in any reachable activity

vector.

• the Change Diagram is connected and bounded (i.e. the set S isfinite).

The maintheoretical resultconcerning ChangeDiagrams is stated in [125] (theproofwill

appear in [63]). A transient cycle in an STD is defined as a cycle where at least one signal is

continuouslyexcited with the same value (see, for example, the cycle si, s2,33, s4 for signal Rb in

Figure 3.1).
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Theorem 3.5.1 Each semi-modular STD without transient cycles has a corresponding correct

ChangeDiagram.

EachcorrectChange Diagram hasa corresponding semi-modularSTD without transient

cycles.

Thus Change Diagrams are equivalent inmodeling power to semi-modular STDs without transient

cycles, and hence to most practicalsemi-modular circuits.

Change Diagrams are useful in practice because of the availability of low-complexity

polynomialtime analysisalgorithms to decide, e.g.:

• whether a givenChange Diagram is correct, and hence it can be usedasavalid specification

of a semi-modular circuit.

• whethera given circuit has a distributive Change Diagram, and hence a distributive STD.

Notethatthis analysis, asoutlined in Section 2.7.2, can be performed by direct construction

of the Change Diagram, withoutgoing through theexponential size STD.

Furthermore synthesis algorithms from Change Diagrams to circuits in various technologies were

outlined in [60].

The main limitation of Change Diagrams is their inability to describe choice among

alternative behaviors, as modeled by places withmore than one successor in PNs. So a designer

faced withthe description, forexample, ofa self-timed memoryelement, must describe the various

possible read/write cycles of each data value as an alternation ratherthan a choice between them.

Given Theorems 3.4.3 and 3.5.1, we can seethat there is a strong modeling similarity

between Change Diagrams and STGs. Both can model all semi-modular circuits, that is a broad

class of interest for asynchronous design. At the same time this similarity is only limitedbecause

STGscan describe choice, and there is adifference inthe modeling power when unbounded PNs

and Change Diagrams areconsidered.

Figure 3.7.(a) shows acyclic finite Change Diagram withunbounded arc activity11. Such

unbounded behavior, in which the i-ih (i = 1,2,...) occurrence of event c is caused either by the

i-th occurrence of a or by the i-th occurrence of 6, is represented in Figure 3.7.(b) as a Change

Diagram unfolding ([60]). In the unfolding each event a* represents a unique occurrence of the

corresponding event a in a firing sequence of theChange Diagram (similarly for 6* withrespect to

band c% with respectto c).

11 Here events are not labeled with signal transitions for the sake of simplicity. It is possible to construct acorrect
interpreted ChangeDiagram showing the same type of behavior.
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v

(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: A Petri net only seeminglyequivalent to Figure 3.7

The samebehaviorcanbe represented by the infinite PN in Figure 3.7.(c). We conjecture

that there existsno finite PN representing it. The seemingly equivalent PN shown in Figure 3.8.(a)

describes ineffectadifferent behavior. Its**unfolding" intoanexecutionnet([132]) inFigure 3.8.(b)

shows thathere the i-thoccurrence ofeventccan becaused by anycombination of pairs of the form

ak and b*~k where &can be of any value between 0 and i. The difference between these behaviors
is obvious.

The Change Diagram is able to remember the number of occurrences of events a and 6,

usingthe negative activity mechanism. So if a fires twice,asrepresented in Figures 3.7.(d), 3.7.(e)

and 3.7.(f)(empty circles represent negative activity on the arc between 6 and c), and then it stops

firing, ccan fire again onlyafter 6has fired three times, in order to"re-absorb" thenegative activity.

Ontheother hand in Figure 3.8.(a), if a fires twice and thenstops, c can begin firing again as soon

as6 fires, because there is no way to remember anunbounded"debt"oftokens.

As a final example, consider Figure 3.9.(a). It represents an initially one-place buffer

that becomes two-place when event b occurs. The behavior is semi-modular, because no event is

disabled. Yet there is nobounded equivalent Change Diagram, because bounded Change Diagrams

can represent only semi-modular behaviors without transient cycles. In this example event b

is continuously enabled during the cyclic firing of a and c. The Change Diagram shown in

Figure 3.9.(b), whose behavior is only a subset (in terms of the Trace Model) of that of the PN
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Figure 3.9: An unbounded Change Diagram with analmostequivalentboundedPetri net

in Figure 3.9.(a), has an unbounded negative activity on the arc between 6 and c. Figure 3.9.(c)

shows suchnegative activity afterthe occurrence of6, followedby fouroccurrences of a and c. The

difference in their behaviors begins afterthe occurrenceof event 6.

In summary, both Signal Transition Graphs and Change Diagrams can represent semi-

modular circuits, and their modeling power differs only when it comes to describe unbounded

behaviors (not interesting for speed-independent circuitdesign), transient cycles and choice. The

designercanchoosebetweenthemdepending ontheneed,respectively, foranexplicitrepresentation

of choice in Signal Transition Graphs and polynomial time analysis and synthesis algorithms in

Change Diagrams.

3.6 Conclusion

Now we can examine how the designer can use the results of this chapter in the initial

phase of the specification of an asynchronous circuit behavior using a Signal Transition Graph.

Firstof all,we distinguish a local view anda globalview of the system (Figure 3.10):

1. The global view is a Binary Asynchronous Control Structure, where all the STG signals are

modeled. Such signals can belong to one of two classes, according to their behavior in the

State TransitionDiagram derived from the STG:

• output-persistentsignals,whose implementationcan be automaticallyderived using the

methods described in the following chapters,

• non-output-persistentsignals (e.g. some arbitration grant signals), whose implementa

tion is producedusing some other technique or by hand.

The delay model used in the globalview can be either gate or wire delay, depending on the

technology (e.g. Figure 3.10 uses a gate delay model).
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Figure 3.10: The global and local views of an asynchronous circuit

2. The local view is:

• an Input-Output Mode bounded wire delay circuit, for output-persistent components

(e.g. thecomponents with output signals Ra and Rb inFigure 3.1012),

• anArc-labeled Transition System for non-output-persistentcomponents (e.g. the com

ponent with output signals Aa and At, in Figure 3.10).

The local viewuses a consistent,unified,verifiable model,becausethe STD can be interpreted

as &FiniteAutomaton. Hence there are efficienttechniques (see, e.g., Sections 2.7.3 and 2.7.4)

to:

• derivean STD description froma bounded wiredelaycircuit, and

• merge STD descriptions of interconnected components into a single STD, and verify

the latter against the original specification.

Thisdecomposedmodelpreserves modularity, thanks to thespeed-independence ordelay-

insensitivity properties of the global view and allows the integration of:

• automated hazard-free design, optimized using delay bounds both on the circuit being de

signed (where they are required to producea correctimplementation, see Section5.4) and, if

available, on the environment, and

12The logic circuits appearing within these components serve illustrative purposes only, and do not implement any
meaningful behavior.
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• manualdesign of modules, such as arbiters, that cannotbe designed using automatedtech

niques, or whoseefficientimplementation is already known, e.g. from a cell library.

So the synthesis can proceed alongthe following steps:

1. The design process begins when the designer selects:

• The circuitand delay models that must be used (Section 2.1), for example depending

on:

- the chip implementation technology, where gate delays orwire delays may domi

nate,

- the partitioning of the system into chips, boards and cabinets, that may dictate to

consider some wire or component delay to be unbounded,

- the trade-offbetween modularity (when little is assumed on the environment where

the circuit will operate) and performance (when some knowledge of the delay

bounds can greatlyhelp to improve the performance).

• The class of behavior that best fits the synthesis algorithms and the system-level re

quirements. For example:

- good synthesisalgorithms withunbounded gatedelaysexist for distributive speci

fications ([126]),

- using a purely speed-independent specification, rather than a semi-modular one,

increases the risk ofmalfunctioning due to hazards, as we argued in Section 3.2.4,

- on the other hand, there are inherently non-semi-modular behaviors, such as arbi

tration,which may be required by the type of application. In this case, one would

like to use the output-persistency criterion to at least make sure that the parts of

the system thatneedto be designed with standard logic gateswill not be inherently

(i.e. independent of the implementation style) prone to hazards.

• The Petri net class(underlying the Signal Transition Graph specification) thatoffers the

best trade-offbetweeneaseof analysis and descriptive power:

- Structuralproperties(i.e. properties thatdepend on the graph underlyingthe PN,

andnot on its marking), such asbeing a Marked Graphor being free-choice, are

very easy to analyze. Yet they can be used, for example, with Theorem 3.4.1 to

design distributive circuits.
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- Behavioral properties (i.e. properties that depend both on the graph and on the

markingof the PN), such asbeing live,safe, bounded orpersistent,are in general

harder to compute, but the PN literature offers a wealth of efficient algorithms.

They allow to use againTheorem 3.4.1 to design semi-modular circuits.

- Conversely, resultslike Theorem3.4.3showthatifthedesigner choosesto describe,

say,adistributivebehavior, then it canbe specifiedusing anSTG whose underlying

PN is a Marked Graph.

2. Once the above choices have been made, the STG describing the desired behaviorcan be

verified against the chosen properties,using the results from the literature summarized in this

chapter.

3. An implementation is produced usingthe synthesis algorithms described in Chapter 5 (or, for

example, in [126] and [8]).

4. The resulting circuit canbe verified (using, for example, [39] or [61]) against theverysame

properties selected in thefirst step, since our framework provides a uniform representation

forsuchproperties both atthe specification and atthe implementation level.
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Chapter 4

The State Encoding Methodology

As described in Section 3.3.4, avalid SignalTransition Graphspecificationcan be imple

mented with a logic circuitif andonly if the STG has the Complete State Coding property ([27],

[87]). This, informally, amountsto say that the signals specified by the STG completely definethe

circuitstate. Until now the burdenof satisfyingthe CSC property has been placed mostly on the

designer. Kondratyev et al. ([66,133]) andVanbekbergen et al. ([122]) addressed this problem,

but only in the limited caseof STGs whose underlying PN is a Marked Graph.

In this chapterwe proposea new framework to satisfy the CSC property for a live, safe,

free-choice, valid STG by solving aconstrained state minimization problem and acritical race-free

state encoding problem. We first give a procedure to derive from an STG an equivalent FSM

representation that completely captures the state information implicit in the STG. Minimization

of this FSM allows us to prove necessary conditions on the number of state signals required to

implementit. This proposed framework is general enoughto embed alsopreviousmethods to solve

the CSC problem forsome specificsub-classes of STGs, such as [122].

We also address how to extract from the minimized FSM sufficient conditions for the

STG to have theCSC property. We propose to apply acritical race-free state encoding algorithm

(such astheoneproposed byTracey [115]). Using thenewstates codes, we insert appropriate signal

transitions in the STG. At this point, the STG can be implemented usingthe technique described

in Chapter 5.

The initial research in the area of Unique State Coding enforcement (for example [133]

and [121]) concentrated on the introduction of constraints within an STG whose underlying Petri

net is a Marked Graph, using a sufficient condition as a guidance. Namely both [133] and [121]

recognized that if all pairs of signals in the STG are locked using a chain of handshaking pairs,
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thenthe MG satisfies the Unique State Coding condition. We willbriefly showin Section 4.3 how

to interpret this sufficient condition within our framework, and how to use it to reduce the number

of state signals.

Also the synthesis methodology developed by Martin et al. (see Section 2.6.1), even

thoughit startsfroma different specification formalism, basically guarantees CSC (called"program

executionorder") by handshaking,if possible,otherwiseby heuristicstate variable insertion ([76]).

Vanbekbergen etal. ([122])proposed a techniqueto transforman STG whose underlying

Petri net is a MarkedGraph,so that it satisfies CSC. The technique is basedon the identification of

pairs of STD states that cause a CSC violation. Each pairof suchstates is connected by an edge

in an undirected graph called the constraint graph1. Then coloring thisgraph provides, according

to [122], a lower bound on the number of state signals required for CSC. This approach, even

though it was originally proposed only for MGs, bears some resemblancewith the framework that

we propose for general STGs. In fact graph coloring hasbeen used since long ago as a heuristic

for FSM minimization ([127]). Vanbekbergen apparently didnotrecognize theneed to usecritical

race-freeencoding. Criticalraces wouldshowup as furtherviolationsof CSC in the encodedSTG.

Thus the main advantage of our framework over [122] is the recognition that CSC falls within a

much more general problem, previously known as stateminimization!critical race-free encoding

(Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3), andthatconstraint graph coloring canbeconsidered onlyas a heuristic

technique to solve the general problem.

Kishinevsky etal. ([60]),in the contextof theirChange Diagram synthesis methodology,

also used graph coloring to identify regions of the State Transition Diagram that must be distin

guished using state signals. They recognized the problem of critical races, but solved it through

iterationof the encoding procedure.

A very general framework to solve the CSC problemfor a general STD (i.e. not limited

to those generated by MGs or FCPNs)wasrecently proposed byVanbekbergen etal. ([124]). The

authors recast the CSC problem as a Boolean satisfiability problem2, by giving theconditions

underwhich state signals can be added to the STD to ensure that it has CSC while keeping the

"expanded'* STD semi-modular.

The formulation is very interesting and general, but it seems premature to judge its

practical utility. It is well-known ([44]) that many combinatorial optimization problems can be

The authors also add constraints to allow optimization of the combinational logic implementing some particular
signal,but this has no directrelevanceto the CSC problemperse.

Le. the problem, given a product-of-sums Booleanexpression, to findanassignmentof valuesto the variables such
mat the expression evaluates to true.
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transformed into instances of Boolean satisfiability, but the instances of the satisfiability problem

derived from "real life" STGs maybetoolarge tobeefficiently solved. This isespecially truesince

the known heuristic techniques to speed up the solution of satisfiability problems are often very

dependent on the nature of the problem that is being reduced to satisfiability (e.g. stuck-at fault

testing, in [70]) andmay not be suited for this particular case.

Our approach, on the otherhand, capitalizes on well-studied problems for which very

efficient exact and heuristicmethodshave been found. Alsonotethatthemainfocus of ourapproach

is to produce asoutputaSignal Transition Graph, rather than a State Transition Diagram as [124].

Theencoded STG can beused todocument tothedesigner thechanges madetothe specification to

make it implementable. Ofcourse the same information couldbe reconstructed, in principle, from

the STD, but it would be muchharder to interpret, due to the muchlarger size (in general) of the

STD.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 gives an overview of the proposed

approach. Section 4.2 describes how STGs are translated into FSMs. Section 4.3 describes the

stateminimizationprocedure. Section4.4 describes how to insert state signalsin the STG so that

it canbe implemented. Section4.5 gives someexperimental results.

4.1 Overview of the State Encoding Methodology

Our approach consists of several steps. Firstthe STG is checked to see if it satisfies the

CSC property. If it does, then wecan directly synthesize logic from it, as shown in Chapter 5. If

theSTG does notsatisfy theCSC property, then new state signals mustbeadded to distinguish the

STD states that have the same binary label but different output transitions. Our approach tries to

minimize the number ofsuch signals, and to change theSTG as specified by the designer as little

as possible.

We now need a few definitions to formalize the notions of"valid STG modifications" and

"changing the STG aslittle as possible".

Throughout this chapter we restrict the class of Signal Transition Graphs to "correct"

STGs, inorder to prove thecorrectness ofthe encoding procedure. Chu ([27]) used theterm live to

denote a similar notion. We prefer the term "correct, borrowed from the literature on the Change

Diagram model (see e.g. [60]), to avoid confusion between the very different concepts of livePetri

net and live Signal Transition Graph.

A Signal Transition Graph is defined to be correct if:
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1. the underlying Petri net is live, safe andfree-choice, and

2. its State Transition Diagram is strongly connected, and

3. for each signal z,- there exists at least one SM component, initially marked with exactly one

token, such that:

(a) it contains all transitions z* of <?,-,

(b) each path from a transition z* to another transition z* (i.e. both rising or falling) contains

also the complementary transition z* (i.e. zf -+ *t~ -+ 2+ orzf -* zf -*• zf).

STG correctness is a sufficient condition to ensure that the STD derived from it has a

consistent labeling:

Theorem 4.1.1 A correct STG is valid.

Proof For each signal Z{, there exists one SM component,initiallymarked with one token, to which

all the transitions of Z{ belong. By the results of Hack ([48]), this component remains marked with

one token after any firingsequence ofthe STG. This ensuresthat the firingsequences are consistent

(i.e. rising and falling transitions alternate), and hence that the value of Z{ in each marking is unique.

•

Strong connectedness of the STD avoids pathological cases such as, for example, the

initial marking pi,P4 of the FCPN in Figure 1.2. This marking is live and safe, but cannot be

reached again through any firing sequence3.

A transformation M from an STG £ to an STG Q' is environment-preserving if

• M preserves correctness (i.e. if Qis correct, then Q' = M(Q) is correct), and

• M does not remove any constraint(i.e., any elementof the flow relation)from Q, and

• M does not change the predecessorsof any input signal transition in Q.

The insertion of internal signals and the modification of the predecessors of non-input signal

transitions are allowed, because they do not modify the environment behavior. Furthermore, the

restriction that no constraint can be removed from the specification ensures that the implemented

behavior (in terms ofsuccessful traces)is a subsetofthe original specification. For example, forcing

3This marking, even though it marks every SMcomponentof the PN exactly once, isnot alive safe marking of any
MG component, thus contradicting Theorem 3.15 of [27].
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a particular ordering of two originally concurrent transitions may not be considered desirable

(since it can reduce the total system throughput), but is in general considered acceptable in an

implementation.

We will give a procedure that transforms any correctSTG Q given by the designer into a

correct STG Q'with CSC, by applyingto it a transformation M such that:

1. if there exists a correct Q" with CSC that can be derived from Q with an environment-

preserving transformation, then M is also environment-preserving.

2. otherwise, the amount ofenvironmentmodification requiredby M is minimized, both exactly

and heuristically.

We transformagiven STG into anSTG with CSC as follows. Firstwe interpretthe STD

derived from the STG as an FSM, andapplyto it classical state minimization and state encoding

techniques. From this minimized encoded FSM we extract information sufficient to define how

many state signals are needed and where their transitions must be inserted.

More in detail, the model behind the STG synthesis algorithmsappears in Figure4.1.(a):

a combinational circuitwith inputs all the STG signalsand computing the implied value of all the

STG output signals. If the STG doesnothavetheCSC property, then the model fails, because the

logic function that must be implemented by the combinational circuit is not well defined.

The desired relationshipbetween the input andthe output signals of the STG in this case

canbe described as asequentialcircuit,ratherthana combinationalone, becausenow the sequential

circuithas some additional"internal" stateinformation (Figure4.1.(b)). The behavior of this circuit

is specified by an FSM representation, derived from the STG, thatwill be implementedin turnwith

a combinational circuit and some state signals (Figure 4.1.(c)). If we now consider also the state

signals as output signals, we obtainan STG with a well-defined logic function for eachnon-input

signal,that can be implemented using the techniquesdescribed in Chapter5.

The key point in the approachis the correspondencebetween classical state compatibility

and Complete State Coding. Distinguishingbetween incompatible markings amounts to forcing a

state signal change between states in the minimized FSM.

There is an important difference between the approach presented here and classical FSM

minimization techniques. We consider also the output signals as feedback signals, ratherthan only

state signals. This allows to drastically reduce the number of states in the minimized FSM.

The procedure then becomes quite natural:
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Figure 4.1: Circuit structuresfor state encoding

1. Derive from the STG an FSM with the inputstatedefined as a binary vectorof both input

andoutputsignals,andoutput statea binaryvectorof onlyoutputsignals. The internalstates

correspond to the STD states.

2. Minimize theFSM sothatweobtain a lowerbound onthenumberof state signals required to

implement the given STG specification (a necessary condition, independent of the synthesis

methodology).

3. Encodethestatesof the miriimized FSM so that there are no critical races.

4. Insertstate signaltransitions in the STG to distinguish between every pair of incompatible

FSM states, and also every pairof STD states that violate theCSC property. We currently

can proveonlysufficientconditionsto guaranteeCSC usingthis procedure. These conditions

then must guide the minimization process, to do the least amount of "damage*' to the STG

specification, especially in terms of the loss of concurrency.

4.2 From Signal Transition Graph to Finite State Machine

Once a State Transition Diagram is derived from the STG, as described in Section 3.3.2,

we obtain an FSM representation of the STD as follows:

Procedure 4.2.1

1. The set ofinternal states has one element sfor each STD state (in the restofthe chapterwe

will liberally identify STD statesandFSM statesbasedonthis one-to-one correspondence).

2. The set of input states has one element ifor each binary labelof an STD state (using both

input and output signals).
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Figure 4.2: A Signal Transition Graph without Complete State Coding

3. The set ofoutput states has one element ofor each implied value label ofan STD state.

4. For each internal state s:

(a) Let i be the binary label ofthe corresponding STD state.

(b) Let N(i, s) = {s}, i.e. every state has itselfas next stateas long as no STG signal

changes its value.

(c) Let o be the implied value label of the correspondingSTD state, Le. the "next value"

ofthe output signals.

(d) LetO(iys) = {o}.

5. For each edge amongtwo STD states s' and s":

(a) Let i" be thebinarylabelof state s".

(b) LetN{i",s') = {s"}.

(c) Let o" be the implied value labelofs".

(d) LetO(i",s') = {o"}.

Figure 4.2 describes an STG, whose STD appears in Figure 4.3, that does not have the

CSC property initially. States si and S5 are assigned thesamebinary label 110but 35 hasanenabled

outputtransition Ro+ which s\ does nothave. State pairs causing CSCviolations ((s\, $5), ($2, h\
(37»$9) and (<sio, 312)) are identified by similar dotted anddashed lines.

An FSM for theSTD of Figure 4.3 is given in Figure 4.4. For each state s» in Figure 4.3

there exists a corresponding state i in Figure 4.4 with appropriate input and output states. For

example, state si ofFigure4.3, has binary label 110 (Ri = 1, Ai = 1, Ro = 0) and enables transitions
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Figure 4.3: StateTransition Diagram obtained from the SignalTransition Graphof Figure 4.2

Ai~ and Ri~. It becomes state 1in Figure 4.4,withaself-loop edgelabeled 110/0, anedgeto state

2 labeled 100/0(corresponding to the firing of Ai~), andanedge labeled 010/0 (corresponding to

the firing of Ri~). State 1 must produce output0 on inputs 110,100 and010 because the implied

value for signal Ro is 0 in states s\, #2 and 33 (no transition of Ro+ is enabled in any of them).

Similarly state5 must produce output 1 on input 110because the implied value for signal Ro is 1

in stateS5 (Ro+ is enabled in it).

The FSM is normal since each unstable state leads directly to a stable state. This is

obviouslytruealsoof any FSM derived from anSTD by Procedure 4.2.1.

Note that CSC violations translate into output-incompatibilities among states, namely

(1,5), (2,6), (7,9), (10,12). Forexample, state 1 must produce output 0 on input 110, while state5

must produce output 1 on the same input.

The relationship betweenthis FSM and the STG canbe seenin the following theorem:

Theorem 4.2.1 An STG satisfies theCSCproperty ifandonlyif the FSM derivedfromtheSTG

according to Procedure 4.2.1 can be minimized to a single state.

Proof
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Figure 4.4: Finite State Machine corresponding to the State Transition Diagram ofFigure 4.3

=» If anSTG satisfies the CSC property, STD states with the same inputlabel havethe same

implied output label, and pairs of FSMedges withthe same inputstate have the same output

state. Then all statepairs are outputcompatible, andthere is a singlecompatible,which is of

course closed.

<= If there is a single compatible, thenpairs of FSM edges with the sameinputstate must have

the same outputstate. But thenSTD states with the sameinputlabel havethe sameimplied

output label, andthe STG has the CSC property.

167

4.3 Constrained Finite State Machine Minimization

We now describehow the Finite State Machineobtainedby direct translation ofthe State

Transition Diagram, according to Procedure 4.2.1, can be minimizedtakinginto account the need

to derivea SignalTransition Graph with Complete StateCoding.

This canbe accomplished (as outlined in Section 4.1)by assigning each STG marking to

a state in the minimized FSM.Then for each pair of adjacent markings belonging to two different

states, we modify the STG to constrain some of the transitions, enabled in the second marking
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but not in the first one, to be enabled only after the transition of the relevant state signals. This

correspondsto adding new internal signals and transitionsto the initial STG.

Thenthe objectivefunction thattheminimizationprocedure mustoptimizeis notonly the

number of statesignals (as it was in the classical FSM minimization theory), but also the amount

of "damage" done to theSTG by the insertion of state signals:

• Increase in combinational logic size, due to the need to synthesize logic also for the state

signals and(possibly)to the added constraints betweensignal transitions.

• Reduction in throughput, due to

- the increase in propagation delaythrough a larger combinational logic,and

- the added constraints between signaltransitions.

• Constraints oninput signal transitions. This, strictly speaking,isnotalegal operation,because

thebehavior of the environment ingeneral cannot bemodified. Insome cases, though, itmay

be acceptable, either if also the environment is being synthesized separately, orif it is known

a priori that thoseconstraints are already satisfied, for example because it is known thatthe

environment is "slow" to react (anexample ofthe latter casewasdiscussed in Section 1.2.5).

In anycase,the procedures that we will give below are guaranteed to find a solutionthatdoes

notconstrain the environment, if such a solution exists withinthe search space.

Hence the objective function that the proposed minimization procedure optimizes is, in

decreasingorderof priority,

1. the number of state signals, then

2. thenumber of input signals in theSTG whose transitions maybeconstrained to follow some

other signal transition, then

3. the number of output signals in the STG whose transitions may be constrained to follow

some other signal transition.

Giventhegenerality oftheproposed framework, though, it is possible tousedifferent costfunctions,

e.g. to optimize the estimated area of the circuit.

The following resultof [117] shows thatusing this framework we obtaina lowerbound

on the numberofstate signals:
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Theorem 4.3.1 Given anyminimized FSMwith si stablestatesunder input labeli, anysequential

circuit realizing thisFSM, inwhich stableFSM statesarerepresented bystablecircuit states,must

have at least riog2(max,(3,))l feedback signals.

Inourcaseevery FSMstateis stable, because it hasa self-loop ifnoSTG signals change.

Furthermore every FSMstable stateis represented by a stable circuitstate(usingthe methodology

described in Chapter5), becauseif the synthesized circuit implements the STG specification, then

after all the enabledtransitions fire, they cannotbe enabledagain until some STG signal changes

again.

Note that this lower boundmaynot be attainedby the algorithmsproposedin the following

sections, because for example we may have to use more state signals in order to avoid critical races

among them.

We can also reduce the number of state signals below the given bound if we are allowed

to remove some statefrom the STD, because then we are modifying the FSM before realization.

For example the method described in [121] adds constraints to the STG to remove from the FSM

states that can cause incompatibilities,so that the resulting FSM has only one compatible and, by

Theorem 4.2.1, theSTG hasCSC. However, thisisnotgeneral andcannotalways be donewithout

adding state signals.

Weneed a few definitionsto formallystate the constrained state minimizationproblem.

A closed cover7r of an FSM(seeSection 2.3.2 for the terminology) is a closedpartition

of the statesof the FSM if every statebelongs to one andonly one compatible (called block). A

closedpartitiontt is derived from a closedcover C if every blockof ir is a subsetof a compatible

ofC.

LetGbe a correct STG andlet T bethecorresponding FSM,derived byProcedure 4.2.1.

Let D be a subsetof the signalsappearing in Q. Let n be a closed partition of the statesof T. Let

iTi denote the block of ir to which state st- belongs.

A pair of adjacent states si, s2 € T belonging to distinct blocks ir\ ^ ir2 is locally

distinguishable using D if for every transition t*, such that

• t* is enabled in 32, and

• t* is not enabled in any predecessor of 32,

then the corresponding signal U is in D.
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Figure 4.5: Locally distinguishable states

Apairof states3i, 32 € .F belonging to distinct blocks iri ^ 7r2 is distinguishable using

D if forevery path from s\ to 32 and forevery path from S2 to &\ there exists a pairof states that

are locally distinguishable using D.

In Figure 4.5.(a), both signals c and d mustbe in D, for s\ and 32 to be locallydistin

guishable, because neither c+ nor d+ were enabled in any predecessor of 32 (namely s\ and 35).

So in orderfor the binary labels of si and S2 to have a different value of the statesignals, c+ and

d+ must be enabled only after some state signal transition has fired (x+ inFigure 4.5.(c)). On the

otherhandin Figure4.5.(b) onlysignaldmustbe in D, for 35 and32 to be locally distinguishable,

because c+ was enabled ina predecessor of32, namely S5.

A set D of STG signals is a partitioning setof signals with respect to t if every pairof

states 3i, 32 of T belonging to distinct blocks in 7r is distinguishable using D.
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A partitioning set D is minimal if no signal can be removed from it, while remaining a

partitioning set.

A partitioning set D is optimal with respect to a closed cover C if it is minimal and it

has:

1. the minimum number of input signals nt- among all partitioning sets with respect to some

closed partition wderived from C, and

2. the minimum number of output signals n0 among all such partitioning sets with n,- input

signals.

A partitioning set D is optimum if it has the least cost (as in the definition of optimal)

among all partitioning sets with respect to any closed cover C of T.

This definition of optimality obviously takes into account the need not to constrain input

signals and the need to constrain the least number of output signals, as was intuitively justified

above.

In order to guarantee that the partitioning set that we obtain is optimum we need to find

all theprime compatibles of the FSM, and then find a subset C of these such that:

• C is closed, and

• there exists an optimum partitioning set D whose associated closed partition n is derived

from C.

Given the above partitioningset cost function,if the STG can be implemented with an environment-

preserving transformation, then D will not include any input signal. Otherwise D constrains the

minimum number of such signals.

Unfortunately the enumeration of all maximal compatibles is infeasible in most cases of

practical interest. To obtain the initial closed cover we are currently using a heuristic classical

state minimization procedure ([127]). We are interested in minimizing the cardinality of the cover,

because theminimized FSM willhaveonestateforeachblockin it. So minimizing the cardinality

of C minimizes the cardinality of tt, andhencethe numberof state signals.

Whenusing a classical FSM minimizationprocedurewe must also makesure thatpairsof

adjacentstates si, 32, whereevery transition enabledin &i is also enabledin si, belong to the same

compatibles. Otherwise the partitioning set algorithm will not be able to find a solution, because

32 has no transitions that are not enabled in s\ and thus we cannot insert a state signal transition
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Figure4.6: Pre-minimized Finite State Machine of Figure4.4

to enforce a statechange from s\ to 32. This canbe accomplished by apre-minimization step that

iterativelymerges all such state pairs. The pre-minimization merges only compatible state pairs,

because in anFSM derived from anSTG s\ and 32 are obviously output compatible, and the setof

possible implications from 32 is a subset of those from s\.

The resultofthis pre-minimizationstep forthe FSM ofFigure 4.4 is shown in Figure 4.6.

Forexample, in state 1both Ri and Ai canhave a falling transition. In its successorstate2 only Ri

canhave a fallingtransition, so the two canneverbe distinguished andthey mustbelong to the same

7rt- in the final partition. Then we mergethem beforeperforming the actual FSM minimization. On

the other hand, in state 3 not only Ai can have a falling transition, but also Ri can have a rising

transition,different from the falling transitionof Ri enabledin state 1. So states 1 and 3 cannot be

merged.

We will now give an exact algorithm to find an optimalset of partitioning signals D and

an associatedclosed partition ir starting from an initialclosed cover C (Section 4.3.1). We will also

give a heuristicalgorithm to find a minimalsuch set, in case the exact solution is too expensive to

compute (Section 4.3.2).
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4.3.1 Optimal Partitioning Set Derivation

The exact algorithm is divided into three steps:

1. Formulation, as a conjunction of logic expressions over a set of multi-valued variables, of

the conditions for a set D of STG signals to be a partitioning set with respect to anyclosed

partition n derived from a closed cover C.

2. Partial solution of the clauses, to find a partitioning set D of minimum cost.

3. Derivation of n from C and D.

Let C be the initial closed coverofan FSM .Fderived from a correct STG Q. As described

above, a partitioningset D and the relatedclosedpartition wmust satisfy the followingconditions,

expressed as a conjunction ofclauses. The clauses depend on the following set of variables:

• A multi-valued variable S8 for each state s, with allowed values in ps = {c € C | s e c}.

This variable also expresses the fact that s must belong to one and only one block.

• A binary-valued variable y,- for each signal Z{ defined by the STG, that has value 1 if Z{ is in

D, and 0 otherwise.

The following procedure builds the appropriate set of clauses:

Procedure 4.3.1

• for each state s\

- for each successor S2 ofs\ such that s\ and s2 may belong to differentblocks, create a

clause stating that:

* either s\ and &i are assigned to the same block,

* or all the signals requiredto distinguishbetween them are in D.

I.e., let D(s\, S2) denote theset of signals required to distinguish between s\ and 32.

Then the clause is oftheform:

(Si =S2)v( A Vi
\2ieD(ai,92)
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Figure 4.7: Closed coverof the Finite State Machine ofFigure 4.6

Theworst-case running time of this algorithm is O^rP-m) (m is the number of signals,

n is the numberof states, c is the number of compatibles). This is also a boundon the size of the

conjunction of clauses.

The FSM inFigure 4.7requires the introduction of the following clauses:

1. (Si = 02) A(58 = c2) A (S9 = a) A(£3 = ex) A(55 = ci) A (S7 = q)

to expressthe admissible compatibles foreachstate(in this example thereis no choice).

2. (Si = £3) V ym to guarantee that 33 is distinguishable from si, because the only signal
enabled in S3 and not in si is Ri.

3. ($9 = £3)V ym to guarantee that S3 is distinguishable from 39.

4. (5*5 = 5g) V yAi to guarantee that sg isdistinguishable from 35.

5. (Sj = S8) V yAi to guarantee that s8 isdistinguishable from 37.

Onewayto find aminimumcostpartitioningsetgiventheclauses defining it is tocombine

theapproach described in [73] to solve thebinate covering problem using binary decision diagrams

with the multi-valued extension of binary decision diagrams.

A Multi-valued Decision Diagram (MDD, see [18] and [58]) is a rooted directed acyclic

graph where:
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• every leaf node is labeled with either the value 1 or 0.

• every non-leaf node is labeled with a multi-valued variable.

• every edgeis labeled with onevalueof the variable corresponding to its source node.

An MDD represents a multi-valued logic function over the variables associated with the

MDD labels in the following way. Every element of the domain of the function defines aunique

path from the root to a leaf, by following edges labeled with the variable values associated with

the domain element The function hasvalue 1on allthe points thatcorrespond to paths to the leaf

labeled with 1, and 0 on allthe otherpoints (theyobviouslycorrespond to paths to the leaf labeled

withO).

Conversely every path from the root to the leaflabeled with 1 defines a (possibly partial)

assignment ofvalues thatmakesthe associated function evaluate to 1 (and similarly for0).

So, given an MDD representing a conjunction of the clauses, any path from the rootto

the leaf labeled with 1 corresponds to a partial assignment of values to the variables that satisfies

the clauses. Hence this partial assignment represents a family of partitioning sets and associated

closed partitions.

We then assigna weight to each edge in the MDD, according to the cost function defined

above, as follows:

1. zero for all edges whose source is an S3 variable (i.e. associated with a state).

2. zero foralledges corresponding to the 0 value of yi variables (i.e. associated with signals).

3. one for alledges corresponding to the 1valueof yi variables associated with output signals.

4. the numberofoutput signals plusone foralledgescorresponding to the 1valueof yi variables

associated with input signals.

Then, asshownin [73], a shortest pathfrom the rootto the leaf labeledwith 1corresponds

to a minimum cost assignment that satisfies all the constraints. The proofwas given for Binary

Decision Diagrams, but sinceevery MDD canbe translated intoaBinary Decision Diagram with an

appropriate encoding and the weights assigned to the multi-valued variables are all zero, the result

applies directly to this case as well. The (non-trivial) problem of optimal ordering of the MDD

variables belongs to future research.

Now D consistsof all the signals whose variables are assigned avalue of 1.
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In the example above, all the clauses could be satisfied by the assignment ofeach state to

the only compatible it originally belonged to, and by an assignment of 1 to yAi and ym. Note that

the state signal insertion Procedure 4.4.1 will actually condition both those signals to follow state

signal transitions, as shown in Figure 4.10.

The worst case running time of this step can be exponential in the number of variables,

and hence in the number of states. So it can be doubly exponential in the number of STG signals,

motivating the introduction of a heuristic algorithm (Section 4.3.2).

The assignment corresponding to a shortest path gives also a compatible for each state,

that unfortunately cannot be used as its partition block, because the resulting partition may not

be closed. In principle, we could add further clauses expressing the closure conditions, and use

the shortest path formulation as shown above. Alternatively we can use an iterative algorithm,

described below, which has a better worst-case bound.

Letp8 = {c e C | s € c}be thesetof initially allowed compatibles for state s according

to the closedcover C. Wecan derive v with the following procedure:

Procedure 432

• Repeat as long as some compatibleis removedby some p8:

1. for each state s

- for each compatible ce pa

(a) ifs cannot be distinguished withDfrom all statess' such thatc g pa>

* remove c from ps

2. for each input state i

- for each compatible c eC

(a) letp' = C

(b) for each state s such thatcepa andsuch thatN(i, s) = {s'}

* letp' = p(np8'

(thisstep computesa closureconditionunderinput ifor all successors ofstates

that might be in c)

(c) for each state s suchthatc€pa andsuch that JV(i, s) = {s'}

* letpa' =p'

(thisstep updates theallowed compatiblesaccordingto theabove computation)
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The outputof this procedure is a closed cover, where every pair of states that cannot

bedistinguished with D are forced to belong to the same subset of compatibles. This is because

step1 guarantees thatevery statecanbe distinguished from anyotherstatethatdoesnotbelong to

the same set of compatibles. Furthermore step 2 ensures that the compatibles satisfy the closure

condition. Choosing anyelementof eachps as theblockof s givesthe desired closedpartitiontt.

The result of the above algorithmon the FSM of Figure4.4 appears in Figure 4.7. In this

case each state belongsonly to one compatible, so there was no choice. The closed partitionhas

two blocks, 7ri and fl"2, correspondingto compatiblesci and oi respectively.

Note also that this algorithm can be used to check whether a given set ofsignals is a

partitioning set, because of the following theorem.

Theorem 43.2 Let T be an FSM derivedfrom a correct STG Qaccording to Procedure 4.2, let

Cbea closedcoverof T, let Dbea set of signals ofQ.

Procedure432 terminateswith a non-empty pBforall s if and only ifD is a partitioning

set/<?r some n that can be derivedfrom C.

Proof

<= Suppose that D is a partitioning set, with associated closed partitions n. Let ir8 be the the

block to which s belongs.

Then step 1 can never remove ir3 from pa,because s can be distinguished from all states that

arenot in n8 (including thoses' forwhich x8 g p'3), due to thedefinition of partitioning set.

Furthermore step 2 will not remove ira from pa, since n is closed.

=> Suppose that the algorithm terminates with a non-empty closed cover for all states. Then

choosing the first (with any total ordering) compatible in each set gives a closed partition n.

Butall statepairs s ands' thathadpa ^ p3> aredistinguishable (otherwise step 1 wouldhave

made them equal), so all state pairs that belong to different blocks are distinguishable, and D

is a partitioning set.

•

A pessimistic analysis of the running time of this algorithm leads to a worst case bound

of 0((P"nA), because instep 1each state can bechecked with a depth-first search onthe FSM, soit

is0(cn3), instep 2 each edge inthe FSM needs tobechecked only once, soit is0(cn2) (nis the
number of states, c is the number of compatibles). Furthermore each iteration removes at least one
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allowed block from one state, so we can iterate at most 0(cn) times. In practicethe algorithmis

very fast even for large FSMs.

43.2 Minimal Partitioning Set Derivation

In case the exact algorithm given in Section 4.3.1 cannot find the optimal solution in a

reasonable amount of space or time (as shown above, the critical step is finding a partitioning set of

signals) we can:

• either try to reach an optimal solution with exhaustive search over all possible subsets of

signals, at most 2m times, using Procedure 4.3.2 to check if a given set of signals is a

partitioning set. This has a bound of 0(2mc2n4), and it isnotexponential in n (where m is

the number of signals, n is the number of states, c is the number of compatibles).

• or use greedy search to find a minimalpartitioning set, trying to remove each signal in fixed

order.

In the latter case we can apply the following algorithm:

Procedure 4.3.3

1. let D be theset ofall signals in Q

2. for eachsignal Zi, beginningfrominput signals

(a) ifD-{zi) is apartitioningset(checked using Procedure 432)

• thenletD = D- {z^

In this case we can take advantage of the monotonicity of the problem, to state the

following Theorem:

Theorem 4.3.3 LetT be an FSM derivedfrom a correct STG according toProcedure 42, let C

be a closed cover ofT.

If there exists an optimalpartitioning set D' of T (with respect to any closed partition

it derivedfrom C) such that D' does not contain any inputsignal, then Procedure 4.3.3finds a

partitioning set D that does notcontain anyinput signal.

If it is possibleat all given the initialclosedcover, thenthe heuristic algorithm does not changethe

environment specification.
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Figure4.8: Minimized FiniteStateMachine of Figure4.6

Proof If D" is a partitioning set, then for any signal z{, also D" U{zi] is a partitioning set So let

D'be an optimal partitioning set without any input signal. Then the set obtained by adding all the
output signals to D' is also a partitioning set, and soisevery setobtained adding to it any number

of input signals. But Procedure 4.3.3 tries to remove all the input signals first (if feasible), and it

will certainly find a partitioningset without input signals, if one exists. •

A worst case running time bound forProcedure 4.3.3 is 0(m<?-n*) (m is thenumber of

signals, n is the numberof states,c is the numberof compatibles).

4.33 Minimized Finite State Machine Derivation

The algorithmsdescribed above return an assignmentof each state in the pre-minimized

FSM T to one of the blocksin the closed partition n.

We can now create a minimized FSM T' from T and tt as follows. Let itj denote the

block to which state sj belongs.

Procedure 43.4

1. for each elementitj ofv

(a) create one state sj ofT'

2. for each input i.for each pair ofstatessi and&i ofT such that N(i, si) = {32}:

(a) let N'(i, s\) = {s'2}.

(b) letO'(i,s'l) = 0(i,si)

The result of the above algorithmon the FSM ofFigure 4.4 appears in Figure 4.8.
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It is easy to show that, since w satisfies the closure condition, then T' is a deterministic

FSM. We can now proceed to encode the states of T', using any critical race-free encoding

algorithm. We use Tracey's algorithm, because it is Single Transition Time, hence it allows state

signalsto changeassoonaspossible. Moreover, aswe outlinedin Section2.3.3, the basicalgorithm

can be augmented to take into accountalso the optimizationofthe state signal implementation.

The complexityof satisfyingthe dichotomy constraints is 0(2n), where n is the number

of states. Because the numberof the states in the minimized FSM is usuallyquite small, we were

ableto find anexact solutionto the encodingproblem forallourexamples. Forlarge FSMs we can

use heuristic techniques which do not generate all the primedichotomies (e.g. [134] or [136]).

4.4 State Signal Insertion

We have partitioned, as shown in Section 4.3, the states in the original FSM T into a

closed partition ir, whose blocks are distinguishable using a selected subset of signals D. Then

we have used the partition to obtain a minimized FSM T' and we have assigned, as shown in

Section 2.3.3, binarycodes to the statesof T' without critical races.

In thissection we will prove that anappropriate insertion of state signal transitions in the

original STG can guarantee that it still satisfies the original specification, ithas the CSC property,
andit can be implemented as a logic circuit

Inbrief, for each pair of adjacent un-minimized FSM states si, S2 that were assigned to

different states intheminimized FSM (say s\ and s2 respectively), wecondition theoriginal STG

signal transitions which are enabled in s2 butnot inany ofits predecessors, tobeenabled only after

the state signals that differ between thecodes of sj and 4 have changed.

Here we will use an algorithm thatgivesonly sufficient conditions forthe STG to have

the CSC property. The algorithm takes as input the original STG Q, with initial marking mo, the

pre-minimized FSM T derived from it,the partitioning set D and the associated closed partition of

the states of T, and theencoding ofeach block (i.e. state of the minimized FSM).

Procedure 4.4.1

• for eachpair ofmaximal sets Si and S2 ofstatesofT such that

- Si is connected andall the states in Si belong to the same block iri and

- S2 is connected andall the states in S2 belong to the same block ir2 and
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- eachstate in Si is a predecessor of at least one state in S2 and each state in S2 is a

successor ofat least one state in Si

do:

1. let P' be theset ofplaces that:

- are marked in all states in S2 and

- are not marked in some state in Si and

- are predecessors ofa transition enabled in some state in S2

(i.e. theplaces whose markingdenotes the changeofstate from iri to ir2).

2. letV be theset of non-state signaltransitions that:

- are enabled in some state in Si and

- arepredecessorsofsomeplace in P'

(i.e. the transitionswhosefiring denotes the changeofstate from *i to n2).

3. create two new empty transition c7 and e"

4. for each state signal x that changes value between iri and ir2

- create a new transition x* and constrain e* —>• x* —• c"

5. for eachplace p € P':

(a) deleteall theedgesbetween transitions in V and p (deleting pfrom the STG if it

is left without predecessors)

(b) let p' be a newplace withpredecessors thepredecessors ofp that are inV

(c) let d be thesuccessorofpf

(d) let p' be markedifp was markedin mo

(e) let p"be a newplace with successorsthesuccessors ofp

(f) let €." be thepredecessor of p"

(i.e. splitplace p into two, separated by the empty transitions and the state transitions)

Figure 4.9 illustrates steps 3,4 and 5, assuming that P' = {pi^Pi}, T1 = {b+,c~1d~}

and that 7Ti had code 010 while ir2 had code 100. Figure 4.9.(a) is a fragment of the originalSTG,

Figure 4.9.(b) is the corresponding STD fragment andFigure4.9.(c) is the encoded STG fragment.

Figure 4.10 describes the result of the application of Procedure 4.4.1 to the STG of

Figure 4.2. In this case, the main loop is repeated twice:
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Figure 4.9: Illustration ofProcedure 4.4.1

1. Si = {1,9} and S2 = {3} (inFigure 4.7).

1 let P' = {(Ri~,Ri+), (Ro~, Ri+)} (where an implicit place is denoted by itsprede
cessor and successor transitions).

2 letr = {JK-,Her}.

3,4,5 create cj, 4' and x~.

2. Si = {5,7}andS2 = {8}.

1 \*P'={(Ro+,Ai+),(Ai-,Ai+)}.

2 let V = {Ro+, Ai~}.

3,4,5 create 4)4'an^x+-

The next sectionsare devoted to the proofof correctness of Procedure 4.4.1. First of all,

wewill justify the assumption that step 1can always find anon-empty setof places that define the

new state. Then we will derive the correctness result.

4.4.1 State Splitting

Procedure 4.4.1 requires that foreachchange of statein the minimized FSM we can find

a set P' of places whose marking defines the change itself. Note that this restriction is due to
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Figure4.10: Encoded SignalTransitionGraphof Figure4.2

the algorithm used to enforce CSC, but it is not inherent in the proposed framework. A sufficient

condition toensure thatProcedure 4.4.1 always terminates successfully can beobtained by splitting

the states in the minimized FSM, as we show below.

See for example Figure 4.11 .(a) and 4.11 .(b), where Procedure 4.4.1 would not be able to

assign s2 and 33 to set S2, becausethey do not form a connected set of states.

Operating twice on the given STD fragment would be erroneous, because it would

introduce two concurrent setsoftransitions of the same state signals in the samedirection, asshown

in Figure 4.1 l.(c).

If, on the other hand, we modified the procedure to allow for 52 to be not connected,

then we would introduce a synchronization between previouslyconcurrent sectionsof the STG, as

shownin Figure 4.1l.(d). This canbe a problem, asshownin Figure 4.12, if thereexists some MG

reduction of theSTG to which onlyone of thesynchronized transitions belongs. Inthis example,

thesynchronization between c+ —• g~ and d+ —*• f~~ does not preserve liveness because x~ can

neverbeenabled again if c+ and e+ fire whenpi and pi are marked.

So the problem outlined above can be solved:

1. manually in some cases, because thedesigner may decide thatsuchadded edgesin the STG

are acceptable (i.e. they preserve liveness, safeness, the desired behavior and throughput,

etc.). Such a choice was made, for example, in the example described in Section 1.2.5, in

orderto deal with a similar problem.

2. automatically in some cases by dealing with it during the minimization procedure. For

example in Figure 4.11 .(a) there is no problem if avalidpartition exists where si is assigned

to the sameblock as S2 and S3 (as in the caseillustrated in Figure 4.9.)
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Figure 4.11: A case where Procedure 4.4.1 fails
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X >'? \
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y \
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Figure 4.12: Illegal synchronization in free-choice SignalTransition Graph
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Figure 4.13: State splittingto solve the problem of Figure 4.11

3. automatically in all cases, possibly requiring more state signals, by splitting the state transi

tion. See, for example, Figure 4.13.(a) and 4.13.(b), where we splitthetransition between tti

and 7T2 of Figure 4.11 into four states, corresponding to blocks tt\ , tt2,*$ and it4. Now we

force different state signals to change going from ir\ to ^2 and from t\ to 7r3, encoding, for

example ir\ as 01, T2 as 11, n^ as 00 and V4 as 10.

The algorithm to perform thisstate splitting is as follows. Let sq be a state of theoriginal

(pre-merged) FSM. Let 5 = {si,... sn} be a maximal set of successors of $o suchthat

• all Si e S belong to the same minimized FSM state s[, different from the minimized FSM

state of s0 (call it s'0), and

• the transitionslabelingeach edge sq -+ st- are all concurrent.

Let T2 = USiesT2,i, where ^ is the set of transitions enabled in Si and not enabled in any

predecessor of $,-. Let T\ be a set, with minimum cardinality, of transitions suchthateachtransition

in T2 has at least one predecessor in T\. Let n be thecardinality of T\. If n > 1, then we split

thetransition from s'0 to s\ into 2n states. Furthermore we assign state codes so that there are n

disjoint groups of state signals that change value from onestate to theother. Each state signal will
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havea transition thatis a successor ofoneof the n concurrently enabled signals, soProcedure 4.4.1

can terminate successfully. State splitting terminates, in the worst case, when all the states of the

un-minimized FSM have been reinstated, because then each T\ hascardinality 1.

The constraint on the disjointness of the state codes can be easily embedded in the

dichotomy-based state encoding procedure. We canjust forbid to generate any prime dichotomy

that contains s\ on one side and $2> S3 on the otherside, because this avoids to produce a solution

wherethe same state signalchangesvaluegoingboth from s\ to s2 andfrom s\ to 33.

4.4.2 Proof of Correctness of the Encoding Algorithms

Wewill now show that the outputofProcedure 4.4.1, called the encoded STG, is a correct

STG with CSC, andthat it specifies a behavior (i.e. a setof successful traces) that is a subset of

theoriginal STG, and as such it is compatible with theoriginal specification.

The firstLemmashowsthat the procedure preserves everyMarked Graph reduction and

every StateMachinecoveringof the initial STG.

Lemma 4.4.1 Let Q be a correct STG, let Q' be an encoded STG derived from Q as shown in

Sections 42,4.3 and 4.4.

Then:

1. every Marked Graph reduction Q has exactly one corresponding strongly connected, non

empty MG reduction ofQ'.

2. every State Machine covering ofQ corresponds to anSM covering ofQ'.

Proof

1. Steps 3,4 and5of Procedure 4.4.1 replace a setofplaces P' withan MG fragment, as shown

in Figure 4.9.

We have the following cases:

• P' appeared together in all MG reductions of Q. Then the procedure replaces an MG

fragment with another MG fragment, hence no reduction can become empty or not

strongly connected. So no MG reduction of Q is changed (except for the fragment

replacement).
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• thereexist j>\, P2 € P' and MG reductions M\, X2 of (7 suchthat p\ € Mupzg M\

and£2 € M2, Pi £ .M2. ThenwecanpartitionP' sothat thepreviouscaseapplies,and

use the state splitting technique outlined in Section 4.4.1 to make sure that each subset

of places belonging to the same set of MG reductions is assigned a set of state variable

changes.

2. For each predecessorchoice (partialStateMachineallocation) in the MGfragment introduced

by steps 3,4 and 5 of Procedure4.4.1 we can find a correspondingSM fragment in Q.

So each SM component in the coverof Gcorresponds to a set of SM components of G' (one

for each combination of choicesin the MG fragments). Obviously these components cover

G'.

•

We can now state the correctness results, in the following three Theorems.

Theorem 4.4.2 LetGbea correct STG, with initialmarking mo, let G' bean encoded STG derived

from Gasshown inSections 4.2,4.3 and 4.4,with initial marking m'0.

Then G' is correct.

Proof Theorem 2.2.1 and Lemma4.4.1 can be used to show that G' is live, because every MG

reduction of G' is strongly connected andnotempty.

So the new initial marking m0 is also safe,because:

• Gwas live and safe, so there exists an SM cover where mo marks each component with

exactly one token.

• each componentofthat cover correspondsto a set ofcomponentsthat cover Q' and are marked

withexactly one token by m0.

We muststillshowthatthereachability graphof G' canbelabeled consistently withsignal

values.

• This is guaranteed for non-statesignals by Lemma 4.4.1, because the SM component that

ensuredit in Ghas at least one corresponding SM componentin G' that is still marked with

one token.

• For each state signals:
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- there can be no two concurrently enabled transitions ofx because Procedure 4.4.1 (with

the state splittingoutlinedin Section4.4.1, if necessary) createsonly one such transition

between connected sets ofboundary states.

- moreover transitions of a; alternate because Procedure 4.4.1 inserts a state signal transi

tion only if the two blocks were assigneddifferentcodes in that signal.

Theorem 4.43 LetGbea correct STG, with initialmarking mo,letG' beanencodedSTG derived

from Gasshown inSections 42,4.3 and4.4,with initial marking m0.

Then G' hasComplete State Coding.

Proof Let T be the un-minimized FSM derived from G as shown in Section 4.3. We can consider

two types of markingsof G':

• Markings where no state signal transition is enabled. The minimization Procedure 4.3.4

assigned states of T with the same binary label but with different implied values for output

signals to different blocks. These blocks are assigned different values of the state signals as

shown in Section 4.3.

• Markings where somestatesignaltransition isenabled. Let m\ be anyoneof thesemarkings.

- any marking mj reachable from m\ without firing any state signal was assigned to the

same block as mj, sothere can benoCSC problem between m[ and mj.

- if a state signal fires, we can use the fact that the state encoding given in Section 2.3.3

is critical race-free. The impliedvalueof bothstate signalsand outputsignalsdoes not

depend on the outcome on the race, and there is no CSC problem either.

Theorem 4.4.4 LetGbea correct STG, with initialmarking m©, letG' beanencoded STG derived

from Gasshown inSections 42,43 and 4.4, with initial marking m0.

Then G' specifies a subset of the possible execution traces specified by Gwith respect to

the non-statesignals.

Proof Procedure 4.4.1 does not remove any constraint between signals from G. •
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name initial final CPU

secsig. trans. states sig. trans. states lit.

alloc-outbound 7 18 17 9 22 3 19 6

nak-pa 9 18 18 10 22 2 30 9.9

pe-rcv-ifc 8 38 27 9 45 2 50 12.1

pe-send-ifc 8 41 54 11 54 4 33 82.2

ram-read-sbuf 10 20 16 11 22 2 20 8

sbuf-ram-write 10 20 24 12 24 3 30 11.5

sbuf-read-ctl 6 12 10 7 14 2 13 5.2

sbuf-send-ctl 6 18 14 8 24 3 34 8.4

sbuf-send-pkt2 6 20 15 7 24 2 11 5.7

sendr-done 3 6 5 4 8 2 5 3.5

atod 6 12 11 7 14 2 14 5.2

nousc 3 6 6 4 8 2 9 4.1

nouscser 3 6 4 4 8 2 8 3.8

master-read 14 28 132 17 36 5 77 1635.1

vbe4a 6 12 34 8 16 4 22 10.1

vbe6a 8 16 16 10 20 4 30 18.4

Table 4.1: Results of the state encoding procedure

3. buildingthe MDD for theoptimum procedure was notalways possible, sothetable uniformly

shows the result of the heuristic procedure,

We are now ready to tackle the second half of the Signal Transition Graph synthesis

problem. Every STG signal canbe implemented with a logic function, so we needto find acircuit

that realizes this function correctly, i.e. withouthazards, asdescribed in the next chapter.
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4.5 Experimental Results

The algorithms described above have been implemented within the SIS sequential syn

thesis system developed at U.C. Berkeley. The FSM minimizer must be able to handle very large

FSMs, with thousands of states. So we resorted to usinga heuristic minimizer,thatcould solve all

the cases presented so far in a matter ofminutes ([127]).

Table4.1 containsthe resultofour procedure on a setofindustrialandliterature examples,

some ofwhich are free-choice STGs. The columns labeled"initial signals"and"initial transitions"

contain the initial size ofthe STG. The column labeled "initial states*' contains the number of states

ofthe FSM before minimization, and the column labeled "final states" contains the numberof states

after minimization. The columns labeled "final signals" and "final transitions" contain the size of

the encoded STG. The difference between initial signals and final signals is the number of state

signals. The column labeled "lit." contains the number of factored form literals in a hazard-free

implementation of the encoded STG. The column labeled "CPU time" contains the CPU time

(in seconds, on a DEC5000/125) for the whole minimization, encoding and synthesis procedure.

Example "master-read" took a relatively long time to complete because most states were assigned

to all the compatibles by the initial FSM minimization procedure, and then Procedure 4.3.2 was

slow to converge.

In comparison, the algorithm described in [122] found a solution4 for STGs vbe4a and

vbe6a with 5 and 34 literals respectively. Our procedure obtains a significantly larger circuit for

vbe4a because we use state signals to eliminate CSC violation but preserve the concurrency of

the specification as much as possible, while [122] does not add state variables but reduces the

concurrency. Presently we do not attempt to remove any state (by adding causality constraints),

but we always add state signals, which accounts for the largearea penalty in this case. Applying to

vbe4a the state removaltechnique of [122] withinourframeworkled to a result that did not require

any state signal and had 13 literals but more concurrency than the result shown in [122].

Summarizing the experimentalresultsof the proposedmethodology:

1. all the STG examples known to us thatrequired encoding were solved automatically by the

procedure, leading to results similar to hand-encoding (when such an encoding was known).

2. the FSM thatmust be minimizedmay have a very large number of states, so thatheuristic

minimization techniques must be used.

4It required nostate signals, ofcourse, since it justadds constraints totheSTGinorder toremove theSTD states that
cause CSC problems.
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Chapter 5

The Synthesis Methodology

This chapter describes a synthesis procedure that transforms a correct Signal Transi

tion Graph specification with Complete State Coding into a logic circuit implementing it. The

implementation canbe shownto be hazard-free, usingthe boundedwiredelay model if:

• the circuitoperates in anenvironment thatobeys the STG specification, and

• the bounds on the delays aremet by the circuit aftermanufacture.

Within this chapter we will always consider pure (rather than inertial) and wire (rather

than gate) delays. Both the inertial and gate delay models canbe too optimistic as the scale of

integration decreases and transmission line delays are nolonger negligible incomparison withgate

switching delays. The gate delay model may also fail, as shown by [118], if two gates have a

different logic thresholdvoltage.

The approach avoids twomajordrawbacks thatwerepresent intheoriginal STG synthesis

methodology, asdefined by Chu(see [27]). Namely, Chu's methodology:

• required the STG to bepersistent in order to be able to produce ahazard-free circuit, while

we show that this requirement is not necessary, and

• could guarantee to automatically produce ahazard-free circuit onlyusing an unrealistic delay

modelwhere no restrictions are imposed on thelogic function implemented by eachgate.

Ourmethodology canbe divided in the followingsteps:

1. Derive from an STG a circuit implementation C with two-level combinational functions and

flip-flops.
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2. Characterize all potentialhazards in C, because we havedelays inside the logic blockimple

menting each STG signal.

3. Show that constrained multi-level logic synthesis can be used without altering hazard prop

erties of C.

4. Removeall hazardsfrom Cby delaypadding, usingboundson gate, wire and environmental

delays.

The methodology is based on the following key results:

• hazards can occur in a two-level implementation of an STG if and only if, due to delays

insidethe circuit, the STG-specified orderingof two signal transitions is reversed,

• the above property is preservedby constrained logic synthesis,and

• all hazards can be removed by increasingthe delay of some STG signal.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 performs a static hazard analysis using

unbounded wire delays on a two-level circuit whose inputs are constrained to follow an STG

specification, and extends the results to multi-level circuits. Section 5.2 uses that analysis to

synthesizean initialimplementation that is hazard-free withrespectto concurrent STG transitions.

Section 5.3 shows that hazards can still occurbecause the orderofnon-concurrent transitions can be

reversed by the wire delays, anddiscussesthe implications of Chu's definition of STG persistency.

Section 5.4 givesgreedy and optimum algorithms to produce a hazard-free circuitimplementation

of the STG using delay padding based on delay bounds. Section 5.5 shows how the results of

the previous sections imply that the circuit is free of dynamic hazards as well. Section 5.6 gives

experimental resultsof the implementation of the algorithms described in this chapter.

5.1 Hazard Analysis and Signal Transition Graphs

As outlined in Section 3.3.4, the synthesis procedure for a Signal Transition Graph

assumes the circuit structure described in Figure 4.1 for each output signal of the STG. The next

state function / computed by each combinational logic blockmapseach STD binary label into

the corresponding implied value for that signal (i.e. the complement of the value of the signal in

the label if a transition for that signal is enabled in the correspondingmarking, the same value

otherwise). Note that every vertex in the domain of / that does not correspond to any STD label
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belongs tothedc-set of /. Such don'tcares willbeexploited byoursynthesis algorithm to optimize

the combinational logic implementation.

This sectionestablishessome basic results concerningthepossiblehazards in the combi

nationallogic blocks implementing the STG signals. We firstanalyzethe behaviorof a two-level

implementation under input changes constrained by the STG specification, then extend the results

to multi-level circuits.

5.1.1 Static Hazard Analysis of a Two-level Logic Circuit

This section assumes that a two-level logic implementation C has been derived for the

next state function / of each output signal Z{ of an STG (7, and establishes the conditions under

whichstatichazardscan occur in it. The next sections will then proceedto showthat:

• such results hold also for multi-level implementations obtained withconstrained logic syn

thesis.

• Ccan be synthesized ensuringthat thereare no hazardsdue to concurrent transitions.

• hazards dueto transitions thatare not concurrent can be eliminated by inserting delays into

appropriate points of the circuit.

Section 5.5 shows howto extend these hazard analysis results to handle dynamic hazards as well.

The circuit environment is assumed to operate according to the STG specification. So G

limits thenumber ofpossible changes thatcanbeapplied to theinputs ofCin two ways:

• if two sets of transitions are separated by a transition of signal Z{, then the second set cannot

fire unless Z{ has had time to fire.

• if some signal Zj is constant between two transitions of Z{, then no matter what the circuit

delays are, zj will notchange between them. This means thattheenvironment is supposed to

be hazard-free (see [131] for a discussion of techniques that increasecircuit robustness with

respect to environmental hazards).

These assertions should be taken with care, as we are dealing with wire delays and we cannot

assume, in general, that the STG describes a delay-insensitive behavior. Wecan assumethem to be

true for the time being, and give a moredetailed justificationfor this in Section5.5.
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Remembering Eichelberger's resulton static hazard analysis with three-valued simula

tion (Section 2.7.1), we can describe the set of signals thatcanchange betweentwo consecutive

transitions of signalz\ using the concepts of validstatepair and transition cube.

Let ($', s") beapair of states of the STD S associated with an STG G. Recall that X(s')

is thebinary vectorof signal values labeling s' in S. Let Cbe acircuit implementation of thenext

state function / of anoutput signal z{ of G.

We define (s', s") to be a valid state pair if:

• /(A(s')) = /(A(s")) (since we are analyzing static hazards), and

• thereexists atleastone directed STD pathbetweens' ands"traversing atmost one transition

We exclude paths with more than one transition of 2,- from the analysisbecause we are

interested in statichazard analysis only, whilethese paths would actually involvedynamic hazards.

Onthe other hand, we cannot justexclude 2* from being the first orthe lasttransition of the path,

because we wantto make sure thatthere cannot be hazards while signal z\ is changing value.

A transition cube for a circuit implementation C of the next state function / of output

signal Z{ of anSTG G is a three-valued vector of values for the input signals of C. Signals witha

valuesof"0" or"1" are assumed to be constant, while signals with valueof"-" are assumedto be

changing. The transition cubeassociated with a validstate pair canbe derived by assigning:

• a value of"-" to all signals that change on some STD pathbetween s' and s" includingat

most one transition of 2,-,and

• the valuein the label of s' to allthe othersignals.

Let F denote the cover corresponding to C (one cube perand gate). It is easy to show

usingthree-valued simulationthatthe only casewhen atwo-level combinational circuitcanhave a

static hazard under transition cubec is whenc intersects somecubeof F withoutbeingcompletely

covered by any single one of them.

For example, a next state circuit synthesized from the STG in Figure 1.3.(b) (whose

STD appears in Figure 1.3.(c)) to implement output signal Z{ must consider the pair of states

labeled (10*0*,00*1) as valid, with corresponding transition cube c = -0-, while the state pair

(1*0*1,011*) is not valid,because the valueof the next state function of Z{ is 1 and 0 respectively.
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5.1.2 Logic Synthesis and Hazards

We shall now prove that for every multi-level combinational circuit Cm derived in a

constrained way from a two-level circuitCt, for every assignment of delays to the wires in Cm*

then there exists an assignment of wire delays in Ct such that the behavior of Cm and Ct is the

same. Namely we will show that applying the associative and the distributive law, or adding an

inverter to anyoutputof the circuit, doesnot add anynewhazard to the circuit. So if we analyze,

as in Section 5.1.1, whatclasses of inputchanges maycausea hazard in Ct undersomeparticular

combination of wire delays, then we can check only those input changes and the corresponding

wire delays in order to examine all possible hazard causes in Cm. Furthermore if we derive, as

we will show in Section 5.2.1, a two-level implementation Ct of a logic function / that does not

exhibit hazards for someclassof inputchanges, thenwe canuse constrained multi-level synthesis

techniques to obtaina multi-level implementation of / thathas the samehazard properties.

A similarresultwasproved in [117], butonlyundertheFundamental Mode assumption,

while hereweliftsuchrestriction. Recently alargerclass ofhazard-non-incfeasing transformations

hasbeenreported in [68], usinganextension of three-valued simulationto handledynamic hazards

as well, but the applicability of such extension to our non-Fundamental Mode context is not clear

yet.

A circuit family is a set of circuits withthe same structure but different delays. Each

instance of a circuit corresponds to a specific assignment of values to the puredelay elements.

The topological distance of a node (i.e. a gate or a primary input) v in a combinational

logiccircuitfrom the primary inputs, d(v), is recursively defined as follows:

• if v is a primaryinput, then d(v) is 0.

• otherwise, d{v) is 1more thanthemaximum d{v')of anyfanin v'of v.

Lemma5.1.1 Let Cm bean instance ofa combinational circuitfamily. Let C'M bea combinational

circuit derivedfrom Cm by duplicating every gate thathas more than onefanout (copying the delay

assignment ofthefaninandfanout wires ofevery duplicated gate), until every gateinthe resulting

circuithas exactly onefanout.

Then theprimary outputs of Cm and C'M have exactly the same behavior in time.

Note that inC'M primary input nodes still have more than one fanout, and that we donot make any

hypothesisonhow and when theprimary inputscanchange (i.e. noFundamentalMode hypothesis).
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Proof Wewill proceed by induction on the distanceofeach node w in Cm from the primary inputs.

• Basecase,d(w) = 1: all the faninnodes of wareprimary inputs. Thenall the corresponding

duplicated gates w,- in C'M haveexactly the same fanin set and exactly the same inputwire

delay assignment, so their temporal behavior reproduces the behavior of w exactly.

• Induction step. Let us assume that each gate u in Cm such that d(u) < d(w) has exactly

thesametemporal behavior as its duplicates Uj in C'M. Thenall the duplicates wt- of w have

all their inputs with exactly the same behavior as the inputs of w, and the same wire delay

assignment. So their temporal behavior is the same as that of w.

Lemma 5.1.2 LetCm be an instance ofa combinational circuitfamily, suchthatno gate has more

than onefanout. Let C'M be a combinational circuit derivedfrom Cm by recursively moving the

delays back, up to wiresfanout ofprimary inputs. That isfor each node v, in orderof increasing

distancefrom primary outputs, let e(v) be the delay associated with its singlefanout wire, assign

zero to thefanoutdelay ofv, andadde(v) to eachfanindelay of v.

Then the primary outputs of Cm andC'M have exactly the same behavior in time.

Proof Pure delay, being a translation in time, can be moved from the fanout wire of a single-fanout

node of a combinational circuit to each of its fanin wireswithout changing its behavior. Then each

stepof the procedure transforming Cm intoC'M preserves the temporal behavior of eachnode. •

Theorem 5.1.3 Let T be a two-level combinational circuitfamily, such that onlyprimary inputs

can have multiplefanout and all wires except thefanoutsofprimary inputs have zerodelay. Let

Mbea multi-level combinational circuitfamily derivedfrom T by applying thedistributive and

associative laws, and/orby addingan inverter to someprimary output, with unbounded delays on

every wire.

Thenfor each instance Cm ofM there existsan instance Ct ofT whoseprimary outputs

have exactlythe same behavior in time(modulo complementation ofvalue ifan inverter is added).

Proof We will give a constructive method to derive Ct given T, M and Cm,and prove that each

step preserves temporal behavior.

GivenCm, transform it intoC'M whereeachgatehasexactlyonefanout, usingLemma5.1.1.

Thentransform C'M intoCM where onlywires fanout ofprimary inputs have anon-zero delay, using

Lemma 5.1.2.
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Now apply the inverse transformations of those used to obtain M from T, in order to

derive a two-level circuit Ct. No transformation changes the primary output temporal behavior,

because:

• Only wires fanout ofprimary inputs have non-zero delay.

• Removing an inverter driving a primary output changes only the polarity of the primary

output itself, not its temporal behavior.

• Inverse application of the associative law:

a - (6 •c) —• a' b•c

a + (b+ c) -»• a + 6 + c

merges two gates into one. Direct application of the associative law to derive M from T

can never duplicate fanins, so these gates did not have any common fanin node. Then the

wires and their delays are simply copied to the merged node, and the temporal behavior is

obviously not changed.

• Inverse application of the distributive law:

a • (6 + c) —*• a •6 + a •c

a + (b-c) -t. (a + b) • (a + c)

transforms two nodes into three nodes. Now we must duplicate the delay on the wire between

node a with the and node, and again the temporal behavior does not change.

•

Note that, since M was obtained from T in a very restricted way, its gates can only be

inverters, ands and ors. But we can use the followingprocedure to replace some sub-circuit of M

with a single gate that computes the same function (technology mapping, [32]) and still be able to

apply Theorem 5.1.3. The procedure takes as input a multi-level circuit M composed only ofand,

or and inverter gates and produces a multi-levelcircuit M' composed of arbitrary gates.

Procedure 5.1.1
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1. Transform M into M' byreplacing each node v of M anditssetoffanoutwires < v, u >

with:

• either

- a node computingthe samefunction as v,

- an inverter iv withfanin v,

- an inverter i<v,u> withfanin ivfor each wire < v, u >.

• or

- a node computingthe complement ofthefunction ofv

- an inverter i<v,«> withfanin vfor eachwire <v,u>.

2. Repeatedly replace some two-level sub-circuit in M' with a new node w implementing the

samefunction as the sub-circuit.

Theorem 5.1.4 Let M bea combinationalcircuitfamily. Let M! bea combinational circuitfamily

derivedfrom M byProcedure 5.1.1.

Then for each instance C'M of M' there exists an instance Cm of M whose primary

outputshave exactly the same behavior in time.

Proof As before, we apply the reverse transformations of Procedure 5.1.1 and show that they

preserve the temporal behavior.

Each two-levelsub-circuitinheritsthe inputwiredelaysfromthe replaced node w. It acts

as an instantaneous logic evaluator, so it replaces eachnode w withoutaffecting the behaviorof the

primary outputs.

Similarlythe insertionof inverterstransforms a singlenode in a delay-free evaluatorfor

thesamefunction, anda setof wires withexactly thesame delay asbefore (thedelays canbecopied

to the input wire of each i<v,u>). •

5.2 Circuit Implementation of the Next State Function

This section uses the results developed so far on hazard analysis to derive a circuit

implementation of each outputsignalof an STG. The main result is that the implementation can

be shownnot to have static hazardsdue to the firing orderof concurrent transitions. Section5.2.1

describes the initial two-level synthesis algorithms and proves hazard-freeness. Section 5.2.2 uses
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the results of Section 5.1.2 to show how an efficient multi-level implementation can be derived

while keeping this essential property.

5.2.1 Initial Two-level Circuit Implementation

The purpose of this section is to make sure that the synthesized circuit behavior is correct

for each possible ordering of concurrent transitions. In the example of Figure 1.3.(b), nothing is

said about the ordering of z+ and y+, then nooutput signal can have static hazards regardless of

their firing order. So we mustmakesure,remembering the analysisin Section5.1.1, that the on-set

and off-set covers F and R that we synthesize for the next state function of each outputsignal z\

have the following property:

Property 5.2.1 Let Gbea correct STG with Complete State Coding. Let F beanon-set cover and

R be an off-set cover of the next statefunction ofsignal Zi, synthesizedfrom Gwith the property
that the intersection ofF and R is empty1.

Thenfor each reachable marking mofG andfor each set T of transitions concurrently

enabled inmsuch that the next state valuefor Z{ does not change during any sequence offirings in
T:

1. ifz{ must be 1, then there exists at least one cube c' e F such that:

• c'covers the vertex corresponding tomarking m and

• no signal whose transition is in T appearsin c'.

2. otherwise, ifz{ must be 0, then there exists at least one cube c" 6 R such that:

• c" covers the vertex corresponding to m and

• no signal whose transition is in T appearsin c".

Case 1 guarantees that the output of F, if so required, remains at 1 independent of the

firing order in T. Case 2 guarantees that theoutput of F, if so required, remains at 0 independent

of the firing order in T, even thoughit is statedin termsof the off-setcover R. This is becausethe

intersection of F andR is empty, so theintersection ofc'eR withanycubec" € F is notdefined,

hence every c" e F must have at leastone literal that is thecomplement of a literal in c'. Then

Ingeneral anon-set and an off-set cover ofagiven logic function can have anon-empty intersection, consisting only
ofdc-set vertices.
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there exists at least one stable literal(i.e. no transition for its signal is in T) that keeps each c" e F

atO.

Forexample, the set of concurrentlyenabledtransitions in the marking corresponding to

vertex 10*0* in Figure 1.3.(c), is T = {y+, z+}. Assumethatoneof the cubes in the on-setcover

of the next state function for z, which must be a constant 1 independent of the firing orderin T,

is exactly x. Then the value of the next state function for signal z will remainconsistentlyat 1

regardless ofthe firing orderof y+ and z+.

In this way we are able to guarantee that the circuit implementation does not have

hazards underany transition cubecorresponding to thefiring ofconcurrent transitions in the STG

specification. This is particularly important, because the firing order of concurrent transitions

cannotbe affected by delay padding. Padding adds &fixed delay, while concurrent transitions can

fire at an arbitrary distance. So we would not be able to use methodsbased on padding, such as

those described in Section 5.4.3, to eliminate such hazards.

The following procedure derives an on-set cover F and an off-set cover R for the next

state function / ofsignal Z{, receiving asinputa correct STG G, having theComplete State Coding

property, with initialmarkingm. Let v denote a vectorofvalues forthe n signalsthat appear in G,

v € {0, l}n, and let vj denote the value of signal zj in v.

Procedure 5.2.1

7. Initialization:

(a) for eachsignal zj in theSTG determine its initialvalue, asfollows:

i. let Mj be an SM componentofG, initially markedwithonetoken, thatcontains all

the transitionsfor zj, andlet mj be its initialmarking (a subsetofm).

ii. find on Mj the first transition Zj that can bereachedfrom mj.

Hi. ifzj is zf, then let Vj =0, otherwise let Vj = \.

(b) let F' = 4, R' = <f>.

2. Recursive step:

(a) ifzf isenabled in m then letv,- = 1.

(b) else ifzj is enabled in m thenlet t>, = 0.
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(c) for each maximalsubset T (possibly containinga transition z() of transitions concur

rently enabled in marking m such that z* is not enabled in the marking m' obtained

from m firing all transitions in T do:

i. let c= {vj : z] £ T}.

ii. ifvi = 1 then let F' = F' U {c}, otherwise let R' = R'\J {c}.

(d) for each transition Zj enabled in msuch that marking m', obtainedfrom mfiring Zj,
has not been reached yet, do:

i. let v' = v.

ii. ifZj is zf, then let v'j = 1, otherwise let v'j =0.
Hi. recursively call step 2 with v' and m'.

3. Minimization:

(a) letF" bethe setofallprime implicants ofthe incompletely specified logicfunction with

on-setverticescovered by F' andoff-set verticescoveredby R'.

(b) Let F be a set ofcubes ofF" suchthat:

i. everycubein F' is covered by at leastone cubein F and

ii. F hasminimum cardinality.

The initial values determined by step la arewell defined if the STG is correct, because:

• at leastone Mj containing alltransitions of signal zj must exist.

• the direction of the first transition of zj that can fire on the SM component Mj starting from

amarkingm must be independent ofthe path on Mj, orelse therewouldbe a firing sequence

where two transitions Zj (both rising or falling) are not separated by a~zj.

• if there are two (or more) SM components containing all transitions of zj, say Mj and M",
then the first transition of zj reachable from amarking m restricted to Mj or M" must be

the same, since the intersection ofthe two machinesobviously contains all such z*- % andthe

SMs aresynchronized in theirmutual intersections.

Note thatin practice exhaustiveexplorationofthe STD canbe a faster way ofdetermining

the initialvalues,rather thanSM decomposition. Bothhaveexponential worstcasecomplexity,but

the constant factor for STD analysis is in practice much better.
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F and R are constructed by the above procedure exactly to have Property 5.2.1. This

guarantees thatthe next state functionremains constantwheneverthe STG specifiesso, independent

of the firingorder of a set of concurrently enabled transitions.

Moreover the vector of values v generated at each step is consistent with the firing, so it

coincides with the label of the STD states corresponding to marking m.

Note that the two-level synthesis methodology described by Moon et al. ([87]) is po

tentially faster at the expense of optimality, as it performs only a single expansion of the cubes

in F, removing only non-primecubes. Here, on the otherhand, we guarantee that the two-level

implementationhas the minimum number of cubes amongthose that ensureno hazards due to the

firing orderof concurrent transitions. The initialtwo-level implementationsproduced by the two

methods, however, areclosely related, and can be used more or less interchangeably. The hazard

eliminationprocedures, on the other hand, are very different between our approach and [87]. We

perform delay padding on an optimized implementation that uses gates from an arbitrary library

(standard cell or hand designed) with boundedwiredelays. Moon et al. use a two-level implemen

tationwith unboundedgatedelays, and addliterals to cubesto keep them stableand preventthem

from causing hazards.

Now we can prove the correctnessof Procedure 5.2.1, showing that F and R are on-set

andoff-set covers of the next state function /, computingthe impliedvalueof Z{.

Theorem 5.2.1 Letf bethe incompletely specified next statefunction ofsignalZ{, obtainedfrom a

correct STG G. LetF andR be the covers obtainedfrom Gusing Procedure 5.2.1.

Then

• F and R are validon-setandoff-setcovers off, and

• the intersectionofF and R is empty.

Proof We have the following cases:

1. Some transitionsenabled in the current marking m leadsdirectly to a marking m' where no

transition of Zi is enabled.

Then we generate a set of cubes such that the vertex v corresponding to m is covered.

Moreover all the cubes belong to either the on-set or to the off-set according to whether vt- is

1 or 0, and the decision about u,- is made exactly as in the definition of implied value.
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All covered vertices correspondto markings where the next state value of Z{ is the same, so

if the STG has the CSC property then no vertex where / must have a different value can

be covered. Furthermore the intersection of F and R is empty, because all covered vertices

canbe reached by some firing sequence of the concurrent transitions, so no generated cube

covers any dc-set vertex.

2. Every transition firing from m directly reaches a marking mf where a transition of z,- is

enabled.

We will show that in this case no transitionof signal Z{ can be enabled in m.

Suppose thatz* is enabled in m and let m'bethemarking reached from m firing z*. Then

(a) z* could notbe enabled again in m', since the STG is correct (otherwise two rising or

fallingtransitions of Z{ could fire in sequence).

(b) we canalso showthatz* cannot be enabled in m'. We havethe following cases:

i. if z* is not enabled in marking m'", reached from m' firing ~zf, then we have a

contradiction, because m and m"' have the same label butdifferent enabled output

signals, so the STG wouldnot havethe CSC property. Similarly if z* is enabled

in m!" and there exists some marking, reachable by m!" by firing onlytransitions

of Z{, where no transition of z\ is enabled.

ii. otherwise, signal z{ can have an unbounded number number of transitions without

any other signal changing:

A. either the STG issimply zf -*• zf -*• zf, that can beshown byinspection to
satisfy the Theorem,

B. or z* is enabled by the transition of some other signal. Then if the condi

tions that first enabled it occuragain, the corresponding place can be marked

twice (actually anunbounded numberoftimes),thuscontradicting the safeness

hypothesis.

We also knowthatthe STG is correct, sothere exists some maiking m" from which m can

beobtained by firing some transition Zj. Whenever theprocedure reaches m", it generates a

cube covering also thevertex corresponding to m, because m is obtained from m"by firing

a transition that does not enable z*.
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(a)

Figure 5.1: Illustration ofcase 1 ofTheorem 5.2.1

Figure 5.1 contains an STG fragment andthe corresponding STD fragment to illustrate

case 1. Let o be the signal for which we are generatingcover cubes in marking m. Black dots in

the STD represent on-setvertices of /, whitedotsrepresent off-setvertices.

1. The setsoftransitions thatcan fire withoutenabling o~ are: V - {a+, &+}, T" = {a+,c~}

andTw={6+,c-}.

2. The vector corresponding to marking m is: a = 0,6 = 0,c = l,d= l,e = l,o = 1.

3. The generated cubes are: c' = cdeo, c" = bdeoand c'" = adeo.

4. Each cube covers vertex abcdeo, corresponding to m, and belongs to the on-set cover. So

on-set vertex abcdeo of / is covered.

5. Every cube covers only vertices where o~ is not enabled, sono off-set vertex (such as abcdeo)

is improperly covered.

Figure 5.2 contains an STG fragment andthe corresponding STD fragment to illustrate

case 2. Let o be the signal for which we aregenerating cover cubes in marking m.

1. The only two transitions that can fire in m are either a+ or c" (not both, since this is a

multi-successor place, so it enables only one successortransition). Both enable o~.

2. One example of a marking m" predecessor of to is represented as white dots on the STG

(replacing the token on b+ -*• o~).
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of case 2 ofTheorem 5.2.1

3. Oneof the cubes generated in to" is c' = aco, so on-setvertex abco corresponding to to is

covered.

4. If one of the enabled transitions in to hadbeen either o+ or o~, insteadof a+ or c~, then it is

clear that

• either the STG would not have had the CSC property (o+ followed by o~, Fig

ure 5.2.(c)),

• or it would not have been correct (o~ followed by o~ Figure5.2.(d)).

Various authors (see [62], [130] and Chapter 3), pointed out that the assumption to start

from acorrectSTG canbe unnecessarily restrictive, asthere are someuseful asynchronous circuit
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behaviors that cannot be described with live safe free-choice Petri nets. The reader can check that

Procedure 5.2.1 and the proofof Theorem 5.2.1 rely only on a more relaxed set of assumptions.

Namely we only need the STG to be:

1. valid, i.e. the associated STD is finite and has a consistent labeling withvectors of signal

values. Obviously step laof Procedure 5.2.1 in thiscase mustbereplaced withanexhaustive

reachability analysis.

2. with Complete StateCoding.

3. output-persistent, because we cansynthesize onlydeterministic circuits.

5.2.2 Optimized Multi-level Circuit Implementation

Once wehave the on-set and off-set covers of thenext state function / for each output

signal, we can choose how toimplement thefeedback loop (sequential part), and apply known logic

synthesis techniques in orderto obtain a minimal implementationof thecombinational part.

The feedback loop can always be implemented using a simple flip-flop, due to the fol

lowing Theorem, first proved in [86] in the restricted case when the STG ispersistent. Note the

closeanalogy withthe resulton theperfect implementation of semi-modular STDs ([126], see also

Section 2.5.2).

Theorem 5.2.2 Let Gbea correct STGwith Complete State Coding. Let F bean on-set cover of

the next statefunction f ofsignal Z{ derivedfrom Gaccording toProcedure 5.2.1.

Then F is monotone increasing in Z{.

Anintuitive reason for this is that if / is binate or decreasing in Z{, thenthere is a set of

input values forwhich Z{ oscillates. Moreover, if / ismonotone increasing, then every prime cover

of / mustbe monotone increasing.

Proof Let usassume, for the sake ofcontradiction, that F isbinate ormonotone decreasing in zt.

Then there exists at least one vertex V = z;P, where /? € {0, l}n_1, belonging to the

on-set of /, whose corresponding vertex v" = Zi/3 belongs to theoff-set of / (otherwise wecould

always cover both v'and v" with a prime implicant notdepending on zi).

The value of / in vertex v' is the complement of the value of Zi in v', so zf is enabled

inthe marking to' corresponding to v'. The marking obtained firing zf corresponds exactly to v",
since v"differs from v'only in the valueof Z{.
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Similarly thevalue of / invertex v" is thecomplement of thevalue of Z{ in v", so zf is

enabled in the marking m"corresponding to v".

m" isobtained bym' through the firing ofzf, so afiring ofzf would immediately enable

zf. The same argument as in case 2 ofTheorem 5.2.1 can be used to show that this case is either

trivial or impossible. •

A function with a monotone increasing cover must be monotone increasing, so:

Corollary 5.2.3 Let G be a correct STG with Complete State Coding. Let f be the next state

function ofsignal Z{, derivedfrom Gaccording to Procedure 52.1. Then f is monotone increasing

in Z{.

If / is monotoneincreasing in z;, thenthere exist two logic functions s andto thatdo not

depend on z;, suchthat / = s + ztTO. So we canpartition the circuit into two purely combinational

parts, s andto, anda set-dominant SM flip-flop, that is a flip-flop with logic equationQ = S + QM

([9]). This decomposition, when applied to the two-level implementation ofcover F, usesonly the

distributive property, so according to Theorem 5.1.3 it doesnot change the hazard properties of the

circuit.

We canalsouse Theorem 5.1.3,adding aninverter to M, to implement the feedback loop

withthemore usual set-dominant SR flip-flop, withlogic equation Q = S + QR, withoutchanging

the hazard properties of the circuit.

Similarly we can use a C element, with logic equation Q = S~R+ SQ + RQ, if the

coverF can be factored according to the given equation. There is no guarantee, though, thatthis

factorization is always possible, unlike with SM or SR flip-flops, where Theorem 5.2.2 guarantees

the existence of the appropriate factorization.

We assume in the following that the flip-flop is ready to accept a new transition on its

inputs (i.e. that the internal feedback loop is in a stable state) whenever the output Q makes a

transition. This means thatthe internal feedback loop delay mustbe smaller than the delay on any

othercircuit path from the flip-flop outputto one of its inputs.

The combinational logicpart ofthecircuit implementingeachSTG signal canbe derived

indifferently either from anon-set cover or an off-set cover of each signal (inverting the output if

necessary). In the following we will discuss only the on-set cover implementation, but the results

apply also to the off-set cover implementation.

The objectiveoflogicsynthesis istoobtainanimplementationthatisminimalwithrespect

to somecost function, usuallyacombinationofdelay, area andtestability. The starting pointshould
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ideally be a. prime and irredundont cover of the desired function, because:

1. heuristic two-levellogic minimizers canobtain prime and irredundant covers whose imple

mentationhas a nearlyminimum area amongall two-level implementations of the function

([15]).

2. a two-level implementationof a logic function obtained from a primeandirredundant cover

is fully testable for single stuck-at faults ([64]).

3. a primeand irredundant coveris a goodstarting pointof multi-levellogic synthesissystems

([16]).

On the otherhandwe wantto preserve Property 5.2.1,because it is tightly connected with

the hazard properties ofthe implementedcircuit Unfortunately we cannotremove redundant cubes

from theoutputofProcedure 5.2.1, because we must guarantee thateach cube intheoriginalon-set

cover is covered by some prime.

Figure 5.3.(a) contains an example of a correct STG with CSC whose two-level im

plementation of the flip-flop excitation function to according to Procedure 5.2.1 is redundant.

Figure 5.3.(b) contains the STD (inputvariables are ordered a, 6,c, t), whileFigure 5.3.(c) contains

the Karnaugh map of the function m.

The initial cover F of / is:

abt + act + ab + act + bet

The coverof s (i.e. the set of cubes in F that do not depend on t) is:

ab

whilethe coverof to (i.e. the set ofcubesin F thatdepend on t, cofactored against t) is:

ab + ac + be + ac

where the implicant ac is redundant (it is shown by the dashed oval on the Karnaugh map, while

non-redundant implicants are shown by dotted ovals). If the redundant implicant is removed from

the cover, then a hazard can occur when the circled b~ transition fires, because the implicant be

could go to 0 before the implicant ab goes to 1. This causes a static 1-hazard, and possibly a

malfunction in the circuit, since the SM flip-flop canbe set incorrectly due to this hazard.
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Figure 5.3: A SignalTransition Graph requiring a redundant two-level implementation
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Amorerealistic example of thesame kindofproblem canbefound in Figure 2.23 (taken

from [27]). An on-set cover for signal A, is DL + D~Ri + LR{ and an off-set cover for it is

R = DL + DRi + LRi. Both covers are redundant (cube D~Ri canbe removed from the on-set

coverandcube DRi canbe removed from theoff-set cover). Unlike Figure 5.3, Ai hasalso valid

covers thatarenotredundant, butit shows thatredundant covers can indeed arise in practice, and

not only from "crafted" STG's.

Up to now, we havedealtmainly with two-level implementations of logic functions. A

two-level implementation assumes that there is nolimit onthe fanin and fanout of a gate, and this

maynot be realistic in thechosen technology. So if wewantto implement thecovers of s and to in

a specific technology andimprove theareaand/or delay performance of thecircuit, thenwecanuse

somemulti-level logicsynthesis techniques (e.g. thosedescribed in [16], [32] and [108,107]). In

orderto retain thehazard properties of thetwo-level circuit, though, wemustrestrictourselves tothe

transformations listed inTheorems5.1.3 and 5.1.4 (and, possibly, those listed in[68]). The algebraic

factorization operation, for example, is a directapplication of associative and distributive laws,so

it is covered byTheorem 5.1.3, while tree-based technology mapping iscovered byTheorem 5.1.4.

5.3 Static Hazard Analysis of the Circuit Implementation

The previous sections described the hazard behavior of the circuit implementing each

STG output signal under concurrent transitions. We still have toanalyze what may happen under
non-concurrent transitions, because, asweshall see, delays inthecircuit mayviolate thisordering,

and cause hazards.

We will use again the techniques described in Section 5.1.1 on the initial two-level im

plementation. The resultsautomatically hold alsofor multi-level circuitsobtainedwithconstrained

logic synthesis, thanks toTheorems 5.1.3 and 5.1.4. Section 5.3.1 gives necessary and sufficient

conditions on the circuit delays for this implementation to be hazard-free. Section 5.3.2describes

a practical procedure toperform hazard detection ona circuit implementation given delay bounds.
Section 5.3.3 compares our results with the claims of [27].

5.3.1 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Hazard-freeImplementation

We must analyze the hazard behavior of a two-level implementation of the next state

functionof each STG output signal, as obtainedfromProcedure 5.2.1, under each transition cube
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c corresponding to a validstatepair (s', s"). Recall that A(s') denotesthe STD label of state s'.

A path on a transitioncube c associated with a state pair (V, a") is denned as a sequence

of vectors of signal values A(s') = v° —>• v1 —• v2... —»• vn = A(s") such that the Hamming

distance between each pairrf(v*, v,+1) is 1and vl C.cforall i. Note thatwedonotrequire thepath

to besimple2, i.e. vectors canrepeatedly appear in it.

The following Theorem is the fundamental result of this chapter, and is the basis of the

hazard elimination procedure as well:

Theorem 53.1 Let Gbe a correct STG with CompleteState Coding. LetCbe a two-level circuit

implementationofthe nextstatefunction ffor signal z^ derived according to Procedure52.1 from

G. Suppose that the interaction betweenC and its environment obeys G.

Then no statichazard can occurwith respect to signal Zh ifand only if:

• for each validstatepair ($', s"),such thattheassociated transition cube c coversbothon-set

and off-set vertices of f,

- for each pair of transitions (*£, z^)such that

* they are not concurrent and

* they belongto a firing sequence ofGfrom the marking corresponding to sf to the

marking corresponding to s", in the order z*a -»•...-»• z\,

* there exists an STD state s'", labeled v'", between s' and s" such that:

- z* is enabledin the corresponding marking and

• thelabelobtainedfrom vm by toggling signal z& hasa next statefunction value

differentfrom v'",

(i.e. an inversion in thefiring orderofz*a and z% causes thevalueoff to change)

theeffect of z% cannot, under the bounded wiredelayhypothesis, propagate to Zh before

the effect ofzl.

Proof

Suppose that there existsa pair of transitions suchthat the effect of z% can propagate to zh

before the effect of z* and such that an inversion in the firing orderof z* and z\ can cause

the value of / to change. Then obviouslywe have a hazard at z^

A simple path of a directedgraphis a path suchthatno nodeappearstwice in it
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=> Suppose that a static hazard can occur in thecircuit. Wewillshow that theorder of apair of

transitions as described in the Theorem statement is reversed.

According to [42] a static hazard occurs only if we haveapplied to C a transition cube c that

was not covered by a single on-set or off-set cube. Moreover, the transition cube must be

associated with a valid state pair (s', s") because the hazard is static.

We have the following cases:

1. /(A(s')) = f(\(s")) = 1. Letusassume that two distinct cubes of C, say c' and c", are

required to cover \{s') and A(s") (if more than twocubes are required to coverc, then

we canjust pick another valid state pair, belonging to some STD pathbetween s' and

&", such that two cubes are sufficient to cover their associated transition cube). Then

there exists somepathv' -• v"on c thatis not completely contained in the on-setof C

(i.e. some vertex v belongingto thatpathis not covered by any cube ofC). Otherwise

we could cover bothc'and c" withasingle cube, contradicting theassumption thatC is

prime.

For eachsuch paththatleaves and re-enters the on-setofC atmost once3, we can find

two transitionsz* and z\ such that:

- zl andz* are not concurrent (otherwise they wouldbe covered by a singlecube),

- zl turns c'off. I.e. there exists apairofSTDstates s&i and s&2 suchthat \{sb\) Q c',
X(sb2) g c'and sh\E(zl)sh2.

- z* turns c" on. I.e. there exists a pair of STD states s0i and sa2 such that

A(6ai) g c", A(so2) C c" and saXE(zl)sa2.

Note that the transitions must occurin the order z* -*...-• zl in the STG, in order

for c'and c" to change valuein theright order and keep zh at 1.

2. Thecase when/(A(s')) = /(A(5,;)) = 0and cintersects somecube c'ofC iscompletely

analogous, as we can find a pair of non-concurrent transitions that turn on and off c'

respectively.

•

The pair of states labeled (0*00, 110)* for the STD in Figure 1.3.(c) is an example of

case 1 for output x. Here c' = yz, c" = xz, zl = y+ and zl = s+,ordered x+ -• y+ontheSTG.

3Again, if the path leaves and re-enters more than once, we can find another path that does itonly once.
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Figure 5.4: A SignalTransitionGraph fragment and its implementation.

Note that the implied value for x is 1 in all the states. The pairof states labeled (001,010) for the

sameSTD is anexample of case 2 for outputx.

Both hazard casesoccur, informally, when the sub-circuit behaves as though the STG-

specified ordering ofzl andzl had been reversed. Thismeans that the physical circuit implemen

tationmust preserve the transition ordering:

Property 5.3.1 Given an STG Gand a circuit Cimplementing it, ifa transition zl on the input
ofa sub-circuit Cb causes a transition zl on its output, then no other sub-circuit Ch can produce

a sequence ofevents on its output asa delay-free implementation would have produced if zl had
preceded zl in time.

Note the close similarity between Property 5.3.1 andthe classical definitionof essential

hazards. We will seethat themethods for eliminating bothare also quitesimilar.

For example in the circuit fragment schematically shownin Figure 5.4 we must make

sure that every circuit path connecting a-^b-*h through Cb and Ch has alonger delay than any

circuitpath a -*• h in Ch only.

A suitable global handshaking protocol can guarantee that Property 5.3.1 is metunder the

unbounded wiredelay model.

For example we can encode each external signal Z{ with two wires, 2(f0) and *(t)1),
carrying complementary values during quiescent conditions (dual-rail encoding), and driven with

wired-or logic.

Under quiescent conditions all sub-circuits drive one ofthe wires to 0,say 2(,-,o)> and leave
theother wire at 1. When atransition z* mustoccur on signal Z{, the sub-circuit that generates its

transitions drives Z(t|i) to 0 and releases z^y All other sub-circuits release z^ as soon as they
recognize the transition. Then Z(t|0) will go to 1only when all sub-circuits agree that the transition
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fired. Nowanytransition enabledby z*can fire, andso on.

This approach has the obvious disadvantage of requiring additional logic for dual-rail

encoding and completiondetection, butitcanbeuseful when wiredelays are very large orimpossible
to control.

Another way to obtain the same result, under the bounded wire delay model, is to slow

down the output of Cb so that we are sure that every circuit having a as input is stable when we

generate atransitionon b. Section5.4will giveanoptimumalgorithm, based onlinearprogramming,

forthispurpose. Thecircuit willstillwork properly with thisincreased delay on theoutput of Cb,

because weare changing the delay of an STG signal. Sothecircuit still follows the specification,

sincethe firing time of an STG transitioncan be arbitrary.

The next section describes a practicalalgorithm to analyze, given a set ofknown bounds

on the circuitdelays, whensome pair of transitions cancausea hazardon anothercircuitsignal.

53.2 Hazard Detection with Bounded Delays

In the previous section we described the precise conditions under which a static hazard

can occur, namely when the difference between the delays along two paths in one sub-circuit is

greater than thedelay between two transitions. In this sectionwe give an algorithm for detecting

such hazards in practice.

The hazarddetectionprocedurebelowmust be calledonce for each output signal zh,with

next state function /, implemented by cover F according to Procedure 5.2.1. Let R' be a cover of

a completely specifiedlogic function that has value 0 on the vertices covered by a cube in F and

value 1 otherwise (it can be obtained by complementing cover F, as described, e.g, in [15]). Let

d(c', c") be the Hamming distance between cubes c'and c".

Procedure 53.1

Foreach STD statepair (s1, s"), labeled v' = A(s')and v"= \(s") respectively, such that

- /(v') = f(v") = f(\(s'"))for all s'" onan STD pathbetween s' and s",and

- s' ands"have a maximal distance (i.e. number of traversed edges) among such STD

states do:

1. letc be the transition cubeassociatedwith (s', s").

2. iff(v') = f(v") = 1 then:
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(a) for each pair ofcubes cRb, c7*0 e (R* n c)such that

- d(i/,c™)<d(t/,c*a),

- d{cR\v")>d(cRa,v")

(i.e. they occur in order cm -+ c***1 onapath on cbetween s'and s"),

do:

i. foreach pair ofcubes cFbi cFa e(Fnc) such that

-d(v',cFh)<d(v\cFa),

-d(cF\v")>d(cFa,v"),

{i.e. they occur in order cFb -> cFa on apath on cbetween s' and s"),

-d(cFb,cRb) = l,

-d(cFaicRa) = l,

do:

A. letzl bethe transition movingfrom cFb to c™

(i.e. zh~ ifzb e cF\ zE € c™, and z£ ifzj € cF\ zb € c^6; there exists
only one such signal z^since d(cF6, cRb) = I).

B. letzl bethe transition movingfrom cRa to cFa.

C. if zl and zl both occur on at least one STD path between s' and s" where

f(v') = f(v") = f(\(s'")) for alls'" on the path, then:

- let dbh be a lower bound onthe delay for transition zl along the circuit

pathfrom input Zb to zh corresponding tocube cFb

(thereexistsonlyonesuchpath ifwe optimizethe initialtwo-levelfunction

only with the distributive and associative law).

- let dah be anupper bound onthedelayfor transition zl along thecircuit

pathfrom input za to Zh corresponding to cube cFa.

- letdab bea lower bound on the delay between transition zl and zl.

- if dah > dab + dbh then a hazard condition exists.

3. else(f(v') = f(v") = 0):

(a) do thesame, exchanging F <-» R'

This procedure obtains exactly the same set of triples (z*, zj, Zh) asthe case analysis in

Section 5.3.1, because:
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• zl turns cFb offand z* turns cFa on, as required. Moreover there exists at least one path
from «' to s" including zl and z*. Finally, the change inorder between them causes to enter

anoff-setcubeintersecting thetransition cube. So thealgorithm finds only correct transition

pairs.

• Any path one that leaves and re-enters F:

1. leaves F attheboundary between some cube cFb £ F and some cube cfi6 € R', with

some transition^,

2. re-enters F again attheboundarybetween some cube cRa e R* and some cube cFa € F,

with some transition z*.

Moreover cFb and cRb differ inthe value of Zb, sotheir distance is 1, and c^ and cFa differ

inthevalue of za,sotheir distance is 1. Sothealgorithm finds all thecorrect transition pairs.

Note thatsimilarconditions for hazard manifestation could bederived usingthe approach

of [55,56] for hazard analysis in combinational circuits withbounded delays, but only under the

Fundamental Mode hypothesis. We do not require such hypothesis, because ouronlyconstraint is

thatthe environment where the circuit operates satisfies the STG specification.

The worstcaserunning timeofthe algorithm canbe pessimistically estimated as follows.

Suppose that the STG has n signals. Then there can beat most 0(2") STDstates and 0(2") cubes

inF and R'. Themain loop selects each state inturn, and performs adepth-first search of theSTG

with complexity 0(22n) in order to find the second member of each pair, with total complexity
0(23n). The loop body is executed 0(22n) times, and in the worst case itcan involve 0(24") cubes.
Each pair can be checked for Hamming distance in 0(n) operations. So the worst case running

timeof thealgorithm is 0(n26n).

In practice, though, a very simple depth-first strategy allows to selectonly STD states

with amaximaldistance, so thatmuch fewerpairs must be examined, andthe numberofcubesboth

in F and R' is rather small.

The analysis in Section 5.3.1 was performed on a two-level implementation of the next

state function, usingthe unboundedwiredelay model. But, asproved inTheorems 5.1.3 and 5.1.4,

we can use constrained multi-level logic synthesis to optimize and implement the function, and

obtain a circuit without anynew potential hazard that uses logic gates from any available library

(nand, nor, inverter, ex-or, SR flip-flops, C-elements,...).
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Now wecan use the delay informationfromthe implementation in order to measure bounds

on dah, dbh and dab and hence verify which hazards, predicted using the pessimistic unbounded

wire delaymodel, will actually be present if we use the more realisticbounded wire delay model.

Moreover we can use the same informationto remove those hazards, and produce a hazard-free

implementationofthe STG specification, as shownin Section5.4.

Basically, we will performa timing analysis step to check which inequalities,of the form

dah > dab + dbh, aresatisfied, thusproducing a hazard, andthenpaddelays in orderto makethose

inequalities false.

5.3.3 Signal Transition Graph Persistency and Hazards

Given the results on hazards in a circuit implementationofan STG specificationobtained

in the previoussection,we now turnour attention towards a propertyof the STG specification that

was previouslyconsiderednecessary andsufficient to obtain a hazard-free implementation.

An STG transition zf is defined to be Chu-persistent ([27]) if for each immediate

predecessor Zj ofzf, zf and *J are notconcurrent. Note that this definitionofpersistency isdifferent
from the classical definition of PN persistency that we used in Chapter3. An STG is defined to

be Chu-persistent if all its transitions areChu-persistent. For example in Figure1.3.(b) transition

y+ isnotChu-persistent, because it has x+ asa predecessor, butx~ and y+ are concurrent Note

that the same transition is persistent accordingboth to the classical PN definition and our definition

given in Section 3.3.2.

In a Chu-persistent STG, whenever a transition zf becomes enabled, noneof itsenabling

signals zjcanchange levelbefore zf hasfired. Chu-persistency wasconsidered to beanecessary and

sufficient condition for theexistence of a hazard-free circuit implementation, due to the following

Theorem, taken from [27] (only the notationis changed here, for consistency with the rest of the

chapter):

Theorem 5.3.2 Let Q be a live STG4.

Foreach output signal zit there exists a signal Zj anda marking m in Qsuch that:

• z*j andzf areenabled inm and

• Zj disables zf and

4Recall that Chu's definition oflive STG issimilar to, but stronger than, our definition ofcorrect STG.
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• zf does notdisable zj (this means that zj and zf are notboth successors ofamulti-successor

place, otherwise zf would disable zj aswell)

ifandonly ifzj isapredecessorofzf, andzf and zj are concurrent(that iszf isnon-Chu-persistent).

Thecase inwhich zf isdisabled by zj butnotvice-versa intuitively seems tobedangerous,

because if the circuit implementing signal Z{ is not "fast enough" to fire after ~zj fires, then afiring
of zj mayprevent zf from firing. Sowe could have apotential hazard, depending onthedelay of

the circuit implementing Z{ and the time from zj to zj. On the other hand a simple check of the

STG Chu-persistency wouldbe enough to guarantee thatno suchhazard occurs.

The proof ofthis Theorem was basednot only on STG properties, since strictly speaking

no output signal transitioncan be disabled an a well-formed STG. It was in fact based on specific

assumptions on the circuitimplementation derived from the STG, namely that if zf is enabled by

zj, thenan occurrence of zj mustdisable zf inthecircuit implementation of signal z,-. This is not

true in general, but only if the output of the sub-circuit implementing signal z; is sensitive to the

value of signal Zj in marking m.

See for example the STG in Figure 1.3.(b), where y+ is not Chu-persistent The logic

equation for y is y = x + z, and using the unbounded gate delay model, as assumed by [27], we

knowthatx~ is caused by z+, so whenx~ fires z is already at 1 (which determines the output of

the or gate independent of the value of x), and x~ cannot disable y+. So Chu-persistency is not

necessaryfor a hazard-free implementation,boc2aise the implementationdescribed in Figure 1.5of

thisnon-Chu-persistent STG is hazard-free usingthe unbounded gate delaymodel that [27] used.

On the otherhandTheorem 5.3.2 guaranteed hazard-free implementationonly ifthe whole

sub-circuit implementing each signal 2, could be satisfactorily modeled as a single gate with the

unbounded gate delay model. But the gate delay model is a reasonable approximationof reality

only forsimplegates, such as a nandor a nor,or,in the most optimisticcase, forand-or-not gates

as in the approach described in Section 2.5.2.

We canexamine nowthe example in Figure5.5 (from [27]), where acircuit implementation

was derived from a Chu-persistentSTG (only a fragment is shown here). The value of signals in

the given marking is La = 0,Lr = 1, Sa = 0, Sr = 1, Ca = 0 and Cr - 0. When La+ fires,

then the output of a3 has a rising transition. Suppose that the gate delay of 03 is greater than the

gate delay of ai plusthe delay between Sa+ and Sr~. Then ahazard occurs on Lr. The only way

to avoid the hazard in the unbounded gate delay model is to assume that the whole group of gates

ii, 03 and o\ can be modeled with a single delay on the output of o\. So Chu-persistency is not
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Figure 5.6: A Chu-persistent SignalTransition Graphwith a term takeover

sufficientfor a hazard-free implementation, unless under the complex gate delaymodel (that may

be consideredtoo unrealistic for most practical purposes).

We may now think that Chu-persistency ensures at least that each output signal has an

implementation with an SR flip-flop and a pair of and gates (or, strictly speaking, an and gate

for each excitation region of that signal in the STD). In other words, Chu-persistency would be

sufficient to guarantee animplementation withoutanyterm takeover. Unfortunately even this turns

out to be false, because [126] reports anexampleof a Chu-persistent STG whose STD has a term

takeover. TheSTG appears inFigure 5.6, and ithas atakeover for theexcitation region Si of signal

z\ = (22 + *3")24 due to the STD sequence 0*01*01 -»• 0*0*001 -* 0*1001 (for signal ordering
Z1Z2Z3Z4Z5).

In conclusion we can state that:

Theorem 5.3J Let Qbe a correct STG with Complete State Coding. Let Cbe a circuit imple

mentation of thesignals in Q according to Procedure 5.2.1 and the decomposition described in

Section 52.2. If theimplementation ofeachcombinational circuit exciting eachflip-flop input, as
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well as eachflip-flop, can be modeled as a single gate with non-zero delay, thenC is hazard-free

with the unbounded gate delay model.

Proof Each signal Z{ in Q is implemented by a circuit with non-zero delay, so every dab > 0.

Moreover both dbh and dah are delays within the same gate, implementing either s or m, so

dbh —dah* and dah —dbh = 0 < dab. •

Note that the assumption that each excitation function may be modeled as a single gate

was used, as shown above, by [27] and [81].

This completes the hazard analysis task. Now we can use the results derived so far to

obtain a circuit implementation that is free from hazards, as described in the next section.

5.4 Hazard Elimination by Linear Programming

This section concludes our hazard-free synthesis methodology. We first show that the

problemof minimumdelaypadding to ensurehazardeliminationis NP-hard. Then we give a greedy

procedurethat showsthe existenceof a solutionto thisproblem,a branch-and-bound procedurethat

finds an optimum solution by repeated application of a linear program, and a heuristic procedure

that improves the worst case running time at the (possible) expenseof optimality. Finally we show

that there are cases in which the environment must be slowed down in order to achieve a hazard-free

implementation, when pairs of eventsoccur too close togetherfor the underlying technologyto be

able to discriminate between them

The proceduresdescribed in this sectioncan take intoaccountdelay constraints originated

both from the specification and from the need to produce a hazard-freecircuit. Note that minimum

delay constraints can always be.satisfiedby delay padding,while maximum delay constraints may

not. This can be due either to the delays inherentin thechosenlogic implementation,and in this case

logic synthesis ([110]) can be used to solve the problem, or to inconsistencies between minimum

and maximum constraints.

5.4.1 Complexity of the Optimum Delay Padding Problem

This section proves that the optimum delay padding is at least as hard as the class of

NP-complete problems ([44]). So it is highly unlikely that a polynomial time algorithm to find

an exact solution to it will ever be found, justifying the introductionof a potentially exponential

branch-and-bound procedure (Section 5.4.2).
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The delay padding problem is as follows:

Problem 5.4.1 Given.

• a Signal TransitionGraph specification Q,

• lowerbounds on delays between eachinput transition ofQ anditspredecessors,

• an asynchronous circuit implementation C, modeled with pure bounded wire delays, of the

outputsignals ofQ,

• a maximum delay padding value D, and

• a weightassociated withpadding each signal ofQ.

Question: there exists a setof delays padded after signals specified byQsuch that:

• theweightedsumofthepadded delays is at most D, and

• the new circuit C, with the modified lower and upper bounds on the padded delays, is
hazard-free.

A necessary andsufficient conditionfor the existence, givenan STG/circuitpair as above,

of somevalueof D such that Problem 5.4.1 has an affirmative solution, is that every signalin the

STG can be padded,as shown in Theorem 5.4.4 below.

Problem 5.4.1 most likely is notNP-complete because, as shownin [20], checking that a

circuit is hazard-free is NP-hard. Soa guessed answer mostlikely cannot be verified in polynomial

time (i.e. unlessthe hazardchecking problem can be solved in polynomial time).

On the other hand, the problem is at least as hard as NP-complete problems because

the known hitting set NP-complete problem can be solved using a polynomial time reduction to

Problem 5.4.1.

The hitting set problem ([44]) is as follows:

Problem 5.4.2 Given;

• afinitesetU = {et, e2,..., en},

• afinite collection ofsubsetsof U, say Si,i = 1,..., m, and

• an integer K.
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Question: there existsa subsetH of U suchthat:

• \H\<K,and

• for each Si inthe collection, 3ej e H such that ej e Si.

We will show that for each instance / of Problem 5.4.2 there exists an instance /' of

Problem 5.4.1 such that:

• I' canbe obtained from / in polynomial time, and

• the answer(yes/no) to I' is the same asthe answerto /.

Given / create an STG Q with:

1. one input signal xj, j = 1,..., n foreachelementej of U,

2. one output signal yi for each set 5,-,

3. one input signal Zi for each set 5,- and

4. one additional input signal s.

The structure ofthe STG Qis shownin Figure 5.7. Let Xi denote {xj \ej e Si}. Assume

that all environment transitions are sufficiently separated (say by 5 delay units) except for the

s~ -*• Xf and Xf -*• zj transitions, whichfor each i have adelay of 0 (i.e. Xt~ and zf occur at

the same time as s~).

Note that the STG Qhas a size that is polynomial in the size of the hittingset instance.

We need to give an asynchronousimplementation consistent with the signal transitions defined by

Q. The function ofeach yi foreachsubset5,- is chosen to be s + Zi, i.e. anor gate withthe inverted

value of s andthe signal z{ as its inputs (Figure 5.8). The circuithas a size that is polynomial in the

size of the hitting set instance. There is a delay of 1 througheach or and of e (where 0 < e < 1)

through each inverter.

Let us examine the following hazard at ?/i(see Figure 5.8). Assume that 5 = 1, x3 =

1, Vxj 6 Si and yi = 1. At t = 0, s falls, causing every xj in Si to fall which in turncause Zi to

fall. These transitionsareinstantaneous. During0 < t < c, the output of the delay element driven

by the inverter is still 0 and there will be a glitch (1 -> 0 -»• 1) at yt in the time interval between

1 and 1+e. This hazard can be eliminated by delaying the fall of some of the Xi or delaying the
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signalz^ If the circuitsignalsare weighted so thatthe weight of zt for all i is largerthan n, andthe

weight of Xi is 1, then a minimum weighted padding will always selecta subsetof the x's.

Thereadercancheckthatthisis theonlypossible hazard foreachoutputsignal, assuming

that the circuit is operated according to the STG with the givenlower bound on the separation

between input transitions.

We now claim that the circuit can be made hazard-free by slowing down a subset of the

xj signals by exactly c units of delay each. Moreover, due to the STG construction, this can be

done with a cost of < Ke if and only if the original hittingset problem had a solutionwith < K

elements.

Theorem 5.4.1 The hitting setproblem hasa solution ofcardinality lessthan orequal to K ifand

only ifC can bemade hazardfreewith a weighted sum less than orequal toKe

Proof Since all environment transitions except the s~ -• Xf -»• zf transitions (for each 0 are

slow,the only hazards in the circuit are thosecausedateach yidue to these instantaneoustransitions.

«<= If thehittingset problem has a solution H with \H\ < K, padeach re, associated with e; € H

with adelay of c. Since z^ can fire only after every xj (j e Si) has fired, each ofthe z's is
delayed by e and the hazards are eliminated at a cost < Ke.

=>• If the circuit is hazard free, a subsetof the x's and/or the z's musthavebeen padded. If the

weighted sum of the paddings D(= Ke) is greater thanor equal to ne, we can choosethe

hitting set set to be U itself. So assume without loss of generality that K < n. The cost of

padding a z, is greaterthan n, so in effect if anyz, waspadded witha delay6 we can delete

this padding and pad every xi by 0 to obtain a hazard-free circuit at a lesser cost. Since all

the hazards wereeliminated, everyzt- musthavebeendelayed by at least e, implying that for

each Zi there must be at least one xj e Xi, which has been delayed (by at least e). If any

Xj was delayed more than e we can decrease the weighted sum by reducing this amountto

e without introducing hazards. So we have a new hazard-free circuit, obtained as a result of

the above transformations on the hazard-free circuitproduced by solvingProblem 3.1. The

above procedure only decreases the amount of padding. So we have a circuitwithpadding

only a subset of the x's by € and the sum (weighted) of the padding is < Ke. Hence the

subset has size < K. This gives us a hittingset.
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Most authors believe that NP-complete problems cannot be solved in polynomial time,

so there is little hope that a polynomial time algorithm to optimally eliminate all hazards can ever

be found. The next section is devoted to a global hazard elimination algorithm, using branch-

and-bound and linear programming, that is shown in Section 5.6 to be able to solve asynchronous

circuits of practical size in a reasonable running time.

5.4.2 A Branch-and-bound Global Hazard Elimination Procedure

In order to produce a hazard-free circuit, we can now estimate an upper bound on dah

and a lower bound on dbh and dab for each potential hazard detected by Procedure 5.3.1. If some

inequality of the form dah > dab + dbh (or, equivalently, (dah -dbh) > dab) is satisfied, then we

have the following options to eliminate the corresponding hazard:

1. reduce the difference between each pair of failing dah and dbh, by logic synthesis or by

transistor sizing.

2. pad delays to slow down some STG signal, to increase the failing dab enough to satisfy all

inequalities.

3. pad delays on the wires inside the sub-circuit implementingeach output signal, to reduce the

difference between each pair of failing dah and dbh, in addition to increasing some failing

dab-

Note that in cases 2 and 3 we have to satisfyone-sided inequalitieson the delays, so there is no need

to precisely control delays (even though more control over the delays means better performance for

the resulting circuit).

This analysis is still pessimistic, because even a hazard whose associated inequality is

satisfied may not manifest itself in the actual circuit because of the inertial nature of real circuit

delays. In a real circuit, hazards shorter than a certainminimumamountare in fact absorbed by the

gates, rather than just delayed as thepuredelay model, used in our analysis, would predict. We can

partially take this into account by subtracting from each dah - dbh the maximum width of a hazard

that is guaranteed to be absorbed by any gate.

The operations in case 1 are hard to automate, because reducing the delay ofsome path to

eliminatesomehazard can actuallymakesomeotherhazardworse. They may be usefullyapplied,

however, to some parts of the circuit that are particularly critical with respect to timing. In the rest
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of thechapter we willassume thatthedesigner hasalready used thisoption to the fullest extent, if

desired.

Case 2 is obviously sufficient to eliminate all hazards. This can be shown by giving a

a simplealgorithm, basedon the observation that increasing dab by padding delayafterthe corre

sponding signal Zb doesnotchange thevalue of thedifference between dah andthe corresponding

dbh in any hazard.

Procedure 5.4.1

• for eachSTG signal b

1. let Db be themaximum (dah -dbh)- dab among all thepotential hazardsfor signal b,

detected by Procedure 53.1.

2. add a delay buffer with magnitude greater than Db after the output of the circuit

implementing signal b

Thisgreedy algorithm is notoptimal, because it exploits thefact thatdelay padding to eliminate a

hazard cannot make any otherhazard worse, but it does notexploit the fact thatthesame padding

can also help eliminate another hazard.

Section 5.4.3 shows how a global optimum solution to the delay padding problem of

case 2 can be solved as a set of linear programs.

Of course, if we use more freedom during the delay optimization phase, as described in

case 3, we can potentially obtaina better resultat the expense of an increased complexity in the

linear program solution, as outlined in Section 5.4.4.

As hintedin Section 2.8 we can observe somesimilarity between this approach and the

classical definition of essential hazards:

1. An essentialhazard manifests itself, in a circuitoperated in Fundamental Mode, as the fact

that a statevariable change isfast propagating. It "overruns*' the inputchange that caused it,

and causesa hazardin somegate thatwasexpecting the effectof the inputchangebefore the

effect of the state variable change.

Suchhazards required (see, e.g., [117]) to increase the delay of thestate signals, sothatinput

changes finishtheir propagationbefore the changesdue to the state transition are initiated.
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2. The hazards detected by our methodologymanifest themselves in a circuit operated according

toanSTG specification (thatiswedonot require FundamentalMode operation) if twosignal

transitions that are causally related "overrun'*each other.

Such hazards require to increase the delay of the second signal, so that changes due to the

first transition finish their propagation before the changes due to the second transition are

initiated.

So, in some sense, we take care of Fundamental Mode and of essential hazards at the same time,

with a formal automated procedure.

We can also find a parallel between our proposed methodology and what is classically

done in synchronous circuit synthesis:

• in the synchronous case we slow down the clock signal until nomore events are propagating

along the whole circuit.

• in the asynchronous case we slow down each signal until no more events that caused its

change are propagating along the whole circuit.

So this approach, even if it does not generate locally speed-independent or delay-

insensitive circuits, can still be considered faithfully adherent to the "asynchronous philosophy",

in that every element must obey a "locally defined*' protocol, and elements that are logically far

apart must not be slowed down due to each other. Moreover, the "global view" of the circuit, as de

scribedin Chapter3, is stillspeed-independent, ordelay-insensitive, thanksto theSTG specification

intrinsic properties.

5.4.3 Delay Padding Outside the Circuit

In this section we show how, given a set of potentialhazards output by Procedure 5.3.1,

we can optimally pad delays after each STG signal to make sure that the finalcircuit is hazard-free.

Computation of the Delay Bounds

The first step to analyze when a hazard may occur in the circuit is to obtain an upperbound

on dah - dbh foreachpotential hazard. We canperform a timing analysis of thefinal implementation

of the circuit along the corresponding circuitpaths (as reported by Procedure5.3.1), and measure

dah and dbh- Of course, to obtain an upperboundon dah —dbh, we must use:
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• theupper bound onthewire delays when traversing wires only on the path corresponding to

dah>

• the lower bound onthewire delays when traversing wires only on the path corresponding to

dbh.

• anyvalue (it will cancel out whencomputing thedifference) whentraversing wires that are

on both paths.

See, for example, thecircuit shown inFigure 5.9, synthesized from theSTG ofFigure 2.23

using alibrary ofn-input nand gates5. The pair ofnumbers near each gate represent its minimum
and maximum delays. Thewires are assumed, for the sake of simplicity, tohave nodelay.

The hazard analysis algorithm reports, for example, the following potential hazard:

(Lf,D+iAi). In this case, dah is measured along gates 11, 4 and 5, while dbh is measured
along 4 and 5. Sowe mustuse theupper bound onthe delay of gate 11, and thedelays of gates 4

and 5 (that are onbothpaths) cancel out. Hence theupper bound on dah - dbh is 14. Note that the

two paths thatmustbe usedto measure dah and dbh are also output by Procedure 5.3.1. The reader

can check that, while the STG required Ai tostay at 0 between Lf and D+, if D+ propagates to
Aibefore Lf, then Aihas a0-hazard (see also Section 2.7.3).

The lower bound on each delay dab between a pair of transitions z* and zj can be

computed, in the general case, using the STG as follows. We want to identify the earliest timeat

which zJ can fire in any execution of theSTG, knowing that:

• z* fires at time 0, and

• a lower bound 6(i,j) on the difference between the firing timeof each transition z* in the

STG and each ofits successors zj isobtained inthe following way:

- if Zj is an output signal, then it can becomputed from thecircuit, using timing analysis

on the shortest circuit path between signal zt and output signal zj. Note that if z* is a

predecessor of zj, then zt is an input of thecircuit implementing z,.

- otherwise, it canbe eithergivento the synthesis systemby the designer (whohassome

information on the behavior of the circuit environment) or assumed to be zero.

Inthe example of Figure 2.23, we can usetiming analysis to label each edge in the STG

with a minimum delay between the predecessor and successor transition, as shown by the edge

nThe delays are different from thesimilar implementation shown in Figure 2.24, that wastaken from [22].
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29-42

Figure 5.9: Implementation of the SignalTransition Graph of Figure 2.23
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Figure 5.10: The Signal Transition Graph ofFigure 2.23with delaybounds

labels. The result, using thedelays of Figure 5.9, is shown in Figure 5.10. In thiscase, the input

signal delays were conservatively assumed to be zero. For example the minimum delay between

D~ and Xj" is 45,because we musttraverse gates 9 and 10, with aminimum delay of 29 and 16

respectively, to cause a falling transition on L with a falling transition on D.

If we didnotpad delays, thenwecould compute alower bound on dab by examining each

MG component towhich both z* and zj belong (there exists at least one such component, because

z* and zj are ordered intheSTG).Each edge (z*, z?) inthe MG component isgiven aweightequal

to the lower bound between the firing time of z* and Zj. So, for example, if wewant toestimate

the minimum delay between D~ and Xj(", we can look at the longest path on the STG, among
D' X, -> Ai~ -+ Ri+ -4 Lf and D" -> Ro~ Ao Lt-

This simple solution, though, does not work as expected, because the target of the

hazard elimination procedure is exactly to increase some of those lower bounds between transition

firing times. Fortunately we can formulate the problems of dab estimation and delay padding

simultaneously, to obtain a delay padding sufficient to eliminateall hazards from the circuit.

For each triple H = (z*, zj, Zh) potentially producing a hazard, we identify the set of

MG components to which both z* and zj belong. For each MG component M weidentify the set

of transitions T(h,m) mat must fire between z* and zj, i.e. the set of transitions that lieonasimple
pathof M betweenz* and zj. This set of transitions can be identified by a depth first traversal of

M beginning from z*. In ourexample, there is onlyoneMG component (the STG itself), and the

set oftransitions between D~ and Lf (included) is {£", Xj", Ai~, Ri+, Xj", Ro~, Ao~}.
For each MG component M for each hazard H = (z*,zj,z^), wethen associate avariable

D(i,H,M) with each transition Zj between z* and zj. This variable represents the earliest possible
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firing time of zj", given that:

• we are checking hazard H and

• the STG is executing the MG component M and

• each predecessor z* of z? has fired:

- eitherat time -oo if z* does notbelong toT^HtM) (this provides a worst case, because it

allows for theearliest possible firing, buttheboundcouldbe improved usingtechniques

such as those described in [123] or [82]),

- orat time D(iiHM) if zf belongs toT(HiM).

Let A{i,j) denote the minimum delay between the firing of z* and the firing of Zj. Let
pti,H,M) denote the set oftransitions z* e T(h,m) such that z* is adirect predecessor ofzj. Then
eachX>(j#M) mustsatisfy thefollowing constraint, because a transition in an MG component can

fire only ifall its predecessors havefired:

D{j,HM) > .max D{itHM) + A{itj) (5.1)

So dab can be computed as D^,h,m). since we defined the firing timeofz* (i.e. D(a,H,M))>
tobezero. Furthermore we need each D(jtHtM) tobeequal toitslower bound toobtain the lower
bound on dab, i.e. equation 5.1 becomes:

D(j,H,M) = x. max %j/,m) +A(itj) (5.2)

Delay Padding Problem Formulation

We cannowintroduce avariable 5t foreach signal z, intheSTG, representing theamount

ofdelay padded after it Then we can express A(ij) as:

(recall that £(z, j) is a known lower bound onthe difference between the firing time of transition

z* and ofitssuccessor Zj). We have completed the formulation of thehazard elimination problem,
because for each hazard H we have:

• a set of constraints of the form givenby equation 5.2, yielding a lowerboundon each dab in

function of the padded delays 5,-.
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• an inequality thatmusthold in orderfor thehazard not to manifest itselfin the implemented

circuit:

D(b,H,M) > {dah ~ dbh)

So we can state the delay padding problem as:

Problem 5.4J Given.

• a Signal Transition Graphspecification Q,

• lowerbounds on delaysbetween each input transition ofQ anditspredecessors,

• an asynchronous circuit implementation C, modeled with pure bounded wire delays, of the

outputsignals ofQ,

• a weightassociatedwithpaddingeachsignal ofQ,

• the listofpotential hazards detected byProcedure 53.1, yielding the following set of con

straints:

- for each hazard H —(z*,zj, Zh):

* foreach MG component M ofthe STG to which both z* and zj belong:

• D{a,H,M) = 0

• D(b,H,M) > (dah ~ dbh)

-foreach transition Zj in the setT(h,m) oftransitions that mustfire between z*
andz\:

D(jtH,M) = msK2i€pUHM) D(itHtM) + S^j) + Sj
(i.e. with i ranging among allpredecessors ofzj that are in T(H>M))

Where 6^, dah and dbh are constants, while D^H%M) and Sjare variables, constrained to
be non-negative.

Find: the minimum weighted assignment of values to the Sj's that satisfies all the

constraints.

Asabove, Sj represents theamount by which every transition of signal zj is slowed down, i.e. the

amount of delay padded after Zj.

If the circuitspecification includes constraints on the minimum andmaximum separation

intime between pairs oftransitions (z*, zj), they can:
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• be used here, if zj isan input signal, determining fyj), or

• beenforced here, if Zj isan outputsignal. In this case, they are just added tothe listofpotential

hazards, where now D^h,m) > (dah - dbh) is replaced by an appropriate inequality. Note

that, as explained above, minimumdelay constraints can always besatisfied bydelay padding,

while maximum delay constraints may not.

Constraints that are automatically satisfied by assigning avalue of zero toall the Sj'scan

be discarded: the corresponding potential hazards cannot showup in the synthesized circuit, with

the given delay bounds.

Note thatProblem 5.4.3 always has a feasible (albeit possiblynot optimal)solution,that

can be obtained using Procedure 5.4.1.

In the example of Figure 5.9 we have the following set of constraints for hazard H =

(Ai~, X>+, Ai), with T{Hfi) = {Ai~, Ri+, Xj*, X>+} for the only MG component of Figure 5.10
(we omitted the subscripts #, 0 forthe sake of simplicity):

DAi- = 0

Dm* = DD-+0 + SRi

X>L+ = DRi++45 + SL

DD+ = DL++0 + SD

DD+ > 8

The right hand side in the last equation is obtained by measuring an upper bound on dah along

gates 3 and 5 and a lower bound on dbh along gates 4 and 5 (remembering that the same value

must be used for the delay of gate 5 in both cases). We can easily see that this set of constraintsis

automatically satisfied by settingall the S/s to zero.

We must now choose the weight of each STG signal, i.e. the objective function to be

minimized. These weights can reflecteither a user-defined cost of slowing down "critical" signals,

or a measure of the areacost of the delay padding.

If we choose to assign the same weight to all variables, then we minimize an estimate of

the area impact of delay padding. This is similarto the delay re-paddingdone in [129], where, for

example, two equal delays padded before a two-input gate are moved after the gate, halving the

area cost of the buffers.
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If we want to have a better estimate of the global impact of the delay padding on the

systemperformance, then we can analyze the length of the cycles in the STG specification, since

they are an estimate of the total system throughput [81]. In this case we minimize Cmax, where

Cmax is themaximum among thelengths Cc of thesimple cycles6 fc of theSTG:

In general an STG can have an exponential number of cycles but, as shownin [24], we can limit

our analysis to a smallerset of cycles, andstill reliably estimate the throughput.

If thetargettechnology is semi-custom, suchasstandard cellsor gatearray, thenthedelay

padding mustbe donein a discrete fashion, adding enough buffers to satisfy theconstraints. In this

case any delaylarger than the value obtained solvingProblem 5.4.3 doeseliminateall the hazards,

but a closer approximation of reality is obtained by constraining the Sj variables to be discrete.
This will entail the repeated solution of an Integer Linear Programming problem ([92]), because

we can introduce one variable foreach available type ofdelay buffer, for each STGsignal, and a

linear function ofthe numberofsuch buffers can then bederived torepresent the delay padded after
the signal.

The next Section describes how the mixed linear and max constraints of Problem 5.4.3

canbeoptimally solved. Note thatwecannot claim anoptimum solution to Problem 5.4.1 as well.

As shown by the construction for the proof of Theorem 5.4.1, satisfying at least one constraint

for each potential hazard is sufficient, in some case, to make other constraints redundant, and

thus automatically satisfied. The problem ofdetecting when a constraint becomes redundant (that

involves also the circuit functionality, and as such cannot be handled by analyzing the set of
constraints alone), is a subject of further investigation.

A Branch-and-bound DelayPadding Procedure

The optimum solution to Problem 5.4.3 is attained when at least one equality holds in

each max type constraint. So we can find it by repeatedly solving a Linear Program where we
choose foreach max constraint one element of theright hand side to beequal to thelefthand side,
and the others to be less than or equal.

That is, for each

D{j,HM) = x. max D(itHM) + 6{itj) +Sj

A simple cycle ofadirected graph is a cycle without repeated nodes.
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we choose some zk € P{j,h,m) a*10*we decompose the constraint into theconjunction of:

• D(j,H,M) = D(k,H,M) + t(k,j) + Sj and

• D(j,H,M) ^ D(i,H,M) + fi(i,j) + •% for each i ^ k such that zt- € P(j,h,m)

We can use a branch-and-bound procedure to prune the search and hopefully avoid to

explore all the possiblecombinationsof choices. The procedure is based on the observationthat if

we "re/ox" somemax constraint, leaving all the righthand side elements less than or equal to the

lefthand side, then thesolution withoneormore elements equal is contained in thesolution space

of the "relaxed" problem. So the minimum costof the "relaxed" problem is less than or equal to

theminimum costof the original problem. If the"relaxed" problem is infeasible, so is theoriginal

problem.

The branch-and-bound algorithm proceedsas follows, given any orderingof themaxtype

constraints. Let M be the set of n max constraints, each of the form:

D(j,H,M) = max D{itHM) + 6{iij) + Sj

Let Z(initialized to oo) be the best solution seen so far for which all the max constraints are satisfied.

Let k (initialized to 1) be the indexof the currently considered max constraintin M, denoted by

Mk.

Procedure 5.4.2

1. letc be the optimumcost ofa LinearProgramwhere

• each Mu for I = 1,..., k - 1 has been "resolved' by previous recursivecalls, and

• each Mi, for I = A;,..., n is "relaxed' as:

D(j,H,M) ^ D(i,H,M) + %j) + Sjfor all i € P(h H,M)

2. ifthe Linear Program is infeasible orc>£ then return

(no better solutions in this sub-tree)

3. ifits solutionsatisfiesall themax constraints then t = min{c, c} and return

(no better solutions in this sub-tree)

4. foreach zi € P(j,h,m):
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(a) set

• D{j,H,M) = DV,H,M) + S{U) + sj and

• £>(j,tf,M) > D(i,H,M) + 6(i,j) + •S'j/or coc/i i / / mcA fte zt- € P(j,//,m)

("resolve" Mk with respect to zt)

(b) recur incrementing k by 1

The branch and bound procedure, if each max constraint has m elements, can be seen to

be an m-ary tree, with a LinearProgram (LP) associated with eachnode. The depth of a node is

the numberof nodes along any path from the root to it The root has a depth of zero. At depth

d there are md nodes. The LP at the root has only inequality constraints. Every edge downwards
from depth k - 1 to depth k, replaces an inequality constraint from therelaxed kth max constraint

by anequality constraint in the LP associated with the upper node, to give the LP associated with

the lowernode. The tree has depth n and mn leaves. At each leaf, every max constraint has an

equality constraint associated with it. So anysolution to theoriginal problem withmax constraints

is asolution to the LPatoneof theleaves. Let p bea root-leaf path and let Pd denote the feasible

region of theLPatanode withdepth donpand letCd denote theminimum objective function value

of the LP associated with that node. We note the following along the path p:

1. PnCPn_! C...P0

2. consequently, cn > cn_i > .. .c0

This implies that, if at any node Pd is feasible and cj > £, the sub-tree rooted at the node cannot

containa better solution. In additionif the LP is infeasibleat a node, then the LPs at all the nodes

inthe sub-tree rooted atthat node are infeasible, and hence can bepruned. Note that Po is feasible

because theoriginal problem withmax constraints has asolution (Procedure 5.4.1).

This procedure evaluates 0(mn+l) Linear Programs inthe worst case, soitcan beworse

than the straightforward approach evaluating the cost only at the bottom of the recursion (0(mn)

times). Butanadequate selection of theorder of resolution of theconstraints and of theorder of z/

ateach execution of step 4 at each recursion level should provide abetteraverage case performance.

In the example in Figure 5.9, theonly potential hazard that produces a set of constraints

that are not trivially satisfied is H=(Xf, X>+, Ai), with T(Ht0) ={Xf, X)+}:

DLt = 0

X>£>+ = DL++0 + SD
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DD+ > 14

Where the right hand side in the last equation is obtained by measuring an upper bound on dah

along gates 11,4 and 5 and a lower bound on dbh along gates 4 and 5 (rememberingthat the same

value must be used for the delay of gates4 and 5 in both cases). Wecan easily see that this set of

constraints is satisfied by padding at least 14 delay units after signal D.

The branch-and-bound procedure requires an exponential numberofcalls to the LP solver

in the worst case. Wecan take advantageof monotonicity propertiesof the problem, similar to those

used for the bounding above, to derive a heuristic procedure. This procedure, described in the next

section,requiresonly a polynomialnumberof LP solutionsto finda set ofdelay paddingsthat yield

a hazard-free circuit.

A Heuristic Delay Padding Procedure

The key observation leading to a heuristic solution to the delay padding problem is that

the set of constraints of Problem 5.4.3 defines a directed acyclic graph. So a topological argument

allows us to prove that there exists a criterion to resolve each max constraints into an equality and

a set of inequalities such that the resulting Linear Program is feasible, and its optimum solution

yields a valid (albeit possibly suboptimal) solution to the hazard elimination problem.

The set of constraints of the form:

D(j,H,M) = max D(i,H,M) + fy,j) + sj

of Problem 5.4.3 can be associated with a directed acyclic graph, called constraint graph, with a

node for each variable D(k,H,M)> and a directed edge from the elements of eachrighthand sideto

its left hand side. Each edge is labeledwith the correspondingSj variable.

Forexample,giventhe STG fragment in Figure5.11.(a), supposethat thehazard detection

procedure found two potential hazards, (v+,x+,u) and (w~,y~, u). We would thenproduce the

following set of constraints:

Dv+ = 0

Dw- = Dv+ + #(«,«,) + Sw

Dz+ = Dv+ + £(W>JS) + Sz

Dy- = max{{Dw- + 6{Wty) + Sy), (Dz+ + 6{Ziy) + Sy)}
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Figure 5.11: A SignalTransition Graph fragment andits associated constraint graph

Dx+ = m2x{(Dz++6{2iX) + Sx),(Dy- + 6{ytX) + Sx)}

Dx+ > dvu —dxu

D'- = 0

D'y- = Dw-+ S(*>,y) + Sy
D'y- > dwu - dyu

The corresponding constraintgraph is shown in Figure 5.11.(b). Each set of constraints derived

from each hazard and each MG component produces aconnected component of thedirected graph7.

Each connected component canbe viewed asalabeled acyclic subgraph of the MG component.

In Figure 5.11.(b) there are two connected components, one with vertices Dv+, Dw-,

Dz+, Dy-, Dx+ and one with D'w_, D'y-. Note that the same edge label may appear in different
connected components, because for example both Dy- and D' are associated withtransitions of

the same signal.

We will now show that foreachnodewe canchooseone successor to become an equality

constraint, and produce a feasible solution to the original problem.

Let M denote the set ofconstraints definingthe solutionof an instanceofProblem 5.4.3.

Let I denote asetof linear constraints obtained by selecting oneelementfrom each maxconstraint

inAl tobecome an equality and relaxing theothers. LetQdenote theconstraint graph corresponding

toAf.

A connected component of a directed graph is a set of vertices such that there exists a path in the underlying
undirectedgraph betweenevery pair of vertices in the component

D x+
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The set of edges in the constraint graph selected by X to become equalities, denoted
by bold edges inFigure 5.1 l.(b), isa spanning tree ofeach component8. The set ofedges in J
clearly defines a tree, because exactly one immediate predecessor is selected foreach node, soeach

node has (by induction) a uniquepath to the root. Moreover, the tree is rooted in the node whose

associated variable is fixed at0 {Dv+ and D'w_ inthe example).

Suppose that we have chosen one element of each max, and obtained a set of linear

constraints. Given anassignment of values to the 5, variables, the value of each Dj variable is

uniquely determined by theequalities, because each Dj is nowequal to oneof its predecessors on

the constraint graph plussomeconstant (8jk + Sj).

The other inequalities relative to each Dj mayor maynot be satisfied. But if we increase

by some €the valueof some Si we can showthat all satisfied inequalitiesremainsatisfied.

Lemma 5.4.2 Let S beanassignmentofvalues tothe Si variables, andletD bethe corresponding

value of the Dj variables, obtained using the equalities in X. Let S' be an assignment of values

derivedfrom S byincreasing bye the value ofa single Si, andletD' be the corresponding value of

the Dj variables.

Ifan inequality in Xis satisfied by D andS, then it is satisfied by D' and S'.

Proof If we increase by e the value of some 5„ then we increase by exactly e the value of

its corresponding node A and of all the successors to A on the spanning tree. For example,

increasing Sz would change thevalues of Dz+,Dy- and Dx+.

This increase could violate only constraints of the form:

Dk > Di + 6ik + Sk

where Di has been increased by c, while Dk is unchanged. That is Dk is ^predecessorof Di, while

Di is a successor of Di (or X); itself).

The presence of that constraint implies the presence of an edge (A, Dk), and hence a

cycle in the graph, because A- is also &predecessorof A- We have reached a contradiction.

Hence this increase in value can never violate any of the inequality constraints that were

previously satisfied. •

On the other hand, we can show that if we always choose as equality at each node Dj a

constraint from a node A such that the only path from Dk to Dj is though this single edge, then

we can always finda feasible solutionby assigninglarge enough values to the Si's.

8A spanning treeof a connectedcomponentof a graph is a subset ofedges of thegraph defining a treewhere every
node of the component appears.
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Theorem 5.4J Let Mbea set ofconstraints as above. Then:

1. There exists asetoflinear constraintsX derivedfrom M such thatforalledges {Dk, Dj) cor

responding to equality constraints there isno directedpathfrom Dk to Dj besides (X>*, Dj).

2. There existsa pair ofassignments X>, S thatsatisfies all constraints inX (i.e. Xis feasible,).

Proof

1. Let Qj be the setof immediatepredecessors of node Dj on theconstraintgraphQcorrespond

ing to Al.

Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that there exists Dj such that for all A e Qj there

existsa pathfrom Dkto Dj besides (X>jt, Dj). Callthelastnodeon thispath(before Dj) Di.

Note that A ^ Dk byassumption, butA € Qj. ThenforeachDk € Qj there exists A € Qj

such that there exists a path between Dk and A. This is clearly a contradiction,because Qis

acyclic.

So we can alwaysselectX satisfyingthis requirement.

2. Let5 beanarbitrary assignment ofvalues tothe 5, variables, and letD bethecorresponding

assignment to the Dj's (obtainedwith the equalities in X).

Let{Dj, Dj) bethe edge corresponding toaninequality that is not satisfied. Then we claim

that there exists some Sk that can beincreased enough to satisfy this inequality.

Let {Dk, Dj)bethe edge corresponding to the equality constraint determining the value of
Dj.

We know that, by construction ofJ, there isno path between Dk and Djbesides {Dk, Dj).
So there exists no path between Dk and Dj (otherwise we could augment it with (X>/, Dj)
andobtain a pathbetween DkandDj). Soincreasing thevalue of the Sk variable associated

with Dk does not modify the value ofDj, while itobviously increases the value ofDj.

We canthen increase Sk enough to satisfy (Dj, Dj). ByLemma 5.4.2 thisdoes notviolate

anypreviously satisfied inequality, so by induction wecansatisfy all theinequalities inJ.

•

Note thattheconstruction is used only to determine \h&feasibility of theproblem, while

the actual determination of the optimum values of the Si variables, given the choice of equality
constraints is left to the Linear Program solver.
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In Figure 5.11 the bold edges satisfy Theorem 5.4.3, while choosing {Dz+, Dx+) would

nothave been valid. We can also see how the latter choice would have caused infeasibility, because

the set of constraints:

Dy- = Dz+ + tf^y) + Sy

Ar+ = A+ + 6(z,x) + Sx

X>x+ > Dy- + 6M + Sx

with 8(z#) = 6(ZiX) = 0 and tf(y>x) = 1clearly isnot feasible, because it implies

A+ + Sx > Dz+ + Sy + Sx + 1

that is a contradiction, since all variables are non-negative.

A set of candidate edges satisfying Theorem 5.4.3 can be derived from the constraint

graphin polynomial time. The set of candidates for eachnode Dj is obtainedby a reversed depth-

first search from Dj, i.e. traversing edges in the opposite direction to the arrow. In this searchwe

remove from the list ofcandidates everyedge(A, Dj) suchthat Dk is reached morethanonce.

We mustnow choose one edge, amongthose candidates,to be made anequality constraint.

A reasonableheuristic at this step is to select the candidate with a longest path (determined using

the fyj) weights) from the root. This would bethe "critical path" determining the firing time of

the transition corresponding to Dj in absence of delay paddings, hence this is the equality that

is "most likely" to hold after the optimum padding as well. This heuristic can also be used in

the branch-and-bound Procedure 5.4.2 to order the exploration of the solution tree in a way that

hopefully maximizes the possibility ofearlyboundingof suboptimal solutions.

The heuristic procedure then requires a polynomial pre-processing step to ensure feasi

bility, and a single LP solution, so it canbe used wherethe largenumber of maxconstraintswould

make the exact branch-and-bound procedure impractical.

Moreover note that this heuristicprocedure can also be used as a subroutine in the branch-

and-bound procedure to provide an upperboundto the cost of the best solution under a node in the

search tree. So at every node in the search treein Procedure 5.4.2 we solve two LPs:
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• one with all the unresolved constraints relaxed, that provides a lowerbound on the cost of

feasible solutions below that node, and

• one with all the unresolved constraints resolved according to the heuristic procedure, that

provides an upper bound on the cost of feasible solutions below that node.

The search is pruned if the lower bound is larger than the current best feasible solution or than the

current best upper bound (as found by some node above the current one).

The next section describes how we can improve the result of both the branch-and-bound

andthe heuristicprocedures by allowingmore flexibility in thedelaypadding, especially for circuit

parts where maximum speed is required.

5.4.4 Delay Padding Inside the Circuit

If weare willing to paddelays alsoinside thecombinational logic blocks thatare being

synthesized, we can in general improve the results of the procedure described in Section 5.4.3, at

the price of a more complexproblemto be solved.

In this case, in addition to thevariables associated with externally padded delays as de

scribed in the Section5.4.3, we can create one variablefor each connection inside the combinational

logic implementing each output signal. Namely (see Figure 5.12):

• each wire Wij from node i to node j inside each combinational sub-circuit is labeled with:

- anupper and lower bound Uij and XtJ onthe delay between a transition on theoutput
of i and a transition on the outputof j, and

- a variable Sij,describing how much delay ispadded (after the fanout).

• wires that belong toboth paths associated with dah and dbh, *ah and nh respectively, can be
ignoredbecause they cancel out.

• dah can be statically computed as an upper bound on the delays ofwires that belong only to
its associated path irah, plus the variablesassociated with them:

dah= ]T Uij + Sij
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Figure 5.12: Wire labels for delay paddinginside the circuit

• dbh can bestatically computed as alower bound onthe delays of wires that belong only toits

associated path Tbh, plus the variables associatedwith them:

dbh = ^2 Lij + Sij

The computed expressions for dah and dbh replace the corresponding constants in the

linear program described in Section 5.4.3. In the example in Figure 5.12we wouldhave:

dah = Sad + Uad + Sdf + Udf

dbh = Sbe + Lbe + Sef + Xe/

Similarly, each Aij isnolonger 6^ + Sj, butis the minimum, among thecircuit paths

between signals z% and zj, of the corresponding sums of X&z and Sim's.

The problem always has afeasible solution, because setting the variablesassociated with

internal wires to zero reduces it to thecase of Section 5.4.3 (hence thesolution can be found using

Procedure 5.4.1).

The number of variables may increase considerably with respect to the case whenonly

STG signals are considered, sothisapproach should ideally beused only for highlycritical sections

of the circuit, where maximum operatingspeed must be achieved.

We shall brieflyobserve here thatanother refinement of thehazard elimination procedure

could take into account the possibility of padding delay after thefanouts also with respea to
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external signals. Again this would increase the numberof variables in the linear program, but it

could improve the throughput of the final solution.

At this point we may ask ourselveswhetherwe can carry the refinement one step further,

and fix somepadded delay to zero. If we can eliminate all hazards without padding some delay,

then we can handle cases where the environment is not undercontrol, and we cannot arbitrarily pad

delays in it. For exampletwo input signalsmay be provided by an externalmodule,and they may

satisfya causal relationship, but their transitions may be "too close together". It wouldbe nice if

we could eliminate all hazards by only slowingthem down outside the module that produces them.

Unfortunately the answer to this question is no, as we will show in the next section.

5.4.5 Environment Accessibility Conditions

In this section we show that all thefanoutsin theenvironment must be available for delay

padding, in general, to be able to eliminate all hazards. The proof is simply an example of a valid

STG specification where if some wire is not accessible,then some hazard cannot be eliminated by

only padding external signal delays.

There is also a more intuitive explanationfor this impossibility. Suppose that two input

transitions, say x+ and y~, occur too closetogether (i.e. y~ should be slowed downin order to

eliminate a potential hazard). Suppose also that, due to some other potential hazard, another pair of

transitions of the same signals in the opposite order, say y+ and x~ occurtoo closetogether (i.e.

x~ should be slowed down in order to eliminate this potential hazard). It should be clear that no

amount ofdelay padding for signal y that does not also influence thefiring timeof the transitions of

x can eliminate the first hazard without making the second hazard worse, hi other terms, in some

cases we must be able to really slow down the environment behavior, and not only the local view

of the environment signals that reaches the circuit that we are synthesizing.

Note that this result does not contradict the results described in Section 2.5.2, stating that

hazard-free circuits can be obtained by logic transformations only. The gate delay model, used in

Section 2.5.2, assumes that two transitions that occur arbitrarily close can always be discriminated

without hazards. Our wire delay model, on the other hand, is more conservative, and can require a

more expensive solution to ensure hazard-freeness. The choice of which delay model is best suited

to describe the behavior of the actual circuit, depends essentially on system-level technology and

reliability considerations, as outlined in Section 3.6.

The STG that formalizes the above intuitive reasoning is a cycle with the following
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Figure5.13: An example where delay paddingmust be performed on the environment

transitions:

c+ - d+ -> /+ - ej 6+ /f 4
a 4 °2

The resulting circuit structure is described in Figure 5.13, where we only synthesize

the circuit for e. The next-state function for e has the following (unique) two-level prime and

irredundant representation:

acd + ae + af + acd f + bdef + cef

The hazard detection procedure finds the following threepotential hazards (plus otherhazards that

are notrelevant here): (a+,c+, e), (c+, d+,e), and (rf~, a~, e).

Let variable Sij denote the delay padding between signal z{ and signal zj, let Uij be a

(constant) upper bound onthedelay between signal Z{ and theoutputofthecircuit for signal zJy and

similarlylet I,j be acorresponding (constant) lowerbound. Let us alsosupposethat theoutputs of

a, c and d cannot be sloweddown before thefanouts, so Scd = Sda = Sac = 0. If the only thing

thatwe cando is delay padding on STG signals, thenwe endup with the following inequalities that

must be satisfied to eliminate the above hazards:

•L/ac t dee ^ "^oe T Uae Lce

Lcd -J- Sde > See + Uce "~ Lfo _

Lda T «->oe ^ «^<£e "H ^rfe — -^ae

Let us suppose that we have, for example:

Uae —Lce = Uce —Lde = Ude ~ Lae = 1, Lac = Lcd = Lda = 0
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Then the resulting set of constraints

«!>ce > <^oe T 1

&ae ^ &de T 1

Sde > Sce + 1

is cyclic, so it does not have a finite solution.

Theorem 5.4.4 Let {G} be the set of live STGs with CSC. Let {C} be theset of logic circuits

synthesizedfrom elements of {G} using Procedure 5.2.1 andoptimized using onlycommutativity,

associativity and inverter insertion.

Let{C} be the set of hazard-free circuits, modeled with bounded wire delays, obtained

from {C}by padding delays at STG signals.

Then every STG in {G} has at least one circuit implementation in {C} if and only if

every fanoutof STG signalscan be paddedby an arbitrary amount.

Proof

• the if part is implied by Theorem 5.3.1, the proof of correctness of Procedure 5.3.1 and

Procedure 5.4.1.

• the only if part is implied by the counter-exampleabove.

•

Note that the theorem does not imply that every STG requires complete environment

accessibility in order to be synthesized without hazards. For example, it can be shown that this is

not the case when the STG describes a delay-insensitive behavior.

This section completes the hazard-free circuit implementation procedure, giving a hazard

elimination algorithm that can be applied to the circuit synthesized from an STG with Proce

dure 5.2.1, and then optimized with constrained logic synthesis. Note that all the results given so

far concern static hazards only. The next section shows that, with some caution, we can extend the

validity of those results to dynamichazards as well.
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5.5 Dynamic Hazard Analysis

Dynamic hazard analysis is much more difficult than static hazard analysis, and we do

not have yet powerful formal techniques to reason about this class of hazards. Even the nine-

valued simulation procedure described in [68] (see also Section 2.7.1) could not be applied here.

Static hazardshave a very precise"boundary" condition: the next state function value must remain

constant This allowed us to define the concept of valid state pair and prove Theorem 5.3.1. A

dynamic hazard on a signal Zk, on the other hand, can occur an arbitrary amount of time after a

transition of zh, so we cannoteasily restrict the set of STG transitions that we must analyze.

So this section will be less precise and more based on intuition than its counterparts

on static hazards. On the other hand, dynamic hazards can be considered less "critical" than

static hazards, as the inertial nature of circuit delays (as opposed to the pure model used in this

chapter) tends toeliminatethem, rather than propagating them tocause deviations from thespecified

behavior.

Inatwo-level implementation of theon-set of alogic function Ft assuming thatwe have

performed the static hazard elimination procedure described in Section 5.4, we can analyze the
circuit operation as follows.

The STGspecificationdescribes aconstrainedway towalk along the cubes implementing
the function, and the hazard elimination procedure guarantees that:

• If we are walking along on-set vertices and we are about to "leave" a cube and the function

value mustnotchange inthenextvertex, thenProcedure 5.2.1 guarantees that there isanother

on-set cube covering both the current vertex and the next one. The hazard elimination

procedure delays, if necessary, the transition among thosetwo vertices to make surethatthe

logic implementing thissecond cube keeps theoutput highbefore the first cubecan cease to

keep it high.

So we "orderly walk"on the cubes makingsure thatwhenever we "enter" a cube it hastime

to "turn on".

• If we are walking along off-set vertices and we might "enter" a cube, then the hazard

elimination procedure delays (if necessary) the transition to ensure thatwe remain "outside"

the on-set.

So our static hazard elimination algorithm actually guarantees that wefollow only paths
that are legal according to the specification, even though we are using the bounded wire delay
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model, and sothedelays inthe implemented circuits might have led usaway from legal STDpaths.

But in this case we cannothave dynamic hazards because:

• While we arewalking on the on-set (and then we could have 1 -> 0 -* 1 -> 0 hazards when

enteringthe off-set), we aresurethat every on-setcubethatwe canenterhas time to be turned

on beforewe proceed. Then we will not outputa spurious "1-pulse"due to some slow cube

whose effect is felt on the output only after we have left the on-set.

• While we are walking on the off-set (and then we could have 0 -»• 1 -»• 0 —• 1 hazards when

entering the on-set), we are sure that no on-set cube can ever be "turned on". Then we will

not output a "1-pulse".

The only problem can be caused by cubes thathappento cover avertex due to some other,

independent firing sequence of the STG. This is due to the fact that the Complete State Coding

property ensures only that different markings with the same binary label (i.e. corresponding to the

same vertex) have the same set of enabled output transitions. So we can reach the same vertex

more than once in different markings, and have a different set of input transitions enabled, thus

producing differentcubes in Step 2(c)i ofProcedure 5.2.1. The hazard eliminationprocedure would

then ignorethis second cube, andmay leave some dynamichazard in the final implementation.

This problem canbe solved byenforcingthemorerestrictiveUniqueState Codingproperty

on the STG andavoidingto expandthe initialcoverofcubesifthey canintersect eachother,asin the

approachdescribed by [91]. Note that Unique State Coding can be enforced using a straightforward

extension of the algorithms given in Chapter 4, where the state minimization step is modified to

take into account that now all pairs of states entered under the same input are incompatible (not

only those that have incompatible outputs).

Constrained logic synthesis, based only on distributivity and commutativity, does not

change substantially the "cube-based" picture, so the intuitive view can be used also for a multi

level implementation of the same function.

5.6 Experimental Results

The algorithms described in Section 5.4 have been implemented within the sequential

synthesis system SIS ([108,107]). We appliedthem to aset of STGs taken both from the literature

and from a real industrial application, a multi-processor interconnection system ([111]).

We will show the influence of the following factors on the final result:
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1. the use of some information on the delay between output transitions and input transitions due

to the non-zero response time of the environment (while all the other results in this section

areobtained by conservatively estimating the environment delays to be zero).

2. the type of gate library available for the implementation.

3. the difference between the results of the greedy Procedure 5.4.1 and of the optimum Proce

dure 5.42.

We will also give a comparison with a straightforward synchronous implementation of (roughly)

the same functionality. This implementation was obtained interpreting the STD as a Finite State

Machine (as outlined in Chapter 4), minimizing it andthen performing standard state assignment

and synchronous logic synthesis. So the it would implement exactly the same behavior if the

flip-flops hadzero setupand holdtime and infinite clock frequency.

In all the tables, the columns labeled "Area" give the total area (excluding routing)

of each circuit, using a "generic" standard cell library. The columns labeled "Delay" give the

maximum combinational logic delay between any STG signal and any STG output signal. The

columns labeled "Pad" give the total amount of delay padding required by Procedure 5.4.1 and by

Procedure 5.4.2 respectively. As a reference point, in this library the inverter gate area is 16units

and itsdelay is 1unitplus 0.2units for each driven gate. Note that thedelay column isnotmeant to

give anabsolute measure ofoperating speed, butonly anideaofthe trade-offs involved. Moreover,

the padded delay is in general distributed among various output signals, so it does not precisely

reflect the decrease in throughput dueto delaypadding.

Table 5.1 shows how some knowledge about the delay of the environment can greatly

improve thesynthesis result. The column labeled "Zero-delay" shows theresult of Procedure 5.4.2

if we assume that theenvironment instantaneously responds to an output transition withanewset

of input transitions. The column labeled "2 inverter delays" shows the result if we suppose toknow

that thedelay intheenvironment is atleast equal to the delay of two inverter gates in ourstandard
cell library.

Table 5.2 shows the influence of theavailable library on the synthesis results. We used

two different libraries, one (Library 1) with alarge set of combinational functions and one (Library

2) with only a few gates with delays widely unbalanced both among gates and among different

inputs to the same gate, to simulate somehow the influence of very long routing lines. Example

pe-send-ifc had too many linear constraints (about 3000) to be solved with theimplementation of

the simplex algorithm available in SIS in a reasonable amount of time.
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example Zero-delay 2 inverter delays
With hazards Without hazards Without hazards

Area Delay Area Pad Area Pad

chul33 224 4.4 224 0.0 224 0.0

chul50 200 4.6 200 0.0 200 0.0

chul72 104 1.6 104 0.0 104 0.0

converta 368 5.0 368 0.0 368 0.0

ebergen 216 3.2 216 0.0 216 0.0

full 192 4.6 208 1.2 192 0.0

hazard 200 4.2 200 0.0 200 0.0

hybridf 242 5.0 258 1.2 242 0.0

nowick 232 4.6 232 0.0 232 0.0

alloc-outbound 272 4.0 272 0.0 272 0.0

mp-forward-pkt 232 3.4 232 0.0 232 0.0

nak-pa 256 3.4 256 0.0 256 0.0

pe-rcv-ifc 752 6.6 784 2.4 752 0.0

pe-send-ifc 912 7.4 1056 10.8 976 4.8

ram-read-sbuf 384 4.2 416 2.4 384 0.0

rev-setup 128 2.8 128 0.0 128 0.0

sbuf-ram-write 296 4.0 296 0.0 296 0.0

sbuf-read-ctl 272 4.2 272 0.0 272 0.0

sbuf-send-ctl 280 3.2 280 0.0 280 0.0

sbuf-send-pkt2 320 4.4 416 7.2 352 2.4

sendr-done 96 3.0 112 1.2 96 0.0

qr42 216 3.2 216 0.0 216 0.0

rpdft 168 5.2 232 4.8 168 0.0

trimos-send 576 4.6 576 0.0 576 0.0

vbelOb 688 7.0 784 7.2 752 4.8

vbe5b 208 4.0 208 0.0 208 0.0

vbe5c 160 3.0 176 1.2 160 0.0

wrdatab 664 4.8 680 1.2 664 0.0

total 8858 119.6 9402 40.8 9018 12.0

Table 5.1: Effect ofknowledge ofenvironment delay on hazard elimination
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example Library 1 Library 2
With hazards Without hazards With hazards Without hazards

Area Delay Area Pad Area Delay Area Pad

chul33 224 4.4 224 0.0 296 7.8 296 0.0

chul50 200 4.6 200 0.0 280 9.0 296 1.2

chul72 104 1.6 104 0.0 128 6.6 144 1.2

converta 368 5.0 368 0.0 504 10.4 520 1.2

ebergen 216 3.2 216 0.0 320 14.4 320 0.0

full 192 4.6 208 1.2 224 9.0 240 1.2

hazard 200 4.2 200 0.0 216 8.2 248 2.4

hybridf 242 5.0 258 1.2 328 7.8 328 0.0

nowick 232 4.6 232 0.0 320 19.4 400 6.0

alloc-outbound 272 4.0 272 0.0 296 9.2 296 0.0

mp-forward-pkt 232 3.4 232 0.0 304 13.2 304 0.0
nak-pa 256 3.4 256 0.0 328 9.0 328 0.0

pe-rcv-ifc 752 6.6 784 2.4 1008 15.8 1136 9.6
ram-read-sbuf 384 4.2 416 2.4 472 14.2 648 13.2

rev-setup 128 2.8 128 0.0 176 7.8 272 7.2

sbuf-ram-write 296 4.0 296 0.0 400 15.2 400 0.0

sbuf-read-ctl 272 4.2 272 0.0 312 8.0 328 1.2

sbuf-send-ctl 280 3.2 280 0.0 368 19.2 560 14.4

sbuf-send-pkt2 320 4.4 416 7.2 384 9.4 432 3.6

sendr-done 96 3.0 112 1.2 104 7.8 104 0.0

qr42 216 3.2 216 0.0 320 14.4 320 0.0

rpdft 168 5.2 232 4.8 240 15.2 288 3.6

trimos-send 576 4.6 576 0.0 600 8.0 600 0.0

vbelOb 688 7.0 784 7.2 856 11.8 1048 14.4

vbe5b 208 4.0 208 0.0 256 15.2 304 3.6

vbe5c 160 3.0 176 1.2 216 9.0 216 0.0

wrdatab 664 4.8 680 1.2 800 15.2 896 7.2

total 7946 112.2 8346 30.0 10056 310.2 11272 91.2

Table 5.2: Effect of different libraries on hazard elimination
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Table 5.3 compares an asynchronous and a synchronous implementation. This table is

not meant to be a "fair" comparison between the synchronous and asynchronous design styles,

because thespecifications weredesigned withanasynchronous implementationinmind. It ismeant

to show that an asynchronous implementation does not automatically imply a loss in area and/or

performance.

Table 5.4 shows a comparisonof the optimum hazard elimination Procedure 5.4.2 with

the greedy hazard elimination Procedure 5.4.1, assuming that the minimum environment delay is

0. The columnslabeled "Pad" give the amount of delay padding required by Procedure 5.4.1 and

by Procedure 5.4.2 respectively. The columns labeled "CPU" give the CPUtime (on a DECstation

5000/125) for STG synthesis, hazard analysis and linear program solution in both cases. The

column labeled"ineq" gives the total number of inequalities (excluding those that were trivially

satisfied). The column labeled "var" showsthe totalnumberof variables in eachlinearprogram.
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example Asynchronous Synchronous
With hazards Without hazards Without hazards

Area Delay Area Pad Area Delay
chul33 224 4.4 224 0.0 216 4.4

chul50 200 4.6 200 0.0 160 3.2

chul72 104 1.6 104 0.0 128 2.8

converta 368 5.0 368 0.0 304 4.4

ebergen 216 3.2 216 0.0 160 3.0

full 192 4.6 208 1.2 176 4.0

hazard 200 4.2 200 0.0 112 2.8

hybridf 242 5.0 258 1.2 256 4.8

nowick 232 4.6 232 0.0 256 8.6

alloc-outbound 272 4.0 272 0.0 272 4.0

mp-forward-pkt 232 3.4 232 0.0 240 4.8

nak-pa 256 3.4 256 0.0 248 3.4

pe-rcv-ifc 752 6.6 784 2.4 656 6.8

pe-send-ifc 912 7.4 1056 10.8 824 6.2

ram-read-sbuf 384 4.2 416 2.4 352 4.2

rev-setup 128 2.8 128 0.0 120 4.2

sbuf-ram-write 296 4.0 296 0.0 304 4.0

sbuf-read-ctl 272 4.2 272 0.0 256 3.2

sbuf-send-ctl 280 3.2 280 0.0 272 3.2

sbuf-send-pkt2 320 4.4 416 7.2 312 4.4

sendr-done 96 3.0 112 1.2 80 2.8

qr42 216 3.2 216 0.0 160 3.0

rpdft 168 5.2 232 4.8 168 5.2

trimos-send 576 4.6 576 0.0 480 4.6

vbelOb 688 7.0 784 7.2 608 7.0

vbe5b 208 4.0 208 0.0 200 4.4

vbe5c 160 3.0 176 1.2 176 3.0

wrdatab 664 4.8 680 1.2 592 7.0

total 8858 119.6 9402 40.8 8088 123.4

Table 5.3: Asynchronous versus synchronousimplementation
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name greedy optimum
Area Del Pad CPU Area Del Pad CPU Ineq Var

chul33 272 4.4 3.6 8.9 224 4.4 0.0 9.5 0 7

chul50 200 4.6 0.0 8.1 200 4.6 0.0 8.4 0 6

chul72 104 1.6 0.0 7.3 104 1.6 0.0 7.1 0 6

converta 368 5.0 0.0 10.9 368 5.0 0.0 14.9 0 5

ebergen 264 3.2 3.6 9.1 216 3.2 0.0 9.3 0 5

full 208 4.6 1.2 7.6 208 4.6 1.2 7.8 6 8

hazard 216 4.2 1.2 8.4 200 4.2 0.0 8.7 0 4

hybridf 274 5.0 2.4 10.8 258 5.0 1.2 11.0 9 14

nowick 264 4.6 2.4 8.1 232 4.6 0.0 8.2 0 6

alloc-outbound 288 4.0 1.2 8.9 272 4.0 0.0 9.0 0 9

mp-forward-pkt 280 3.4 3.6 9.0 232 3.4 0.0 9.1 0 8

nak-pa 256 3.4 0.0 9.7 256 3.4 0.0 10.2 0 10

pe-rcv-ifc 880 6.6 9.6 42.7 784 6.6 2.4 53.6 86 80

pe-send-ifc 1232 7.4 24.0 132.3 1056 7.4 10.8 210.9 381 264

ram-read-sbuf 448 4.2 4.8 13.0 416 4.2 2.4 12.7 3 13

rev-setup 128 2.8 0.0 7.4 128 2.8 0.0 7.6 9 11

sbuf-ram-write 376 4.0 6.0 12.9 296 4.0 0.0 13.0 0 12

sbuf-read-ctl 288 4.2 1.2 10.7 272 4.2 0.0 9.6 0 8

sbuf-send-ctl 328 3.2 3.6 10.9 280 3.2 0.0 11.3 0 8

sbuf-send-pkt2 400 4.4 6.0 11.2 416 4.4 7.2 11.0 18 21

sendr-done 144 3.0 3.6 6.8 112 3.0 1.2 6.7 3 6

qr42 264 3.2 3.6 8.9 216 3.2 0.0 9.2 0 5
rpdft 248 52 6.0 8.0 232 5.2 4.8 7.7 19 18

trimos-send 720 4.6 10.8 36.0 576 4.6 0.0 39.2 0 9

vbelOb 944 7.0 19.2 42.9 784 7.0 7.2 35.3 42 39

vbe5b 256 4.0 3.6 9.1 208 4.0 0.0 9.0 0 6

vbe5c 176 3.0 1.2 8.0 176 3.0 1.2 7.9 3 8

wrdatab 776 4.8 8.4 26.9 680 4.8 1.2 31.1 15 20

total 21204 119.6 130.8 494.5 18804 119.6 40.8 589.0 594 616

Table 5.4: Greedy versus optimum hazardelimination
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Chapter 6

The Design for Testability Methodology

Thesynthesis algorithm described in Chapter 5 produces a circuitimplementation that is

guaranteed to behazard-free if andonlyif a setof inequalities among pathdelays inside thecircuit

is satisfied. So using a suitable delay model during thesynthesis process it ispossible toguarantee

hazard-freeness in the absence of delay faults. Now ourgoal is to test those path delays, and be

surethat the abovementioned inequalities are satisfied in each manufactured circuit.

Moreover, as asynchronous interface circuits typically haveabsolute delay requirements,

it ishighly desirable toknow that the synthesized circuit isable tooperate with the required timing

constraints. Also, because asynchronous circuits are often used as interfaces in systems where

very high reliability is required, a stringent manufacture testof the interface circuitry is desirable.

Unfortunately current testing procedures donoteven reliably provide comprehensive stuck-at-fault

testing of asynchronous circuits.

Our goal is to synthesizehazard-free asynchronous circuits that are testablein the hazard-

free robust path delay fault model. Producing circuits satisfying two very stringent requirements,

namely, hazard-free operation and Hazard-Free Robust Path Delay Fault Testability (HFRPDFT),

poses an especially exciting challenge. In this chapter we present techniques which guarantee

both hazard-free operation and HFRPDFT, at the expense ofpossibly adding test inputs, and give

a setof heuristics which can improve HFRPDFT testability without requiring such inputs. We

also present a procedure that guarantees testability in the less stringent Robust Gate Delay Fault
Testability model (RGDFT).

The testing scenario that we envision uses full scan testing techniques to make the

test generation process manageable. In this scenario every flip-flop (SR, C-element, ...) can be

scanned, to increase both the observability of itsinputs and thecontrollability ofitsoutput. This is
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also necessary because some of the flip-flop types, forexample SR flip-flops, are sensitive onlyto

input transitions in onedirection, rising or falling. Sowecannot testthedelay of thetransitions in

the otherdirection withoutresorting to scantechniques.

For the purposes of this chapter, we will assume that

1. each flip-flop is implemented so that it hasa testing mode, in which an appropriate valuecan

be scanned in and out [41].

2. each designer-specified signal that isnotimplemented with a flip-flop iseithera primary input

or a primary output of the integrated circuit or is otherwise made accessible (forexample by

insertion of a scanD-latch normally heldin transparent mode).

If theseassumptions aresatisfied, thenevery cycle in the circuitis broken by at leastone

scanmemory element. Soweshallconsider flip-flop inputs asprimary outputs, andflip-flop outputs

as primary inputs of thecombinational logiccircuit thatwearetesting.

Thischapter isorganized as follows: Section 6.1 introduces some necessary terminology.

Section 6.2gives a procedure thatis guaranteed to transform theinitial two-level circuit produced

according to Section 5.2.1 in an HFRPDFT circuit. Section 6.3 gives a variety of heuristics that

arelikely to increase the HFRPDFT testability of a circuit. Section 6.4gives another synthesis for

testability algorithm forproducing anRGDFT circuit. Section 6.5 summarizes how theprocedures

givenin theprevious sections canbeusedtogether to yield a testable circuitwithminimal overhead.

Section 6.6 finally shows experimental results on applying these techniques.

6.1 Definitions and Notation

A multi-level circuit is obtained by algebraic factorization from a cover of a function

/ if it is obtained from the cover by applying only the distributive and associative properties of

Boolean sum andproduct (i.e. ignoringthat a •a = 0, a + a = 1 andso on).

A combinational circuit path is a sequence of nodes, 7r = {2&,.. .zn}, where zq is a

primary input, zn is a primary output, all othernodes aregates andeach Z{ is an inputof Zi+\.

A two-vector test (t>i, 1*2) is a pairof vectors of inputvalues for thecombinational circuit

under test. The test proceeds as follows:

1. v\ is applied for a time sufficient for the circuit to stabilize.

2. misapplied.
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3. the combinational logic output is sampled.

. This delay-testing model implies that the scan flip-flops must have the following capabilities:

• select which of the flip-flop inputs (e.g. S or R for an SR flip-flop)is latched by the test clock

and subsequently scanned out.

• memorize two values to be applied in sequence for the application of a two-vector test.

An event is a transition 0 —• lorl -» 0 at a node. Consider a sequence of transitions,

{zq, z\, ..., z*} occurring at nodes {^o, *i, ..., zn} along a path, suchthat z* occurs as a result

of eventz*_x. The event Zq is saidto propagate along the path. If thereexistsan inputvectorpair

such that under appropriate delays in the circuit, an event could propagate along a path, then the

pathis saidto be event sensitizable. If there exists an input vector pairsuchthatunder arbitrary

delays in the circuit, an eventpropagates along a path, thenthe path is saidto be robustly event

sensitizable.

Acircuit hasa gatedelayfault if there isonegatein thecircuit suchthattheoutputof the

circuit is slow tomake a 0 -»• 1 (or1 -* 0) transition when one or more of the gate inputs change

values. Each single gate delay fault isassumed tobesocatastrophic as to cause a delay along any

path through thegate to any output, i.e. allthe inputs ofthegate are assumed to beaffected bythe

fault This assumption is often considered tobeunrealistic, thus requiring to use a more stringent
delayfaultmodelbasedonpaths ratherthangates.

A circuit has a path delay fault if there exists a path from a primary input to a primary

output viaa setofgates and nets such that aprimary input event isslow topropagate along thepath
to the primary output.

A two-vector test (vi, i^) is said to be a robust path delay fault test fora path it, if

and only if,when ir isfaulty and the test (v\, 1%) is applied, thecircuit output isdifferent from the

expected output at sampling time, independent of the delays along wires not on -k ([74]). Similar

definitions hold for the robust gate delay fault test. A more stringent model is thehazard-free

robust delay fault model1, treated in[98,33]. Arobust path delay fault test is said tobea hazard-

free robust path delay fault test ifno hazards can occur on the tested path during the application
of the test, regardless of the delayvalues. Note that an HFRPDFT test is valid for both transitions

along a path ir, the second test being obtained byjust reversing the order of application of the
vectors.

^he hazard free robust path delay fault model is simply called the robust path delay fault model in [34,33],
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It maybe useful, at thispoint, to contrast the requirements of hazard-free operation and

HFRPDFT:

• Foranasynchronous circuit tobehazard-freeinoperation it isnecessary thatfoxforall legal

inputsequences, i.e. corresponding to valid firing sequences of the STG specification, no

statichazard occursin the circuit. Thushazard-free operation is a globalproperty governing

the normal operation of the circuit

• Foran asynchronous circuit to be hazard-free robustlypath delay fault testable (HFRPDFT)

it is necessary that there exists a vector pair that detects each path delay fault in a robust and

hazard-free manner. Sucha vectorpair (v\, vi) mightnot be a legalinputsequence, i.e. there

might not exist a valid firing sequence of the STG specification bringing the inputs of the

circuit from v\ to v*i. This means also that it might be impossible to apply v\ and vj without

using scan techniques, because the circuitry surrounding the path under test (also called the

environment), which was designed to implementthe STG specification,might not be able to

produce those vectors in that sequence.

Despite the apparent similarity between the two properties, neither property implies the

other. Moreover, optimizing a circuit for one property can diminish or eliminate the other. See for

example the case, described in Section 6.2, where making a circuit HFRPDFT introduces hazards

during normal operation. Conversely, in the very same example, a cube that appears in the initial

two-level cover in order to eliminate a hazard during operationmakes the circuit not HFRPDFT.

6.2 A Procedure Guaranteed to Generate an HFRPDFT Circuit

This section describes a technique to implement the two-level initial on-set cover obtained

by Procedure 5.2.1 as a fully hazard-free robustly path delay fault testable circuit that has exactly the

same hazard properties as the initial two-level cover, so that the algorithms described in Section 5.4

can be used to make it hazard-free in operationand fully HFRPDFT.

Kundu et al. ([67]) first gave a procedure, based on Shannondecomposition, to make

a combinational circuit HFRPDFT. The essence of this procedure is to choose a binate variable,

call it x, in a given two-level representation, call it F, of a logic function /, decompose F into

x - Fx + x •Fx, such that the variable x does not appear in either Fx and Fx. Unfortunately, while

this procedure results in an HFRPDFT implementation it may not result in an implementation that

is hazard-free during normal operation, as is required.
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Take for example the STG reported in Figure 2.23. The on-set and off-set covers

for signal A{, as obtained by Procedure 5.2.1, are respectively Fa{ = DL + DRi + LRi and

Ra{ = DL + DRi + LRi. Both coversare redundant (cube DRi can be removed from Fa{ and

cube DR{ can be removed from Ra>)- If we choose any variable for the above decomposition,

we introduce a hazard whenever that variable changes and Ai must remain constant. Note that in

this case there is also no hope to obtain an HFRPDFT implementationwith any of the heuristics

described in Section 6.3, which cannot remove a redundancy in both the on-set and off-set covers.

Wenow present a procedure which is guaranteed to produce an HFRPDFT circuit. This

procedure may require the addition of test inputs. At present we know of no procedure that is

guaranteed to produceHFRPDFT circuits,that are alsohazard-free in operation,that does not also

add test inputs.

6.2.1 Algebraic Decomposition

Ourprocedure is similarto the oneoutlined abovein somerespects: firsta variable x at

the beginning of an untestable path is identified in a given two-level representation F of a logic

function /. F is then algebraically decomposed into x • G + x • H + R, so that the variable x

does notappear in anyoneof G, H and R. Thedifference between thisprocedure and thatof [67]

is theability to partition outa remainder R. This results in a more area efficient implementation

but more importantly the factoring out of the remainder ensures hazard-free operation as we will

show in Section 6.2.2 below. We now give the procedure in detail. It takes as inputaprime, but

possibly redundant, two-level representation F of a logic function /, and it returns a multi-level

implementation of / withexactly the samehazard properties of F:

Procedure 6.2.1

1. If the combinational circuit F is HFRPDFT then return F.

2. Otherwise:

(a) Choose (with an appropriate heuristic) an input variable x such that apath beginning
from x is untestable in F.

(b) Let Gbethe two-level cover obtainedbycollecting allthe cubes in F that depend on x,
cofactored against x.
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Figure 6.1: Application of Procedure 6.2.1

(c) Let H be the two-level cover obtainedby collecting all the cubes in F that depend on

x, cofactored against x.

(d) Let R be thetwo-levelcover obtainedby collecting all thecubesin F thatdo notdepend

on either xorx.

(e) Let G', H' and R' be the circuits obtained by a recursive application to G, H and R

respectively.

(f) Let t\ and t2 be two new variables, not in the support of f.

(g) Return the circuit

ti-x-G' + ti >x-H' + t2'Rt

Figure 6.1 shows the result ofone step of Procedure 6.2.1.

We now proceed to prove that this procedure results in an HFRPDFT circuit. The key

result is the following:

Theorem 6.2.1 Let f bea logicfunction, let Fbea combinational circuit implementing f and let

G -x + H -x + Rbean algebraicfactorizationofF suchthat:

1. G,H and R are each individuallyHFRPDFT circuits,

2. theon-set ofthe logicfunction implementedby G containsa vertex not contained in the on-set

ofthe logic function implemented by H,

3. the on-set of the logic function implemented by H contains a vertex not contained in the

on-set ofthe logic function implemented by G, and
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4. t\ and t2 are two variables not in the support off.

Then F' = tx •G • x + U • H • x + t2-Risan HFRPDFT circuit.

Proof Weassume that G, H and R are non-empty. If they are, then the analysis is further simplified.

Each of G, H, and R is assumed to be HFRPDFT. The proof strategy used to detect

delay faults in thesesub-circuits in F' is to augment the vectors whichtest those paths in isolation

with the appropriate values of t\, t2, and x.

Considera circuitpath ?r in G. By suppositionG in isolation is HFRPDFT so we have a

vectorpair (v\, i^) that tests it. Totest ir in F' set t\ = 1, t2 = 0, x = 1 and apply (vi, v?).

Consider a path ?r in H. By supposition H in isolation is HFRPDFT so we have a vector

pair (v\, V2) that tests ir. To test win F' set <i = 1, *2 = 0, a; = 0 and apply (v\, vi).

Consider a path tt in i2. By supposition 12 in isolation is HFRPDFT so we have a vector

pair (vi, V2) that tests fl\ Totest ninF' set*i = 0, t2 = 1, a; = 0 andapply («i, ,o2).

The paths associated with x and z are equally straightforward. Consider the path t

associated with a;. By supposition the on-set of G contains a vertex not contained in H. Call that

vertex v. To test n set t\ = 1, t2 = 0, give the values of vertex v to the other primary inputs and let

x rise 0 -* 1.

Consider the path it associated with x. By supposition the on-set of H contains a vertex

not containedin G. Call that vertex v. To test v set t\ = 1, t2 = 0, give the values of vertex v to

the other primary inputs and let x fall 1 -+ 0.

The testing inputs do not need to run at speed but it may be simpler to test them than to

treat them as a special case. The vectors are created as follows.

Consider the path ir associated with the testing input t\ in x • t\ • G. By supposition the

on-set of G containsa vertexnot contained in H. Call that vertex v. To test ir set t2 = 0, x = 1,

give the valuesof vertex v to the otherprimary inputsand let ti rise 0 -• 1.

Consider the path ir associated withthe testing inputt\ in x •t\ •H. By supposition the

on-set of H containsa vertex not contained in G. Call that vertex v. To test it set t2 = 0, x = 0,

give the values of vertex v to the other primary inputs and let t\ rise 0 -+ 1.

Considerthe path it associated withthe testinginput t2. To test tt first find any vertex v

suchthat R = 1. Thenset t\ = 0, givethevalues of vertex v to the otherprimary inputs,andlet t2

riseO -• 1.

Thus every path in F' is HFRPDFT. •
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Figure 6.2: ApplicationofProcedure6.2.1 withouttest inputs

Note also that a similar argument allows us to conclude that if both G + R and H + R

are HFRPDFT circuits, then we donothave to introduce the testing inputs t\ and t2, resulting in

the circuit structure described in Figure 6.2.

Weprovethat we retainprimalityin the recursion stepof Procedure 6.2.1 in the following

Lemma.

Lemma 622 Let F beaprime on-setcover ofa logicfunction f. Let xbea variable inthe support

off. Let Gbe the setofcubes containing x cofactored against x, H be the setofcubes containing
x cofactored against x andR be the setofcubes containing neither x or x.

Then each ofG, H and R is a prime cover.

Proof Suppose somecubec in G (withcorresponding cubex •c in F) is notprime. Thenwecould

remove a literal,say y, from it, andthe resultingcube,callit cy,wouldstillbe animplicantof B(G)

(i.e. ofthelogic function denoted byG). Soalso cy •ywould beanimplicantof B{G),and x-Cy-y

would be an implicant of /. Then we couldexpand x •c to x •cy, contradicting the hypothesis of

primality of F.

A similarargument can be used for H. As R is unchanged from F, R remains prime. •

To prove that Procedure 6.2.1 is correct, we use induction and apply Theorem 6.2.1 at the

induction step. -

Theorem 623 Let F be a primeon-setcoverofa logicfunction f. Then Procedure 62.1 results

inan HFRPDFT combinational circuit F' of theform ti •x •G'+1\ •x •H' +12 •R'implementing

/.
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Proof

• Basis: let / be a logicfunction of twovariables. By inspection we can showthat for any

functionof two variablesthere exists an HFRPDFT implementationusing Procedure 6.2.1.

• Induction step: Suppose that anyfunction of n variables can be made HFRPDFT by Proce

dure 6.2.1. Let / be a functionof n + 1 variables. Suppose F is not HFRPDFT. Let x be a

variable such that a path beginning at x is not testable in F.

By Lemma6.2.2,eachof G, H and R (supposednot empty,as in the proof of Theorem 6.2.1)

is a primecoverof a function of n variables, and therefore, by the inductionhypothesis, each

has an HFRPDFT implementation thatcan be arrivedat throughProcedure 6.2.1. Let us call

these HFRPDFTimplementations G', H* and R' respectively.

Nowsupposethat H' is not empty, and that it containsno vertex not containedin G'. Then,

alsoH is notempty andit contains novertex notcontained in G. Let c be anyimplicantof F

that is assigned to H. Since c^ contains no vertex that is not contained in G, then we could

haveremoved x from c leaving it an implicant of /. But this contradicts the primality of F.

By a similar argument we can show that G' contains some vertex not contained in H'.

We have now shown that:

1. G', H' and R' areeachindividually HFRPDFTcircuits

2. The on-set of G' contains a vertex not contained in H' and

3. The on-set of H' contains a vertex not contained in G'.

Let t\ and t2be two variablesnot in the supportof /. Then by Theorem 6.2.1

h 'X-G' + ti -x-H' + h-R'

is an HFRPDFT circuit.

ThusProcedure 6.2.1 produces an HFRPDFTcircuitusingadditional test inputs.

•

6.2.2 Retaining Hazard Free Operation

We wish to showthat the techniques used to makethe circuithazard-free robustly path

delay fault testable do notdestroy thepossibility to make thecircuit hazard-free in operation using

the algorithm described in Section 5.4.
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To see that thecircuit Ff has thesame hazards as F, observe that theinputs ti and t2 do

notchange during normal operation, therefore their introduction does notcreate anyhazards. Thus

in normal operation JF" operates asG-x + H -x + R. The factorization of the initial circuit F into

Gx + H-x+ Rcdiibe accomplished simplyusing associativity and distributivity. Thus, according
toTheorems 5.1.3, nohazards are introduced in thisdecomposition and theresulting circuit F* can

be made hazard-free in operation.

6.3 Heuristic Proceduresto Improve HFRPDFT Testability

hi thissection we present anumberofheuristics which, whilenot guaranteeing to produce

an HFRPDFT implementation of acircuit, may beexpected toimprove the HFRPDFT testability
ofa givencircuit, withoutintroducing new hazards in itsoperation.

6.3.1 Algebraic Factorization

In addition to being a useful technique for circuit optimization, algebraic factorization

can be used as a heuristic for improving the delay fault testability of a circuit. Given a cover

F • G + F >H, if the paths associated with F were HFRPDFT either in G or in H (but not

necessarily HFRPDFT inboth), then if the cover is algebraically factored to produce F-(G + H)
then F becomesfully HFRPDFT. This is due tothe collapsing of paths that isanatural by-product

of algebraic factorization. As a simple illustration of this consider the following example drawn

from [35]: let CT be the two-level circuit ab + 6c + be and let CM be its multi-level algebraic
factorization (a + c)b + be. The path associated withliteral b in cube ab of CT, call it jti, is not

HFRPDFT, but the path associated with b in cube be ofCT, call it ir2, is HFRPDFT. After CT is

factored into CM there is amany-to-one reduction from paths iri and tt2 to asingle path nassociated
withliteral binthe factor (a+c)b, and thetestability of ir2 alone is sufficient toensure thetestability

of 7T. Asaresult CM iscompletely HFRPDFT while CT isnot.

As algebraic factorization is essentially an iterative application of the associative law, it

retains the hazard properties ofthe initial two-level implementation, sothat again thealgorithms of

Section 5.4 can be applied to makethe circuit hazard-free in operation.
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6.3.2 Complementation

When the on-set cover of the next-state function of a signal is not HFRPDFT, then it

may be the case that its companion off-set cover is more easily made HFRPDFT. Consider the

function / implemented in the circuit F = a c + ab + ab + cd + cd. While this is one of a few

prime and irredundant implementationsof this function, the paths associated with a and c in ac

are not HFRPDFT. Furthermore allprime and irredundant implementations of this function share

this problem. Algebraically factoring out a produces the circuita(c + b) + ab + cd + cd. While

the path associated with a has become HFRPDFT, the path associated with c in (c + b) is still

not HFRPDFT. Furthermore, no other application of algebraic factorization will make this path

HFRPDFT. Thus algebraic factorization alonecannotbe used to make this circuit HFRPDFT.

An alternative way of getting a fully HFRPDFT implementation of / is to implement an

off-set coverof /, rather thananon-setcover, and complement the output. The off-set cover R of

fisR = abed+ abed+ abed. This implementation is HFRPDFT. Note that in this casethe final

primeselection step in Procedure 5.2.1 must be done, obviously, using the cubesof R' rather than

the cubes of F'.

Another case in which this can be useful is when the on-set cover of / obtained by

Procedure 5.2.1 is redundant, while the corresponding off-set cover is not.

Having implemented R, we can apply Theorem 5.1.3, that states that introducing an

inverter at the outputof a circuit doesnot introduce or remove hazards. Thus complementing the

outputof R to produce / retains the hazard properties of R, and the resulting circuit canbe made

hazard-free.

6.4 A Procedure Guaranteed to Generate an RGDFT Circuit

In Section 6.2 we presented an algorithm that is guaranteed to produce a hazard-free

robustly path delay fault testable implementation of a circuit. This algorithm has the potential

disadvantage thattestinputs mayberequired. Inthissectionwepresentatechnique thatalso requires

the introduction of test inputs but may require fewer test inputs, producing an implementation

that is robustly gate delay fault testable. This delay fault testability model is less stringent than

HFRPDFT, butitcan stillbesufficient todetermine withthedesired accuracy whetherthedelays in

the manufactured circuit lie withinthe bounds assumed during synthesis, thus ensuring hazard-free

operation.
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6.4.1 Making the Circuit Robustly Gate DelayFault Testable

Theinitial two-level cover produced bythetechniques in Section 5.2.1 is prime butmay

notbeirredundant. Thefirst step required istomake each cube irredundant throughtheintroduction

of test inputs. Foreachredundant cube inthecover weadd onetestinput

Startingnow withan irredundant two-level coverweproceed to makethe cover RGDFT

through theintroduction ofa single testinput. This procedure ismodeled after theprocedure given

in [99] to improve stuck-open fault testability. To motivate this procedure we will employ the
following Lemma from [33,36].

Lemma6.4.1 ; LetC bea two-level single-output circuit and let Zi be a gate inC.Ifa path ic

through zi is HFRPDFT then z{ is RGDFT.

It is likely that after applyingthe heuristictransformationsdescribed in Section 6.3 that at

least onepathpergate is HFRPDFT. If this isnotthecase then thefollowing procedure will make

thecircuitRGDFT.Asusual, let F bea two-levelprime andirredundantcombinational circuitthat

we want to make RGDFT.

Procedure 6.4.1

/. IfF is not RGDFT then:

(a) LetC = {ci, c2,..., c„}be the set of cubes in F thatarenot RGDFT.

(b) Let t be an inputnot in thesupportofF.

(c) Add t to each cube inC. Forexample c'i = t-Ci.

Wenow proceedto provethat the resulting circuit F is RGDFT.

Proof Ifacube c isnotinC,then itwas already RGDFT, and the introductionoft does notchange
this property.

Suppose c is in C. The circuit F is prime and irredundant both before and after Proce

dure 6.4.1. Let v be a relatively essential vertex of c. Consider t •v. Clearly, t •c covers t •v.

Furthermore no othercube in jF covers v otherwise v would notbe a relatively essential vertex of

c. So t •v is a relatively essential vertex of t •c. Consider thevector pair (t •v, t •v). Thevector

t •v is a relatively essential vertex of t •c and it must be the case that the vector t •v is in the off-set

of F. Therefore by the necessary and sufficient conditions for HFRPDFT in two-level networks
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given in [36, 33] the path associated with tin t • c, call it tt is HFRPDFT. Now by Lemma 6.4.1

given above, because ir is HFRPDFT then the and gate associated with cube t • v must also be

RGDFT. Furthermore, because tt is HFRPDFT, the output or gate of F must also be RGDFT,

by the reasoning of the same Lemma. Thus Procedure 6.4.1 creates a two-level circuit that is

completely RGDFT. •

To create an RGDFT multilevel circuit from this two-level circuit then the constrained

factorization techniques of [34,35] may be applied.

To see that the output of Procedure6.4.1 can be made hazard-free, observe that the input

t does not change during normal operation, therefore its introduction does not create any hazards.

Thus in normaloperationthe new circuithas exactly the same hazardproperties as the old one.

6.5 Design for Delay Testability Methodology

So farwe have described the effective proceduresofSections 6.2 and 6.4 and the heuristic

techniques ofSection 6.3 as independent procedures, but in fact the most effective use ofthese tech

niques involves their integratedapplication. If the initialtwo-level circuit producedin Section 5.2.1

is HFRPDFT, then algebraic factorization canbe freely applied and HFRPDFT will be retained.

If the initial two-level circuit is not HFRPDFT, then the best course is to iteratively

apply the heuristics of Section 6.3. If we reach a point at which further applications of algebraic

factorizationalone will not improve the testability of the circuit, then we have two courses.

1. We canexamine the RGDFTof thecurrent circuit. If the fault coverage in thismodel is high

(as wouldbe expected) andthis fault modelis acceptable, then we canterminate atthis point

We can also achieve complete RGDFT using the techniques of Section 6.4.

2. Alternatively, ifcomplete faultcoveragein the HFRPDFT model is desired, then this can be

achieved at this point using the techniques of Section 6.2.

Through the integrated application ofthesetechniques we aimto achieve the desired fault coverage

with the least penaltyin area overhead andthe fewest additional test inputs.

At this point,we have obtained an HFRPDFT (or RGDFT) implementationof the STG

specificationthat has exactly the same hazard properties as the initial two-level cover. So we can

now apply the techniques described in Section 5.4 in order to obtain a circuit that is hazard-free

in operation. These techniques simply change the delaysof some signals, so both HFRPDFT and

RGDFTare maintained in the final hazard-free implementation.
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6.6 Experimental Results

In this section we presentour experimentalresultson the set of STG examples used also

in the previous chapters.

Table 6.1 gives the areaand delay (using a standard cell implementation) of:

• ahazard-free, but not completely testable,optimized implementation(column "Untestable").

• ahazard-free HFRPDFT optimized implementation(column 'Testable").

The area, delay and padding columns are as in Section 5.6.

Table 6.2 summarizes the cases when a decompositionwas required to make the circuit

testable. The column labeled "Decomp." gives the number of times Procedure 6.2.1 had to

decomposethe circuit in orderto make it HFRPDFT, while the column labeled'Test inp." gives

the number of added test inputs for each circuit.
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example Untestable Testable

With hazards Without Hazards With hazards Without Hazards

Area Delay Area Pad Area Delay Area Pad

chul33 224 4.4 224 0.0 224 4.4 224 0.0

chul50 200 4.6 200 0.0 216 4.2 248 2.4

chul72 104 1.6 104 0.0 104 1.6 104 0.0

converta 368 5.0 368 0.0 448 6.2 448 0.0

ebergen 216 3.2 216 0.0 232 4.8 248 1.2

full 192 4.6 208 1.2 192 4.6 208 1.2

hazard 200 4.2 200 0.0 216 4.4 248 2.4

hybridf 242 5.0 258 1.2 242 5.0 258 1.2

nowick 232 4.6 232 0.0 232 4.6 232 0.0

alloc-outbound 272 4.0 272 0.0 272 4.0 272 0.0

mp-forward-pkt 232 3.4 232 0.0 232 3.4 232 0.0

nak-pa 256 3.4 256 0.0 256 " 3.4 256 0.0

pe-rcv-ifc 752 6.6 784 2.4 752 6.6 784 2.4

pe-send-ifc 912 7.4 1056 10.8 912 7.4 1056 10.8

ram-read-sbuf 384 4.2 416 2.4 384 4.2 416 2.4

rev-setup 128 2.8 128 0.0 128 2.8 128 0.0

sbuf-ram-write 296 4.0 296 0.0 296 4.0 296 0.0

sbuf-read-ctl 272 4.2 272 0.0 272 4.2 272 0.0

sbuf-send-ctl 280 3.2 280 0.0 280 3.2 280 0.0

sbuf-send-pkt2 320 4.4 416 7.2 320 4.4 416 7.2

sendr-done 96 3.0 112 1.2 96 3.0 112 1.2

qr42 216 3.2 216 0.0 232 4.8 248 1.2

rpdft 168 5.2 232 4.8 160 4.0 192 2.4

trimos-send 576 4.6 576 0.0 576 4.6 576 0.0

vbelOb 688 7.0 784 7.2 688 7.0 784 7.2

vbe5b 208 4.0 208 0.0 208 3.2 208 0.0

vbe5c 160 3.0 176 1.2 160 3.0 176 1.2

wrdatab 664 4.8 680 1.2 672 7.2 688 1.2

total 8858 119.6 9402 40.8 9002 124.2 9610 45.6

Table 6.1: Area anddelay cost of robustpathdelay fault testability
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example Testable

With hazards Without Hazards

Area Delay Area Pad Decomp. Test inp.
chul33 224 4.4 224 0.0 0 0

chul50 216 4.2 248 2.4 1 2

chul72 104 1.6 104 0.0 0 0

converta 448 6.2 448 0.0 1 2

ebergen 232 4.8 248 1.2 2 2

full 192 4.6 208 1.2 0 0

hazard 216 4.4 248 2.4 2 2

hybridf 242 5.0 258 1.2 0 0

nowick 232 4.6 232 0.0 0 0

alloc-outbound 272 4.0 272 0.0 0 0

mp-forward-pkt 232 3.4 232 0.0 0 0

nak-pa 256 3.4 256 0.0 0 0

pe-rcv-ifc 752 6.6 784 2.4 0 0

pe-send-ifc 912 7.4 1056 10.8 0 0

ram-read-sbuf 384 4.2 416 2.4 0 0

rev-setup 128 2.8 128 0.0 0 0

sbuf-ram-write 296 4.0 296 0.0 0 0

sbuf-read-ctl 272 4.2 272 0.0 0 0

sbuf-send-ctl 280 3.2 280 0.0 0 0

sbuf-send-pkt2 320 4.4 416 7.2 0 0

sendr-done 96 3.0 112 1.2 0 0

qr42 232 4.8 248 1.2 2 2

rpdft 160 4.0 192 2.4 1 2

trimos-send 576 4.6 576 0.0 0 0

vbelOb 688 7.0 784 7.2 0 0

vbe5b 208 3.2 208 0.0 0 0

vbe5c 160 3.0 176 1.2 0 0

wrdatab 672 7.2 688 1.2 1 2

total 9002 124.2 9610 45.6 10- 14

Table 6.2: Cases when test inputs must be added
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This work had many ambitious objectives.

Our first aim was to show that the claim (due to A. Turing) that asynchronous circuits

are hard to design is valid, but that this difficulty can be overcome by providing the designer with

automated aids that eliminate the most time-consuming and error-proneparts of the design process.

Despite reasonable objections to a shift from the well-established synchronous design

methodology to the relatively new self-timing-based asynchronous methodology, asynchronous

designs are going to become a key component of many digital systems of the future. The main

reason is that some of the major problems facing today's designers, such as clock skew, scalability,

modularity, and power consumption, can be alleviated, if not overcome, with a clock-less design

methodology. This methodology must be atleastas efficient and effective asexisting synchronous

methodologies, in terms ofdesign effort andquality of the final result.

Highly critical applications, such asavionics, can generally afford to be moreexpensive

than average consumer products (even when the latter require a large amount of data processing,

as inthecase of high-definitionTV orof personal communications systems). So a realistic design

methodology must allow the designer to trade off rehability against cost, exactly as in existing

synchronousdesign techniques.

Finally, anyapproach to integrated circuitdesignautomationmusthave asound theoretical

basis, and itspractical significance mustbedemonstrated withasetofcompleteexperimental results.

We believethatthe complete asynchronous circuit design methodology developed in this

thesis satisfies the requirements listed above. The proposed methodology contains several phases,

from system specification to implementation and testing.

The systemspecification phase deals with issues such as the dependency on component
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delays, the robustness with respect toenvironmental variations, the use of aspecific physical design

methodology, and theexistence of standard specification orof pre-designed parts that need to be

re-used. The formal tools required to tackle these problems are described in Chapter 3, which, for

example, defines the characteristics of the specification that lead to a design whose behavior does

notdepend on gate or interconnection delays. The precise characterization of theimplementation

behavior is obtained withacircuit model that permits thedescription of a pre-existing component

atthe desired level of detailor abstraction, usingnon-determinism.

The circuitbehavioris specified usingtheSignal Transition Graph (STG), a formalization

of timing diagrams. The STG is suitable for directly modeling all major asynchronous behavior

paradigms, suchaschoice, concurrency, causality. Synchronization and meta-stability issues, while

nothandled directly withthe STG, can becleanly separated from therest ofthe design and solved

using theappropriate analog design techniques. Thecomponentsdealing withthese synchronization

issues can thenbeuniformly incorporated intheoverall circuit model. Chapter 1contains arealistic

example ofaVMEbus interface. It is specified directly from atimingdiagram asasetoftwo Signal

Transition Graphs anda synchronization element. Alternately, the circuit behavior canbe given as

aFinite State Machine description whichis automatically translated, under suitable assumptions on

the environment behavior, into an STG.

Even though we do not deal directly with formal verification issues, the specification

itself is formally defined, hencelendingitself to existing automated verification techniques. These

techniquescanbe used to provethat the describedbehaviorsatisfiesaset ofproperties that define its

correctness (design verification),and that the circuit implements the specification (implementation

verification). The latter verification step is required to ensure that algorithm implementation errors

do not produce incorrect designs. Chapter 2 contains a summary of such techniques that can be

applied for both the verification problems.

Chapters 4 and 5 contain an automated design procedure that produces a range of im

plementations of a given STG specification which depend on user-specified cost functions that

take into account area, delay, throughput and target implementation technology. The procedure

is correct-by-construction, and produces an optimized hazard-free circuit using information on the

gate, wire and environment delays. Looser bounds on such delays produce a more robust but

possibly more expensive design, leaving the trade-off to the designer.

Finally, since an integrated circuit cannot be used unless it is thoroughly tested for possible

manufacturing defects, we give a methodology to test the circuitusing the most stringent delay fault

model used in practice, the hazard-free robust path delay fault model. The need to test each
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manufactured circuit for path delay faults also arises because the synthesized circuit is hazard-free

only if the delay bounds used in the synthesis phase are actually met.

Our design methodology is aimed at the efficient solution of low-level logic design

problems, so it has a potentially wider range of applications than as a stand-alone tool. In fact, it

can be used as a component in a higher level synthesis system for asynchronous circuits that would

rely on our procedures to perform the logic level design.

We hope that the algorithms described in this work, which has been tested experimentally

on a large set of example specifications taken from both industry and academic publications, will

gain acceptance in the digital circuit design community. We hope that this methodology will

enable designers to overcome the problems of the next generations of Ultra-High-Performance,

Ultra-Large-Scale-of-Integration digital integratedcircuits, since they thus farare intractableusing

current techniques. Its potential rangeof applicationspans the entire spectrum of design problems,

from high-end super-computers to low-power, low-budget consumer electronicsand appliances.
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Change Diagram, 150
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signal, 115
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timer, 98
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probe

Communicating SequentialProcesses,82,

84

problem

binate covering, 46,174

Boolean satisfiability, 160

covering, 46

delay padding, 221

hitting set, 221

unate covering, 46

process decomposition, 84

product

Finite Automaton, 32,92

product term, see implicant

production rule, 83



INDEX

circuit implementation, 83

complementary, 83

expansion, 84

fire, 83

stable, 83,84,86

Stete Transition Diagram, 83

symmetrization, 84

delay, 10,26,59,98,109,133,135-137,

146,191,195,225,247

Q-flop, 63

quasi-delay-insensitive

circuit, 80

race, 48

reachability

Arc-labeled Transition System, 116

reachability graph

Petri net, 7,34,75,76

reachability set

Petri net, 34

reachable

state, 31,134

reachable activity vectors

Change Diagram, 151

read

Communicating Sequential Processes,82,

84

real

delay, 26

reduction

Marked Graph, 35,38,186

Stete Machine, 37,38

pure
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redundant

cover, 29,259

cube, 29,54,208

region

timer, 98

relatively essential

vertex, 29

repetition

Communicating SequentialProcesses, 82

request/acknowledge protocol, 69

reset, see initial state

resubstitution

logic expression, 71

robust gate delay fault

test, 257

robust path delay fault

test, 257

robustly event sensitizable

combinational circuit path, 257

run

Finite Automaton, 32

safe

Petri net, 10, 34, 37, 38, 75, 140, 143,

145-147,158,162,187

specification, 32

secondary

term takeover, 73

selection

Communicating Sequential Processes,82,

84

self-checking

circuit, 70
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self-clocked

circuit, 61

self-synchronizing

code, 67,69,81

semi-modular

circuit, 67, 86, 91,134, 137, 137, 145-

147,152,158

Cumulative Diagram, 140

lattice, 123,127

Stete Transition Diagram, 76, 152, 154,

157

semi-modular-1

Arc-labeled Transition System, 127,135

semi-modular-2

Arc-labeled Transition System, 127,135

sequential

circuit, 131

gate, 66,132

hazard, 54,57

sequential composition

CommunicatingSequential Processes, 82

set

timer, 98

Shannon decomposition, 29,258

signal, 112

completion, 63

excited, 115

implied value, 11,75,143,192,202

input, 30,131,131,141,178,194,233

internal, 131

next stete, 47

output, 30,131,141,192,233

present stete, 47

INDEX

primary output, 131

stable, 115

stete, 47,59,84, 85,161,168,180,226

Signal Graph, see Signal Transition Graph

Signal Transition Graph, 5, 6, 64, 141, 155,

192

autonomous, 141,144

Chu-persistent, 142,217

correct, 161, 169, 173, 177, 178, 186-

188, 191, 199, 200, 202, 205-207,

211,217,219

encoded, 186

extended free-choice, 141

free-choice, 141

input free-choice, 142,146

live, 76,161,217

normal, 75,85

output-persistent, 142,145,146,149

persistent, 142,142,149,191,206

speed-independent, 145

valid, 76,142,162,206

well-formed, 76,218

simple cycle

graph, 234

simple path

graph, 211

Single Input Change, 41,56-58

Single Output Change

How Table, 41

Single Transition Time

stete encoding, 49,180

skew

clock, 2



INDEX

spacer

code, 69

spanning tree

graph, 239

specification

live, 32

safe, 32

speed-independent

circuit, 4,27,67,134,137,137,145,147

Signal Transition Graph, 145

Stete Transition Diagram, 157

speed-independent-1

Arc-labeled Transition System, 123,135

speed-independent-2

Arc-labeled Transition System, 124,135

speed-independent-3

Arc-labeled Transition System, 124

splitting

stete, 183

stable

circuit component, 26,66,132,133

production rule, 83, 84,86

signal, 115

stete, 31,40

stete

Arc-labeled Transition System, 114

chaos, 94

compatible, 163

distinguishable, 170,170

final, 32

initial, 31,32

input, 30,31,69,89

internal, 30,31,164
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locally distinguishable, 169

output, 30,69,164,165

output compatible, 42

reachable, 31,134

signal, 47,59,84,85,161,168,180,226

splitting, 183

stable, 31,40

Stete Transition Diagram, 66

total, 30,89

Transition System, 114

Stete Diagram, see State Transition Diagram

state encoding, 163

critical race-free, 48, 51, 56, 106, 159,

164,180

Multiple Transition Time, 48

one-hot, 59

Single Transition Time, 49,180

Tracey, 49,180

Stete Graph, see State Transition Diagram

Stete Machine, 34

allocation, 37,187

component, 37,76,162

covering, 37,186

reduction, 37,38

state minimization, 45, 106, 159, 163, 164,

171

constrained, 169

pre-minimization, 172,180

Stete Transition Diagram, see alsoArc-labeled

Transition System, 9, 66, 75, 155,

160,164

Change Diagram, 151

commutative, 143,147
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consistent labeling, 141,142,151,162

deterministic, 143

distributive, 143,152,157,158

finite, 142,143

initialized, 115

non-contradictory, 114,134,136,143

output-persistent, 148,155,157,206

persistent, 143,148

Petri net, 141

production rule, 83

semi-modular, 76,152,154,157

speed-independent, 157

stete, 66

strongly connected, 162

transient cycle, 151

Stete Transition Graph

Finite State Machine, 31

static

hazard, 56, 87, 91, 137, 138, 193, 194,

211,246,247

steady-state

hazard, 57

strictly causal

Arc-labeled Transition System, 119,128,

134,137

strong precedence

Change Diagram, 150,150

strongly connected

graph, 120

Stete Transition Diagram, 162

strongly live

Arc-labeled Transition System, 120,136,

137

INDEX

Structural properties

Petri net, 157

subnet

Petri net, 35

successful

trace, 92,121,162

support, 30,262

minimum, 30,66

symmetrization

production rule, 84

synchronization, 15,17,40

Udding class, 148

synchronous circuit, 1,227

technology mapping, 197

term takeover, 73,219

secondary, 73

ternary

delay, 27

ternary extension

logic function, 88

test

hazard-free, 258

hazard-free robust path delay fault, 257

robust gate delay fault, 257

robust path delay fault, 257

two-vector, 256

three-valued simulation, 87,93,194

timed

Finite Automaton, 97,100

trace, 98

timer, 98

active, 98



INDEX

expire, 98

inactive, 98

lower bound, 98

region, 98

set, 98

upperbound, 98

value, 98

timer region

Finite Automaton, 98

timing diagram, 5,6,79

toggle, 64

token

Petri net, 34

topological

distance, 195

total

stete, 30,89

trace, 96,120

consistent, 98

failure, 121

prefix, 120

successful, 92,121,162

timed, 98

Trace Model, 120,154

alphabet of actions, 120

Binary, 121

prefix-closed, 120

Trace Theory, 80

Tracey

stete encoding, 49,180

transformation

environment-preserving, 162

hazard-non-increasing, 57,195
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transient

hazard, 57

transient cycle

Stete Transition Diagram, 151

transition, 32

Arc-labeled Transition System, 114

Change Diagram, 150

Chu-persistent, 217

concurrent, 11, 34, 193, 199, 200, 210-

212

direct conflict, 34

disable, 34,118,218

empty, 16,78,141

enabled, 34

fire, 34

Petri net, 33,75

Transition System, 114

transition cube, 194,200,210,211

path, 211

Transition Diagram, see State Transition Di

agram

transition signaling, see two-phase handshake

Transition System, 114

stete, 114

transition, 114

transition-generated subnet

Petri net, 35

transmission interference, 80

true

concurrency, 117,142

two-level

circuit, 29,210

two-phase
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handshake, 63

two-vector

test, 256

Udding class

arbitration, 148

date communication, 148

delay-insensitive, 148

synchronization, 148

unate

cover, 30

logic function, 30

unate covering

problem, 46

unbounded

Arc-labeled Transition System, 136

Change Diagram, 152

delay, 26,41,157

unbounded feedback

delay, 38,47

unbounded gate

delay, 4,5,27,66,69,70,75,76,87,93,

115,132,218,220

unbounded wire

delay, 5,28,39,80,87,92,132,213,216

unfolding

Change Diagram, 152

union

dichotomy, 49

UniqueState Coding,see non-contradictory

Unique-action Relation, 116,139

action, 116

action set, 116

INDEX

uniquely locally confluent

Arc-labeled Transition System, 118

upperbound

path delay, 225,227

timer, 98

valid

Signal Transition Graph, 76, 142, 162,

206

valid stete pair, 194,211,247

value

timer, 98

variable, 112, see also signal

CommunicatingSequentialProcesses, 81

multi-valued, 30,173

vertex, 28

relatively essential, 29

weak precedence

Change Diagram, 150,150

well-formed

Signal Transition Graph, 76,218

wire, 25

delay, 27,155,157,191,193,195,244

write

Communicating SequentialProcesses,82,

84

zero element

partial order, 123
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